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Preface

IN

Occasionally there comes to thA fortunate tllj rare
oppqrtunity to participate in a very Oacial enterçfiiee.
Though 'one does not always know at the outset just ow sat-
isfactory the outcomes will be, predictably, rare pportun-
ities produce Fare products. Such is the case with our

. experience in working with an international' group of schol-
ars, policymakers, and practitioners in the,planning and
implementing of an effort tolidentify crucial iaabes for
research initeacher education.

4
I' 1

More specifically, in recognition of the need to
provide more.viable solutions for the problems confronting
education and educators, the National Inetitute of Education
awarded the.Taxes Research and Development Center for Teach',.
er Education a planning grant immid 1978. This planning
project was chargdd to investigate, in a coklaborative mode
with all constituent role groups,' the body ef resesvch
knowledge.presently available in tenher education, and td
identify those areas that should be fhe focus for future
research.

Two thrusts were specified by the project to accom-
plish these objectives. Firht would be.the formulationiof
a National Planning Committee whose membership would repre-
sent the wide array of interests, concerns, and perspectives .

across the many role groups and organizations involved in

the profession. Thin nationally representative committee
4211d be responsible for the deeign and operationaltzation

4#4the second thrust, an international invitational Confer-

ence. The confermice would provide the opportunirs
interested parties to deliberate and delireate the problemi

and priority issues which research,could reasonably be ex-

pected to address. Out of this conference a research agenda
was synthesized (Hall, 1979) .

The,conference was anchored by.,twenty-seven writers
who accepted the challenge to survey and synthesize, to p

explore and report the available research in seven areas 3f

teacher education. In addition, from their experiential
knowledge, through their creative analyses, out of their
reflective insights and expertise, they would stimulate the
interactive thought and wisdom of all collectively involved

in the conference. Which ;hey die. Truly, they were the
cornerstone of the conference. To them we are grateful.

This volume contains not only the collectiVe wfsdot
o#'the paper writers but also the reflections and reactions
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of fourteen paper discussente who provided additional in-

sights and rai,ed furtber questions about the directioAs
research in teacher education should take. In sbert, the
richness of their varied perspectives further enhanced the

conference proceedinyeand product. To them we ere indebted.

No endeavor based on.such diversity can develop Cohe-
sion and approach unity without a strong support system,
Cloaely monitored and frequently revield. Such management
wai supplied by Nancy Via on whose,slender shouldlars the

machinations of all conference events rested. She stood
tall,, and greeted operations; both pleasantly and produc-

tively, to the end that the mati-variate activites of the

pre--, during--,.and post-conference periods worlied smootHly

end succesSfully. To Nancy, a thousand thanks.
9

We abaci Wish to thank Joe Vaughan and Virginia
Kophler of the National Institute of Education for their

input and'aupport throughout this project. A last expression
of gratitude goes to Gail Browri who collaborate& with ue in

ths final organization and preparation of the pepers for

reproduction. Her expertise has been invaluable.

To the reader, of these papers, we think ypo.: will find

a testimonial eo the strength of teacher education--and
commitment to the pureuit or the improvement of teacher edu-

cation as we move into the 1980's.

4

Shirley Hord
Genie Hall

'January 1980



The ingraased national awareness of.and concerns

about.issues in teacher education', cembined with the-impetus

for all constieuent role erodpe to collaborate in addressing

, those i,e544ts;.led to the formation of the project, "ReSearch

and Zevelopment Aenda in Teadher Education" kR&DATE), based

at the Research and Development Center for Teachee Education

at The Unlvdersity of Texas at Austin and funded by the

National Institute of Education. The basic goal'of the pro-

ject# was to de;ineate and priorivlze crucial, researchable,

4ssuei in teacher education through the development of a

constituene-based national research Agenda. In order to

achieve that goal. Ote, maj or activities were carried out:

(l)*a National Planning Committee was established for the

purpose of joint planning that included representatives from

sAgnificant constituencies; and (2) an invitational confer-
.

once, attended by researchersi practitioners, policymakers,

and other rolesgroup representatives, was hela to coopera-

t ilvely generate and address crittical issues in teacher edu-

cation tesearch and development. --
;

0 The conference was organized around two dimensions:

(1) the teacher education continuum (preserviceandection/ '

ineervice;; and (2) seven topic areas. The "continuue'con-

cept represented the coluensus of,ghe National Committee

that teacher education be viewed as a continuing process of

developing or enhancing knowledge, skills, attitudes, and

behaviors throughout the,course of professional life. The

, topic a;eas, identified as a basis for organizing issues,

were: content, process professionals ae learners, collab-

oration, Context, rese ch, and changeidisseminatiori. Once

the conceptual tramewo k was established, the National Com-

mittee nominated4indi iduals with expertise in the identi-
.:

4
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fied areas to do commissioned papere.

The c9nference framework challenged presedrers and

participants to analyze the topieareas across the in4ser21
4

vicidinductionanservice conanuum. The three days of the

conference were divided into seven hulf-day 848ions organ-

" ized around (mob of the areas: The first part of each ate-

sion included-a-Presenter's overview of thevesearch and'

concepxual frameworks currently addressing the topic, fol-

lowed by several specialist presentations fodUsed on speci-

fic research qUestions generated by the area, and finally,

prepared discusiions'of the presentations. Those Papers

and 01.esentations, along with discussant comments, arp
.

.preeented herein, organized within the framework of the

'seven iopic areas.

The second part of each conference session involved

small work grotips.' On the basis of the presentations and ;

their own expertise, these groups worked collaboratiVely to

identify key.issues for future research and development in

teachpr edwcation. These issues were ultimately synthesized

and priorttized to 'generate a set of recommendations for

!direction? for research and devel,)pment in teacher education.

,for 4he subsequent &ee to fila years. Oollowing the con-

ference, the National Committe4 and R&D Center staff devel-

oped a set of recommendations for next steps in teachei edu-

cation research. 'This collective sense of an appropriaee

research agenda is summarized at the end of this volume.

4.
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Overviewer

U. () petth

Pa er Preianters

,

GarpFens ermacher

Thomas GcyI .

Harald Pr.att

Diwcussants ,

Kenneth Howey

'Charles Ruch
4c4-

(Existing reseerdh and development, Tor the
met part, lacks clear direction for informing
tontent decisions in teacher education. Present-
ly, the content included in teacher education
programs is.derived from task analyses, profes- ,

!siodal perceptions, community and student.percep-
tions, and, to a rimided extent, theoretical con-

, a. structe and research. Howeverl the research base '.
to sUbstintiate that certehin content should be

- included (or excluded) frdm teacher edudation is
almost nonexiseent. Mat research and development
activities should be carried out to address'the .

issuee related to the content of teacher education
'across the preservice-induction-inservice continu-

um? What are the implications of ustng different
app&aches to selqcting content? How can place-

. ment of content along the .tontinutimIle determined?
Whet are the possibilities and limitations of
using K-12 research,findings as a basis for judg-
ments about content goals in teacher educatiod?

Bi Ok Smith, Professor Fmeritus in the PhAosophy of

Education Department, University ,of South Florida, Overview
a

Presenter, was asked to develop broad kirush strokes across

the recent research'and.de4llopment ;Activities reNted.to

teacher education content. He wee asked to emphasize the ,

Aleservice-induction-inservice contiltum and, in general,

to examine issves of the knowledge ,baees for content for

3'

a
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'teach& education.

TomGood,ProfessorofEducatienattlw,Unimersity
of Missouri and Researcher aethe Center for Research in

'a

Sbrial Behavior, as a Specialist' Presenter wap to.focus on,

wpat he (and to:a lisser degree others) has found from

classroom.res4trch.e.3 be impoitanl characteristics of effec-

tive taachers.`%Based on the findings from classroom re-
-

searchL he was
.

requested.to nominate auestiona gnd issues

that might be addreased in kture teacher 6ducation 5lesearch.

Specialisc Pr,sisnier Gary Fenstermacher, Professor

in the.College of Edudation, Virginia Polytechnic Institute
4

and State Uniiarsity, has had a' background of exlierience in
1

the policy makinifor teacher preparation and licensing and

has worked $.n'synthesiOng classrOom process studies and .

,correlational research i4tudies.a. Based on his IsnOwledge and

experience, he wai also asked to focus his presentation on
.

problems and issues related to content in teacher education,

particularly focusing on the futtu1e--.4.

.
Another Spiacialist Presenter as Marold Pratt; Science

Ceordinator, Division of instruJ4&i Services, Jefferson'

* Countv.Publ.c Schools in Lakewood:..Colorado, who has had-

extensive experience in selecting the comtent for inservice'

activities for teachers 0 pcience. He was asked to discuss

the issues confronted in selection of oonteni for specific

subject matter areas. Problems of.what and how much to pre-
..

sent and how what teachers 'are trained to do intersects with

what they try to teach students were to be explapled. He

was arso asked to generate questions that research in teach-

er education might address.

Discussant Kenneth Howey,),Professor in the College of

Education at the University of Minnesota, is a nationally

recognized leader in teacher education. He has conducted

survey research on ieserviee practices, worked with teacher

cpnters, and has.been involved in program development and

teacher education assoctation activities. The second dis-

cussant Charles patch is Deln at the School of Education at
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C.
Virginia Commonwealth Univeraity; Hethas provided leadek-

ship at his institution and regionally in the areas of
1

teacher education and the mai.3treaming movement. Bokh dis-

cussants were asked to rehect on the prepared papers and
,

: to tie together.the imp1icationhey saw for.future teacher

education research.

V

4
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ON THE CONTENT OF TEACHER EDUCATION

. B. Q. Smith .

University of South Florida

/n this paper I halie.avoided th'e research vernacular,

an easy task'for me, and any consistent eflort to summariZe

the research or to Icriticlze research.inethods. Instead, my

intention has been.to climb up: throughiand over the many

studies and to consider what the codtent of teacher educe- '

tion is. I.thep turn to fesearch on some phases of

teaching and speak generally aboutlour knowledge.of them.

After that I come to grips with the questid; of how peda-

g8gical content can he selected for a.teachei education'

77-'1

. * curriculum. Before,these steps are taken, however,'I shall

tell how the term "teacher cducation" is used in this I

paper. ' 1, Iir
.

( .1
.1.

The Uses/Of "Teacher Education"

-
If we ai-e to consider pedagoecal content, it is

appropriate o note first,of ali the curriculum domains

desi ated by the term "teacher education." Sometimes the

is used to denote the academic disciplines as well as

'W pr essional coUrses,york in both being required for

,teacher certificat on. "Teacher education" is also used toi

re'fer .to professional studies--educational psychology,

social fyundations, teaching'of this and that, student

teaching, and so,on. When 'so used, it does not pclude the

academic disciplines. The most restrictedrusage is that

which identifies teacher education with teacher training.

IL is then used to designate that part of the curriculum



4.

..whic h-inäludes onfj?.couraes in methods and msterihls in the

teachihg of various subjects, the curriculum, and student

.446.

1.!

4teaching.

It should be remembered thlt there are at least ":wo

levels of training and perhaptrof 'ontent. The first level

'
is teacher trhining and, the knowledge and procedureb in-

n it. The second is the training, of teacher educa-.-

tora in knowledee and procedles of teachedr training. This

dittiation bdiween bevels should go without saying were it .

not fo? the fact that colleges of education, after the

fashion of graduate schools, have emphasi;ed research

training of doctoral students instead of traintng in pro,

iessional skills. Condequently, the personnel of colleges

of education are maladapted to the job'Of teacher training.

The premation of teacher educators is a crucial factor in
. a

the improvement of teacher education, but it calls for die-
.

cussion in its ownfright rather than tangential: treatment

in this paper.

If you cannot tell frbm time to time which of these

usages I. am observing, you will understand my predicament.

I certainly do not have enough information to dwell on the

academic contentol. teacher 'education'in the first sense.

The second usage is not quite kulnageable either,'hven if,I

possessed enough knowledge% But acme of my obaervations

.will likely be seen as falling wiihin this usaige. The=

third meaning--"teacher training"--being more limited, is

more suited to the purpose and scope of meassignment. But

that is all that can be slid for it: sot, for thi% paper,

let us consider that I am more concernedWith the content

of teacher training plogrems than with the/wider programs

embraced by the first and second senses jlf "teacher educa-

tion."

S.

8



Wbat Is.Content?

All can agree that content is whatever is dealt with

in textbooks:courses of instruction, Or lectures. Bu; for."

present purposes we mast know more than that about what con-

term is* Is it empirically,validdl): Does Is include prac-

tical information gained from e4eri6ce? What'are its

eiements? Does it include skills? These and other ques-
.

A
tions are to be considered:

Firs't of all, content is information. It consists )

of definitions, laws or law-like principles, rules,

cedures, values, facts, Pow-hbw, theoriei, and ide ogi s.
$ .

Pedago4ical,contenC is derived froth a number of sources:

professional wisdom, relstei,pisciplines, ideologies, and

research. Pedagogical information is rt necessarily ttue..

But the usefulness of pedagogical information, as in cer-

tain other professions, is not deptndent "upon its truth

value. This is parxially true in theft-realm of politics,and

in any.'domain that uses Ideology 4s a jdstification of

action.

Definition. 'The primary form'Of content, after

primitive terms, is definitions. They are verbal state-

ments by which concepts enter our discourse. They guide

the classification of or observaOrons, :14ithout them we

do not,know what 4 are working with or talktng aboue.

Law-like principles. Events in a pedagogical

setting that occur in sequence of constant uniformity under

the same,conditions havol not been observed. We, therefore',

cannot speak of lalslas a form of 'pedagogical content. But

there is a law-like'-corent in the form of positive/correla-*

tions.

Statistically significant,correlations take the form

of "tiles in practical settings. For example, if you want 1

low income students to do well on a standard test in his-
.

tory, ply them with questions answered in the text.

However, certain conditions, often not stated by the
"),

9
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researcher, must be present. The-etudents must be able to

read thetext, there must be order in the.classroom, there

must he sufficient allocation of time as well as &her

conditioda.
.

I

.

Moreover, if the'concepts, expressed as independint

variables, are sperled out in operatiOnal terms,ye know

explicitly,what to do to satisfy the rule. If they remain

undefined or if they are not spelled out in pedagogical

settings, the rule will be of little or no use to teachers.

r-1114 A positive correlation between corrective feedback and

stlident achievement Will be of no use to teachers unless .

they know the different modes of feedback, can tell Wien it

is indicated, and know enough about the subject matter to

.- administer the corrective Information. Neglect of this

aspect of correlational,knOwledge in textbooks and by >
researchers themsel e as well as by instructors accounts

formuch negatiue rea on to research.

Not all rules are-derived fr R m resesrch. Like rules

in other P marofessions, ny pedagogica ruees develop from

practical 4&perience. We can readily recall some of them:

pupil is angry*. induce him to sit down; develcip the

iculumoirom the simple to the.comAex, the near to the

e, the familiar to the unfamiliai; use concrete

e es when instracting; one must study hird to learn.

In fact, itdis possrbie to view muCh educational research
,

as refinements and extensions of conventional concepts and

Procedures. -These consist of a series of,actions to

achieve an end. The sequence may deal(with such thxngrass

problem solving, making a product, or bringing about an

event: The actions are n'ither randdm nqF purposeless,

but are arranged to lead to some desire& end. Pedagogi-

cally speaking, procedural content consists of a descrip-

tion ot the isequenee of actions to be performed on a parti-

cular occasioh. We sometimes speak of these as methods of

, teaching.

I
10
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Know-how. This forwof content is closely related
Y

to procedural content. There are two kindp of know-how:
,

how to and how do. We can know how something is done as,

for example,' how one eacheis word recognition without

knowing how to teach it ourselves: A procedure, to repeat,

is in established way of doing somethingind.procedural
I)

conrent is simply a verbia formulation of it. How do yo

teach inductively? We can'answer thie,question by_per

forming the actions comprising Elle procedure or by des-

crihing the procedure. In either case one learns how

'something is done, not how to do it.

' To know how to do something is to, be able to perform

the actions when called upon. If it is a repetitive action, '

required under specifiable conditions, lealhed and done

with ease, it is`called a skill. It may be physical, as in

usini a btlackboard, r mental,ias in giving corrective

.feedback% Dut actions, and crs uently skills, are not

content. However, to teach a 1, corrective feedback

for:instance, we must know its various forms.and;b.ow theh

are executed. Then, if a pertain kind of mistake is made

by a student, we can say to the teacherlp training: "This

18 the way you identify it, and this is what you do and how

you do it." What we say to the teac4kr, is the pedagoecal
4 4.)

content. When the teacher in training can give,the feed- "

back as indicated, he or she has acquired a skiAll.

Values. Values are another form of.content, but

-
/
they are seldom taught explicitly in a program of teacher

.

education. Values are ratings. We say that X is a good

principal, and we tell what we mean by giving the criteria

for thus claisifying X. We may dislike X and ycCiate her

as.good. ,Or we may rate X'as good and still not hire her,

but it would be odd to do so. You would expect An explana-

tion. If we say a principal'is good.and soirole disagrees,

either the criteria or the data about the principal's

behavior are not acceptable. The parties to such ,Niagree-

ments seldom take the trouble to find out wherein the
P
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differences lie. 'Rather they are likely to say: "Well.,

that is a'philosophic question," meaning "don't think about

it."

Facts? Littlemeed be said about the facttlal con-
\

tent. It consists of particular'observations: John's IQ

is 115;. Mt. Simpson's score ondehle- GRE is so and so; John

was on task.20 minute's out of 30; Mtss X gave corrective

feecloa-c1-76 times during her,science class.

Iñ IdeolbgT-- Tre---comitanny speak of rheory.--

in contrast to practice. We speak of theory of education,

theory of teachihg,curriculum theory, administrative

theoxy, and counseling theory. Despite these 'claims, tough

minds witl look in,vain for theory in education. At worst,

we find sets of vague and ambiguous concepts, loosely

associated, from which no information .ibout anyTedagogical

state of affairs cambia consistently derived. Some con-

cepts in curriculum theory are cOntent, content categories,

content selection, objectives, sequence, and difficulty.

These are ill definediand almost any approach to curriCulum

development makes use of them in itajashion. At best,

what,is called theoretical isa few correlational propo-

eiti4ns functionally harmonized to a het 6f objective's. For

inst4nce, independent Variebles such as higher order *
ques4ons, probing questions, clarity, and teacher talk

when correlated positively,with student achievement and

functionally synthesized are sometimes viewed as a theory

of teaching. Although it is supported by data and mathe-

matical refinements, suchlknowledge is fragile. Its con-

cepts are ad hoc, holding only for the situation at hand;

they have neither'explanatory power nor capacity to gener-

ate knowledge by deduction. It standa in sharp contrast to

the simple gas laws which are *explained by and predictable

from the kinetic theory of gasfs. Only in a very loose

wee, if at all, can we claim to have a theory about any-

thing in pedagogy today.

What practitioners mean by theory when they exclaim

12
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against it is that the ideas threaten to destroy the

grounds or. their activities vouched for by their profes-

sional exyerience. So long as ideas are Perceived as.an

improvement in their actiAaties% or as replacement of them

by others compatible with their general situation, i,deas

re not decried as theory. Thislnobably explains why

nbvel,content-specific concepts, principles, and skills

are resisted much less than novel generic ones.

Ideas that. threaten the basis of-our actions stem

from ideologies. In 'the absence of Atablished pedagogical

theory, ideologies move in arid give rise to one innovitiOn-
.

after another. These ideologies are put forth /IBM they

were valid theories,.justifiqd by.facts, 'values, ieipeccable

logic, and theories of learning and development. Today,

as in much. of the past,.pedagogical content is.rife with

ideologies rather than valid theoriee.f.

An.ideology is a set of Concepts that determines

social reality for its believers, concepts defined so

loosely that failures can be dxplained away. Ideologists,

unlike`scientists, do not, seeleto analyze the pedagogical

situation, for the-existing state of affairs is precisely

what they aim to replace with a new reality. AdVocatis of

the child-centered movement, for example, werAnt interes-
,

ted in assessing the pedagogical condition and improvfng

it; rather their thinking was atmed,at exposing the assump-

tiois and biases of their opponents in the hope of

diasolving the intellectual basis of their thinking and

confidence in what they.- were doing. The,child-centered

orientation is sCill with us but wearing't-neK yerbal habit.

Ideologfts have mkiltiplied since the Ilivent,of this move:

ment some sixty years ago. Today we find, among others,

different brands of humanism, nondirective teaching,

inquiry teaching, and behavior modi

It is easy for the proponents of anyon of these to

claim superiority and to make its.case plausible as long as

.there is no criterion by.which co demonstr'ate it.e This is

13
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precisely the predicament of the pedagogical profession

today: Iti inttllectuel life saturated with struggles

among conflicting ideologies. Unmindful that in a profes-

sion, as in soclety, tot many, ideologies lead in the end to

denial of every system of meaning, education faculties are

op the verge of acimitting that the development of a co-

herent program of teactier education 'is impoisfble.

6ontent and Phases of Teaching
1

To select the content of teacher education fwe must ,

know the various phases of the teacher's work for which

training is to bt given. These phases have been concep-

,tuelized and labeled in various wayti One analysis reduces

' the teachei's work to three phases: preinteractive, inter-

active, and postinteradtive. A more elaborate formulation

40.s: tnput,,process, product output, and outcome. I am

inclinceck to use neither of these schemata but to hold

instead to the conventional terms: planning, teaching pro-

cedures or instructional processes: classroom control, and

evaluation. 'they' are lir pretentious and require less

translation, for they are familiar to teachers and those

who train them. In this paper I shall consider, although

briefly, only the first three of these phases. 110

' Planning. Planning.consists of deciding upon objec-

tives and teachift procedures, noting the problems and

' :deficiencies of students.a.dapting objectivet to students,

selecting activities and subject matter, and deciding the

work to be assigned.

Despite the fact'that planning of instxuction has

long been a part of teacher preparation, very ,10ittle

research his been done on it. We have onl) the moat gen.

erfil knowledge about'how teachers .Plan or wheaer teachers

who plan their work carefUlly are more effective than

teachers who do 1ittle4Or no planning (Tayltr, 1970;

14



Zahasik, 19/0; Morine, 1971). A recent exploration of

teacher planning (Peterson, 1Marx,& Clark, 1978), using a

.-think-aloud- technique, indicatcs that subject matter,

instructional process and students, materials of instruc-

tion, and objectives are the concerns of teachers and in
1

that order.

Considering that the use of objectives in planning

and teaching has been emphasized in teacher training for

fifty years and intensively in the last decade, it is

strange that they should receive less attention than other

elements pf planning, espeaally subject matter whose im-

portance has been persistently down played during the same

period. Attention to subject matter, according to this

study, decreases As familiarity with it increases. More

time is then devoted eo plannihg instruction.. However, no

consistent relationships between plantAng and student

achievement and attitildespwere,obtained.

The study also notes, that some teacher& emphasize

low order and tthers high order knowledge in their planning,

a characteristic atCributed to their cognitive styles.

Should this finding' be substantiated, its bearing;upon

training teachers to analyze alid manipul4te content can be

important.

This, is an exploratory study and not too,much should

be made of it. But .the fact that planning conOnues to be

ankmportanfOpart of theltraining program indicates that

this phase is in heed of.more research. Should planning

turn out to be of little or no imporcancerin terms of

teacher effectiveness, time can be saved in teacher educe-
,.

tion programs. ADn the other hand, if planning does enable

teachers to be more effective, it would be helpful to know

what, to teach teachers to plan for, how to plan:and what

aspects of planning to emphasize.

Instructional Processes. What shoulq teachers be

taught about instruction? This question takes us into

research on protess variables. I cannot consider this

15
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research here. The vaetness of the literature forces me to

depsnd upon critical reviews for moat of my observactions.1

We find an extensive niimber of studies of innovative

. tome of teaching, many motivated perhaps by.ideologies

'that feed dreams of w! it teaching should be like. Since

the 1920's, research has been done on such innovations as

the project method, inquiry teaching, problem-solving

method, group processand indirect teaching. On'the other

hand, we have had research studies over the same period on

'conventional metho4s,such as direct instruction, remedial

tnstructi n, recitatiogalecturing, supervised study, indi-

vidual pi truction, and mastery teaching first worked out

by Morrisun (1926) and recently revived and refinectby

Bloom (1976).

Research has attelpted to validate both typesof

teaching in terms of student achievement, problem-anlving

ability, and attitudes: To my knowledge, however, none

attempted to assess these modes of. teaching in terms of

their adaptability to'the sclppol'situation, the ease with

which they can be learned by teachers, or.the cost of their

Utilization.

From my reading of the extsnsive and thorough reviews

of research on process variables (Brophy 6 Good, 1974;

Crawford & Gage, 1978: Dunkin & Biddle, 1974; Lockwood,

1978; Medley, 1977; Rosenshine),'197-6; Rosenshine, 1977),

and from my own less thorougk study of the research, it

appears that innovative variables that emphasize student

involvement with tifichpds of thinking rither than withithe

subject matter are not asteffective as content-oriente4

variables when measured against student achtevemen't. In

short, those teaching operations that minimize involdemedL

with the substance of, the curriculum, in My opinion, need

far more justiL.cation of their.use in a school devoted to

the acquisition of knowledge.. And,d.f we can trust recent

research (Rosenshine, 1977), there is no good reason to 1

think that students who have acquired knowledge by content-

16
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oriented procedures have less ability to solve problems or

less desirable .attitudes (Bloom, 1976) than those students

'Oho have been instructed by innovative methods.

Classrodm Control. As for classroom control. em-..

pirically based knowledge'Oout the prevention and control

of disrupti* behavior is meager. It is derived, with few

exceptions, 'from reinforcement P rinciples or.from Kounin's

research on group management (Kounin, 1970). According ro

reinforcement principles, we should rhward good behavior

and ignore disruptive conduct. But, in the latter case,

stop it before 'disruption ,has time to spread. Kounin found

that teachers who gre aware of what is happening, able to

manage transitions from activity to activity smoothly, can

' keep students involved, and can handle over-lapping situa- 4

tions are more likely to have less disruptive behavior.

Status of,Ceneric Content-

The foregoing ()brier...rations:about the ge eric content

of teacher training dp not do justice to the e tensive

number of research studies nor to the researchers, them-

selves. With thls,admission,'I nuw wish to risk embarass-

ment by exPressing some opinions.abobt the status of,

generic sontent. We can think ot generic knowledge and

skills for each phase otteaching. By "genuric" we do not )

swan that the'lmowledge and skills are applicable across

all grade levels from K through 12. We mean only that they

are not content bound. They may hold, and probably do, for

Piagetien levels of development or for segmdfas of the

school such as preschool and kindergarten, iAtermediate and

middle school, and high school. By knowledge we mean con-

cepts and'corre/ational knowledge and the know-how with

respect to the means of attaining objectives.

The following tablu represents my ill cronsiAered

judgment of Hrw.status of the generic content of teacher

17
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training., We hall mean by "status'? the degree to which 13

the knowledge isssuffigiegip and dependable enougn to pro-.

vide a basis for improving programs'of teacher training.'

Content Status

Inedequatep.

SoMewhet
. flequata

kieionably
adequate

A4equate ('

'Phases of Teaching

o 'Classroom
Planning Instruction Control Evaluation

X

X

0
6tilus of Stlecific Gontent

Specific con'tent consicti of(content-bound knOwledge.,

A teacher may be well trained in generic content 'and still

be ineffective iti teaching primary children to read,1 espe-

,cially it'they have problem-s in learning to read. It has .

lang been reCognized that characteristics') of sthe subject

matter present4spicial problems-of teaching. Some of these

problems 'are 'rooted iii4hysical and psychological paracter4

istics of the Learner al these relate to the content,

al,though soma appeau to be content induced as, for example,

'indirect relationships which appear to.be harde to master

than direct ones.

Teacher training programs recognize specific content

trA providing courses in the teaching of this and that sUb,

ject. Some of these courses appear to have en abundance of

content as, for'example, in reading where both ,introductorit

and adv4ced courses are offered. But in öthar courses,

teaching of social stugiaa for example, muctl Lel knowledge.

-is available. 'The rediarch baoe for instruction in reeding

18



is farzly extensive, for social studies it is mbager and

friable. As with generic knowledge, one judges the st.atus

of knowledge here at-considerable risk of embarrassme4..

But with far less care than ihe task requires, I venture to

offer the following ratings.

Sgecific Pedagogical Content Status
'knowledge and Skills ",

by Subjects
. Somewhat Reasonably ,

'.J116,A Inadequate..Adequate Adequate Adequate

Art X

Physical EducatiOn X

Vocational X

Education

Math, X

Social Studies X

Reading

Verbal Expression X

Science

rt Content and Teacher-Student Interaction

Some authoriqes speak of teaching as social inter-

action. It is that, of cousse, bur it is more than that.

The characteristic that distinguishes teaching from other

types of social interaction is that teacher and student

interaction typically takes place through a predetermined

concept. Teacher behavior is meshed with the content no

less than with the student, and the student is expected to,

react to the content in the game way as the teachez, and

thus to learn it. Teaching is not ;nteraction as in a'dog

fight nor as in a physician-patient situation. Neither the

dog nor physician wants the other party to become 'ike him-

self, but teachers do want students to know what they know

and in that respect become like them.,

19 .
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Coullit be that research on teacher-student inter-

action via content can lead to ways of increasing the

range and depth of student learning? I do not know, but

consider fior a moment. Do teachers know the pedagogy of

the.content they teach? Do they know that content eonsists

' of concepts. laws, law-like principles, rules, values,

procedures, and data? Can they identify the points in

their own classroom discourse where they 'are teaching these

elemenes? From cursory observations, I thinkithe answer to

eachouestion is "no." If teachers do not know when they

. are teaching these elements of knowledge, can they ideptify

the difficulties students have in learning 'them?

Do those of us who train teachers know how to teach

these eleMents of content? What does research say? We

have had a number of studies on concept teaching. But we

ave not advanced our'knowledge beyond what'teachers were

doing ailready--giving characteristics and then instances

and vice-versa, followed b}r distinguishing,the concept from

those with which it iS often confused. But as for abstract

concepte:..-those without instanceswe have little to.say

to teachers. Our reieach knowledge about the teaching of

other elemenes of content-2rirciples, values, procedures--

is even more tenuous and.fragile.

Researchere have nibbled.the edges of the question

of how to facilitate student involvement with the content.'

Studies have been made of the effecte of advance organizers,-,N

nigh and low order questions, and concept teaching by
i/

instances. But we have made 1.tt1e progress in research on

the pedagogy of content. In wat ways can conte9g elements

be analyzed and manipulated by teacher? Are all these

ways equally effective in inducing letrning? What difficul-

ties do students encounter as they t;y to learn these

elements? How can.the teacher identify th4se difficulties?

What teaL king procedures and materials will enable the

scudAt to cope with these obstacles? These are questions.

20
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that lead directly to research od each type bf knowledge.

Elucidation is a task performed by.all teachers.

They explicate terms% explain events,Iclarify principles, .

interpret discourseo give dir.pctions. Can research find
te

ways to do these tasks more effectively (Rosenshine, 1979)

in specific contents?

It is not enough that teachers focus elucidation
*

procedures and technique's on an entire class. Teachers mayri...

be more effective where some students are not learning \-.
'

,satisfactorily if elucidation were puPil

)
pecific. But

&lchow? Just as the reading process mas e understood in

order to ideritgy lea& rningidifficulties so it apelters that

thpeeentent of school sljects must be understood'pedago-

gically to identify wilsre the student needs help. What .are

the hard spots student, encounter as they tn. to learn the

concepts, principles, procedures? and so on of the various

school subjects? Are there difficult learnings just as

there are learning difficulties? If these WWTe known apd

diagnoses were made in terms of both of these, e4 1.uadation
-.)could become student specific. .

The intent of-the foregoing discussion 'is neither to

Ai!parage our efforts to understand student learning.

.styles, social baAgrounds, attitudes, interests, and coA-.

Alitive development, nor to discount our knowledge of how

to telate to students and interact with them sr.cially.

Rather the intent is to emphasize the pedagUgy of content-

as a field for pote-tially profitable resarch.

Selection of Content: Preservice Critetia

The content of instruction in te;Icher training pro-

grams,_like programs of otivr departments of the univer,sity...

as well as the public schools, is found in the textbooks.

The markerNfor texthooks in educational nsycholoO'i feir

instance, is over 300,000 per year. There are probably two
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dozen such books currently used and they are remarkably
x

alike. They treat the same topics in-about the same way

and give about the *same amount of coverage to each tqpic.

These books are fiercely competitive and they do not stray'

far from what instructop who,teach the courses want, and

nowadays what instrdc-pbts went are.texts that students
,i

like. The same obserVation'holds for textbooks in other
,

pedagogical subjects. .

.
How do the iut

y
4h6ra aelect the content of their ta2s?

..\
.

4

'
They do so from theirknowledge 6f the field, from examining
.4

,

. other texts, from surveys of what instructors want, frets' C.7

'''-' their' own experience as instrUctors. Of course, the text-

book is not the solepurce of content. Instructors may

emphasize some topiee over others and bring additional

informatiOn from their experiences.iar from recent research.

But on the-whole the text4ok is the content.

Wh er this is.tile Way the content of teacher edu-

cation curriculums, should be selected is not for me to say.

It is a widespread practice add is' apt to continue indeft=

nitely. To fmprove teacher education it would appl:ar that

.
textbuok research would be promising, although 'it OWnld

\._.

be mundane atuninipietng to many of us.

Textbooks notwithstanding, by what criteria should

deciiions be made about the content of-teacher training
.

.

,curriculums? 'To my knowledge this lueition his received

littleattention by researchers. Criterla of content 4

selection have been studied in the*genera1 area of curri-

culum development (SMith, Stanley & Shores,(1956), but

except for the Commonweplih Teacher-Treining Study (Charters

t
& Wophs, 1929), made al st fifty years agoi, the problem

of criteria has reciive little attvtiou.

The problem has been approached recently by task

analysis. This is a promising tack. Atileast three general

conditions are required by,this approacett. -Tor one thing,

the tasks to be, analyzed must be selected. This can be

accomplishpd by armchair 'rocedures us;ng professional . ...9

4
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wisdom or by identifying tasks performed by competent

teachers. For anqther qing, information from task ahalysis

is most dependable wh'en the 4hjeCt of adhlysis is the per-

formanse of tasks by a teacher who can do the tasks at en

optimum level of proficiency. Finally, analysis of how a

competent teacher perforMs a task does,not, give us all the

information we need to train a prospective .teacher after

the faShion of the master. Let us assume hat master

teachers plan what they will do in class- rom day to day
.

r

end that we know how they planthat they deciue upon ob-
I.

jectives, select learning activities, select subject matter,

and so onf Do we thereby. know how they decide upon objec-

tives, select activities, and So on? All of these will

require further analysis. Finally' these analyses must be

validated by varying the classroom situation in which the

teacher performs. Even then there will.be background infor-

mattbn that the teacher in training must, learn in order to

0 'perform as does the master. In all these decisions the

Ultimate criteria eitre the rules lor selecting the master

teacher. N

-Task analysis, no matter how welt done, is subject

to more'general criteria. Me eirst is that reliable, cop-

tent be included in the program of teacher education. By

"reliable" we-mean two things. Fiast, the know 'dge ane

skills whose effectiveness flaf; been determined cbjectively

by the criterion of student achievement. Seco d, knowledge

or skills-derived from related fields and,1111 to be

useful; for Aample, reinforcemept, a practi e 'eachers have

always used although without the underpinn ngs of re§e rch.

And fi,pally those practices wIlpse usefulness 'is confirmed

ky the professional experience of a long line of teachersA

The preservice student should not be exposed to

theories antTpractices derived from ideologies and philo-

sophies aeout ihe way schools should.he. The rule should be

to teach,,and to teach thoroughly, t'he knowledge and skills

iht: equip ht,ginning teachers to work successfully in



a

,

today's classrooml Those who can succeed then are not

the;eby less inclined to seek.improvements.

There is a long standing tlaim thly teacher training

institutions should not teach those practices that'abet

conventionat^eodes of schooling. The argument is appealing

and I have on 43ccasions been party to.it. But I have come

to think that the time has*come'td take a hard look at this

position. ' i lcow of nolvaiging progratn in othtt fields ,

that includes the task of-NZ-onstru tfng theJsystem for
1

which it is preparing personnel. T1 do so would be mis-

chievous. his responsibility is typically left 66 the

professionals in the field, tp goveripentogencies, and pro-

fessional,organizations. Tho duty of a teacher trelning
4

institution, in my view, is to iprovepractices that
,

already worrt, to weed out by res'earch those that do not

work, to find more ef4ece4me prac4es by researOvand to
..-

devise way,s oi teaching these to professionals in their

preservice preparation and later wh4n needed.

The second criterion is that the knowledge and skills

of the training program be appropriave to the grade or

matUration level.af the students. What i teacher must know

and do to be succe4ful in the kindergarten and primary

pales is quiteldifferent from what a.high school teacher -

needs for success. The skills for organizing and managing

a prbmary classroom are not the same as for a high achool

classroom. Spetial courses wiV their own appropriate con-

tent in learning and development'prophy, 1976) as well as

courses on procedures and techniques should be developed..for

each level of the maturity gradient. This has been accoM\

plished to a large extent alceady forsproce'duree and tech-%

niques.

The third criterion is the urinciple of utility. :The

content of the.preservice program should emphei ze thos0

elements most frequen.ly used by competent teachers. 'It

tf

would be well if all he content satisfying the first cri-

terion above 'eoulebe augtit to prosprctive ceaaers. But
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time is short. In most colleges it amounts to approximately

' 18 to 30 semester hours of professional studies, barely more

than a gemester's work, and much of it is presently consumed

in "theory': courses.? For this reason frequency. of ufie
foe

appears Eo lie a critterion'to conti,der.

Thi. fourth'criterion is need of help in learning.

Tile test of helping professions is whether they can serve

those wh, cannot get along withoptithem rather than those

who ,can proceed or make progress on their own..

Achievement data of almost any school will show that

a large proportion 'of students, perhaps half of them, are

achieving satisfactorily. These are the students who are

likely to learn4so long as they are given assignments,

materials to study, reasonable enciAragement, and feedback

'about their progress. Almost any educated individual with

a bit of teaching ekperience can be successful with these

students. It,is this fact that lends weight to the claim

of our academic colleagues that pedagogical studies are

useless. Could it be that most or the content of education

courses consists of knowledge and skills more suited to

'teaching these students than those who mostneed the

teacher's help? Could it be that this bias in the training

progrAm, if it does exist, explains why teachers with few

exbeptions prefer not to teach low achieving stUdents?

The remainder of the students have varyinR degrees

of difficulty in learning.' Perhaps.two-thirds of the

remainder can handle their problems of learning with a

modest amount of help--diagnosis and corisenuent adjustment

of procedures and materials, corrective feedback, and en- 1

eouragement. The remaining students will likely require

much more of:the teacher's attention, for their learning

difficulties are likeiy to he severe. Students with these

varying degrees of learning difficulty test the adequacy of

our professional kntOwledv.e no less than the competence of

teachers. If we cannot succeed with these students, should

we he surpi sed should our credibility as a pro.fession be

questioned?
25
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If this fourth caterion were accepted, the content

of,the puservice program should consist primarily:of that

knowledge and those skills that enable the teacher.to be

effective with students who are not likely to progress

without considerable teacher aisistance.

The Stanford prOject on Saaher training (Crawfoid

& Gage, 1978) has formulated a number of recommendations

for training that appears to conform to the firat and second

of the foregoing criteria. This project took as the soUrces

of itiedpirical knowledge four studies, two studies of

Follow Through (Soars, 1973; Scallings & Kaskawitz, 1974),

the Texas Teacher Effectiveness Study ,(Brophy & Evertson,

1974), and the Beginning Teacher Evgluation StiudY (McDonald

& Elias, 1976). 'A summary bf the recommendations is given

in Appendix B. .

These recommendations, however, are not con-

tent. They tell us what the teacher should do, but the

knowledge an,d skills necessary to follow these recommenda-

tions are not given. Without the prckets developed for the

training program, we can only assume that the appropriate

knowledge is prOvided,
4

40

Content Selection: Inservice Criteria

The fore5oing criteria apply also,to the selection of

content for inservice training. But there are additional

considerations. 'InAervice training has been defined in

Various ways. To some groups and individuals it is what-

ever teachers do to improve themselves as persons, as

teachers, and to advance in the profession. To others,

inservice refers to whatever satisfies the professional

needs teachers themselves perceive. To still othds it

means courses for college credit and for continued certi-

fication. But I think it is useful-to distinguish work

taken by teachers to advance their career and to satisfy

their personal interests from.work %%ken to improve the.ir

34
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performance on theob. In this paper, the latter is inser-

vice training, the former is not.

.

In the final analysis, the 'content of inservice edu-

cation-depends upon the deficiencies of the instructional

program of the school, not upon the iteachers' perception of
...,-

their Andividual needs. If assessment data show that stu-

dents are deficient in mathematics achievement, the content

of inservice education for that school should bd selefted

with reference to that deficiency. Each teacher's.percep-

tion of his or her need respecting the teaching of mathema-

tics is then relevant. The need may he for pore knowledge

of pathematics, for more skill in diagnosing difficulties

of students, for more skill in pioviding feedback, or for .,

all of these and more. If the deficienty ism.in classroom

manageme4 and control, then needs assessment of individual

teache

1

s should be made with respect to thacairoblem and the

conten selected accordingly.

There is another kind of inservice training; namely,
,.

that designed to providelthe knowledge and skills required

by aa innovation. if a school system is to make changes

that entail new norms such as those involved in*personnel
1

relationships and school organization, rhen inservice edu-.

cation will be needed. The content will be defined in terms

of what the innovation requires fft its installation, opefa-

tion, and stability.

The identification of school deficiencies is a res-

ponsibility of the local sysrem and state departments of

education. The function of the college of education is

primarily to render a service. It cannot and whould not

have an inservice program independent of the needs of the

schools. However, the college of education can organize its

personnel to provide inservice'training when called Upon ,to

do so.
*9
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EFogrims for career development lead to college

degrees'and are under the control 9f the University. These

are pos batcalveate programs and lead & specialized

compe. ice. illpot possible to discuss he content of

these programs here, but one or two questions may be worth.

. considering as a matter of policy. Should these programs be

designed to produce competent principals, curriculum direc-

tors, codiselora, reading specialists, teachers and so on.

'rather than torproduce researchers?. In- othez words, should'

collegeA of educatiOn become truly professional schools?

The way this question'of policy is answered will have a de.Ci-

sive influence on content selection for career developMente
(

fa.

.1 Epilogue

No onu shouldlonclude from the foregoing discussion

that teacher education annot be radically.improved with

the pedagogical knowledg now available. tNaturally,'new

knowledge ip always desir le. Teacher eduCation today,

however, suffers not so mu h from lack of knowledge as from

1

feebleness of will, f
P

rom"los of nerve use whattowladges

there is to shape voherent and orderly ogram. e know-

ledge base of teacher education is just as substantial as
11.

that of medicine when Flexner made his famous reporc. Medi- 4

cal education pulled itself up,by the aid of a model..

So far as I llow, today there are only twe-tbaterted'

tttempts to design a systematic teacher education prograp:

the competency/based movement and the Wisconsin "protect.'

No other developments approach these in scope, thlrougtiness,

and effective use of.pedagogical knowledge. Univerial

acceptance of some such design thea e. would not only lead,

to more competent teachers but also provide a context-in

which the results of research can become cumulative.

28
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gTen years ego I wrote,

'reacher eddcation is at a critical point in its
history. There is now enough knowledge and ex-

'. perience to reform it, to plan a basic program
of teacher education for an open society in a
tima.of 'upheaval. But if this knowledge and
experience are dissipated in.protonged discussions
of issues, doétrines and Wets leading only to
more dialogue, instead of Cofundamental program
of education for the nation's teachers, teacher
education is likely to fragment and its plectra
drift in all directions.

, It is later, I fear, than we think.

or
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APPENDIX A

goes1_419.4.cher Training Retommendations

Behavior Mina aslant and Classroom Discipline -

(1) Teachers should have a sysfem of rules that-allowe,

pupils toettend to'their personal and prociduial a

needs without having to check with the teacher.

(2) Teachers should prevent misbehaviors from continuing ,

long enough fo increase in severity or apread to and

affect'other children.

(3) Teachers shovld attempt to direct disciplinary action
accurateIy--teat is, at the child who i# qte primary

cause of a disruption. '

(4) Teachers should ksep "overreaotions" to a-minimum.

(even though overreactigns-are probably effective,

in stopping the misbehavior).

,(5) Teszhers (and aides, if'present) should move,around

the roam a lot, monitor pupils' seatwork, and cOm-
municate to.the pupils an' awareness of therrbehav-
ior, whfle also attending to their academic needs.

Instructional Method&

(6)'. When pupils work independentIy, teachers ituld in-1

sure that the assignments are interesting d worth-/

while and still easy enough to be completed by each

third grader woiking without teacher diredtion.

(7) 'Teachers should keep to a minim', such activities as

.giving directions and organiziO the class for in- e

struction. They can do this by writing the daily

sched4le on the boarC,insuring that pupSis know

where to go and what to.do, etc.
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('b) Teachers should spend at least one-third to onefhalf
of their time teaching'larger groups of pupils (more
than eight children). Wren they do teach smaller
groups -or-individuals, they should take steps to make
sure that,the other pupils in. the class have work to
which th..ty can attend.

(9) Teachers should make abundant use of textbooks, work-
books, and other pencil-and-paper activities.. These
haVe been found to be Associc.,ted with higher pupil
achievement. But the us e. of games, toys, and
machines has not been found'to be associated with
higher pupil achUvement.

(10) Teachers should provide visual demonstrations and
phonics exere.ses in conjunction with reeling acti-
vities.

() Teachers should frequently conduct public (i.e.,
addressed to a larger group or the whole glass)
question-and-answer sessions concerned with the aca-
demic subject matter at hand. With le'ss academiC-
ally oriented pupils, teachers may finvit helpful
to initiate some brief private disalflions cpncerning
personal matters.

Specific Methods for Asking Questions and Providing Feedback

(12) In selecting pupils to respond to questions, teachers
should use the technique of calling on a child by
name before asking the question, as a means of
insurriii-That all pupiPs are given an equal number
of bppirtunities to answer questions.

(13) Teachers sFiould avoid calling on volunteers more than
10 or 15 percegt of the tinv during question-and-
answer sessions. It is also advisable to discourageo
pupil "call outs" to questions asked of other child-
ren (except possibly from less academically oriented
children who may benefit from this type of-"activity).

(t4) In the interest of promoting smooth, task-oriented
discussions, te-chers should not encourage large
numbers of pupil-initiated questions and comments.
It is also important for teachers t.) listen carefplly
to pupils' opinions and, if a disagreement is called
for, to-express such disagreement to the child.

33
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(15) c,With less academically oriented pupils, teachers
shoulritik easier questions--questions i*Asst,can alz
uost altways be answered correctly. When questioning'
more adade5iceilly orientedipupils, teachers should
iamore digfircuLt questionsquestions that are
answered incorrectly about one-fourth of the time.

' (16) Teachers shatild give p raise only for really out-
standing work; aleo, pr'aise is likely.to be more
effective with less academically oriented pupils.
Mild criticism is effective in communicating higher
expectations ("you can,do better") to more academic-
ally oriented pupils.

(17),. With less academiCall oriented pu pils, teaJlers
should always aim a getting the child to give sots"
kind of response a question. Rephrasing,,g67Mg '

Tnis, or asking a new question Can.be useful tech-
niques for bringing forth some answer from a pre-
viously silent pupil or ane who says, "I don't know"
or answers incorrectly.

(18) With mcre academically o iented pupils who generally
become actively involv in discussions, teachers (

should concentrate on setting the correct response.
Therefore they should tedirect questions to other
pupils if the more Licit emically oriented pupil 411%

answers incorrectly.

(19) Teachers should give the answer (to both more and
less academically oriented pupils)* i the response

is at least partly correct. Teachej should not
simply repeat the same question if dhy pupil (either

more or less acidemically oriented) wwers incor-
rectly, says, "I don't know," or remains silent.

(20) With more academically oriented pupils, teachers
shoulriive brief feedback extensively (807. or more
of the time) during private, one-to-one discussions.
When dealing withless academically oriented pupils,
teachers should use approximately equal amounts of

brief and longer feedback, tailcoing the duration of

their reactims to the needs of the individual child
, in each situation.

(21) During reading-group instruction, teachers should
give a maximal amoung of brief feedback, and provide
fast-paced activities of the "4.r.1.1.1" type.

(22) During public question-and-answer sessions, teachers
should occasionally give a detailed, "why" explana-
tion in answer to a question.
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WHAT NEEDS TO BE KNOWN ABOUT

WHAT TEACH1!R5 NEED TO KNOW?

Gary D. Fenstermacher

Virginia Polytechnic Institute & ,S.tare.University

Considerationi of the Content of instructional pro-

grams are often thought.to be matters of curriculum. As 4

such, it would be customary to begin this pape4'r with a

statement of aims for a teacher education program, then

follow with prescriptions based upon these aims. But, the

inquiry to be undertaken here will not be customary

Rather than beginning by looking at the content of teacher

.,education programs, I shall tr)4 first peering into the con-

tents cf tdachers' minds. Questions and issues of program

content will be addressed after paining a sense of what it

would mean to direct the att,ention of researchers to the

intentions teachers have for their classroom behavior..

The.point of this paper is to raisaiquestions and

propose hypotheses for research in teacher education. The

reader will note that,.in the course of shis endeavor, I am

seduced by my own thinking--freouently. treating hypotheses

I hope will be inbestipated as if they were already estab-

lished. I view this predicament as allowable allure, for

two reasons. First the hypotheses proposed are based on

thoughts formed from a number of different kind's of experi-

ences with educating teachers. Second, I find it boring,

and presume othei-s do, too, to ruivi,endless strinps of

ITT"what if" st#tements. Clear of this gaveat, we may turn to
.

the matter at nand.
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Do Teachers' Intentions Account for Their Behavior?

The, first questitiirlhat I hope will puzile students

Of teaCher educa6.on is whether a teacher's reasonPJ mo-

tives; plans, and deliberative choices determine his or her .

performance in the classroom. If these mental phenomena,

all of which I group under the gent al category of inten-

tions, do 'not guide or direct behsior,'4then teachers are

automata of some kind; robots in the skin of persons, per-

forming functions dictated or assigned ratber than emplcving

their minds to a s ess evidence, evaluate conduct, reflect on

principles, and de berate heliefs and knowledge claims. If

the intentions of t achers do guide and account for their

performance:if, therk these performances are action,i. As such,

they are subject to praise, criticism, appraisal, 'and other

forms of!review. An hypothesis that follows from question-

ing the link between intentions and behavior is that the

intentians of teachers do guide and account for their per-

formances.* If this h-pothesis were confirmed, those who

seek to'understand why teachers do what they do must inquire

into their intentions. These eame seekers might,also ask

from where teachers )btain their intentions.

What Are the Sources for the Intentions of Teachers?

The, second'cuestion se?ks an anstier to the origins

of teachers' intentions. Teacher educators have a vested .

interest in believing that they ctnstitute the heaawaters

of teachers' intentions, that teachers' reasons, motives,

and plans flow from their preparatory training. But a, more

4 piomising hypothesis may be that the teacher's experiences

with the school alOgo;kplace are the sources of intentions..

*Thp terms "behavior" and "performances" are used

synonymously. The terthe are intera.nged frequently as a

f foiling any unwitting association of the term

" with the school of thought of behaviorism
way o
'behavior
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If, for example, one asks a teacher why the pupils,are

practicing two..digit subtraction without regrouping, a like-
. ,

py reply is that the pupils arf learning to do two-digit

subxraction without...regrouping'. Why are they learning to

do that.Z $o that they become competent at calculation.

Why is it necessary to become skilled at calculation? So

that they will incur less difffculty at the higher grades,

compete more effectively for collge admission or employ-.

ment, nnd be caRable of mlnagIng domestic finances.

Mere eid these answers came from? How did they get

into the heeds of teachers? The hypothesis just proposed

contends that the teacher obtained these answers on the

job--that the experience of being a teacher in a school

shaped the intentions that guide and account for instruc-.

tional performances. If this hypothesis were confirmed,,

the implications far preservice and inservice education. ' --

would be significant. If teachers' intentions are formed

and shaped by their work experiences, then the impact of

teacher education programs an teachers apnears modest, at

best. Unless, of course, there is great consistency be-

. tween the content of the programs and the experience061

the workplace: Where consistency of this magnitude obtains,

there is cause for slim. The.reasons for this claim must

wait, else the conc/usions will get too far ahead of the

premises.

What Workplace Experiences Have the Most Powerful Effects

on Teachers?,

It teacher intentiAs guidt and account for teacher ,
-

.behavior, and if these intentions,are fOrmed out of th-

experience of teaching, Oen are son, experiences more poW-

erful than others for shaping tfachers' intentions?. This

nuesrion mai( be approaChed in two W4vs.f First, are some

kinds of experiences mire powerfuf than others? Second,

are some spans of time in the' duration of experience more

potent than other spans' Pmong the hypotheses serving
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candidates for,answers to_these questions is this one,

-the teacher's experiences with the in,fitutional character-

istics of'schooling aie the most pbten't determinants of

teachers' intentions. Further, the institutional charac-

teristics of schooling experiences during induction are

more poliertui oeterminants than experiences gained during

otler spans of time.

The institutional characteristics of schooling in-

clude form of organization, patterns for the exercise of

power and authority, reward structure, and ways of employ-

ing technical language and symbols. The induction period,

loosely defined, is that span oetime from,.the start of

student teaching to the point at which the teacher ceases

to express surprise with perceived expectations of the work-

place and exhibits confidence in his or her ability to

realize most instructiohal objectives, most of the time,

with at least modest degrees of suvess.k Confirmation of

the twc hypotheses stated above would nuggest that, though

teachers may differ in their manner of adapting and accom-

modating to the workplace, the:r views of what. th do, how

'they do It: and to whom they do it are formed largely by

,the institutional features of schoOling experienced during

induction.

What Happens to Teachers' Intentions During the Induction

EUIEltace?
So far, the discussion suggests that, prior to in-

duction, the teacher's mind is a tabula rasa, and that only

*There may be several inductions for a given teach-

er, such as when an experienced primary school teacher
elects or is assigned to a middle or high school. The in-

duction pericd.defined above may be thought of as the pri-

mary induction, while subsequent changes of setting are

secondary inductionn. It is worth noting that radical

changes in the pupil populations of a school or in school

leadership might also require major adjustments or inten-

tions. But these experiences are not, strictly speaking,

induction experiences.
38
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enoed dgring the transition from pre-induction to induction

is the result of'significant logical inconsistency between"'

entry fl.ntentions and intentions the teacher perceives ar'e

requireii to hake it through induction.

we'

Should a Preservice Teacher Education Program Prepare Pros- L

peoctive Teaehers.for a Troublefree Induction to Schooling7

To ask whether preservice programs ought to get

teachers ready to execute skilled performances that meet

the expectations of the workplace marks a double shift from

the kinds of questions asked previoUsly. The inquiry has

now turned from the contents of teachers' minds to the con-

tent of teacher education programs. And this queFtion is.a

normative one rather than empiricill. It is still'in order

to propose hypotheses as tentative answers to the questions,

but these hypotheses will not yield to experimental or ex\

post facto 'research, nor even to ethnographic or ethnomethe-

dological study. Normative questions require moral in-'

quiries;'philosophers provide guidance here, theugh the

inquiry itself is open to anyone who thinks with care and

respects evidence in all.rta forms.

One way of viewing a preservice program designed to

enable the students in it to accomplish smoothly the tran-

sition to induction, as if the student fit the induction

experience like a glove, ia that such a program is prepar-

ing the students for the facile shaping of their intentions

by the institutional features of the induction experience.*

The induction then becomes something that happens to teach-

ers, like an automobile accident, a windfall inheritance,

or a birthday. If the shaping of teachers' intentions is

something that happens to them, in contrast to their form-

ing intentions through deliberation, reflection, choosing,

*As noted at the. beginning, I am here assuming con-
firmation of the ,iery ,laims I considered to be hypotheti-

cal The reader should proceed with circumspection

4 7
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sifting evidence, and app-aising circumstances, then it is

more the case that the pre!;ervice program i programming

teachers rather than educating them. Lt does, not matter a

whit that the induction experience' may represent the finest

moral and aesthetic attainments of the human,race. The

gogOness that others attribute tc some phenomenon would not
.lustify their preparing another tzerson for the uncritical

acceptance of-it---except, perhaps, were it a religious

event. Despite some parallels between eeaching and preach-.

ing, few among us are willing to Consider teacher prepara-

tion; religiouspendeavor (even fn cases where the poiut of

the teaching is to encourage another to be religious). .Thp

performances of teachers who are prepared in ways that "fit"

them for their induction experiences are but marginal ac-

tions; though related to intentions (as actions Ire), these

performances are iuided by end accounted for intentions

formed by the raw institutionalization of the mind. 11

Abandoning preparation for inducticn is not the only

.way of a 'oiding, programming There is another, way to lock

at the preservibrinduction connection. A readiness for

induction may be' understood as the ability to cope with .and

eyen control the impact of induction. In this case, the ,

teacher is aidtd in forming intentions based on a reasoned

and morally defensible view of eduoation, and is then

ussisted 4n preserving.and protecting these intentions from

incursion:by the institutional trappings of .the induction
. ,
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experience.* )0n this view, preservice education is, among

other things, A provision of the means to structure the

experiences,of induction; i.e., providing the means for

analyzing, interpreting, evaluating, and choosing experi-

ences that, in Dewey's words, "live fruitfully and creative-

ly in subsequent experiences" (1963, p. 28).

What Might Be the Content of Teacher Education Programs

. .

Offered During Induction and While. the Teac er Is Inservice?

With gt:Nwing eaphasis son the continui professional

educatiOn of teachers, it is reasonable to ask he purpose

of programs provided dut4hg induction and inservice. One

assumes that any new knowledge ow skills developed at these

times would be/incorporated into teachers' intentions in

pse. If, however, this intention set is shaped largely by

induction experiences; then it may be pearly impervious to

notions advanced during continuing professional education.

Continuing education may add mostly to the set of intentions

Pi; storage, while having little impact on intentionit in use

(thus, that teachers are "taking in" these new ideas and

techniques is not prima facis/Aridence that this new under-

standing or skill, will have any enduring effect on their

performances)'. The problem is to find out how worthwhile

advances in knowledge and technique can be incorporated

into the intention set in use.

*The rhetoric,,ar lyt, of the university professor-

,. ship embodies a similar a roach,to intencions and sociali-
zation by the institutional features of the university.
Presumably the academic disciplines and their standards of

'scholarship provide the professor with values and beliefs

that shape intentions which guide and account for research,

teaching, and service. The irateness elpx.afessors at the
prescriptive interference of a legislator or a university
administrator is not merely a protest on behalf of academ-

idfreedom. It Is resistance to attempts by others to get

professors to adopt different intentions for their work--

Intentions more in line with the leg/slator's sense of the

social good, or the administrator's sense of instit'itional

needs.

re 4 2
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It seems clear that the burden for change and inno-

vation cannot fall solely upon the teacher. Yet, if none

.of the other systemic characteristics of the teacher's set-

ting are changed, it does not require much foresight to se4,

thdt the new knowledge or skill acauired by the teacher

will be filed in the set of intentions in storage. ResParch

in teacher education shares resp nsibility for understanding

how institutional features may b altered to facilitate the

,conversion of a teacher's new kn wledge or skill to inten-

tions in use. If a new idea fs t ought worthy of serigus

consideration by practicing educat s, then it may be that

before we can reasonably expect teac ers to modify their

perfirmances, three things must happen: (1) the teacher is \

giyen the opportunity to study the evidence and argument on

b6alf of the new idea, as part of the process of adopting

new intentions or modifying old ones; (2) the teacher is '

helped to understand how features of the existing setting

.may be controlled in ways that facilitate expression of new

or modified intentions in performance; and (3) lnformati

is available that shows what featurel 01 the setting t

under the direct control of the tea, her must 15e alterFd in

order to encourage teacher performalces based upon ne or

revised intenlions. An important Cask forgfuture research

in teacher education is to aid the teacher in answering the

quetion: What, in the setting in which I work, must be

different before I can do this new thing well? The alloca-

tion of research talent to thi3 question is predicated, of

course, on an affirmative answer to the question of whether

this new thing is worth doing at all.

What Is the Point of This Paper?

. When teache educators think about the content of

teacher education programs, they frequently presuppose the

matter to involve'conventional kinds of questions about cur-

riculum: What should teachers be able to do? What studies

enable them to do this? The point of this paper is that

4 3
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these questions should be recast as quest.ions 36out the

contents of teachers minds and the contents o f teachers'

workplaces. Future research may profitably be directed to

determining whether the contents of workplaces (especially

their institutional features) are the critical determinants

of the contents'of teachers° minds. If they are, then the

"real" curriculum of teacher education, is the teacher's on-

the-job experience.

experience alone ls the basis for intentions that

guide performances, the teacher is captive to the contents

of the workplace. But, it may be possible to assist the

teacher in understanding the contents of the workplace in

ways that enable the teacher to cope with and exercise con- .

.trol over them. If the induction experience proves to be

among the most powarful experiences leading to the shaping

of intentions, then a preservice program might undertake to

instruct teachers in wayi that they can analyze, interpret,

appraisf, and choose amoncworkplace experiences. The pur-

poseof enabling teachers to structure their workplace ex-

peiiencee is so that they might possess the understanding,,

courage, and power necessary to pursue worthwhile ai4a8.

Before we can expect teachers to beh4ve in ways tAt

reflect intentiOns based upon worthwhile aims, we are in

need.of far more knowledge than we have of the interactions

between teachers'.intentions and features of their work-

places, of the manner in which teacher intentions are formed

and changed, and of the origins of teachers' intentions.

Also needed is greater understanding of haw variations in

the contents of the workplaces influence the shaping of

teachers' intentiOns. Without this knowledge, the continu-

ing education of teachere may yield little more Alin good

intentions pleced.in storage

Many teacher educators are rightfully preoccupied

with the question of how teachers ma, be educated so that

they, in turn, foster the development of rational,.moral,

aesthetically sensitive persons. What is often missed in
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this nobel p;ission is a prior question: HoW do teachers

who hold good Intentions for their pupils put them to use

in the setting of the modern school? Does the modern

school permit and encourage teacher performances expressive .

of intentions based on an objectively reasonable, morally

defensible concept of education? If so, how is this done?

If not, how are teacher education and features of the work-

place changed to permit the expression of good intentions?

Bibliographic Essay

The ideas set torth in this paper differ in two

respects from"much of the usual discussion about ;earch

on teacher education. First, the tone and substan 'are

distinctly non-behaviorist and non-materialist. Se on% the

line of reasoning pursued appeals to a normative (moral)

concept of educa'ion. The supporting rationale for these

differences it, -ot included in this paper, but may be found

in my article, "A Philosophical Consideration of Recent

Research on Tei.:cher Ufectiveness" (Fenstermacher, in press).

My reasons for being non-behaviorist and non-mate-

rialist are that I believe th;it one of the central purposes

of education is to enable students to think rationally and

act as mo'7al agents. The development of rational, moral

persons ..s aided, in my view, by teachers who thinl, ration-

ally and act as moral agents. From this, I conclude that

teachers ought to be treated, in their education, as ra.-,

tional'and moral agents. Hence, the intentions of teachers
4. -c

count for a great deal, both as phenomena to be studied and

as phenomena to be Xaken very seriously when engaging

tqachers in their own education and in the education of

r others. We are, I(,believe, obligated to treat teachers as

we hope they will treat those whOm they teach. These be-

liefs have been strongly influvnce, by contemporary Ameri-
r

can and British philosophers of educati,al. most notably

T. F. Green (1973) and P. Y. Dearden, P. H. Pirst, and

R. S. Peters (1975). Also of v(lue is a recent collection
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of essays by Maxine Greene (1978).

Our.ability to treat,teachers;'as rational and moral

agents is contingent on being ahle to account for their

actions in school settings. Unfortunately, too much re-

search has concentrated on finding out what makes teachers

effective (on some currently popular criterion) Tether than

on what explaiturthe actions of teachers., seems.sensi:

ble to Contend that before trying to get someone to behave

differently, vie Ought to find out why they are behaving as

they do now.. This point is frequently missed, however.

But not by everyone.

Teachers themselves have tried to explain why they

do what they do. The acgoUnts by Kozol (1967) and Kohl

(1967)- are prime examples. One of the best of these, in

my view is G. E. Levy (1970). AlsoNkelpful are the works

that report teachers' attitudes, beliefs, and views. These

include E. M. Bower (1973);'T. J. Cottle '(1973); and

Estelle Fuchs (1169). More work of the kind done by Studs

Terkel (1 72) would be a great asset to accounting for the

beliefs performances of teachers.

imaddition to these self-reports and transcribed

reports, there has been much more systematic work in the

area, particularly by educational sociologists. Jackson's

Life in Classrooms (1968) has just about attained the sta-

tus of a classic. More recent and More germane to the top-

ic of this paper is D.C. 1:ortie's Schoolteacher (1975).

S. L. Lightfoot's Worlds Apart (1978)'Ja an insightful

study on the ways parents and teach( a deal with and'in-

fluence one another. In'an article to appear shortly in

Educational Researcher, T. S. Popkewitz (in.press) provides

an articulate piOture of the powerful effects of the insti-

tutionkl,features of schoolingthough his purpose in doing

so is different from my concerns in this paper.

The customary preoccupations of psychologists have

kept them from taking a deep interest in the systemic char-

acteristics that account for human behavior. Some recent
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. litetature suggests that the trend .is changing. J. E.

Brophy and T. L. Good (1974) ixamine the effeett oestu-

dents on teachers, and how these effect:1 are manifested, in

61e attitudes and performance of teachers. This work

could be raad as a challenge o the hypothesis 'Oat insti-

tutional features are the ma t powerful deterMinants of

. teachers' intentions; the students may be more powerful

dtterminants. (Lortie's data suggest that teacIrre'ex-

periences with school as students, and with former.teachers

may be very powerful determinants,) The work of Q. C.

Berliner (1978) and others'on the Beginning.Teacher Evarua-

tion Study exhibits a modest orientaion to factors affect.:

ing teachers' beliefs and performances.. The.BTE'Study pro-
.

duced an enlightening paper on research,techniques that may

succeed in prabing some of the dimensions of teacher adtions4

discussed by C. W. Fisher and D. C. Berliner (1977).

The work.ef Shulman, Lanier, and others at the Irma-
.

tute for Research on Tear,hing ho,Pda great promise for in-.

sights resulting from taking seriously the contents of

teadhers' minds. The manifesto guiding this work aria a

description of home of the Institute's programs are

described by L. S. Shulman and,J. E. Lanier (1977).

On preparinp teachers to cope with,and controk/induc-

tion, 1 have been able to find'very fel:4 sources. That there

is very little literature On this topic I take as an unob-

trusive indicator that too Pvilly researchers passively 'ac-

cep t:. the view that teachers are to be trained to do what

the schools ('he public? the state?) consider apprqpriate

for them to do. While this stance may be justifiable on

some grounds, there does appear.to be a difference between

what .those who occupy roles in schools consideapappropriate

for teacheys to do and what teachers actually conclude is

appropriate for them to do. W'th the appearance.of Walter

Doyle's i.ork (1979) in the forthcoming 1979 l'ISSE Yearbook

r
:

,

5 4

.1

on Classroom Management, there may be an upsurge of interest
..;

in studies that assist teachers in coming to,grips with
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their workplaces.

Finally, tor those who would like to probe more

deeply into the philosophical issues behind this paper, I

recomaend LA). Spence (1978). Spence's thesis is that the

proper task of the social sciences is to control the impact

of social and political inttitutions on human, life. Anoth-

er provocative work in.a somewhat similar vein is L. Laudan

(1977). There is a Kuhnian-like rivolution taking place in

.the philosophy of social sciences, land if edt.:cct-ional re-

searchers will come to grips with it, the future looks very

bright.
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RESEARCH GN TEACHING*

Thomas L. (lood**

University of. Nssouri:-Columbia

, This paper presents my perspe4ive concerning what .

research says about teacher effectiveness in public schools,

It rakes no attempt to characterize the general view of to

classroom renarchers. The restricted page limit'makes it

clifficult even to convey my personal impressions; ,he inter-

ested x.eader may want to consult other papers_for, a more

comprehensive statawent (("ood, in press; Good & Power, 1976).

Preparing a brief overview for an audience with di-

verse batkgruunds is fraught with difficulty.,. However,

since some in the audience are relatively unaware of retent

evidence on teacher effectiveness, I have decided to devote

the major portion of the paper to developing the theme that

classroom research has begun to produce important,,useable

knowledge. 'Unlike some teacher educators and classroom

researthers, I believe the data base fol= identifying some

of the content for teacher edocatnn programs is beginning

to emerge. I do not have much space to. discuss the meaning

of those results for teaching tr,i.ning programs,'but I will

-r.

*Portions of this paper are drawn from a more com-
prehensive paper by the author: "Vhat Do We Know About
Teacher Effectiveness in the El,!mentary School Pow,"
Journal of Teacher Education, 1979, .30, 52-64.

**The.author would like to acknowledge the sunport
received at the ienter for Research in.Social Behavlor,

University of MissouriColumbia. Professorial time to
work on this paper was also partially supported by Grant

NIE-G-77-0003 from the rational Irv;titute of.Education.
However, opinions expressed here do not nece,-arily reflect

the position or polir of the National Institute of Educa-

tion.
151
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be expressing my views at discussionsthroughOut the con-
,

ference.

Teachers Make a Difference

It is instrtictiNfe to not that the,1970's Vegan in

an era of igeneral pess4tism. Pop lar books (e.e, Crisia

in the Cldsiroom,.Silberman, 1970 and gcientific data.

(Jencks, et al.; 1973, reanalysj4 of the Coleman, et al.,'

1966 data) highlighted the parent:inability of schools to

-instruct students or to make a difference in post schooling

career activities. It was popular to claim that schools

made little or no dlfferent;e. Few educators realized the

weak design of the Coleman study (Good, Biddle & trophy,

1975) or the possibility that schools were making an impor-

tant but comparable impact on student learning (Hurn, 1978).

Now'it is clear that teachers do make a difference.

Carew and Lightfoot '(1979).conducted an inaightful, indepth

analysis of a few first grade classrooms. Their work dra-

matically illustrated that, although first grade students

may attend the same schcol, their experience varies widely

from room to room. Such potential differences in teacher

Influence were masked in early attempts to study school

effectiveness because teacher effects %lore averaged and rep-

resented in i school or school systemcore. Data from in-

dividual teachers and variations within schools were not ex-

amined or reported in the early studies: ,Data from the In-

ternational Education Study were recently reanalyzed at a

teacher level (in coutrast to earlier analyses aggregated

at the school level) and the new analysis demonstrated that .

individual teachers made important contributions to student

achievement (Rakow, Airasian & Madaus, 1978). Several

studies have now shown it possible to identify teachers vo

produce more achievement gains,than do other teachers (e.g.,

Berliner & Tikunoff, 1976; Brophy & Evertson, 1974,

Stallings & Kaskowitz, 1974; McDonald & Elias, 1976; Good &

Grouws, 1975). Simply put, itiri.s now clear that some teach-
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ers--teaching similar students--promote more learning (ats

measu by standardized achievement tests) than do other

tea ers.

,Unfortunately, measures of Cea6her effectiveneas used

in reiment studies (i.e., residual gains on standardized

tests) do not exhibit high stability across consecutive

years. The reaaons fon the lovstahility are unknown. How-

ever, it does appear to be tt'icase that teachers low in a

distribution in a given year are apt to be low the following

year: Comparatively more oci the instability appears to be

due to Ole shifting of those teachers rel&ively high and

ttiose in the middle of the distribution. Thus, it seem

reasonable to -infer that there is a minimal level of teach-

er abiliEy (e.g., verbal facility) and/or teachinp.skill

(e.g., %managerial ability) that is necessary for effective

.teching. The'relative effectiveness of teachers with mini-

mal skills in a given year may then depend upOn'subtle con-

text vari bles (Good & Beckerman, 4.978) or on eirlopstances

in the personal lives of teachers that alter the amount of

time that they can 'spend on instructiogal preparation.

Still, -researcu evidence demonstrates that there are
1110

some teachers who are consistently highly effective (over

consecutive yeArs) and that.it is possible to identify how

these teachers instruct differerftly than do lesa effective

teachers (e.p., Good & (rouws, 1975, 197?). Furthermore, it.

is possible to train other teaehers to behave in somewhat

sfkilar ways and to improve student achievemert ce:g., Good

& (rouws, 1.979; Ehmeier & Good,-1979). 1 ;h;ill return to 4

this point laVvr.

Differential Effects of Teaching

It has been empiricallty demonstratied <that igdividual

teachers make a differetlu? when eompetinJ. for

student gains are.heti.(1 constant (e g., curriculum materials,

.3tudent characteristilts) it altai appears to be.the case

that the teachinp context may limit the degree of effcct

that an individual teacher can have.

5 9



The impact of teaftlerigi on student learning appears to

depend to some extent on the subject 'being taught, and the ,

age and socioeconomic status of students.(sec, for example,

McDonald & Elias, 1976). Coleman (1975) presents data

illustrating that schooling appears to be more important

to students' performance in subjects (e.g.--T1thematics)

that are less associated with verbal skills in comparison

to language related subjectp which parents may teach or

stimulate in the home. Data consistent with this conclusion

were @so recently reached in a large study of junior high

school classrooms. In Comparison to English classrooms,

reytively large teacher differences were found in mathema-

tics (Evertson, Anderson, & Brophy, 1978).

Ihe size of teacher effects has been estimated at

different levels. Inman (1977), in a large study of student

achievement in kindergarten and third grade classrooms,

found that teaching variables accounted for twice as much

of the adjusted variance (26 percent) in the performance

of students from minority homes as it did ior students from

majority homes (12- percent). Others have produced considera-

bly lower and higher estimates. Gage (1978) has argued .

that it would be important to analyze the cumulative impact

of teachers over consecutive years. It is intriguing to

speculate abdut the effects of instruction on students who

are placed with relatively effective teachers over two

consecutive years. (Does teacher effect increase? If this

placement happens in the first and second trade, are children

developed to the point that they are iimune"to the effects

of a relaLively poor third grade teacher?). Teacher effects

may be additive.

Hopefully, data in'subsequent years will move the

question from a speculative base to conceptual anq empirical

grounds. Even without additional research, it is known that

teachers in the elementary school yetrs and.teachers in some

subject areas in the secondary school years can and do make

an important difference in student learning.

Although the focvs of this paper it on teachers, I do
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not want to leave the reader with the erroneous impression

that research aggregating data at the school level is point-

less. Brrr and.Dree.ban (197Vreview studies to illotrate

that this work can be productively pursued. Prookover, et

al., (1978) providet data to illystrate tha individual

sch-ols can arid do have disproportionate effects on stu ent

achievement. At present, mpst research appears to suggest

that ttachelk effects are easier to find than-school effects

and that, when school effects are found, they gre apt to be

mediated by teachers. However, some(arguments for.the ima

pact of System wide influence on classroom behaidior appear

plausible (Pall F. Hall, 1978).*, Hence, research on School
, (

and sy(;t(in effects are important areas for subsequent. study.

In conclusion, data collected in the past few .ears

have fully demonstrated (hat teachers have differential ef-

feCts on student learning. In part, this is",$)ecause teach-

ers behave differently and because they have differential

expectations for their performance and that of their stu-

dents. What, then, are the (Avays n which Ceachers have been

found to make a difference in student learniny?

Classroom Management

As noted previously (Cood, 1979), teachers' manager-

. ial abilitios have been foUnd to relate positivuly to stu-

dent achevemeut in every, pfdcess-product study conductd.

in fact, the effeot of mana7ement skills ire (.0 yronounced

in such research that Brophy* hlts arrued for th0 nec(.ssity

of 3tudying teacher(;who posse-,s managerial skills if WP

are to learn about other ilmtructional technioues that make

a difference. The i.mportance of management is elsy to con-

A

*Porsonal.comm at ior ascd upon research 'Ai pro,
ress. Crant Not. -1F-C-,8-(0- 2, Conditions and Processes
of Problem Iden fication. 16ffnitions, and Resolution in

Two School Folet,4116. Toward a Croundud Theury, 1978, Peter
and Dee lin11.

1

L-

ens

yicatioo.
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ceptualize. As Phil Jackslin has noted in his hbok, Life in

Classrooms (1968;, the demands of the classroorp are constant

and pervasive and the managerial abilities of children,

especially the primary grades, are relatively,undeveloped.

Hence, the teacher who can structure, maintain, and monitor

learning activities has a decided advantae in teaching

'basic skills over teachers who, whether due to a lick of

managerial skill or because of ti4eir personal philosophies,

assign manage.ial supervis.ion to yOung children.

Empirical,support to illustrate the importanceThf

managerial Jills can be found in StAllii sand6oHentzell

(1978). In reviewing' the detailed and systeiNc research

on followthrotrh classrooms, they founa that howl:eachers

manage classes is fund4mentallv related to student% prog-

ress in the acquisition of basic skills. Similarly,\ithhas

been found that the effects of management skills arsoim-

mediate and constant that it is possil* to predict levels

qf student attention and involvement lateren the jear on

the basis of ttte level of managerial skills that teachers

exhibited in the first few days of scl'ool (Anderson &

Evertson, 19784 Fvertson & Anderson,'1978);

4t is beyond the scope of this paper o describe ihe

prattical managerial techniques tha characterize success-

ful elementary school teacheni. Two excellent rest:arch

sources are provided.by Kounin (1970) and Anderson, Fvertson,

and Brophy (1979) and a comprehensive discussion of manage-
e '

men t for classroom reachersJs provided in Looking in Class-

rooms (Good & Brophy, 19/8), In sqmmary, there is much

evidence to suggest that managerial skills of teachers are

important determinants of student learning. Given that- man-

agement skill is important, what else ran be saiq about the

claLsroom behavior o effective elementary schobl teachers?

Th

Process-Product Studies

In the past few years, several large scale studies

of teaching processes have occurred. Collectively. these

5
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studies were in attempt to observe relatively effective and

ineffective teachers in a sustained and comprehensive fash-

ion. Stmce limitations dictate that the discussion of this

research be limited to one illustrative study.

To study teacher effects, Good and Crouws (1975)

chose a school districtleere all elementary schools used a

common mathematics textbook and one in which the student pop-

ulation was relatively homogeneous across schools. These

chavacteristics were useful because the purpose of the study
4.. 4

was tO:Vake inferences about desirabLe.teacher behavior. By

controlling for differences in curricullim materials and stu-

dent home backgrounds, it would he possible to argue with

greater confidence that any observed differences in student

achievement were due to teachers and not to context or cur-
.-

rieplum effects. I

The second step was to identify a group of'teachers

who were consistent and relaAvely effective or, ineffective

in obtaining student achievement results. To esAmat

teachers' effectivepess, residual pain scores were computed

for their 'students using their pre- and post-scores on a

standardize achievement test (the student's pre,test score

was used aa cqvariate in a l'inear model).

It was deemed important to select an observational

sample of teachers who were consistent over consecutive

years in their impact upon studpnt achievement, and who were '

also notably different in their impact. That is, teachers

were selected for observation who rev,ularly obtained more

achievement fyom students that did other teachers whotaught

similar students under s nilar ,.::ircomstances. Teachers who

consistently obtained muc less achievement were also selected.

After observing tarpet teachers repeatedly, a behav-

ioral profile was constructed for the relatively effectve

and ineffective teachers. Encouragingly, there emerged a

.set of factors that separated the more and less effective

teachers yith reasonable consistency (Good & Groiws, 1977).

Interestingly, those fm,!tors that separated ineffec-

5
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A

tive and relatively effective teacher§ in our sample were

conceptually similar,Lo.those produced by the naturalistic

procgss-product findiogs of others Fvertson, 1974;

13.e;finer 4 Tikunoff, 1976; Stallings & owitz, 1974; and

McDonald & Elias, 1976). \his pattern of findingkes has been

called direct instrudtion (Rosenshine, in press)
)
)and else-

where the limitations and adyantages of the concept have '

beenidiscussed in detail (Good, 1479).

Like most terms and concepts in edUcation and the

social sciences generally, direct instruction means many_e,..

dif rent things to different ihdividuale. RosenshintelsNt
sugO ed that among the critical aspects of direct inetruc-

tion are included some of the following teaching acts: (1)

teachers place a clear focus on academic goals; (2) teach-

ersqake an gffort to promote extensive co*ent coveragei

andiPigh levels of student involvement in classroom tasks;

(3) teachers select instructional goals and materials and .

actively monitor stucient progress toward those goals; (4)

teachers structure learning activities and feedback is im-

.. mediate and acaderpically oriented; t5) teach/rs create an

.environMent thatgis task oriented but relaxed.

Dire& Instruction as Concept:_

When I use the term,direct instr4ction, the imag I

have is activeAteaching. By active teaching, it is sugges-

ted that the teacher sets and ar culated the learning

goals,.actively assesses student progress toward those goals,

and frequently makes presentationeto the Class that illus-

trate how to do assigned work. As,Powell (1978) has noted,

direct instruction should not he viewed as a set of pre-

scriptive rules. It should be seen as a cciceptual orienta-

tion that values active teaching, expository learning, fo-

cused learning, and accountabiltty. The data produced by

Brophy and Evertson (1976) and Soar and Soar (1978) illua-

trate that the degree of teaching structure needs to vary

with the cognitive and social maturity of the students being
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iwtructed. Hence, direct instruction is an instru.l..tional

concept that has to be adjeited by classroom teachers. Tr

has no exact prescription.

That direct instruction is associated with increased

learning gains is a common, almost universal conclusion of

recent naturalistic (correlational) research. However, to

a.company the naturalistic studies, there are three recently

completed field experiments. hese studies illustrate that,

teachers can be taught direct i structional principles in

relatively simple training p rams that lead to changes in

teachers' classroom behavior and student 'achievement

(Anderson, Evertson & Brophy, 1979; Crawford & Stallings,

1978; and Good & Grouws, 1979).

Field Study: .An Example

On the basis (f our earlier natui istic findings,

the process-product research of others, experimental re-

search in mathematics, and general observational work in

classrooms, we constructed a direct instruction mOdel for

mathematics Instruction (see (ood, crouws, Beckerman,

. Ebmeier, Flatt & Schneebergir, 1977, for a program descri'p-

tion). In testing this, program, we made n effort to build

in a str.mg Hawthorne condition. Given that control teach-

ers knew that the reseni2h was desie,ne0 to Improve student

achievement, that th2 school district was intereSted :n the

research, and that they were being obser'ved, we feel rea-

sonably confident that a strong Hawthorne.control was cre-

ated. 'To the extent that a'strong Hawthorne condition was

created, it could be argued that differen(es in performance

between control and treatment groups was due to the program;

not to motivational variables.

Despite the tact that the experimental students

started the year with significantly lower achievement

scores han co trol.students, cher,. ,..tas a large arid signif-

f
nicant differet e in favor of the eperimetal group at the

end of the tw and one-half month project. Importantly,
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data colle._ted,three months after the project had ended

(regular end of year testing data by the schooi district)

indicated that the exnerimental students had maintained

theit gain:;_ These gains were made in fourth grade class-

rooms that, for the most part, were located in urban, low

income schools. The experimental finding is important given

the sense of futility that many educators hold toward

,achievemrnt in inner city schools.

Although the experimental group showed much more

growth, the study also had positive effects on control

teachers. That control teachers and their students showid

marked improvement is probably due to the strong Hawthorne

effect that was purposefully built into the project. Such

motivation probably led control teachers to think more

/labour their mathematiccal instrirtion and sucy proactive be-

havior mOre planning) may have brought about increas-

ed achievement (more on this finding later).

Commonalities in the Field Experiments

This study, in combination with the tuo other field

experiments completed elsewhere, illustrate that well de-;

signed naturalistic studies' can yield coherent and replic-

able findings, and that treatment studies based on them are

capable of yielding improvements imstudent learning which

are practically and statistically significant. However, it

is important to note that the gains are general but not uni-4

versal: some teachers didn't implement the nrog-am well or

have much effect on students (Ebmeier & rood, 1979).

There are two common elements present in all three

instructional programs that seem worthy of comment. First,

the programs are translated into behavioral recommenea-

tions for teachers. It was found in all three studies that

specific' requests were more 5requently acted upon by teach-

ers than were general guidelines.

These findings support Dofle and Ponder's (197E) ob-

servation that teachers are most apt to act upon advice when

it,is specific, when it does not conflict with a teach,!r's
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role definition, and when it is noonecessarv for the

teacher to em:,end much additional time or energy. To)this

list I would also a:ld the condic.ion of district-revel ad-

ministrative support,. The active involvement of district
1

administrators, including building principal* seemed to

have a very positive influence'upon teachers' motivation in

our parti

11

lar field experiment. However, other variables

also pro bly influence implementation; research along the

line that dene call: and colleagues at the Texas Pesearch and

Development Center have been conducting (Hall, 1974; Loucks

& Hall, 1977) would be a useful addition to subsequent field

experiments by attempting to uncover additional factors. that

"inhibit or enhance field implementation efforts.

A second cOnsideration is that all three experiments

presented teacher treatments that were constderablv broader

than the one or two variable treatments (lecturre,less,
,..1

.

prai,se more) that characterize many pr tevious ,:or.is at

intervention. "Barr and Dreeban (1977) have appropritely'

questioned the payoff of studyiny variables that are ooly a

small patt of one in. tructional activity .e.g , teacher lse

of student ideas during lecture) witt h thc expectation that
.

adjustments could have much influence on tod of year

achieVement scores.
.

A. third and related Ispect of the cxperiments was

that they all h..ad ecologieal.\. validity. That is, the models

are largely derived from what effective teachers were doing

as they pperated with All oC the constraints of real world

teaching. .For example, tbe mathematics teaching model that

Doug Grouws and I developed at th! University of Missouri ,

(Good. et al., 1977) deals with all aspects of thc lesson

from the initial development of ideas in tW context of

meaning to homework assignments. Although some of' our

individual process correlations with residual gain are large

(assignments and checking of homework), we do not feel that

the assignment of homewor+ peT se is od or that the pres-

ence of any individual measure is sufficient to enhance
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learning. 'llomeWork appears to work in our model because it

fulfills'its roie of providing an opportunity tor brief,

successful, distributed practice: If students are not pre-,

pared for homework assignments, efforts at completion are

apt to be unpleasant experiences and.a detriment to the

learning situation. One profitable trend in the past few

years has been the willingness of investigators to consider

broader definitions of teaching (Tisher, 1978) and to move

away from single variable prescriptions'.

Teacher Expectations

Earlier it was mentioned that control, teachers in the

mathematics field experiment made positive (better than ex-

pected) gains. One possible explanation for this is that

increased motivation (4lowledge that previous observation

had shown that teachers could make, a difference) led to in-

crease:1 teaching effort: Perhaps some teachers have a low

sense tf personal efficacy which'prevents a sustained teach-

ing effort. After all, why should teachers make careful,

systematia attempts to teach if they believe that.teachers

can't make.much difference (a helie/ f they may..have develop-

ed in a teacher training programr?

Brophy and Evertson (1976) iitudied the effects of

teacher exptctations on student achievement by studying

teachers wllo had consistently outperformed other teachers

working with similar sttulents under similar circumstances.

They administered a Complex .set of interveiw and written

qurstions to assess these teachers' beliefs and expectations

about a variety of teaching issues. They found that the

only belief that consistently separatecithigil and low effec-

tive teachers Was the extent to which teacheca believed

that they could ulake an 'important contribution to students'

mastery of academic material. Simply put, teachers who

were obtaining good student'performance were teachers who

had a high sense.of peesonal effieacy. That is, they felt

they could teach effectively.

McDonald and Elias!(1976), in their 'iork in second
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Ind fifth grade classroori. noted that, in some iAstances,

highteacherexpectatimiiappeared to increase thp achieve-
/

ment of the average student ;ts much as one standard devia-

tion when compared to similar students fotwhom teachers

held low expectations. There is much corelational re-

search to support the notion that teacher expectaqons in

many instances sustain low achievement and that in some

cases may even cause it.

The evidence for teacher expectations is not as

impressive or as consistent as that for classroom manage-

ment and direct instruction. Still, the occurrence of serf:-

defeating teacher behavior toward low achieving,students

has been documented in sufficient instances that it appears

Important to sensitize teachers to the concept of self-ful.7

filling prophecies and empirical instances bf how low ex-
../

pectations might be communicated in the classroom. (For

more detailed discussion, see Brophy & Good, 1974; Braun,

1976; Goo& & Brophy, 1977, 1978; West & Anderson, 1976).

Content for Teacher Education

Several agenda items for teacher education nrograms

flow from recent prciss-produet studies and other class-

room reearch involving observation. Classroom management,

direct instructional principles, and information about

teacher expectation effects would appehr to be sensible

,parts of ttacher education programs. Teaching candidates

need to read (and to see) some of Ube positive possibilities

of schooliw as well as information that conveys some of

the failurw; d disappointments of schooling. Too often,

training programs depict learning situations as mindlessly

!,imple or as hopelessly complex. The balanced conclusion

that teachers can make a ,lifference in SUMP arVa hut that

it take!: hard, sustained wed' (and, still there will be

some studens who cannot be motivated) is a view that !:,eems

a more reasonable posture for tcacher eOucation prwram:;.

vace limitatien orehihit:i k discussion of specific

in which such ideas wHht be he.lt inte teacher educa-

6 i
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tion programs,. Rówever, before moving to another topic, I

should note'that classroor observational research has yield-

ed numerous concepts in the past feWyears (wait time, sus-

taining behavior, pace, interruptions, wfthitness, on-stage/

off-stage) that have rich potential for inclusion in train-

ing programs (Good & Brophy, 1978). Although one cannot

specify precisely how these concepts relate to student

achieVement, generally they can help to make the teacher

more aware of his or her behavior as it unfolds during

classroom events.

,Research has also demonstrated that\teachers can

benefit from the opeortunity to observe ott4r teachers who

are teaching similar students under similar circumstanczs

andlor to be observed by fellow teachers (Martin, 1973).

The possibility for meanin,Jul peermfeedback has been en-

hanced by the availability of concepts (wait,time, clarity,

sustaining behavior) produced in earlier research. Emerg-

ing resources (e.g., teacher centers) can be used,to cre

profitably utilize-observational
techniques and peer feed-

back.

The potential for rich collaboration betJeen prac-

titioner and researcher in 'designing classroom improve,-

ment efforts is exhibited in the work of Good and Brophy

(1974). Again, the availability of concepts and tools,de-

rived from research have provided a focus for propctive

and joint: planning between teachers and researchers. Ate-

search work in progress at the Far West Laboratory

(Tikunoff*),, is presently trying to further enhance tht

teacher's responsibility in collaborative efforts. Contin-

ued research on the efficacY of teacher-researcher collabo-

ration seems to be a useful direction.,

*Personal communication. See also4Tikunoff, W.,

Ward, B., & Criffin, C. Interact.ive Research and Develop-

ment in Teaching: Executive SumMary. San Francisco. Far

West Laboratory for Educatiohal Research and Development

(Report IRLDT-79-12).
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Alt-hough this paper has focused upon documenting the

fact that classroom research has been applied systematically

and successfully to improvejstudent,learning, I syspeet that

the most important contribution of educational research has

been the production of concepts for the classroom teacher

that can be examined, interpreted, and applied in the con-.

text of his or her particular setting. Colin Power and I

have argued that peneralizations about teaching that stem

.from research act only as guides for assessing the likely

consequences of alternative strateries in comprex education-

al situations (Good & Power, 1976). In short, classroOm re-

search (when appropriately conducted) cap yield concepts

which can help teachers to consider the-range of hypotheses'

developed and to rake the classroom teacher more Aware of

the possible consequences of his or her actions.

Although I respect the interest that some of my col-

lea-Rues have in securing more predictable relationships be-

tween classroom process and products, I suspect that the

real value nf classroom research iS in the'identification

of concepts. Teacher,s, given the compleyitY of classroom

phenomenon, will necessarily have to interpret.the form of

potential applLations in light of local conditions, dis-

tinct educational values, etc. Others have also, concluded

that prescriptions and advice in education are apt to be in-

determinant. For example, Shulman (1078) concludes that

"teaching solutions" unde; the best of circumstances still

have a confidence interval around them. Unfottunately, too

many educators ignore the.indeterminate natdre of th,dr ad-

viccanci. .argue for simple, unthinking applieat;on. Advocacy

and commitment to simple conceots has been a thorn in the

side of educators and researchers ,alike (Dunkin 6 Biddle,

1974).

This ,d()es not mean tlwr concepts are of equal value,.

ome concepts subsime many more " ieccAt'orbehavior" than

do o'fher concuts. -oncepts (e.p.., wait rim: or clar-

ity) Jippear to have a -wide range of ootcatial application;

z
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other concepts seem to be reStricted to highly specific

settings. Some concepts are very high inference and call

for considerable interpretation when application is made;

other concepts suggest rather specific forms of application.

A concept like direct instruction seems to be valuable be-

cause of its ecological validity, application value to dif-

ferent subject areas, and because it suggests reasonably

specific forms of teaching behavior.

Although I have expressed interest in the direct in-

structional.models for achieving growth in basic skills in

mathematics and reading, I have questioned its relevancy

for other subject areas (e.g., social studies) and do not

feel that it is the preferred general ins"tructjonal model

(Good, in press). Civen the constraints that teachers face

in traditional forms of fcharling, the model'seems to he

effective in producing gains in standardized tests in some

subjects'in certain grades.

Subseauent Research Steps

Given the potential application base of direct in-

stiuction and qe decline of basic skills (in at least some

American schools), T think it is sensible to continue exper-

imentation with the variable to determine when diminishing

returns occur (e.g., can it be.applied to secondary mathe-

matics and science classrooms,,does direct instruction

interfere with transfer, fs it limited only to basic skill

acquisition or can it be applied to other cognitive areas

as well, such as mathematics problem solving).

Although some would argue that the process-product

paradigm has out-lived its u3efulness, I think it can be

utilized advantageoi_.sly in !econdary settings and cap be
t

used to provide information about eduational outcomes other

thin basic skill acquisition. The major obstacle L that

no compelling dependent measures are available. \
It was because of the availability of standardi ed

tests (with all their frailities) that tiorl insight int
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basic skill'mastery. has been achieved. The quality of ex-

isting affective Measures is seneraliy low aud much devel-

oopment work is needed. Although I susnect that process

information about affective outcomes (e.g., how teachers

can enhance students' receptivity to and use of peer feed-

back; enhance stu ents' creativity, etc.) will be specific

to student age arIA subject matter area, efforts to measure

affective schoo outcomes is important. From:My viewpoint,

gains are more pt to be made with behavioral measures of

affect than_w'th pen and paper measuren. However, behavi-

oral measures are expensive to develop arid funding agencies

have expresse& little but minimal interest for investing in

this area; no I;Icadigm is likely to prove very useful in

the affective domain until new denendent measures are

developed.

Little is known about classroom learning. most of

Vat is known about learning in classrooms has occurred in

the past few years--an era characterized by the movement

of educational research into the classroom. However, the

stag was sAr for productive work by a previous history'of

laboratory resear(h on individual learning and earlier at-

tempts to devise instruments foi:: clasroum observation. I

suspect that the next era- of classroom rLsearch will be

characterized by research that is more fully involved in

the classroom. Pesearch.ha largely been concerned about

the "Ajective" behavior that occurs in classrooms. Subse-

quent research will focus more on what classroom actors

(both students and teachers) think about the behavior that,

does take place, as well as thei:r-thoughts about why cer-

We need to know how teachers perceive constraint,

now underway in many gettings. I'm ciirivinced of two even-

ers learn how to study the mental life of teachers. Second-.

bchavior do not occur.

tualit:ies. First, it will he several years before research-

ly, eventuallthe research will produce useful concepts,

Attempts fo study the "mental life" of teachers is

oals
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student po ential, etc., and the influence that teaching

40
nerma, bel fs, and preferences haveon behavior. There is

much research in.the social psychological literature to il-

lustrate that the linkage between beliefs and behavior are
i

very complex. It is now time to integrate research on

teacher think'ng with classroom observa,tion:

Vimilirly, we need to know more about how students

see the 0.assroom world. What do studrnts.expect the

teacher ..6.11.0 in a generaI sense? How do students feel

when they cannot answer:Cteacher's ouestions? Why does

the teacher ask.question4 in the classroom? Students who

feel that the reason is to provide students a chance to talk

and/or to allow the teacher to fill time may resPond with

different levels of attention and effort than the student

who feels that he or she is being judged. Do some students

view seatwork and homework assignments as filler time;

whereas tests and public recitation are viewed as the real

,tasks? If so, these students may respond differently to

teacher seatwork messages than do students who feel that all

teacher messages and classroom tasks are important.

Theft have been.some attempts to clarify students'

perceptions of classroom events but very little is known

preiently. It would seem,that such information would be

very useful in attempting to understand school learning.

Needed also is information about the overlap of teacher and

student expectations and interests. Some research in pr/F-

resi is attempting to study this integration in one opera-

tional setting.*

Unfortunately, Cie call for more attention to the

perceptual world of 4-eachers and students has been filled

largely with polemics ana but little substantive direction.

*Evans and Eler9 at the Institute for Research on

Teaching, Michigan stw Univer'sity, are presently studying

the overlap between titaehers' afd students' perceptions of

reading books.
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1 filtel such ideas'intriguing hut we need t6/clarify the

types of information that can he obtained; what, particular

questions and strategies ire apt to be most profitable,

and the specific wav in wh;ch such knowledg'e can be used.

The next generation of research will explore and eventually

cjarify ways in which teachers and students (to some ex-

tent) can become determinants and cb-participants (as well

as subjects) in the reseatch process. However, such infor-

mation is unlikely to be of vilue unless simultaneous attca-

tion is paid to the overt behavior of the classroom.
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SELECTING CONTENT Fnn INSERVICE

EDUCATION PROGRAVS

Parold Pratt

Jefferson County Public Schools

Lakewood, Colorado

Introduction

As teachers become more experienced on the job they

tend to lecome more diverse in their attitudes, values and

experiens:e. This diversity makes the selection of content

for inservi=e pro;?rams a difficult task. In addition,

'most teachers soon become concerned with the socialization

of their Students. This goal often creat .s a pan between

needs of the classroom teacher and the inservice instruc-

tor's perception of what those neeC.;\should be. P concerns

Model has been used to close this gap and helo both groups

Meet their desired goals.

The Diversity of Inservice Participants

The teacher clients who come to an inservice educa-

tion program are a very diverse audience. This diversity

is dtle, in part, to differenges in their Academic prepara-

tion, experiences,.moods, value structures, cognitive

levels, and learning styles.

The content preparaCon of teachers in tlie,subject

area Tor which they ;tre responsible varies considerably.

Nationally, the proLiem of teachers teaching in an area

with little content prenaration appears to be a very seri-

7 5
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ous one. In 196a, Mills' data indicated "that 60 percent of

teachers working in buildings with less than 1000 pupils

had lit'tle chance to specialize, Thirty percent of all

science and matheMatics classes in these'schools were

taught by teachers who spent some or most of their teaching

day in other subjects. In 1972, the NEA Research Division

reported that one teacher in seven was seriously enough mis-

assigned.to be teaching at.least one-half time outside the

major certification field (Graybeal, 1974). Although the

?roblemmay be more serioue in smaller schools, data .col-

lected in 1977 showed that 18 percent of the junior high

school scilnce teachers in'Jefferson County Public Schools

were teaching at least one section of a course in which
.,

they had less. than 18 semester hours or preparation. Re-

cent information collected by the Research Triangle Innti-

tute (Weiss, 1978) indicate that 16 percent of,the elemen-

tary teacgers do not feel qualified to teach science. Al-

though this percentage may appear to be reasonably low, the

next higher*, .-ing was only 6 percent--teachers who do not

feel qualii , to teach social studies. The figure of 16

percent compares even more dramatically to the 4 percelt

who do not feel qualified in mathematics and 3 percent in

reading. At the secondary level, 13 percent of juninr high

school teachers and 13 percent of senior high teachers dici

not feel adeqmately prepared to teach ccience. For social

studies, 9 percent of the jt.nior high teachers and 16 per-

cent Of the 'seniorh'gh teachers felt unprepared.

Manyiteache,:, kyome '-o inservice classes feeling con-

fident and reassured about what they are teaching and the
%

manner in which they are teaching. These teachers often

appear to feel as though,what they are doing cannot and

:

should not be changed anci improved. On the other extreme,

there are brand new teachers who come into the profession

with only modest training, or teachers who have been trans-

ferePri to a new assignment, grade level, or type of school

_(open space, team teaching, ICE, etc.). lhese teachrs

.0.
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often come to inseiwice clyses seeking' answers to the prob-

lems thei are'facing%in their new position.

Some of them come with a "show me" attitude which

can be translated into "you rust prove it to me (a class-

room.teacher) before I will, accept what you (a professor)

say" Anotber very prevalent attftude in inservice courses,

both district offered and univeisity offered, is that no

homework shoul be expected. This position is often diffi-

cult for an instructor to combat when the entire class asT

sumes the same posture and makes it ciearly known. Other'

teachers bring with them the eagerness and desire for new

approaches, ideas, hnd content. These teachers seem to

view learning in a very positi've fashion that says, Plearn-

ing is a lifelong process." The range of these attitudes

is probably *ost extreme.in classes where teachers are re-

quired to be present, which is often the case in a &strict

offered inservice course.

The educational values of the teachers in inservice

courses appears to be quite varied, although some investi-

gators maintain that the range in values is fairly narrow

and usually confOrms closely to those of the cornunity

(Stake & Easley, 1978).

?Stake has pointed out in a recent series of case

studies completed for the National Science Foundation

(Stake & Easley, 1978) that teachers value socialization at

least as much as academic learning. .Teachers who subscribe

to the socialization goal place a high emphasis on students

"learning to learn" from prepared materials. The four

socializat4.on goals listed by Stake are: (1) extrinsic

motivation, (2) close attention.to directions, (3) careful

coMpletion of qsignments and homework, and (4) frequent

testing. Ile points out that teachers use the academic con-

tent as a vehicle to reach socilizatiin goals and often

place these goals above academic learning. Teachers who

have this value structure have' very hiph concerns and ques-

tions about managing the details of a program and fewer
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,concerns about its overreaching goals and purposes.

McKinnon and Renner. (1971) have found that 39 to 56

percent'of freshman at the college level are not formal

thinkers. There is no reason to believe that the popula-

tion of secondary and elementary teachers is significantly

differeft in this repard from the preservice teachex;:popu-

lotion'. This probably creates some very interesting prob.-

lema if teachers themselves are not able to prasp the for-

mal concepts so vital to science, mathematics and other

disciplines. This inability would make it difficult for

teachers to discriminate between formal and concrete con-

epts so necessary for the teaching to be at an appropriate

level for students. This speculation is untested, but I

suspect, t t'teacher will not have the ability ro fully

tlcomprehen Piaget's theories of mental development'if they

,are not formal thinkers themselves. This, in turn, prevents

them from fully utilizing the ideas from the theory in their

teaching behavior. Is this effect observable and signifi-
.

cant?

By observing teachers at an inservice session, it is

possible to identify some who are uncomfortable with the

inductive approach to learning typically used in a "hands-

, on" s4psion for elementary science and mathematics classes..

These teachers often exprest3 a desire for an overview of

the lesson so that they can follow it to a final conclusion

, and know th ::. outcomes from the outset. Other teachers ex-

press their di.scomfort in a stronger fashion, ohjecting to

being treated as students or reonesting that inservice

leader.; simply talk through the lesson. In all such cases,

, they are expressing a discemfort and dislike for the induc-

tive teaching style. Mary Budd Rowe (1978) has pointed out

(using the Briggs-Meyers t7pe indicator) that the:-e are 16

different learning styles. Me eff...!ct of the difference,:

in teach.r learninp styles on their acceptance of inservice

classes is worth investip.attog,

Althowh many tef these same differFnces exist at the

preservice level, they ate net as siy,ni.fienot or overtly

/8
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di vied t he t .1C r it h t Thu more passive,

shmisive r-ly tahen hv the underrradnate student is appar-

ent in the usual pre:;crvic courses. However, as time on

the ini.reases, teai'bur artirudes, v4fues and outlook on

ei.hication ty divervu in many ways from those of col-

learucs And universitv or di'itrict inservice'instructore.

In addition, an openness and willinrness to express and

maintain differences becomes rreater and more obvious.

flur exr, ritnee in Jet-fur:pp County leads me to be-

lieve that there are at lismit three major motivations'for a

teacher to enr..'.1 in an insIrviee co oe: (1) to facili-

tate torcertificarion and/o, ,ialarv increment, (2) to im-

prove profcs.lionally as a teachir, or ()) tn bring about at

changt 'in reach ny coot 1..xt , or curriculum usage .

lhis fir,,t motive is fairly straiiihrforward. Teachers in

virtually vverv state niefl to be ecertified every five or

en year ht rompltt ing :i Certain number of credit hours .

larly, many school di:mricts have a salary schedule

lie that in Jefferson r:onntv s:heryby teachers are placed

on a lagner salary step for approximately every 20 hours of

coller,e credit .ibirve a P. helors Degree.

For some teacher . the motivation to improve their

coutent b.r,iwledre and teaching methods is a strong and

driving one In conrrast a few teachers in inservice

courses ar- tere throurh he ; tronr'recommendation or in-

si:;rence of theiv principal. They participate P; part of a

professional growth plan requii.vd for teachers identified

as marginal in order to tii,ntain their employment.

Th- third Ftroup of tcachtrs are required by the

sv'item to attend an inservirt class because of a change in

the curriculum used or in the ,ontext of teachirut (a move

inlo tear' teachitt. utivraded materials, etc.). Al-

thourh somewhat intrin.iically mo. ivated, thcse teachers

usually nor le()H11" fOr a raior overhaul re their teach-

ing methods. 'Ihev ri:v ondertahe a Nur,,e such as iudivid-

ualied deigned to bring more humanism



irto.their classroom, but, often only In an exploratory

sense. The commitment to the Change is usually missing.

Such an approach to inserviceseems to.be designed to re-

fresh the status quo, not to promote a real change.

Socialization as a r;oal: for Teaching

t
After a year of ethnographic study of science, mathe-

matics, and .sociAl studies teaching In eleven sites across

the country,'Stake concluded that what teachers usually

wanted was not a major overhaul of their conceptualizations

but a chance to talk with other teachers and collect some

"gimmicks" that could be incorporated into their existing

schemata (Stake & Easley, 1971). Stake and his colleagues

spent con3iderabl , effort probing what they considered to

be a difference in perception of teaching by pfacticing

teachers and by the subject matter specialists who work

.with them in inservic'e education and curriculum development.

Their ymjor hypothesis was that subject matter knowledge

was not an end in itself as is often assumed rnd practiced

by the academic community. Instead, subject matter knowl-

edge Is transformed in a school into a means of meeting the

socialization demands of that school. They saw science

teachers as influenced by three pole's: (1) the ethic of

scientific inquiry, (2) the "ideal" science teacher role,.

and (7) the socialization responsibility. Teachers often

felt that they work alone in attemiting to achieve the

ideal teacher role and in developing theirsocalilation

responsibilities. In their personal struggles with the art

of teaching they find little help from inservice education

courses,.

Stake and his staff observed many variations in the

style and pricess of instruction acrnss their cloyenstudy

!Ates. They found variations in amount of individual

use of technology cassette tape players,

5
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Most teach

(

rs seem to view the socialization func-

tion as their ma Y r goal rather than as a means to a more

important end of content and concept acquisition. When

Stake and Easley (1978) asked the question on a survey,

"Please tell how important it is in your school for teach-

ers to insist that youngsters be considerate of others, to
a

show respect to adults, and to follow directions carefully

_in doing assignments," (pp. 18:65) 29,percent of she junior

hi,gh.principals said it.was more important than content and

53 percent considered.it equally important.. FroM elemen-

tary teachers, 42 percent covsidered At more important and

42 percent considered it,to be equally important.

Socialization seeMs to take precedert over what else

happena in the classroom. ,It seems to supersede general

study skills, which in turn supersede specific operations

such as arithmatic skills and chemistry laboratory activi-

ties, which in turn preempt the subject matter. Because of

the sacialization demands, teachers seem to he caught be-

tween two systems--the scholarship system and the education-

al aystem--hut they are much less at the mercy of the'-

scholarship system. Scientists'and other acadrnsicians have

little effect. Parents and other teachers have much aore.

The.presence of such a gap between the actual goals

of practicing classloom teacher and that of the academic

corimuniosy may provide one of the major reasons why.curricu-

lum innovatioos such as the National Science Foundaiion

math, science, and social studies projects have not been

wiiely accepted in the American schouIs. Our experience in

the Jefferson County S-hools 6ver the last 15 years with

the piloting and implemettation of innovative projects at

all levels and most reurttly wiTh the revision of the tie-

mentary science program has supported this notion Over

the yrars, 1 have expericnced ;,nd observed the constant,

underlyini.strtwele between 04 socialization goals of

tcacAer4 And the c( icern lor tit acquisition of content by

/the acadvmicians. Must _wo, Npparently aiverft'unt agundat



are cotedantl': present in in,,ervice courses, laimner insti-,

t te w a, riting ses:jons nd the pilot te:itiiig of innovative

prog.rams. The tvo agendas hive been well documented by the

Biological Sciences.(orriculum !'ltudy !;:la:-;s, 1070) and

other curriculum development groups. Because both groups

P....considcired the two agendas as polari./.ed, the resolution 'of

the di tot tic was thought to he in somc cemeromise or amal-

gamatio of the two l'ur recent work with the Concerns-

Based',1option ;.'odel ( .-BM) dtveloped by the ReseArch and

Development Ct.nter for Teacher rducation at the University

of Texas Mall, Vallac(' flossett, 1g7i) has convinced us

that the to goals are nor at tNonpo!;ite ends of a contin-

eum but, instead, can be viw,:ed as different stages on a

develoumental ladder or ch;Jripa:

In t1R1, the concept of "concerns" has been devel-

oped to describe the perceptions, feelings, and motivaLions

of teachers as they deal With an innovation. Pesearch

istudie have verified a set of stages that reople appear lo

move through wlesai they are involved in innovation iMplemen-

tation Theye Stages of Concvrn 'bout the innovation pro-
/ vide a key diagnostic tool for determininr the content and

ddetiverv of staff development activitie:;.

These concerns cham,e from initial concern!: enrelat-

ed to teaching, (I'm concened about getting ticket to the

rock concert next f-'aturday ni,Jit), to concerns about self

if relation to teaching (1 Yonder if I can d(, it), to task

concernL; about teaching iT'm havinr to yorl: all night to

preparc my lrson for temorro,,!)to impact concerns

(bre the kids learning what they need'!) ill together, six

different level'=: of conuern have been identified.

Pesearch with the concept of 'tape:: of Concern Von

focivied on the development of a reliable and valid mea-

stiCemnt procvdnrt., 107 d;(''.:Hiv,,iv:ur coticcro:; (Hall,

Yillace 191),

in,!ividoal doe' not l';Iv( uon(Pru.; only one ,;t;wc.

There ro-ile," yith !.omr tacos
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Stages of Concern About the Innovation

6 REFOCUSING: The focus ision explOration of
more universal benefits from the innovation, in-
cluding the possibility of mAjor changes or re-
placement with a more powerful alternative. In-

dividual has definite ideas about alternatives
to the proposed or existing form of the innova-

tion.

5 COLLABORATION: Thf focus in on coordination and
cooperation with others regarding use of the in-

novation.

4 CONSEPUENCE: Attention focuses on impact of the
dnnovatior, on student in his/her immediate
sphore of influence. The focus is on relevance
of the innovation for students, evaluation of

student outcomes, including performance and com-
petencies, and changes needed to increase stu-
dent outcomes.

3 MANAGEMENT: Atlention is focused on the pro-
(esses and task% of using the innovation and the
best use of information and resources. Issues

related to efficiency, organizing, managing,
scheduling, and time demands are utmost.

2 PERSONAL: Tndividual is uncertain about the de-
mands of the innovation, his/her inadequacy to

meet those demands, and his/her role with the in-

novation. This includes analysis of his/her
role in relation to the reward structure of the
organization, decision makim, and consideration
of potential conflicts with existing structures ,

orTersonal commitment. Financia). or status im-

plicationN uf th froFram for self and col-
leagues may also be reflected.

INFOEVATIONAL: A general awireness o the inno-

vation and interest in learninv more detail

about it is indicated. The person seems to he
unworried about him/herself in relation to the

innovation He/she is interested In sulistantive
aspects of the innovation in a seliless manner

such as general characteristics, effects, and

requirements for use.

AWARFSS Little concern about or involvement
with the Innovat4on ls indicated,



beim, mmre intewe and other !A-aPes bim,. less

so In !cnoral, it appear!, that duri .v implementation of

ui innovatiori. suuT! 0, I, and 2 concerns (Awareness, In-'

formation,'.and Peronal) will initially he most intense.

IV; implementation hev.iti, concerns (Manayement) be-
.

core more intense, with stai,es 0, I, and concerns de-

creasiny in intensitv. In time, the concurnf:, of struws

ind 6 (Consequence, (ollaboration, and Refocusiny) bc

come the most intense.

The 1 of , Concerns-Based Inserviee Program

Mice Years avo. Jefferson County bevan to plan

VOry tetive inservice nrovram for appr oximately 700

teacher.: in c'!-,:des 1 th'ouh 6 to support the implementa-

tion of a revised Hen 'e curriculum. Durinv thi2 initial

trial run of our inservico provran, our ias to provide

teachers with an unden:tandinv of the value that the new

curriculum hA for their !:tudentr: To Jtis.end, we pre-

sented the contAnt ofthe currictiltwi in an inductive way

piny. the teachers in a "hands-on" learniny role. Ty

our dismay, they flooded W; with personal and manayement

statw ttnestion';, .;tiell as "Pow many,films are nrovidod with

each kit?" "1:ill I h:,ve enouyli equit -writ for all mv stu-

dent:I?" "Vill it creatc a lot of mes:?" "When do I have

to ';tar.t a 1 "Pir:., :In e,rAe ,Hir students?" The

personll and manavement/:;eHalization concerns about the

now nro"ram wore nreventinv, the ta:hers from dealiny with

content of the inservice

After this ;.nitial rmo,01 mf ineffective iner/ice,

the CHneerw;.-1Yised hitTOHTI :'mdc was introduced to tit; and

the in:.;ervice, tiler redei,ned around the ,;tavef-: of

cor(orns ¶.*.t avc!.; o ConctrIr; C't)(.(,) ;

adni 4t,(' ( or i;t1 carlIP/' audi env e amo the data
t ( .!(Aviivc and appro)-i.t!, ju-
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service far the entire Oistri Restated, concern stages

.were carefully considered anf utilized in planning the con-

tent of a series of inservice activitius. For teachers at

,the awarenesS stage, principals were asked to involve them

in makingthe decigion about date of program implethentation.

(The decision that the revised curriculum was to be imple-

mented had already been made at the district level.) Flexi-
.

bility in scheduling Was available since the inservice was

designed to occur,in three phases, i.e., the inservices were

planned to take place over a two-year period, involving ap-

proximately one-third Of the 81 elementary schools in each

phase. Principals were inserviced for ane-half day in the *

gdetails and goals of the new progrqm. They, in turn, were

.Y' asked to provide their staff with information about dates nnd

events that would aoon occur related to the inservice program.

Two months after this preliminary awareness activity,

more detailed information was provided to teachers in the

first implementation phase in a "pre-inservice" s,?ssion

held within each elvmentary school. This session took .

place after school during a regular staff meeting. Vemb'ers

1

1 of the Science Department distributed guides to each teach-

: er ab.ng with printed information concerning the dates and

content: of upcoming inservice sessions. Teachers were

oriented to the general content and organization of the

guide and time was provided ta answer their questions.

11,e inservice sessions began approximately two

months later. They consisted of three full days of release

time and were :teld at an inservice center. ,The classes of

inservice participants were taught by substitutes provided

by the District office. Sessions wore scheduled approxi-

mately three months apart so that the units covered in each

inst.

lk
ice could be used by the classroom teachers with

thel stndents durng the interim. This allowed management

level problems to be identified during the time between

ses!.ions and enabled many ef.these prolems to he resolved

at the next inservice .An,iion In addition, a he;lvy empha-

81,



was placed on resolution of man.n.,ement concerns in the

first and second inservice ses..;ions. A special module on

clas:,room manarement usitr, video tape:-: of teachers in the

classroom was provided for this purpose. Durinr the time

period between the first and seeen.d sessions and after the

second session, two member:: of the Feience Denartment spent

a large fraction of thuir tire in what was termed "Comfort

and Caring" school visits. Purinr these visits, contact

was made with each individual teacher for the purpose.of

listening to questions and resolving problems on the spot,

1"
if porsibl . These personal contacts vith teachers not

soonly relv1et many of their personal and management prob-

4 lems, but also identified cotwerns that could be handled

in a more general way at the next session.

Pata two years after the first inservice sessions

beran indicate that by selecting content ir the above

fashion and scheduling its presentation ov r a period of

several months (almost a year), the inform tional, nersonal

and management concerns of teachers have 1 en reduced to a

tolerable level. At this point impdct c cerns, those con-

cerns which dual with whether !Audents are learninr, have
i

only begun to rise slirhtly This raises 3 ouustion as to

what interventions are necvs!;ary to raise impact concerns.

The underlyinr hypothesis, of ;:ourse, is that teachers with

impact concerns will produce the greatest luarninr In stu----".

dents This hypothesis itself has yet to he investigated.

The apparent succes of this inset-vice plan (de!:ign-

ed to resolv( teachers ner!,onal and management concerns)

sugrw;ts very strongly that it will attend to the manage-

ment type questions inherent in the socialization issue

described by Stake. Aeademians, on ono hand, must recog-

nize the developmental nature od teachers' concerns and

deal '..,,ith the managementh.ocialization ones prior to Pro-

motin the issue of imnact on studtnt!;. nn the other hal

it appear!. that ome teacher!; are not aware of, n.,r do t;)ey

place hirli value on, irip.gcr 1.1)m urn... lt !"'AV he that the>
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are unable to attend to these types of concerns as long as

the; are dealing with management/socialization issues. In-

te-ventions
.
which will help teachers become more aware of

and place a higher %Niue on the impact level concerns Are

needed. What are .th se interventions? Who is responsible

for iritiating them? "d suspect the school principal plays

a key role, but this speculation needs to be studied.

In a recent report, Berliner (1976) describes the

important behavior of a successful ci Jisroom teacher:-

The classroom behavior of a successful teacher
is characterized by direct instruction, whereby
students are brought into contact with the cur- .

riculum materials and kept in contact with those
materials until the requisite knowledpe is ac-
quired. At the primary grades, direct instruction
includes goal setting; allocation of sufficient
time to reach goals; motivating students by appro-
priate choice of curriculum materials, teaching
methods, and teaching behaviors so that active
learnirg time is high; providinp an academic
focus; and monitoring student activities during

the allocated instructional time. The successful
teacher asks direct questions and providcs posi-

tive and Tggative feedback to students on academ-

ic mattefIr The atmosphere for successful direct
instruction is warm, api student behavioral prob-

lems are low in frequency.

He seems to be describir4 an impact level teacher

who has lolved the problems of management and socialization

and moved on to tite questions of haw students acquire'

knowitAge,

Summary of Questions

4

BecatEie.teachers themselVes have individual learning

characteristics, the effects of these differences on the

teacher's acquisition of knowledge and skills needs to be

studied. Are the teacher's own cognitive level, learning

style and value structure important factors that affect
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their learninv and teachinp stylus':

Do irpact level te;ichers produce preatur lenrninv in

their classes? Are thev the ones who usu "direct instruc-

'tion" as described by Berliner? How are impact level con-

cerns aroused? Wi'l they naturally follow when management/

socializAtion concerns are resolved or d teachers reauire

. specific interventions to redirect their poals to the next

concerns stage? Whatiis the role of the principal in this

process?
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REACTIONS TO THE PANEL ON

THE CONTENT OF TEACHER EDUCATION

Kenneth R. Howey

University-of Minnesota.

\_

One is invariably teMpted, even though he be a

reactor, to share one's own ideas (this is e!l'ecially

tempting since the topic under-consideration here is one in

which I have maintained a long-standing interest).

however, when the rostrum is graced with such distinguished

scholars as B.O. Smith and Thomas Good, the result is a

multiplicity of provocative ideas, indeed more than can be

easily assimilated. There is no need to add more, and I

gladly limit my remarks here in an attempt to capture but

some of the wisdom which they have shared with us this

mornirr;,

Our first speaker, Dr. Smith, has done a splendid

job in assisting us to better understand a complex topic.

No finer choice could have been made in selecting someone

to initiate these important deliberation. Doth his paper

and his amplifying remarks underscore the need to better

delineate just what the scope and sequence of teacher edu-

cation currently is and, more importaLtly, what it should

be. Beginning with courses at the baccalaureate level,

through the critical 'induction' phase when actual teaching

responsibilities are assumed, and into continuing teacher

education, much remains to be done. We must better address

the question of just what content is most appropriate,for

what type of teacher at wYat phase of their'enreer. ' It is

essential that the broad backdrop and perspective provided

by the distinguished scholar :oe maintained in attempting to-
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improve the education of to/tellers. A .

\

Dr. Smith also reminds us that any given tlacher

,assumes multiple roles and thtia the'coritent of teIcher

education must not become preoccupied wi,th only the :,.

teaching or indtructional role. Plrnning, classroom

management, and,evaluation are also critical resporlibi- /-

Utica and a considerction of multiple functions is'essent"

tial th the determination df appropriate content for
,,

teacher education programs. ,For.example, there has been

but minimal research on the critical relationship between
4

the process of planriing,,especially of a collaborative

nat , and rewultant instructional behavior. ?

'Smith also suggests that therefis a need for a

synthesis Of not only generic ped#gogical skills' hut alpo
,

of pedagogical competence as embedded in distinct disci-

'Ohile time constrains against reacting 67 many of

the provocative ideas set forth in his paper,.the following

are a few of,his 'more salient observation .

i
I.) Althou gh research on teaching hisprovided us

with multiple insights into what teachers need
to know, we know little yet about how teachers

* might best acquire and apPly this knowledge.

2) We must be more precise in definilg content iWtich

includes, among ot er things, definitions, facts,

law-like principles, rules, values, both theory

and ideology, procedural guidelineseand know-

ledge of both lhow'to' and 'how do.'

3) We must studs intensively various modes of teach-
ing, such as inquiry teaching and group-process.

YO We hive but 'nibbled at the edges' with respect
to how to facilitate student involveumnt (at all

levels of schooling) with'content. He poses a

' most intriguiag question, "Are there difficult
learnings juet as there are 4,earning diffficul-

ies?"
.

5) Finally, he underscores the need to address the
question of what the criteria are foe,the selec-
tion of content and he provides some examples to

whet our intellectual414etites.
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4
I would underscdre a point he made in the epilogue.

lje suggests that we appear to.duffer from a feebleness of

will . . . a /oss of nerve in employing what knowledge

already exists in shaping more coherent and orderly pro-

uems. The organizing framework he has presented in his

paper could help us bette'r synthesize what knowledge does

exis4.

Dr. Good has done an olfttanding job of summarizing

for us where classroom research hip begun to produce impor-

'tent useable knowledge. His own efforts in this'direction

have been significant. He underscores three basic areas

where visible inrdads have been made: classroom manage-

ment, the'effects of differential teacher expectations,

and direct instructional tactics in the acquisition of

'basicl.knowledge and skills. He puts the direct instruc-:

tional approach in an appropriate perspective when he

acknowledges that while it is crucial on the one hand, in

a broader sense it is neither the preferred or appropriate

instruCtional mode, 6

His paper .goes, beyond 'knowledge of' and addresses

one of Dr. Smith's basicSconcerns of 'knowledge how' when

he provides specific guidelines for facilitating effective

'skill acquisition' forms of teacher education.

He also addresses what, in the final analysis, may

well be the essence of continuing teacher education. He

ealls for meaningful peer feedback (which) has been en-

hanced by the availability of concepts produced in earlier

classroom research,. He reminds us of how classroom
-N;

research will best be utilized when he stales, "In short,

classroom research (when appropriately contucted) can

yield concepts which can help teachers to consider the

range of hypotheses considered,,and to make the.44:cher

more aware of the possible consequences of his or her

actions."

Professor Fenstermacher re:in& us of a critical
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\reality; in the final analNiS the content of teacher edu-

,Ytation is, to a large degree, 'the content_of the teacher's
s'

and.' Assuaung some degree of intentionality, if not
1 w

,

rationality, he suggests that the intentions of teachers

do guide and accoUnt for the r performance. lie further

suggests that teachers' inteltions are largely formed and
shaped by their work experiences, esplially during the

. -

crieical induction.phase, and in turn the impact of initial

teacher preparatfgn is considerably diminished.

Thus, Fenstermacher eloquently captures what have

long been central concerns for those concerned with the

educacion of teachelp. How sir '-4Ni:hers'. intentieg (and ;

Orceptions) shaped? How are theae changed ovvi.

what extent do they ,influence the dynamic interacti6ns

which occur in the clapsroom? How is academic rationalAty

achieved or, in the languagg of the developmental ,

theorists, how can psychological maturity as well as con-

temporaneous formitof,learning be achieved? _e

Dr. Fenstermacher states that a readiness for induc-'

. tion must be based upon a reasoned and morally defensible

view of education: The implications of that statement for

*rale content of :nitial teachez preparation are siggificant.

He.suggests that the novitiate must not only be able-to cope
l

with but also control tne impact of the school setting ,

-...... ,

durtng induction. There is no doubt 4at, hiwrically, '

initial teacher education has been preoccupied with the
s

psychology of the i,ndividual and has paid but minimal

attention to the sociology and psychology of the school as

41an orga ization and comMunity. 'His paper underscores the

4 . fundame,tal need to broaden our pcIrspective and es6ablish2

more soid lines of inquiry into both personall/perceptual

and organizatioual domains. He concludes his paper with a

biPliographic essay'that is rich in both the breadth:and

depth of its references and which is reflected in the

insights he has shared with us.

Dr. Pratt has brought to us eke needed perspectiVe'

I t
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of tne scholar-practitioner. He vividly qlustrates the

inadequacy of content,preparation for manY teachers. Ttiis

problem IA compounddaly the increasing reaslignment and,

in mahycases' milassignment of.clerssroom teaChers. He
. *it

notes'that the value orientasions of teachers ane, in fact,'-

varied and are a matter of paramount importance in'planning

Lor 6heir continuing education. Likewise, he undercores

theneffd to consider the (cognitive) developmental levet, .

of tWchers'and the constraint's that liMited development ,

places on a teacher's abi1it5, to internalize more complex t

iliervice goals..

By referring to his.efforts in the Jefferson County.

school, Dr. Pratt also illustrates 0e utility ot the

'coicerns-based appruach to assessing teacher needs and, in

turn:,plarming appropriate interventions. I will not ela-

borate on the concerns-based approach here, as that innovaA

tiveyesearch and development pioneered by Gene Hall and

his colleagufs il well known to most bf you. There is no

doubt in my (Nat mind that the research on the concerns-
...'4\

based adoption model can.and kpould be extended in terms,

of the interaction of teacher'rconcerns with a variety of

1.. otrier personalogical and organizational variables in better

determining the readiness of individual teachers tor differ-

entiated forms of.teadher education.
.

,4194,commend Dr. Pratt for his insight in pointing out

some,of the many personalogical characteristics such as

value orientations, preferred teaching/learning styles,

oevelopMental stages'and phases, and leve s of awareness

and concern, which might be considered in better differen-

tiating learning experience for teacher; His paper

powerfully illustrates the consi4g le imitations of a A

"needs assessment" which is limited o a rank ordering of

topics of interest.

In closingi, I wish to thank the sponsors of this '

conference for inviteing me to parricipate in a small way.

I am complimented. These distinguLshed speakers and the
lAt
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other presenters have been most helpful in establishtngsa.

prodUctive dialogut. They have been of considerable assiA-

,.tance in helping tO,set prtorities for deeded. research and

development in teacher education;

..
g.

4

4
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CONTENT OF TEACHER EDUCATION.:

NEXT STEPS ON THE RFSEARCH,AqENDA

Charles Rgeh

. Virginia COmmonwealtheHniversity

0-1,4

,

.

me.4TrAmpertppreserieedAri this sessid VaA
v t'

. *
. ..

lis

widely,in t ir viewS'on the coptent of teacher 'educe ion '
.

, ,
,

and what .th:eirxt steps on a research agenda might 15e..
,

1 suggest.t t there ate at least three threads common

'to these pOrp.eix: Fillet,-rhe "Content Xeacher Education"

./ in its 4iefin1ticin.ib a complex probleM and ope Ittutt
_

.

, guides a 1.!tn(luity!Second. the place where researfh

ought t begin is 4ith the teacher-in-situation, but

what reacher in /hat situation is open to Question.

ThrYd, the issue of criterion by which deHsions about

ID
cbntent for a teacher riteparation program is se*red

. . , .

' is ilreceded By t e\ political questiOn. "Who selects

rswhaf creierion?". hii..too. iedworth? orAnalysis.

A f'w'commenti atiout eah of these common threads fol-
.0r

10) . 4
\ The issue'of content(s raises A complex deft-.

i

nitional problem.. Ail four pr eCrs suggestedeeit..

own definitioh of "eoritent' as ir relstes!to the pre-,

paration of teachers. Jlowever. A variêty
.1
Of definitional

dimensionn emerged. sLike,a.Beries vf lens,held up io

examine a view, these diMensions proAde a tint and a.
c

hue throughswh*th a phenomenon mighe be perceived.

There are man), such dimensions. Let me mentio a ft.w:

First. tohe dimension of specificity'appears in

both Smith's and GoodG paper, Does one view content as

97
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1

the teaching-of a behavior (e.g., higli VO7SUO low order

gneetions) or as the teaching of a complex activity

(e.g., plenning)? Second, the d

t

ension of location

th

-:-

where e content is taught -, i hiuhlighttd in.the7

papers of Fenstenmacher and Pratt. One might argue t

: that the same content taught dh-campus becomes very

, different cou-ent when taught in p condving educatiolf.,
,

.
.

4

'aurae bffered off-campus. Thi:rd, the assumption of ak)

A tfaining continuum sddresses:the dimension of'time in

career. We routinely Suggest that the content neces-

.sary for a preservice teachpr should be different from(

that for a 15-year tehured master teacher. Is this

necessarily true? One might suspect that the same .

collnt presented to those two poniationi might be

prOcessed differently. Finally, the dimension of "ewner-

ship't.(Smith's,rielection criterion' ox.FenstenmacilAr's

'intenqonality') is particularly critical. Who owns

; the content .0* thelpreservice university prbfessor, the

'school-supervising taacher,,the public school. master

teacher, or the i erVice director? .What is perceivedfr
\to be important, pnient to onk may be tv.mecessary oi -;

useless to another., ki'doubt, you will think of otlier '

definitidhal dimensions which, whdn apPlid, influenCe

pne' view of content and /Alai research questiohs might

fo -

,
An aaelmption nnderlying thip-definittonal problem

As that teachis preparation per se,, le a continuum frpm
e preservice through induction to in:service. This con-

; ference, of course, is organized arotInd this assumption.

Is it, however, a continvm? Is it 4 system, implying
t

. a differentiation of parts with an intercopnectedness
. .

among them? Research needs'to provide evidence in iup- ,

rt of this theoretical constrvct.'

The place to begin is teacher-in-situations but,

what teacher? In what situation? All of the presenters
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suggest that the place where research might best be

focuged is with the teacher-in-situation, Fenstenmacher

. speaks quite dirpctly about the "intentions" of the '

teacher. Smith comments on the "power of the work place.

Good reviews the research on teacher effectivdbess on the
job. Pratt discusses the needs of the practicing teacher.

However, there is diversity among schools. There is

j' aversity between pranaruira and inqpruirp tparhprct in

terms of their'goals and.expectations in schools,. Par-

ticularly, there is diversity between two cuitures, the "

culture of higher education and the curture of public

e ducation (Sarason, 1971). It may be the dffference

between these two cultures that challenges the aPsump-

% ,tion of a continuum of teacher educationt The differen-

tial impact of these cultures is not well'understood',

yet:they both are felt to be powerful environments,

A tangential question to the issue of place to

begin is Smith's admonition that we would be well advised

to design the content of teacher proNrams for teaching

"as it is," rather than to train new teachers for "what

might be." .Pratt argues that inserviee should be used

to introduce innoVations and changes within the schools.

The tra4n14010.of teachers with new skills has often Veen

a rationale for changing the schools.

Who decides what selection criterion: The political

question of who selecOs what crtterion 4- be usgd to select

the content .for teacher education is fertile ground for

analysis. The necepsity to clarify this socill/political

qu/stion in,advance of developing research action cannot

be underestimated. ' One of the realities ofthe "over-

crowded curriculum" is the increasing number of actors

who are particlpsting in the definition of what should

be taught in.the schools and, by implication, what Ceachers

should learn to teach about. judges, legislators, citi-

zens panel,. in additionfa) school boards, professional

99
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school'administr-,tors, teachers, parents, and students

are involved in the act. 'The_ plurality of values was

never greater ibe jorocessesler resolving values son-

fliers never more distant!. Can research belp in the

resolution? Can these value'qUestions Be articulated?

I.suggest that next steps on the research agenda

f,:* the oontent of teacher education might include:
a

a. Meta analysis of,existing reiearch on the

content oCEeacher education. Both Smith

) and Good suggest there is a beginning

knowledge base. Activities which'would

put it in'a "useful" form for transmission

would be welcome.

b. Explanation qf qudstions surrounding Nhat

Argyris and Scbon (1974) calls, "theories
t

of action versus theories-use." These

are very similar to Fenstenmacher's notion

of "theories in use" and "stored theoriei."

Strategies for the processing of.experience

into useful changes in professional behavior

are not well understood and logically Should

form the foundation of clinical experiences.

c. Finally, the issue --,"When do the processes

of teacher education become, in fact', the

content?" -- i! not well understood.

a.
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Overviewer

Kevin Ryan

Paper Presenters

Betty Dillon-Peterson

Sharon Feiman

Richard Tisher.

P110Cess

Discussants

Christine San Jose

Thomas Bettis

This topic area is concerned with alternative
delivery systems for teacher education programs
along the continuum from preservice to inservice. ,
The area covers the ways and means of teaching
teachers that optimize their continuous growth and
renewal. Presently, the modes of delivery and the
reasons for and effectiveness of various delivery,
systems are not well understood. What are alter-
nativq approaches to the delivery ofiteacher edu-
cetidn? Can research lead to the development of
a conceptual framework or typology,thst outlines-
thc icope, depth, and seeuence of inter:/entions?
What should the next steps be for research Ind
development in the area of process of teather.
education? \

In the overview presentation, Kevin Ryan, Associate

Dean of Academic Faculty of Educational FoUndations'and

Research.at The Ohio State,University, was asked to%provide

a broad picture of the array of.variables and issues rele-

vant tc the process of teacher edu ation. He was askea

address the variety of ways in wh h content iA delivered

to preservice and tnservice4(eac4rs and whether or not dif-
-

ferent processes are specifically appropriate/effective for
%

preservice-induction-inservice. IclIst assumptions guide.
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choices of processes; are assumptioris differeAt for preier-

vice, ipdUction,.and inservice? 'How res<te of these in-

quiries might be applied to,teacher education and what qul:

tions and filmes are raised that might be addressed ib

Altura research were to atuthate--the presentation:

.Sharori Feiman, researcher at the Institute for Re-
.

search on Teaching at Michigan State University, gave a *

Speciallisi.Presentatioti. She was asked to focus on the role '

of teacher Zentars, teachere obtervations of their own

teaching, anA other techniques that encOurage professional.

.reflectiOn and growth. The presentation was to summarize

'resesrdh and other-inquiry that has been conducted in these

(or other related)'areas, and to identify important ques-

tions.and. issues that they taise that could be addressed in

future teacher education research.

Dick Tisher, Professor of Education of the Education

Faculty, Monash University, Clayton, Auetralia, was a

Specialiet Presenter. He was tatted to focus on his research

and the related research of others ir Australia with an '

emphasis on the ipduc6.on phase )!of teacher tducation.

Studies and fssues related to'induction wer4 thbught to be

particularly relevant since in the United States the induc-

tion peridd islust beginning .to' be recognized. He was also

asked to develop questions and issues related fo the process

of teacher education in general that shOUld be the subject

of kuture teacher education rnsearch.

The Specialist Presentation of Betty Dillon-Peterson,

Director of Staff Development at Lincoln Public Schools,

'Lincoln% Hebraaks, was to focus on s7lhat she had lamed

abobt process from her experience and recent survey study

of the delivery orstaff development/inservice teacher edu-

cation to tit:chefs% She.was also asked to address how those

letirnings ccild be'applied to teacher 'education,and what

questions ard issues should be addressed in future teacher

education zesearch.

Discussant Christine.San Jose hag a long history of



I

ta

-expertise in the area of-teacher inserVice education. She

is the Founding Director of the Ve:A.Ceneseo-Syracusk

Univereity. Tettching Center, a'joinc effort between a school

district and univetsity to coordinate a preservice-fnservice---

'teacher education prOpram. Discussant Tom Bettis, Printipal

of Springbrook Elementary School in Kent, Washington', is an

international leader in the area Of inservici teachers educa-
.

tion. He works eXtensively in inservice in the Seattle,.

Washington, area along the West Coast, teaches in the

. Teachers Coilege at the University of l!ashington, and con-

" 'ducts summer inser-vate seminars for Oxford UniversitY in

7ngland.
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INSIDE THE BLACK-BOXES:

ZHE PROCESS OF TEACNER'EDUCATION

Kevin Ryan

The Ohio State Uivet&ity .

Canna/

4

pi recentsyearu, thA vocahulary of'046 teachereducci-

tor his borroweeirom gAneral-systems theory. To call 'the
.

.

education of teachers a system-is to emnloy :A mettphor: a

particular setjof words is used to capture the reality of
. r 4

what hae gone on under the labels of teacher education and
.

,

teacher training. the.purpose of 'tb.l.c paper is to discuss.

.q4le of the key terms in s;stemi-t.houg t., procass, and how

.
4oit relates to the educatLon.of t che Another purpose is

to see what issueeend questions cin be generated from an

(examination of process and other sysfems terms. The major
. . ,

sources for the systems concepts in this Paper are, first,

Bela Benathy and, second, Desmond Cook.' Bela Banathy (1968)

definei th1 e gystem As a collection of interrelated and

, interating Components that work in integrated fashion,to

attain predetermined purposes. Forexamnie, a-licccle is a

mechanical system; a robin in a biological syptem; qn the

'Republican party is a sociaL system. For,Banailly, Aac

,system has its purnose or purposes; that is,.what it

attempts io accomplish. ,The system's purposes are achieved

througn the process operations of the system. Normally,

there are other components which are the working nArts of

the system and are subordinate to the process. Normally,

14 the components interact to create the proCesses designed to

achieve the system's purpose.

My 6olleague, Desmond Cook% the individual most resnon-
NH.

sible for adapting the PERT system to.education, sneaks of

systems in a way that highlights the process dimension
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(1978). He calls a system a proiessor unit. The process is

what changes or transforms the system's input to the ouiput.

In the'teacher education system, then, it is the pioces1

that sufVosedly transforms the l'tudent into, a teacher.

One way.to get a clearer sense of tt4teachet educa-

tion process is fotmodify slightly Ross Ashby's abakog of

the system as.a black box (1958). For heuristic purposes.,

Ashby pictitres.a system as a black box with,an input that

is clear, 4it4 an output that is clear, but whose internal

processes are unknown. When we apply this analog to teacher

educaion, modifications need to be made. We know some

things about the inputs. We know sire things aboft the

outputs, and we know some things abZut the internal workings

.pf the box. Further, since the purpose ofiethis paper ii to

1oo1Ctet, the entire sweep of teacher education, it may be more

useful to think of three black boxes: ont for preservice;
4

one for the induction phase (which I would define 'as the

first few yearsiprior to the t(nure decision); and the third

box, the teacher's inservice training. The Locus, then, is

on what gods on inside these three black hoxes. First,

however, let us discuss the purposes.

:

Purposes

The purpose of a system has direct bearing on u

system's process and components. Whegeneral purnoRe of

teacher education--that is, all three bo04--is, we presume,

to initially train an adequate supply of effective teachers

to enter into professional life and to maintain and imprOve

their professional skills. I believe that this or something

like it is the unexpressed, but generally agreed upon,

purpose of teacher education. The goal of this purpose,

train "effective teachers," is the output of the system.

Unfortunatelr, this specification of the system's output has

been a troublesome issue for our field. There has been

much hand wringing, breast beating and sou1 searching over

the fact that we do not have an empirically derived defini-
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tion 6f the "effective teacher." Much to theediscomlOirt ofn
many in our field, the ntended output of our programs did

inservice efforts, is a matter of orle's value judgment, '

someone's or group's preferences. While hardly a felici-

to&X1Ondition, teacher educa5crs can take a bit of 'comfort,

1 since they have a good deal of comptny among medical educe-
,

tors, law educators, and social work educators.

On the other hahd, this inability to determine scien-

tifically what is in effective teacher, and:therefore, have

a scientifically catistying goal tor our programs, May be

being used as a mask.for our own inaction'. Many in 6ur

fteld are failing to do the hardiwork of defining what

knowledge, what skills: what letrategiej, what attitudes and

what values we espouse, and, therefore to what we commit

ourselves as the goals of our program. -While,engaging in

such an imprecise practice may bother many, theconsequepees

of not doing that are much worse. Without this clarity

purpose, the sAtem becomes rudderless. Not having an

Agreed.uponoaim for the system, the trainers and trainees

are free individually to interpret what they are doing and

where they are going. When this happens, the pi:ocess Icegins

to fall apart. The components fgafil to' mesh anc4khe original

purposes for coming togetherein a system dissblve.

However, baVing a clearly lefined purpose and a well

articulated goal does dot guaranee success. .Systems, parli

ticularly human III'S ems, evolve other purposes as they

grow andodeve p. some of these alternative 'purposes become

visible and l gitimate. Some are subterranean. Sometimes

they aU'ect the system's ability to achieve its stated pur-

pose. F,Rr dxamnie, a teacher educacion program in a small

liberal arts'c011ege may have beeri designed to develop

scholar teacherA. Over the years as the college began to

face sdbstantial ecOnomic problems and enrollment declined,

the purposes of teach6r education in the'institution may

hive been altered to i)e a low-Cost, high-enrollment unif

which w1l, in effect, financially support a dispropor-

1
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.sionately 1srge/i5ortion of the college's total operation.

43r, a regional State university's teacher training progr;m1

might be used by the central administration to imoress,the
4

state legislators of the great contributioh tht university

as a whole is making to the welfare cf. the state. Or, a

large state university might.experienc. a s'hift in purposes

over the years.so ttlat its true purpose now is to support

doctoral Candidates Who function as teaching assistaftis and

carry the teach2r *cation program largely by themselves.

Or; a private research-oriented idstitution can evolve so
J

that its true. purpose for being involved in teacher eddca-

tion is to enable a handful ot faculty memhers to do

research an4 speculate about teacher education.'
t

Rirmilarly, tbe official purposes of inservice can ,

stray from the official line. It 'can become a lustifica-

lion for the hiring of"so many administrators or a vehicle,

for the superintendent to assimilate a particular educa-

tional change with which he i. currently enamored.

There is, too, the purposes of the people--notice ,

I did not say input--in this system. The system expects

that the person who h'Ets presented himself for training has

a set of purposes that is, on the whole, congruent with
, . -

the purposes on thE assumption that the trainee shares its

purposes. For instance, the trainee may have entered the

p"rogram in order not to expend.too Mitch time or intellec-

tual energy And, also, have at the end a career insurance i

policy im the form of a teaching certificate. Or, to g, to
..

the second black box, the induction system for beginning
r.

teachers: the putposa of the system designers may boi,Vo

take an unfinished teacher and provide advanced traini.dg
A

in the form of more highly developed professional ski\14.

On the other hand, the purpose of the first-year teacher
tmay be simply to get a contract and become a second-year

teacher. In Ake manner, the,purpose of the third box of
..

the inservice training system may be to provide ipecitic

II)

skills or to train the teacher in new areas. On the other
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- hand, the purpose of-lhe experieved teacher may be to get

to a higher level on the salary schedule without having to,

cut too deeply into their discretionary, time and energies. f

This whole area of the system's real purposei needs

much,greater clarity. In addition,.I believe, we need to

. know much more about the congruity between theAeal putc G f

poses of the system and the real purposes of the trainers

ind trainees involved in the system's processea.

\tocess Components

The human transformations that are tirgo on in each

of these three systems--prese:vioe, induction and inser-

vice--are carried out by process"com#onents, whiCh, -in

effect, do the work of the sstem. They,ste designed to

actually make the changes. There is a dieficulty\here,

thOugh. For instance, in a mechanical system: such as a

V-8 engine, the.process components have certaievlit:ry ob-

servable attributes. However, wben peak of aacher edu-

cation, we need to operate aNa different Of ge'nera-%

lity; The components are neitiZrias observable nor,as

sharply defined. Nevertheless, there are activities going

on within th'e boxes that most peokle would agree fit with

certain labels.

Rieservice components. Most college catjlogsdPin

desotibing tee'c.her education programs list certatn cotpo--

nents nor unlike the following: introduetion to educaolon;

'speaial methods courses; psychological, historical and .

philosophical foundations; and some fkorm of student teaching.

Increasingly, programs are addinp eeray experience or

careen exploration compdhents. Many of 'the'cOmponents have

subcomponents such as micro-teaching, simulations of class-;

room problems and various clinical experiences. These

individyal éomponents: then, are expected to makea change'

in the preservice student. Laisi out in a certain confi-

guration, they are expected to take a non-teacher and trans=

form him into a teacher.
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colleague, Desmond Cook, tells me that.. a system

, is whatie decide to eall it. He means, I believe, thax

we draw the system's boundaries and we, therefore, can

include ortexclude what we want. With this in mina, it

might be worthwhile Just to point towards some possible

other preservice teacher training components, ones that are
, .

not in the college catalog.. For example, neo-Freudiens

'would suggest we learn to be teachers while still in the

crib. 'Wright and Tuska (1969) suggest thekt our orientation

as teachers,is sttongly affected by our early social inter-

actions with parehxs and other siblings. Another coinponent

qi'at has long fascinated me is the effect). quite unknown,

of the long years of teacher-witching,that all o us under-

go before entering teacher education. My calcula ions

suggest/that we have each watched the equivalent of ten

thousand full length movies of the teaching pro ess. I

find it impossible to conclude that this hag., had a

substantial impact on our behavior as t ers. It wouy

appear that we have ignored a number of the more intereiting

process componentsin out study of preservIce teacher-

education.
1

The inductioncom nents. At the outset, 4i1/4must

acknowledge th is cficult to talk about &teacher

training that g on daring the induction period. For 6ne

thiitg, induction is not dvery we 1 defined concept in edu-

'.cation. We speak of new teachers and a probationary period,

but we do not know a ireat deal about, the process. Nor Is

there, a clear or well defined set of interventions Or pro-

cess componedts to which we can.point.

The following list is suggestive of some things that

some school districts do for beginners, particularly in the

first year of their,induction period:, the orientati

meetingslor new teachers prior to the beginning of tt

school year; speciial meetings of first year teachers wigh

. 'administrators and others,''such as representetives of the

teachers association; a formal or informal buddy system;
,
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mut a few classroom observations and followup conferences.

In most cases:these components disappear or drop oft in

. frequency after the first year. Nevertheless, until.tenure,

the beginning teacher received a s'Pecial scrutiny, lf not

special assiltance.

IRservice capponents. The components of inservice

tfaining are m)re discernable than those of.the Oduction

period, but still a good deal less obvious and less precise

than the preservice'componeets. One wav to break down

these components would be to categorize them.into those

the teacher pursues on his own and those he:Pursues with

other teachers in his building. The most obvious among

the first group, those he pursues on his o are gradalate

courses and graduate proOms, Some 0 th e components 4
-

are directed at improvplg the teache)r in the teaching role;

that is, improving his teaching verformance Oehers are
1 ,

training for new roles, such as guidance Anselor and have

little relationship to his current teaching. Increasingly

the graduate progeam in education is becoming a major compo-

. nent.in the teacher's inseryice develoOMent. As of 1976,

thirty-seven percent of teachcis hold masters degrees, and'',

one would guess a large percentage are in the process ot

acquiring such degrees.

Other,compopents which are becoming increasingly

popular about which we know reaatively little are profes-

sionalleave.'days and sabbaticals. However, it is a

common requirement that the teacher specify what it is he

or she wkit gain as a result of tilt experfencA:

The meat widespread type of inservicen lhat nro-'

vided for teachers as a collective, normally at tile build-'

ing level. Some of thfs inservice training is highly' 16

focused. For instance, the school decides to Rdot a new -

mathematics series and all the elementary'teachers in the

building need to ,be trained'in the new approach. Ors it is',

decided'Yhat disciPline is ,a major problem,ir the sChool.

and all teachers Undergo training in a.part'icular method of

1 1 1
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classroom minagement. Another type of collective inservice

.
training would be a more 9oera/ized type of training, such

as instruction in new methOds of reading, where the inten-

tion is to.provide staff development rather than to orenare'

new teacherb to do something specifically different.

Somewhere between these tvo types of components,

the individually pursued and the group experience compo-

nents, is,the tegher center, a relatively new concept.

Here, the teacher as an individual qr with colleagues of his

choosing engages tn activities tiPlt normally relate directly

to his own teaching concerns.

These, then, are the mora or less discernable compo-
._

nents that are in place. They are supported as part of a

teansformation process, a process that is.supposed bo help

the trained teacher become more effective as a,professional.

, Environment

The process ot teacher education is not thesun of

othe actions of the components on the input. Environmental

ka.ptors surround tpe process and its indivtdual components.

While extracurricu ar activities and other.distraceions of

university life ha e effects on the'outoomes\of training

programs, the impact of the environment on the induction

,and inservice phase of teacher education seem more obvious.

tine set of environmental factors are the expectations of

students and parents. Surely, the kind of teacher one

becomes is influended by whether one ii teaching in

Scarsdale, Tiew.York, or in the South Bronx. Pther environ-
%

mental factors are the expectations or professional ctlture

established by oneos teacher colieagues. Another important

environmental factor is the state of the job'market. If

the job market is tight, one would suspect ehat the behavior

of the untenured teacher is affected. Many other environ-

mental factors, such as faculty morale, administrative

style, possibly even the age of the taculty, represent what
. ,

might be called the hidden curriculum of induction and
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inservice teacher education. Surely, these envir6nmental

factors have some effect on the teacher and on how he exper-

iences ,the more visible components.

The Configurations of Teacher Educaiion

, Th0 components lf.teacher training are normally seen

as interacting together as part of a total process. nip
can, however, interact in very different configurations of

delivery systems. This is perhaps most dramaticaay seen

in preservice phase. The dominant configullation is under-

graduate teacher education. Minety percent ormore of

teachers beeéme professionals using this vntte.

,106 Wring the 060's and 50'8, though, another elivery

system was rather widely used--the post-baccalaureate

training program. The most welt known of these ie the MAT

or Master.of Art in Teiching pattern. This alternative

approach allows not only for a late decision into teacher

education, but provides the teacher, partidUlarly the

secondary school teacher, with more ovportuttity to take

courses in his teaching field. -Although there is some

continued study of Le's content fieid in this graduate

program, the 'concentration is on the professional compo-

nents. As the teacher shortage turned into a surplus, the

MAT'pattern has become less popular

t third configuration is what I would call, for lack

of a better wor0, the "slip through" 'configuration: Here

the-student skirts the fqrmal preservice teacher education

programs and somehow finds a 161) in a clas,lroom and later

some form of state certificatiln. Many private and naro-;

chial schools recruit from people who have bypassed teacher

training. Some of thitse teachers have'taken some of'the

components in programsAput never had the t,ime or opportu-..

nity to take the full sequence. While fifteen years ago

it was quite common for public Schools to hire people who,

had utilized the "slip through" configUration, this is

not the case today.
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,Research on Process

There are several. plaguing problems with research on

the process:of teacher education. One of the most vexing,

A mentioned earlier, is that we do not have a common product

or output in mind. A second p,roblem haa to do with the

process components. We have appro4mately l,:369' college's

and universities preparing teachers.' Many of these insti-

tutions ma ntath several different teacher training programs.

For instanc,, my -own institution, Ohio State University,

has some twe.ity-three dittinct progradas; Therefore, one'

.cannot count on a process component, such as an educational

psychology course or special, meehods course to be the same

from one institution to the next. .There fs' a great varia-

bility in how these process components exist andifunction

in programs'. For instance, if we say 'that fifty-five -

percent of the teacher education pilograms irk the country

etplay the ISVocess component ,microteaching, what are we

eerie? I fear, not It great deal. For although micro-

teaching is a comparatively well defined process component,

the different ways in which it is a'pplied presuinably have

widely different effects. In. some .igrograms , the mi cro-

teaching students are children. Soga preservice teachers

'are given opportunity to master Many skills in a micro-

teaching setting. The preservice student progresses from

.one skill to the nexi. only qter attaining a relatively

high level.of mastery and spending many, many hours in this

training cnmponent. In another programo microteaching may

be ddne ctith other preservice studenks acting as teachers

and stikdents. One or two skills are practiced and levels

of mastery are not specified. NeVertheless, both programa

cl4m microteaching as a process component. ,

k Added, to the unclear product problem an; the lack

of clarity abodt the compOnente,"there is the ciuestion of

the process itself. I have wondered about the impact of

what goes on inside our three blacia'boXes, particularlylthe .

Ipreservice box. ether than 'a strong hunch that field-based

experiences have an impact ur impacts--and these impacts

114
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'aie probably both positive and nepative--it is a real

questicn whether the total process has,a substantial impact

on its trainees. One,might argue, lacking any.substantial

evidence to the contrary,,that teacher education is a veiy

weak treatment. indeed, it may be little more than a

.plaeebo. (This speculation, incidrntly, is not to argue for

the abolition of teacher education. As every quccessful

doctor knows, iven placebos are useful.)

It is questionable, however, that, the few resources

that we have available,tous to study teacher education

are most fruitfully spent measuring the impact ot specific

process components in specific environments with particular

teachers and students or even the process as a whole. I am

persuaded,by a question that Frances Fuller and Oliver Bown

raised a few years ago in the Nati9nal Society for the,Study

of Education Yearbook on Teacher Education (B75). After

.acknowlddging the importance of the question, "Which fnter-'

ventions by which intervenets in yhich situations elicit

,what responses from which prospeCtive teacher?" Fuller and

Bown end their essay with the plea that we iingwer a mord

fundamental question, "What is out there?- If For Tim

other reason but to make informed judgments about how to

use our limited training, resources in teacher education,

we must know the answer to the 'question, "What's out there?"

For purposes'of clarificaeion, Ie melsuppest a few

questions about what is out there whilch are not about the

system's components or products, but its People (input's)

and environment surrounding the components. For, instance.,

we.need to know who is going into teacher education today.

What do they really know about their content fields? What

do they want from'collepe, from a career, from life? What

are they experiencing as they go through a pre-established

teacher training process! This question is interesting to

me because I suspect that we have designed our training

programs for someone who we 4p1i.eve ws made a clear career

choice.,and is committed to teaching_ Is it possiblVthat
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many of:the people going through our'programs are unclear

about why they are there and have a very low level commit-

ment to teiching? If so, how does this affect the way they

go'through the training program? I hear little recognition

among teacher educators of the other things that are com-

peting for the,attention of their students, such as their

struggle to break away,from their parents and become inde-

pendent; their quest for new friendships; their grappling

with new prOblems, such as an inCompatible roommate; their

search for a tarriage,,partner; theIntellectual and emo-

tional turmoil they'are experiencing as values and deeply

held faiths are threatened. What I am suggestidg is that

We know very little about the relationship of our training

and what is really gning on in the minds and emotions ot

.our students. In any event, we need to know much more

about the match between student input and program process.

Moving to the next box, thq induction box, it seems *

tLat we have the reverse situation'. We finally haveihe

young person:s attention, but we have no training prodess.

Let me be more specific. Those of us who have scratched

the surface of what's going op in the life of beginning

teachers have a very distinct'sense that something very

powerful is going on here. Contrary to the picture ot the

disfracted preserifice young person, the bepirning teacher

is extremely aroused, if not overchallenged. What we see

in many cases is a new teacher who has been lulled into

a false security by a sheltered stuient teacher experience

Early in the first term as a teacher in hie own'class-

room, he expariences a crisis, usually releked to class-

room management, and he is aroused as in no other time

in his life. His job and, indeed; his personhood heqe been

threatened: Now, ha is ready to learn to be a teacher. He

begins a search for "what works." He ia ready to follow

anyone who can give him an answer. And if he looks hard

enough, answers do come from the environment. His

administrators, his colleagues, and even his students indi-
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cate what is /acceptable and.yalued behavior. It would seem

that 'at this time of doubt and vulnerability the real

teacher education goes on and, again, we'know very little

. About it.

When we move to the third box, the inservice teacher

education box, a-real process of diffusion goes on.. Here

we are talking aboUt over two million nrofessio%als at

different levels with very distinct kinds of needs in

,thousands of different schools and variables. 1 think,

nevertheless, that the question is still "What's out there?"

We need to have a much better fix on what is going on in .

th minds of teachers inservice. The que4tion that I have

',personally been intereqed in in the :lost several months,

whether'or not, for the majority of teachers, teaching

.should be a lifetime career. It may be that in the very

nature of teaching it is, for many. a'"burn out" careil.

By that, 1 mean.an activity that is so physically and

psychologically demanding that they can only do.it for a
\).

.relatively short period, perhaps three or four or five

years. If this hypothesis is correct, inservice training

may be the proverbial band-aiti on a paping wound. Recent

repeal-ch by my colleague, Katherine Newman of the Univer-

sity 'of Houston, supgest,d that formal inservice process has

little meaning'and less'value to veteran.teechers (1978).

Newman's teacbers, who haveught anywhere from nineteen

to thirty-five years, range in attitude toward inservice

training from mere tolerance to disgust.

Summery

If we are seriouslr to pursue the question.of what

itow,t there, we should attend to the story about thi

empirical acientist who wished to find out about all the

l*vint; creatures that exist in the sea. He cast the ne

into the sea, examined the Ceech and then proudly annoulced

Ole empirical law, "All sea creatures are no more than two

inches. long." If we are co get past the obvious, the two
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inch ,creatures, we need to attend tp our nets.
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PROCESS AND INSERVICE TEACHER EDUCATION

Elizabeth A. Dillon-Peterson'

Lincoln, Nebraska, Public SAools

V1 ;al

This paper will focus on aspectsiof process re-

lati to teacher education primarily-from-the viewpoint

of nadistrict inservice progAttmers. It will (i) define'

"p cess" as it is used in the paper; (b) relate human

n eds to the process of inserrice teacher education;

c) relate orgarlizational health to effective process;

(d) identify characteristics of effective staff develop-

)ment processes:. (0) describe eXamples of successful de-

livery systems 9r processes in inservice practice. It

will deal only with the teacher inservice process, not

with inservice for other staff members nor with effncts

on student learning.

,Process: A Definition

As indicated in materials ,describing the rationale

for this conference, corsiderably less attention has been

paid to the process of bacher education than has been

7 paid to the conteni. Conventional wisdom tells us that

certain prOcesses seem to work while others are less

successful, but there is little more than emftrical evi-

dence upon which to base decisions or construct programs

of either preserviCe or inservice education. Not to

pay attention to the empirical evidence, however, is to

.overiook a potentially valuable source of information

whi611 could provide many useful research studies. It ls

the purpose of ihis paper to identify som46of the
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pracqces which appear to be successful for further
\
con-

sideration.

To initiate a discussion of the process of teacher

education, it may be helpful to consider the definition of

"process." Webster's Collegiate Dictionary defines it as,

"A natural phenomenon narked by gradual changes that lead

toward a paYticular result (of growth)"; "a series of

actions or'operations conducing to an end; a continuous

operation or treatment."

Key words or ehrases in these definitions, in term§

of inserVice teacher education or staff development (which

are used interchaLgRably) are: "natural phenomenon,"

"gradual changes," "toward a particular result," "series,'

of actions," "conducing to an end," "continuous operation

or.creatment," and pirticularly "result (of growth)."

These terms provide the foundation for the basic

premises ofothis paper, which are that the process of

inservice t..?ather education, if it is to be optimally

successful, should .

-- be aimed at growth rather than remediation.

-- arise as naturally as possible from tke work

situation and ueeds identified by the

participants.

-- be gradual but continuous.

-- lead toward identified outcomes.

Human Needs and Process

Growth is stimulated or retarded in all growing

thingc by the quality of the environment. In education,

the environment is primarily the organization--the

educational oureaucracy--and the place of the individual

within that organization. Educators reflect the health or

malaise of their particular organization as clearlylby

their response to inservice activities RS they do In anw

other way. C sequently, it is important to recognize the

needs (if the human beings who work in schools and to
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, provide for those needs if staff deVelopment is to be

effective--one might even say if the entire educational

process itself is to be effective.

A helpful frame of reference for consideratibn of

human needs and their implicationvfor teectler education

is Maslow's hierarchy (see Appendix I). Attention to each

individual's placement on.the hierarchx. with concomitant

attention to meeting his or her ipclividual needs has proven

to be a valid way to create a healthy 'climate for inservice

teacher.education. It has been demonstratel that inservipe

under.the right circumstances can become not only a well-

accepted activity, but also one inwhich.individutil staff

members feel genuine ownership. As a result, they an,

and do, look upopett as facilitative r7ther than onesais

This paper cannot deal extent4vegwith the appli-

cation of Maslowian principlee to wbtk with teachers, but

one exarOle may be useful. Many teachers, when required to

attend inservice programs mandated from the central office,

are apapetic if not openly critical or even.hostile. How-e

ever, it they themselves have had a substantial part in

't planning the activity, and particularly if they have 'pro-

\ vided leadership for it, they are ciistomarily agreeable or

even entnusiastic.
4

One might postulate from this that staff member ego

needs are being met more adequately in the second situation

where their opiniOns are taken into account in planring and

execution, and where there is recognition for them as con-

tributing professiondls Ither than as "subjects."

Organizational Health and Process

Because organizations are perceived to exist pri-

marily for the purpose of accomplishing the tasks for

which/they were formed, they frequently do not take ade-

quate notice of human needs of those who york in them.

This, unfortunately, is true in many educational

12]
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organizations.

to reality,'if staff members are to do well 14 their

work roles, they must feel good about themselv,es, and must

feel a sense of ownership in the-goals of the organfiation

in toto.and of their particular level or assignment iil

particular. This means that the management philosophy of
-

a healthy organtzatign will includq..thared-decision-making;

implementation decisions made where'possible closest to the

level where they must be carried -out; owN communication;

reasonable autonomy and flexibiltty As Opposed to tight

control and rigid regulations; an o;ientation toward con-

tinuoua.growth'and development on 'the yart.of all indivi-

duals withtn the organization; And respect eor the contri-

bU ons of each staff member.. A staff development program

may tself contribute to--or detregt from--a healthy

organizational climate. 'A highLy-centralized, ce,tral-'

office-mandated inservice program usuallx,reflects an '

organizational mate in which there, is little profes-

sional trust or openness, and to.which staff members react

with suspicion and resistance% Conversely, It staff

development program planned'alid executed by people a all.
,

. levels of,the organization contributes to high moral and

tends to .break down tIte' everrpresev Arrier between tha

central office and the indivlduals in the classrooms.

Characteristics of en Effective Staff Development-Process '

In rge light Of individual needs and organizatithal

needs, effective inservice teacher educftion process,yill

have many of the following characteristfcs:

1. It will involve at least representatives of the
target audience in identifying-staff develop-
ment needs, setting objectives, and implementing'
plans for delivering the program.

2. It will take into account the fact that learning
is incremental, and that it proceeds from al
comfort level intb which new elements are
duced gradually and related to old learntng.
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3. It will respect the experience and competence
. that adults bring to the learning situatibn, and .

build on those.experiences.

.4.. It will provide opportunieies for)sharing of.
, those experiences and techniques participants

have found.successful in dealing with the
/content or problem under copsideration.

5. It,will arise as.naturally as possible from.the
real situation or problems of the working
environment, and will provide practical, imme
iately applidable materials or techniques if.
appropriate.

6. It wfil recognize the considerable obviuus and
latent expertise existing in any group of adults
which make them capable of solving their own
problems, giveh support and practice in problem-
identificatioewand problem-solving:

7. It will recognize and accommodate for the
various developmental levels or learning styles
of those participating.

8. It will include a wide variety of experiences
unging from those designed to pique interest
or provide initial orientation through in-depth,.
lonvterm eAposure which is intended ,to reeult
in internalization of, ftw behaviors.

A

9. It will take into, account characteristics of-
human beinge, as they relate to change.

4

10. It will provide Continuous follow', and on-site
assistance where substantial behavior change ft
expected. This will extend over time 0) insurt
natural inclusion of new behaviors.

11. It will include regular evaluation of all major
staff develomnent efforts which are then con-

. siaered In future dnservice planning.

Practical Applications of Successful Process

'Putting these ssuccessful characteristiCs into

.practice is a very difficult process. All human beings`in
' the orpanizatidn are at different points on the continuum.

-They each brtng a different agenda to each inservice

activity. They have cheir own developmental levelsr'value

123
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orientations, and sct of exOtriences. Findl.ng a commOnt

ground upon which to conduct the activity is not ah easy

task.
N 4 .

Nor is it easy to assess and work successf4y within ,

the organizational contur. The organization may not

recogniee the needs for inservice. It may actuapy resist

the process. Or it may facilitate the process. 'The

leaders of the organieation may be enlightened or stereo- o'

typic. The'y may be autocratic or bmorsatic, ithrehtened.or

self-assured--and these behaviors may change Wlith the

0(prevakling climate of.0e community at any given tim .

In spite of these vicissitudes, there app:ar,to be

certain practices related to staff develbpment whicdo .

work, which do creat a positive attitudetoward iniervice

training, and which conventional wisdom (iret )e atsence of

*hard research data) would indicate cIntriblitoward
. i.

A.
stuuent achieveuiecit-f. Exqmples of some bf e which ,

illustrate effectivetaff development processrare

described in the following paragraphs.

Involvement .

A school building ad,i(Ory committee works with the

building principal to review data, determine needs, estab-

lish staf AAlopment obActives, develop a staff develop-

ment p equvtresotirces to implement the plan,

,im ment the plan., evaluate or monitor Teresa, and use

information gained to establish the next sets(A objectivele.

(Appenfix II)

Learning by Increments

A staff development effort is designed to Immlement
. e

a new curriculum in writetn composition, It is organized

on three levels
1
The first is a broad overvii4p ientation

which gives all staff members who are exnected eventuatly

to implement the curriculum a no -threatening, low-

visibility understanding_of tbf w cerriculum.
E
This Phase
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explains how the new curriddlum is different from what is

currently being done; describes a variety of levels of

involvement that indivrailal teachers or buildings may "buy

into," and clearly spells out the expeJations for,e h

teacher for the final'completp'Implementatiom of the
4

curriculum. ,The second is an "early adopter" phase, in

which teach ,rs who have been heavily involved in the

curriiulum development and staff development.plannpg pilot

the staff development activity with their colleagues who

, t volunteer for the !1:4lot" stage. The third-stage is one
. in which all staff member's .indicate it what poipt they w'sh

eo be involved in the training within a given time frame.

Tt is an "options within no options" level, since all

teachers must eni.ually ba acquainted with the curriculum

in order to be able to teach it effectively, but it does

xecognize the need of each individual to retain some

contrql.

Recognition and Respect

Recognizing the power inteacher-leadership, the

school district selects superior classroom'teachers with

experxise in certain.areas (e.g., classroom management) to

be part of a "Helping Teacher Cadre." They serve in this

capatity for one year on a two-day per month released time

basis to assist their colleagues in any way they are

called upon in relation to their area of specialty. They

May teach formal inservice classes, conduct workshops,

chair sharing sessions, or meet one-to-one with teachers.

ShariPi

Reidi 1g in secondary content areas is targeted as a

building improvement project. In a teacher-led group,

participants engage in problem-identification sessions in

which they identify specific reading-related Problems and

brainstorm possible solutions with the help of the reading
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resource teacher. .At followup meeting& they report on the

*, success of strategies tried.

Practical, Immediately Applicible

Teachers ate pragmatic people. They deily face a

highly structured, demanding, relativily inflyible

schedule which allows little time for creative thought.

They are anxious to make teaching more interesting for

themselves and their students, but considering the added

pressures of complex-curriculum and the changing nature of

thetstudent population, they'find it hard to come up with ,

new ideas or design new materials. This may be the reason

that "make it and take it" workshops are sO popular with

teachers. In these workshops, teachers are presented wIth

an idea which they sense intuitively will work,. they design

and/or construct classroom materiaLs based on this idea and

carry it away in a concrete form which they can use with .

students immediately. They may appear to like this also

because it makes teaching more interesting for them, and
4

consequently more stimulating for students.

,

Individual Differences .s.

Teachers are constantly being told to individualize

for students, but seldom is any significant-effort made so

individualize'for them. One activity having this objecttve

was one in which teachers were given several ways of

learning about how to construct'an0 use learning centers in

their claesrooms. They were encouraged to select one of

the following approaches: a highly-structured traditional

teacher/student teacher-directed class; a series of

learning centers structured to teach participants how to

construct and use learning centers; independent study in .

which the participant was given a list of learning

materials, access to a resource petson, and a.list'of

objectives to be met.

4,1 Q
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Variety

An effective staff development program is One in

which a wide variety of kinds of activities are taking

place continuously. These will range from brief,%omrsory

exposure activities to long-term activities with Continuous

reinforcement and review. The comprehensive district staff

development program will include most or all of tha

following kinds of activities within a period of a year:

short (3-4 hour) workshops focused on a narrow topic (e.g.,

construction of effective bulletin boards); formal classee

similar to university courses extending for a period of a

semester or a year (e.g., mainstreaming for the 'regular

classroom teacher); "open" centers where teachers may go ft

to practice or learn ne4techniques with the help of

resource personnel (e.g., "open labs" for art liaison

teachers who perfect their techniques for working wfth

their colleagues in their buildings); a,"hot line" which

lechers may call to get answers to imalfdiately pressing

questions; a teacher cadre which is on call to assist

teachers in any way--through observing, demonstrating,

teaming,.presenting woxkshops; ineensive, short-term work-

shops (e.g., three-day workshops on such topics as adult

learning, for teacher-staff developers); extensive "smor-

gasbord" inservice days with a broad array of offerings

intended to encourage further exploration of topics

presented or to build enthusiasm and acceptance for future

staff development activities.

Concerns Related to Change

In preparing to work with her prospective staff in

planning the in8truction,11 program for a new open-space

school, an elementary principal used the Concerns Based As-

sessment Survey (R&D Cehter, The University of Texas, Austin)

to determine how best to proceed. Using the profile

developed from this survey, she alleviated much of thee

trauma that would normally accompany such a major change.
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Evaluation

Part of evaluation is knowing what it is you're in-
*,

te9didg to accomplish. One elementary school establishts a

1;uilding plan whichltath vhil-vprogram improvement is A-
.

tended as clearly ai4ossib1e. Pe building principal then

wr es her own JO!) targets/to support these goals, as do

41e readers, and olassroom teachers. Finally, individual:1
' c itdren write them and all of them periodically review

groon.

..-

. f

\Research OuestiOns
,

i. How Lin we instill in all educators the desire for ens!

expectatlon.of continu s careag-long and life-long

professional growth?
Ati

2. How can preservice and inservice education become more

systematic and scientific, there y enabling teachers to

become more sophisticated diagnos icians and prescribers

while preserving their creativity, ense of Aignity'and

self-determination? 1.

3. How can we work with all educators'in such a way as to
Y

give them all real ownership4n, and reiponsibility

for, the necessary individual and collective profes-

sional 'growth which leads eventually to improvement of

the'total organization?

4. How an wephelp all participints in-the educational en-

terpr e to live productively with stress and change?

5. How can/we give educators the skills needed to provide

what may pe the only stabilizing, humane'elvironment in

which children can become emotionally and psychAogi-

cally healthy, competent and productive?
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APPENDTX I*

, nysrological Needs

Man is a wanting animal--ad soon as ono/of his needs
is satisfied, another appears in its place. Tito process

unending. It continued from birth to death.

Man's needs are organized in a series of levels--
a hierarchy of importance. At the lowest level, but pre-
eminent in importance when they are thwarted, are his
physiological needs. Man lives for bread alone, when there
is no breirDWIFis the circumstances are unusual, his
needs for love, for status, for recognition are inoperative
when his stomach has been empty for a while. But when he
eats regularly and adequately, hunger ceases to be an im-
portant motivation., The same is true of the other physio-
logical needs of man--for rest, exercise, shelter, protec-

.

tioti from-the elements.

A satisfied need is not a motivator of behaviorl
This is a fact of profound significance that ie reguriFly
ignored in the conventional approach to the management of
people.. Consider your own need for air: except as you are
deprived ,pf it, it has'no appreciable motivating effect
upon youebehqvior.

-Safety NeedeR

Wheh the physiologicall
(
needs are reasonably satis-

fied, needs at the next highellevel begin to dominate
man's behaviorto motivate him. These are called safety
needa.. They'are needs for protection sgainst danger,
threasu deprivation. Some.people mistakenly refer to these
as neelda or security. However, unless man is in a depen- .

,dent rela ionship where' he fears arbitrary deprivation, he
idoes not emend security. The need is for the "fairest pos-

sible break." When he is confident of this, he is more
than willing to take riiks. But when he feels threatened
or dependent, his greatest need is for guarantees, for,pro-
tection, for security.

Nil

,The fact needs little emphasis that, since every in-
dustrial employee is in a dependent relationship, safety
needs may assume considerable importance. Arbitrary mahage-

*Excerpted from MacCregor, D. The human side of
the enterprcse. The Management Review, November 1957, 46

(1), 22-28.

t..
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ment actions, behavior which arouses uncertainty with re
spect to continued employment.or which reflects favoritism
or discrimination, unpredictable administration of policy--
these can be powerful motivators of the safety needs in the
'employment relationship at every level, from worker to vice
president.

Social Needs

When man's physiological needs are satisfied and he
is no longer fearful about his physical welfare, his social
needs become important motivators of his behaviornee-air-
TZTSelonging, for association, for acceptance by his fel-
lows, for giving and receiving freindship and lbve.

Management knows today of the existence of these
needs, but tt often assumes quite wrongly that they repre-
sent a threat to the organization. Many studies have 6emon-
strated that the tightly knit, cohesive work group mav,
under proper conditions. be far more effective than an
equal number of leparate individuals in,achieving organiza-
tional goals.

Yet management, fearing group hostility to its own
objectives, often Foes to considerable lengths to control
and direct human efforts in ways that are inimical tO the
natural "groupiness" of human beings. (Then man's social
needs--and perhaps his safety needs, too--are thus thwarted,
he behaves in ways which tend to defeat organizational ob-

.

jectives. He becomes resistant, antagonistic, uncoopera-
tive. But this behavior is a consequence, not a cause.

Ego Needs

Above the social needs--in'the senae that they do
not becoMotivatcrs until lower levels are reasonably
satisfied-- re the needs of greatest significance to manage-
ment and to man himself. They are the egoistic needs, and
they are of two kinds:

1. Thoie needs that relate to one's self-esteem--needs for
self-confidence, for independence, for achievement, for
competence, for knowledge.

2. Those needs that relate to one's reputation--needs for
status, for recognition, for appreciation, for the de-
served respect of one's fellows.

Unlike the lower iletds. these are rarely satisfied;
man seeks indefinitely for more satisfaction of these needs
once they have become important t9 him. -But they do not
appear in any significant way until ph:'siological, safety,

1



and sooial needs are all reasonably satisfied.

The typical industrial organization offers few oppos-
tunities.for the satisfaction of these egoistic needs to
people at lower levels in the hierarchy. The conventiohal
methods of organizing wo,t-k, particularly in mass-productipn
industries, give little heed to these aspects of buman

, motivation. If the practices of scientific managrnont. were
delOerately calculated to thwart these needs, they could
harely accomplish this purpose better than they-do.

Self-Fulfillment NeecIA

Finally--a capstone, as it were, on the hieraxCily Of
man's needs--there are what,w, may -call the needs for self-
fulfillmept. These are the needs for realizing one's own
potentarffies, for continued self-development, forbeing
creative in the broadest sense c that term.

-It is clear that the conditions of modern life give:',
only liTited opportunity for Oese relatively weak needs to-4
obtain expression. The depriOation most peo,le u.,.perience
with respect to other lower=level needs diverts their ener-
gies into the struggle toepatisfy tdhose needs, and the

C4rneeds for self-fulfillmenemain ormant.

lOr
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GROWTH AND REELECTION AS V.'S

IN TEACHER EDUCAlION: DIRECTIONS FOR RESEARCH

SharonFetman Nemser

Denver, Colorado

Metaphors in Teacher Education

I have been asked to discuss "alternative delivery

systems in teacher educatinn," more specifically to fo..:us

on "ways and means of teaching teachers whi.11h optimize con-

tinuous growth and encourage reflection."

The figures of speechAn this assignment imply the

existence of contrasting frameworks for the study and prac-

tice of teacher education. On the one hand, we have a

technological metaphor associated with the search' for ef--,

fectlye behaviors which can Ve delivered to teachers through'.

skills trainirg. People who endorse this viewpoint general-

ly believe that teachers need training because they lack

professional skills. They tend to define teaching in behav-

ioral terms and to rely on research for prescriptions about

effective practice. On the other hand, we haVe a biological

metaphor associated with the search for environmental condi-

tions which nourish professional 'growth. PeoRle who endorse

this viewpoint tend to define teaching it3 e complex activity

and to view inservice as a way of increasing teachers'

awareness:of what they are doing. They have more faith in .

teachers' mottvation and capacity for problem-solving, and

in the power of reflection to facilitate change.

Why do I elaborate these differing points of.view?.

I want to emphasize that a commitment_to reflection and .

growth represents a mai9r departure from conventional vfeva

about teaching teachers and major trends in research on

teasting.



ConIntional notions oftedcher education.do not ac-

cottodate a concep\of continuing.professional growth.. Pr

$ service programs are supp4ed to pass on the knowledge,

skilrs and °attitudes required Alor:teachipg. Beginning

teachers are expected to handlefthe ;arse Tesponsibilities

as experienced teachers. Inserl4ce traifting is largely

viewed as a matter of maintenance and updating.

All this flies in the face of what we know from re-

search and personal experience--that one learns to teach by

teaching. Teachers, interviewed by,Lortie (1975), empha-

sized the primacy of classroom experience i.rfl learning Lc,

teach. Kohl (1976) offers this persone testimbny: "Like

any craft, one learns teaching by practicing it . . ..The

essentials . . . begin.when one has the respansibility for

t a.class or group of people" (p. 11).

We simply don't take this seriously. If we did,

,Marjorie Martus (1978) observes, the public

be staffed to.provide help with the kind o

best occurs on the job=-1earning to integk

subject and student in daily instruction.

chools would

learning that

e knowledge of

e would also

have to rethink the notion of preparaticin for teaching.. As

it i, learning from teaching as a student teacher or ollthe

job is highly unpredictable. Nor have we established Ogee-

dures gor encouraging teachers to share their expertise 41,0

each Other.

The current rhetoric of staff development favors a

growth perspective. Much of the intervice literature speaks

of nurturing"professional growth and development, a striking

contrastto the prevailing rhetoric of compctency-based

training just a short wnile ago. Still, most research on

teaching and teacher educafion continues to endorse a deliv-

ery system or deficit approach. Research on teaching has

been daminated by process-product studies which seek casual

relationships between teacher behaviors and.student achieve-

ment. The purpose of this research is to identify effective

teaching skills thIttis be used in teacher training pro-
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grami (Gage, i978). The malo'r research and,develoyment

efforts in teacher education over the past ten years have

focused on developing and testing the efficacy of new pro-

ducts (e.g., miniCourirem) and procedurel (e.g., microteach-

ing) for changing teacher behavior in pre-specifiedy6s

(Turner, 1975). Thus, a narrow view of teaching focused

on theciepvery of skills to students goes hand in hand with

a narrow view of'teacher training geared mainly to,Rhaiing

and reffhling performance.

' . Fortunately, there is a growing sentiment that iden-
.

tifying behaviors and training t. eachers to produce them

reats on a very limited understanding"of teaching an learn-

) 4'ing to teach. Some researchers have begun to explo e "the

mental life of teachers," acknowledgitig that what teachers

do is affected by what they think (Clark & Yinger, 1977).

Surely knowing more abou how teachers think and what thay

believe will enlarge ou understanding of teaching. It wil.1

not, *however, tell us hc teachers' thoughts And beliefs

change over time.or can lie' changed. This is the unique con-

cern of teacher educators and the special province of re-

search in teacher education (Lanier & Floc:ten, 1978).

Research on how teacher9 think aboUt what they do

couVyield important insights. There is a danger, how4er,

that cognitive findings will be treated as_products to put '

into teachers' heads. This would fit the conventional ex-

pectation that research outcomes should be translated into .

prescriptions for practice. Itlwould also.reinforce the

deficit or training view that teachers need to be taught

what to think Is well as w'lat to do. An alternative would

consider the sciontific study of teaching as a model of

seriousness, 1 vuest for increasing understanding, a process

of 4sciplined inquiry about problems of practlap. From

this' standpoint, teachers silbould be inducted into the'habits

of reearch for the iake *If their own development and our

collectiv.6 uuOtrstandinr of peOlgoey. e
This rdturns us to our rcnic. I have muggested that
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reflection and growth differ from those outcomes (4nowledge

and skills) typically sought in teks....f..ci education programs

and thit they raise questiOns not addressed by malnstream

research on teaching. The stage-N now set for a closer

look at what these terms imply for teacher education, a sur-

vey of promising practices in their service, and a discus.-

sion of researchable issues. '

Teacher Education as the Develo ment of Experience /

- In trying to clirify the terms "growth" and "reflec-

tion" as educational aims, Dewey is a good place to hegin.

"To reflect," he writes, "is t look back: over what has been

done to extract the net meaning which are the capital stock

for dealing with further ixperiencee (1963a, p. 87). Re-
.

flection is the means by which ordinary experience is trans-
.

formed from that which is primarily perceived to that which

is understood.

As long as things po smoothly, we act in our custom-

ail manner. Reflection begins when the equilibrium of

habitual action is disturbed in some way and the tendency

to act is turned inward to produce reflection. Gradually.

,the difficulty or doubt which has been felt is transformed

into a problem to be solved. Possible future actions are

entertained and their consenuences envisioned. Eventually?,

'the inner activity giv:s way to outward action (Deway, 1933).

Common sense inquiry and scientific inquiry share a

common pattern. Both origivate in,acnc perplexity or Aif-

ficulty and both involve an active search for something to

clear up the situation or solve the problem. Dewey's con-

cept of experience also shares certain 'features with the

deliveLate experimentation of the acientist. An experience

is not just something that hapi7lens'to someone. It results

from the interIctior, oi an individual with his environment.

From this follows Dewey's philoscmhy of education as

the development of experience. "The air, of education is to

enable individuals to continue their education . thc

object and reward of learninp is continued,cApacity for
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growth" (193311p. 100)4. Every experience affects, for

better or worse, the quality of future experiences. Exper-
.

iences. are educe.tive if they engage the learny's present
capacities, neeas'and purposes in ways that contribute to

Yicher experiences in the future. The teacher must be able

to "see" what is going on in the minds qf those who are
learning in order to.judge whether attitudes and habits are
developing which are conducive or detrimental to growth.

Teacher educators misunderstand Dpwey,when they say,
for example, "Let's concentrate'on practical techniques at
the preservice level and save the theoretical material until

teachers have survived their first year and accumulated some
experience to reflect dn." In the first place, prospective

teachers have in their own experience a lot of practical

materials to illustrate the principles that govern learning,

the conditions that support or hinder it. To ignOre this

experience perlietuates the myth that "school learning" is

'different from learning in ordinary experience, and encour-

ges the use of teaching methods that would never seem
'trustworthy outside school. Secondly, withOut at under-

standing of the underlying principles that make techniquesiv
effective, the (student) teacher acquires the "outward form
of method" without the "capacity to put it to genuinely

educative use . . . Such persons :seem to know how to

teach, but they are not stlidents bf. teaching. Unless a

teacher is such a student, he may ontinue y improye,in

the mechanics of classroom management, but he canAot grow

as a teacher" (Dewey 1965, p. 151),
't

In developing the.habit of reflectPpno Dewey stresses

the cultivation of'httlitudes over theiyxercise of ,logicai

processes, He names three as constituents (f a refleCtive

disposition: ooenmindedness, wholeheartedness, and iitel-

lectual responsibiliti. Dewey is talking about-

meeting,and responding to situltions, a readiness tol'con-

sider a thoughtful way whatever comes within the range of

experience (1933). The following statement by a teacher
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mrparticipating in a seminar on children's thinking Mus-

t trates this reflective stance:

The basis of our work has been that we are not
starting out with answers, but really starting
with problems. . . No one is being asked to
produce greatfsolutions, to come in with dazzling

stories eif great successes. It is the things
that intfigue us, that amuse us and perplex us,
the times when we are left thinking, 'Now there
is a lot going on here and I don't think I've
caught it all'--it is that sort of situatibb,
instead of one in which we say, 'Well, look at
what .1 ,did today!' (Hull, 1978, P. 27)

Growth and Reflection as Procedural Aims

There are no standardized procedures for delivering

growth and transmitting reflection to teachers. One devel-

ops the habit of reflection in teaching thrcugh varied

opportunities to study one's practice in the company of

reflective, non-judgmental colleagues. Similarly, one

grows as a teacher in settings that value and support --o-

Jessional learning and offer accessible models. (Teacher)

Educators are accustomed to thinking in terms of treatments

and outcomes, but a commitment to growth and reflection re-

quires a different paradigm. '4

In an essay entitled, "Must an Educator'Have an

Aim?" R. S. Peters (1968) makes a distinction between aims

which are appropriately formulated au objectives and aims

which do not describe the outcomes of teaching and learning

activities but rather the manner in wnicl- they should be

carried out. .He argues: "Vaities are involved in education

not so much ts goals or end-products,,but as principles

implicit in different manners of proceedihg or procuding"

(p. /9).

Growth and reflection are procedural aims. They can

be translated into process criteria to he used in designing

and evaluating ways of working with teachers across the
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preservice-inservice conttnuum and different working condi-
tions. This involves clarifying the values' embodied in

these aims and expressing them in the form of proc9iural

guidelines or enabling Conditions.

For example, a commitment to these aims implies that

one values a certain kind of process, professional learning

that is setf-regulated, not engineered by someone else. As

Hichael Eraut (1975) has argued: professional growth "is

not dbmething that can be forced because it is the teacher

.who,develops (active) and not the teacher whO As developed

(passive)." Besides a belief in the teacher as an active

agent in his own learning, there is an underlying assumption

th/it the more aware a teacher is of hiw own actions, the

greater the likelihood that he can control or change them.

Heriin lies the worth aid role of reflection. Through re-

flection or what John Elliot (1976) calls "self-monitoring.,"

the ;eaciier becomes "aware of his situation and his own

as.an agent in it" (p. 9).

Hew can this autonomous and reflective process be

fostered? Elliott (n.d.) offerg.o0I'answer--by removing

constraints on teachers' access to alternative beliefs and

courses of action.

Only in the light of knowledge of alternatives
can people reflect critically about their own
beliefs and conduct . . . one must also nepes-
sarily remove constraints on the critical dis-
cussion of alternatives. If a teacher is not
allowed to question alternatives, he cannot use
them to test his own beliefs and practices. (p. 5)

This brief analysis il;.ustrates how the process for

realiiing such aims as teacher growth and reflection Is

implied by the aims themselves. Conceptual research could

help clarif'! the envirmwental and psychological condii-ions

that should logically ot,:ain fcr teacher growth and reflec-

tion to lie fostered.

In addition, there are teacher educators working in
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the spirit of bhese goals, and settingi infused with their

associated values. A fecond research strategy would involve

careful study of such situations in collaboration with

teacher educatorp committed to these procedural aims. 1

Hawkins' (1966) 'observation that "the beat practice excels

.
he best theory tn. quite essential ways" (p. 11) surely

(applies 'here. We could learn much from close scrutiny of

. omising prautices. *

, Promising Piractices: PasS and Present

Growth and reflection do not lend themselves to
,

sh6rt-term interventions or simple techniques. The promise.

of any approach informed by these.aims resides less in the A
techniques and more in the way the values they reflect are

.
realized in the situation. Becabse this is difficult to

,

, convey in a brief sketch, I will give one extended example
t
from the past with clear parallels in certain aspects of

teacher centev programa.

The Bank Street Workshop

Even before World War II, New York City had begun to

revise its elementary curriculum in the direction of more

active learning through direct expelciencesi Teachers wire

enbOuxaged to try out the principles and content suggested

in ihe Board of Education bulletins. There was considerable

confusion about what the "new" curriculum actually meant.

In 1942, Bank Street was asked to conduct a workshop for

teachers.

the goal of the workqop was "to further teachers'

gowth toward professiortal euturity."' The .staff also viewed

the workshop as a laboratory for exploring the kinds of ex-

periences, approaches, and techniques best suited to fos-

tering professional growth in an inservice setting. The
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experiment is vividly described by Lucy Sprague Mitchel in

'Our Children Our Schools (1950). One sees the workshop in

action over a perind of six year,,. Data, drawn from daily

records, contains numerous examples of problems encountered

'and solutions triee-

The' success or failure of the various inservice tech-

niques were assessed in terms of their contribution to

teachers' development Two were seen as essential: Vork

with individual teachEA.in classrooms and group disc 01 sion.

The following suMm eary of thvalue of group discussion -

presses many assumptions associated with teacher centers:

Croup discussions can bring about a sharing of
the problems which teachers have in common in
their work and break through a cort of wary iso-
lation in which so many teachers work; they Fir
extend a teacher's thinking about his Job from
his classroom to the whole school . . . this makes
for the developrent of wider interests and wider
rggponsibilities. This development cannot be
.arried. It is not'a thing that can be taught
'directly. It develops gradually at different
rates and along different lines %gAth different
groups of teachers. Here a Worrihop MTITEnTirow
the leads 6TTiteachers. (p. 386)

In addition to careful documentation of what actually
4

went on, Mitchel analyzes the pnttern of the workshop in

relation to changes in teattters' attitvdes and thinking.

She re,lates teachers initial preoccupation with how to use

phe "new" teaching techniques tO their attitude toward their

job--an attitude fostered by the hierarchical structure of

the system. Basically, teachers saW themselves 38 respon-

sible for carrying out official directive", not for thinking

through education problems.

The taff conceivect their job on two levels: "to

work with teachers on the basic relationships underlying

curriculum thinking while working with them on the new

teaching techniques around which their anxieties centered"\

(p. 142). ,,1.1i.tchel desCribes the first state of the workshop



as "a period of.educational gadgeteering."

The second stage was marked by a desire to acquire

more baCkground Content. At first, the staff supplied

-source materials which'the teachers eagerly used. Gradual-
.

ly, they came to realize that they needed to know more to

teach this way: This' meant a growineappreciation for the

variety of sources which could enrich the curriculum and an

aKeptance of more after-school work as part of their job.-1

Teachers' understanding and interest broadened along

two lines--child development and subject matter.

In our rpm schools, as had been true in our first

which calls fo the answers to the 'just how do
school, we weriVeaving the stage of development

we' questions and taking our thinking into the
realms of 'why do we do what we do' in terms of

our understandings of children's growth and

development.

When these two lines merged in a concept of curriculum

building, the third stage had been reached. Teachers con-

cerned about problem children came to be interested in the

growth of all children. Teachers who thought of curriculum

in terms of units and discrete activities gradually teem to

think about a year's program of progressive experiences

built around basic concepts.

Teacher Center Programs

Advisory work. A similar pattern of development has

been noted by same advisors working with teachers who are

trying to create more responEtve learning environments

(Apelman, 1978). 1n-classroom advising iv.a one of several

teacher center activities designed to support teacher ef-

forts to change. The support is called "advisory" because

it comes from outside the existing supervisory structure,

and depends on voluntarism and trust. Pat Zigarmi (1978)
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sees in the provision of advisors a "recognition of the

fagt that routines are comfortable and predictable and not

eerily broken and that for change to occur ongoing support

is required" (p. 183).

Descriptions of what advisors do reveal many of the

same practices noted above at least during die early stages

'of change where the emphasis is on practical classroom sup-

port as requeste&by the teacher (Katz, 1974; Alberty &

Dropkin, 1975). The developmental pattern of work is also

reflected kn a study by Anne Bussis, Edward Chittenden and

Marianne Amarel (1976) who interviewed teachers about the

kinds of support they received from advisors. They identi-

fy thirteen categories of support which they order to show

"a general progression from what is basically a consumer

orientation . . . to a more active role by the teacher in

terms of self-investment, critical judgment, conceptual

reorganization" 4pp. 157-158). This formulation meshes

with the aim of advisory programs:

Despite their different strategies and logistics,
all the advisory services shared the goal of

- helping teachers aasume a more thoughtful and
active role in influencing the educational en-
vironmept . . . their ultimate Aim was not to
provide isolated services or singular solutions
to a particular problem, but to provide a range
of support that would enable teachers to analyze
situations and arrive at their own decisions
(p. 157).

To what extent advisors actually do help teachers

become more reflective is an important research question.

Some believe that advising can be quite successful in help-

Sing teachers begin'to move totzard more informal ways of

teaching, tut that something else.is needed to stretch

teachers' understandings te new level of professional

development (Hull, 1978; Churchill & Petner, 1977). Others

have questioned whether the pattern of advisory work which

begins with the practical "how-to" problems in the context
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of a highly personalized relationship sets up expectations

and reinforces habits that make it harder to encourage in-

dependent initiative later on (Cook & Mack, 1975).

A thajor finding of the interview study mentioned

above is that different tea6hers perceived the\Aame advis-

ing behavior in quite different ways. In another advisorY

context, Spodek and Manolakes (1972) note.that the same

teachms wanted different kinds oT help from advisors over

time ( h: 23). These findings and speculations underscore

the subtle difficulties of advisory work and suggest the

need to study the relationship between whrt advisors do and

'low teachers change over time.

Summer Institute. Hands-on workshops where teachers

explore and construct materials are a staple in many teach-

er centers. Whether this activity becomes an end in itself

or a step in a learning pr)cess may depend in pa,-t on

whether the staff is committed to fostering growth through

reflection. Just as the Bank Street Workshop staff con-

,ceived its job on two levels, so do some experienced teach-

'ers' centers, as Kathleen Devaney (1)78) explains:

. experi..nced, developmental based teachers'
centers attend to teachers' expressions of Lame:
diate need for games, activity cards, And other
embellishments for the classroom and variations
on the lesson. But they also work to eventually
lingue the teacher in cha.lengLng study, at an
liairtlevelofnewsubject matter an c ren's

Tiffni-riTC(p. -3)----

This, of course, requires more intensive activities.

In keeping with a view.of learning as the development of

experience:center staff try to make the teaclar's own study

more accessible to analysis and reflection. illian Weber

(1977) explains how the Summer Institute at the Workshop

Center for Open Education helps teachers re-experience their

own learning and, by analogy, gain insight into children's

learning:
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' The Summer Institute, with its tiKee uninter-
rupted weeks of focus by the same participantsl'
is part and parcel of our effort to foster
active learning and to create an ambience that
encourages such learning . . . . In those three
weeks, there is time to stay with a material,
previously known only in a surface manner, and'
to begin 0 uncover the workings of a point
previously only known by rote . . . . Teachers
invest these beginnings with great importance
and themselves make analogies to children's
learning. (p. 3)

Study groups. Centers also sponsor courses and study

groups to sustatn the intellectual'curiosity of experienced

teachers and to extend their understanding of children.

Earlier in this paper, 1-illustrated what Dewe)Lmeans by a

reflective stance toward, teaching by quoting a teacher

participating in a seminar on children's thinking. That

saminar, begun seveeart ago by Bill Hull (1978), contin-

ues to meet. "With it," another participant observed,

"I might be just an experienced teacher teaching The Illiad

for the tenth timj The seminar was a source of support as

well as the start of a powerful'process of growth" (Jervis,

1978, p. 58).

Members agree that the most unique -Patere of the

seminars is t.heir format. Discussions focus on "instances"

of children's thinking that teachers bring in each week.

There is a strictly held grouhd-ruie i'iout focusing on spe-

cific childrea in specifiC describable situations.. General-

izations, abstractions and theories are actively discour-

aged. The group leader acte as discussion facilitatori the

meeting is taped pnd written up by the leader in the form

of "Notes and COmmentary."

The insistence on sticking to sperific examples en-

courages teachers to develop powers of observation and re-

call, which, in turn, increase their awareness of what they

do in the clasaroom. The seminar provides an opportunity

fov teachers to articulate what they know intuitively and
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the wrItten record enables them to see and share their cum-
")

ulatinvinsights. Whereas there is no attempt to change

t
what teachers do, there is.an ainderlying assumpt n that

productive,ways of thinking about common experig ce OM

increase teachers' readiness to modify their practice.

Hull explains how the seminar increases self-awareness:

Much of what a teacher knows lies below the level
of consciousness . . . Seminaring provides the
opportunity to being some of this knowledge closer
to the surface, to share insights and to sort out'
one's experience in such a way that awareness is
increased. (1978, p. 6)

Needed Research

Many teachers' centers view their "surround" as a

powerful mofel for teachers in thinktng about their own

classrooms. In the early days, thele was a strongftfth in

the efficacy of a stimulating and.psychologically-suppor-

tive environment to proniote teacher growth. Gradually,

more extended ways of working have evolved to allow for

cvntinutty and reflectidn.

The examples presentedadvising, sumMer institutes,

teacher,sgminars--share a view of professional development

that is on-going and depends on the ability to learn from

one's experiences. More specifically, each of thirse strat-

egies embodies certain assumptions about how this learning

takes.place end what the consequences are for improved

practice. Research could document and test the theories

and hypotheses implicit in this approach to professional
1

learning. I, ,

The researchable issues_can be stated In terms of

three general' questions.

(1) What do we mean by "reflection" and "growtr
in teachingi Whitt do these terms imply for
preservice, induction and inservice teacher .

education?
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1!t ? cle;.rly need a better idea of what these cmcepts

!Jan.] for'and Oiy they are desirable ends-in-view. In part,

this is an empirital question, hut it also is an important

topic: for conceptual research. Teachers are not plants,

and teaching can hardly be characterized as a contemplative

activity. Is growth just a synonym for change or is its

use an attempt to shift attention from the more visible be-

havioral changes to altered attitudes, heightened awareness,

ne. wAys of thinkinp?

A clarification of the values embodied in these aims

would help us develop' criteria for examining situations

where they are being enacted. I have suggested one approach

to this analytic task based on Peter's notion of "procedural

aims." The guidelines that result would allow us to specu-

l'te on questions of thiA\general form Are these condi-

tiais or procedures lilrely to support c6htinuing profession-

al development or are they more likely to close a teacher

off from conlinuinel learninp? What are the possible effects

of this activity or pros;ram or settinp on the attitudes and

hahits that.determine a teacher's openness to on-the-job

learning?

(2) How can these aims fa. fostereC,? ',That kinds of
approachs, activities, opportunities can help
a teacher dvelop, exercise the habit of reflec-
tion awl istain an inquirine stance trward
teachitw?

wme extent, rc!;earch on schoil innovation can

liOit on thiJ, quef:tion. For example, the Rand Chaive

!;r0v ('Lauvhlin, 1971) supet.,; a number

1 actoi linclifflitr a ,,row..h-oriented implementation

c!,_!iy,v) contributf. to a suecessful proiect. Not sur-

.; nv17, 1 !;liccrsf proi$,ct looks a lot like a yood

JI.vJnpment progrAr, whic'1, it tunns out, is loss jr

, :trld more A I-Unction of the

iol that pervade di!;tricl . !'ilbruy
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McLatighlin (1977) label' it the "Pygmalian in-the-District

Effect"--referring to a pervasive expectation about teachers

. as professionals responsible for improving in their wcrk.

The question I am asking, however, is not a sociolo-

gical question, but a curricular one, posed from the stand-

point of a teacher educator interested in finding out more

about how to help teachers (preservice, beginning, experi-

enced) learn to monitor their teaching, use observation aS

a basis for decision making, view their work as a form of

inquiry. What we need are vivid pictures of educational

activities over time, not a list of discrete factors. Lucy

Sprague Mitchel's study (1950), from which I drew the ex-

ample of the Bank Street experiment, is one model.

The most straightforward strategy is to study envi-

ronments and activities deliberately designed to foster

these'aims, Teachers' centers and advisories are strategic

research sites; so are inauiry-oriented preservice programs

(Feiman, 1979). Wo need what Sarason, Davidson, and Blatt

calle for in 1962: "detailed descriptions of how teachers

itriArl

.,..

, are ac .ly trained, descriptions which encourage 41e

feeling that we know what the practices consist of, their ....

relation to staced aims and the problems we would en?bunter

in scientifically testing their consequences" (p. 120).

Teacher educators who work closely with teachers

over time and who are committed to fostering reflection are
,

ideal collaborators in this research since their work is

precisely what we are trying to understand. What are the

implicit views of teacher development which these teacher

educators hold? How do they modify their ways of working

in response to differences among teachers at the same

"stage" and differences between teachers at different

"stages?"

(3) What consequences accrue to teachers as a result
of inauiry-oriented preparation and opportun-
ities to reflect on their practice?
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The question about consequences takes'a somewhat dif-

ferent forn depending on the teacher education setting and

career stage. Wor exilimple, do beginniing teachers who have

'begun to develop the habit of reflection experience the

kind of first year so often described in the litecature

(Ryan, 1970; Fuchs, 1969)? Do tbey encouner\"typical" prob-

lems of beginning teachers or more to the.paint,, do they

have different resources and tools for problem sol.ving?

With regard to experienced teachers, research, can help us

broagn our conception of what constitutes a valuOle out-

come--b y. tracing the relationships among different effects.

Exactly how do teacher xenters or child study groups or ad-

visory wirk or curriculum development activi.ties contribute

to heightened awareness, a sense of efficacy, a chang6

attitude toward teachinp? What then are the effects on
N,

teaChing? These kinds of questipns call for a careful trac-

ing of how different teachers medisate certain kinds of pro-

fessional learning experiences. Such research would help

us better understand the connections between feeling and

thinking like a professional and doing a professional job.
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TEACHER INDUCTION!, AN ASPECT OF THEIWCATION

AND PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT OF TEACHERS

Richard P. Tisher

Monashs University, Melbourne, Australia

An Introduction to,Induction

This pnper focusses on teacher induction--the formal

introduction of new teachers into the profession--and draws

upon the findings and experiences of an Australian research

team to propose directions for further research and for ^b

constructive educational action.

.
lSome Features About Entry to Teaching .

It is generally assumed that induction occurs during

the first year of service. In this paper, that perjod is

taken as the essential one to be studied if we 'are to under'-

stand fully the nature of new teachers' envry to the profes-

sion and 4he manner in which they come tO grips with\the

realities of the classroom. Of course, it hay be argiNd

that induction, as well as profossional socialization, be-

gins before formal entry into employment sinceoduring theii

preservice education, 'new teachers .are being introdUced fol-
d

mally to a number of aspects of their role as teaChers, It

is useful, however, to limit discussions on induction to the

first year of teaching in order to tease ap,rt many Of the

complex relationships a;soc A witl, teache s' development

during that periOd. Mot. dIS4lissiOns in

1

u4ralia and the

Opited Kingdom, for example:aitofiCto adop . this stance.
,

)

Tfie interest in this period i.! alo occasioned by the !ie-
. .

lief that teacher!; arc J iniNhea prod-cts at LW eneof

preservice education and MIA learn :Aich murc about teachi

A Lit . I
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from their experienced ,olleagues in schools. Furthermore,

there a're many dramatic changes in responsdbilities from

being a trainee to being a teacher and on-the-spot help

seems to i)e required if new teachers are to cope. Lortie

(1975) notes that, compared to many otheT forms ,d work

,entry to teaching differs markedly_ TOr t. appears to be no

eased entry such as occurs in apprenticeship. nor does there

appear to be a shari ig of entry experienAls with more ma-

Aire, longer-serving colleagues. From being students re-

sponsible only' to themselvesIfor their own learning, almost

overnight beginning teachers become responsible for

the instruction of tb!ir pupils from the first working. day.

In fact, an expectation seems to be th4t.they should perform

the same tasks as the 25-year veteran.

These changes from being a trainee to being a teacher

seem to produce various forms of "shock,Y resulting in5stith

thinks as disenchantment with preservice programs, a lempo-

rary jettisoning.of educationar-ideals and the use of

teaching strateies which ensure the teacher is the main

disseminator pf information an4 the one who "calls the'tune"

in classroom interactidn. 'OF course, the situation de-

scribed is by no means a simpleoneand 'there are many com-

plex associations which lead to the adoption tlf certain

teaching strategies or the disenchantment with preservice

education. Among other things, the attitudes of and help
?1, -

Oceived from more experienced colleagues play a crucial

role in new teachers' induction. In the national siurvey of

induction in Australia, one beginning teacher highlighted

this fact when he said'!.

The staff in a schocl can make or break you,
whereas children arc'much the snme -all round..

If you have a good integrated arid supporting
staff it makes life a lot easier.
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Induction Is Only One Facet of Professional Development

Although entry to teaching is an extremely important

stage and affects the nature of teachers' socialization

into teaching, it is only,one of several stages in the pro-

fessional development of teachers. *must, I believe, be

considered as one facet of professional development along

with other stages such as preservice education, periods Of

striving for promotion, and the period preceding retirement.

Some Concepts Related to Professional Socialization

Procedures designed to facilitate induction and tO

help in professional socialization must take into account

that teachers can be creative as well as subject to con-
s_

straining social factors. As Fyfield, Taylor and Tishl

(1978) no.te...

A number of theoretical explanations place a rreatPr
emphasis en the constraining, rather-than the crea-
tive features in the process. Some emphasize the
formative role of early experiences, such as pro- w

tracted exposure to potent models (e.g., own pre-
vious teachers) wIpich results in the internalizing
oflmodes of behaV/or which are triggered in later
teaching (Lortie, 1966, 1973,). Others (Edgar &
trarren, 1969; Haller, 1967; hoy, 1969) maintain
that the influences of peers are t)redominant or that
socialization is a function 2f colleagUes having
authority, or that pupils' bObaviors may mould begin-
ning teachers. Undoubtedly, all these play a part ,

in varying degrees, but the socialization of.teach-
ers is a more complex, interactive, negotiated and
provisional process (Lacey, 1977) than most of the*
preceding explanatiOns allow. It involves a con- -
tinual reshaping of teachers' p rspectives and be-
haviors as they confront various situations. Their
values, attitudes, interests, sk Ils and knowledge
will be faihioned through the various encounters,
but these willnot necessarily be irrevocably set,
as they face up to the constant flow of choices
occurring to them. When new teachers take up their
first.appointment they enter areas of competing
pressures (Lortle, 1975) where they must adopt or
create appropriate social strategies. to help them
cope with the social situations confrq,ntinv, them.
These strategies are of sev ral types 1977).
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In some instances, th!t-e will'he internalized ad- i

justmentewh2p the teachers accept and'intern-alize I,
existing vardts, pr.:ctices.and their supporting ',...1

a guments. In others, they will rOclain only par-
/ly convinced, owing, in part, tN the charac-

ttristics they bring into the 'new setting. Skills',

values, attitudes, perspectives acquired during
preservice education may comprise these, and these
in turn constAtute_e "latent osulture" (Lacey, 1977)
that may. be activated on future occasions. To get .

by in circumstances in which they are only partial-
ly convinced, the new teachers may resort to stra-
tqic coTpliance without complete internalize-Miff:,
AliernativelNthey may engage in strategic rede-
finition, atteNptinp'to wrestleewiCh tile constiiInts
of a sltuatiOn and to change the perspectives of
those who hold strategic power. (p. 1-2)

..!

It issimport t to discover the yarLous factors and' 1 .

the Associations between them that affect whether new teach-
-__

ers internalize existing values, comply or attempt to rede-

fine situations. The nature of the dducational setting,

contacts with peers and,types of induction experiences are

clearly arming ,the influeAial features but whatmixés of .4

charac/oeristics are the most potint in enhancing profession-

al daJelopment and educational skills are not'cle&rly'under-
.

stood,

Australian Concerns About Induetion

There has always been concern in Istralia about the

.ouali6,,of new recruits to teaching and with how they manage

during their first year. In recent years, ,state aRd

story Education Departments, Regional Offices, Teacers'

Centres, schools, and teachers' and principals' organiza-

tions have given much mote attention to these'mattrs and

to the manner in which the new recruits are absorbed into

schools. State, regional and school anthorities have begun

t9 conduct a number of induction programs, but, until re-

cently, the nature and-prevalence of these and their effects

were not fully knownin fact, there is still much to.be

learned about them.

In 1976, when teacher recruitment was much higher



than in 1979* a national Teacher Induction Project was es-

tablished with sponsorship from the Education Research and

Development Committee. The project was designed to identify

the various forms of induction in Australia and to document

as fully as possible what actually was the nature of begin-

ning teachers' entr- into the profession.

Itjs the first national,studi of Aust alia's begin-

ning teachers, but it is not the first survey of new teach-

ers. A variety of smaller, localized studies have been com-.

pleted by'principal!., teachers' groups, colleges of advanc-

ed education, inservice education groups, regional education

officers and officers of state education research branches.

Studies speciftcally dealing with induction are rare, al-

though the Vestern Australian Education Depart Int completed

an interview survey of some primary school teachers and

their principals during March-April of 1977 (Education De-

partment, W.A., 1977), the Commonwealth Teaching Service

used the A.C.T. and Northern Territory data derived from

the Teather.Induction Project in their report on the pro-

bationmry year (Dunkley, Biles, )oherty, O'Conner, Payne &

Datney, 1978) and Canning (1978) focussed on the induction

experience of cohorts of new primary teachers from Ilnrwr,

State College. The smaller studies have noted similar

trmets to those in the more extensive national suriey which

'also provides more 7-,4.,eseutative information

than the smaller local projects on the concerns of new

teachers (Anderton, 1976; Casson, Otto & Jordan, 1977;

Mitchell F. (;hisholm, 1977; Scuiven & Shaw, 1977) and com-

plements previous findings ol what it is like to he a

teacher in Australian government scianols (Campbell, 1975)

While Australian studies of induction are rare, there are

nevertheless ,uitc a number of published statements advo-

though there is now an "oversupply of teachers"

in Australia and, as a consequence, a reduced intake of new

teachcrs to the profession, the chNllern'y for induction in

1979 do not differ great:1y from those which existed-in 1977.
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cating certain induction practice') and recently several

employing authorities, teachers' unions and committees of

inquiry have enunciated induction policies (c.f. DunkleY,

Biles, Doherty, O'ConnOr, Payne & Downey, 1978; Education

Department of South Australia, 1978; Union Committee of

Inquiry, IWO). Most are based on personal views and ex-

periences. Consequently, the findings of the national sur-

vey have practical implications for schools and employing

authorities and challenge experienced teachers and others

to promote an encouraging climate into which young teachers

can move confidently and creatively.

. Some Characteristics vf the

Australian Teacher Induction Project

The Australian project team now believes that new

studies'of induction should take greater account of Lacey's

(.1977.) conceptualizations relating to t e role of.beginning

teacherS' latent culture in various settings. When the

Australian study was launched, his publication had not ap-

peared, however, the team had formulated a complementary

conceptualization to guide data collection and questionnaire

compilation. We believe our approach was a necessary pre-

cursor to any further work using Lacey's ideas. Further-

more, the simple'conceptualization for questionnaire con-

struction was a distinctive feature of the study, setting it

apart from comparable localized !.,urveys of induction in the

United Kingdom (c.f. Bolam, 1973; Bolam & laker, 1974). The

approach could well be emulated in other kurveys; however,

there is a definite limit to surveys on teacher induction.

I wish to refer to other profitable research endeavors later

in this paper.

The Rationalization for Questionnaire Construft.igv

Briefly, the rationalization envisaged beginning
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teachers entering (iifferine spheres of influence as they

moved from preservice education inw the hurly-burly of t

classroom life. By the time they complete their preservic"

education, the prospective teachers have acquired a "latent

culture" of knowledge, skills, attitudes and values in anti-

cipation of their professional performance. The team wished

to trace some elements of the activation of thin latent cul-

ture as the beginning teachers came progressively under the ,

influence of the profession at large, an employing author-

ity, a new and possibly unknown kind-of community, the

, school whose staff they had joined, and finally the class

or classes of children with whom they will spend the greater

part of their working day.

In the questionnaires, we included items to identify

the assistance and.information that are mado available to

new teachers at each stage in'the transition, the extent to

which expectations are met, and some of their reactions,

joys and disappointments

Liaison with Policy Makers and Dissemination

Another characteristic of the Australian study was

the use made of a national representative licison committee

drawn from staff and territory
e
employing au_horities, teach-

ers' unions, the national curriculum development center and

schools commission. This group cted.as a "sounding board"

for !,he team, indicated the issues in which their author-

ities were interested and paved the way for utry to all

states and territories. ouring 1978, members helped the

praject directors(in the critical first sta-e of the disseM-

Illation of the findings The project was allocated supple-

mentary funds from the Education Pesearch and Development

Committe so that the directors could go to meetings in all

Australian state.; and territories to outline th salient

findings. Policy makers, rcgional directors, counselors,

research officers, teacher trainers, prfncipals and union

representatives were amonr those who attended. The ex.._!r-
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cise Wa4 an attempt to acquaint key educators with :II( re-

sults as quickly as pcissible after,the collation of the

final draft report and'to 'receive eheir comm'ents before

final priltimg. This-has been an extremely valuable, ef-

fective part of the whoL, project. As'a consequence of.the

interactions with_theae key personnel,,greater interest has

, been generated 4n tAe final report, the ream has been eri .

courage'Cf to include their "reflections" on induction in

Australia, and due tolpxpressed interest, one or two minor

features omitted from the draft version will now be.inelud-

ed. Note, the project team and liaison committee decided

initially that the audience fo, the final report shduld be

employing authorities, senior officers in education depart-

ments, aenior union officials and teacher educators't The

team is now alto preparing a series of short, snappy state-

ments to appear in small brochures for dissemination to all

Australian schools--and brief statements are being written

for professional news sheets.

4

/
Stages in the Project

In order to document ps fully as possible what at:

tualtY was the nature of beginning teachers' entry into the

profession, it was essential first to discover the range of

experiences ther.:might"encounter. So, the first stage of

the project was desiisned to obtain an overview of the vari-

ety of induction pra,tices that employers, senior adminis-.

trators, regional officers and senior teachers reported

were in existence. To achieve the objective, an associate

from the South Australian Education Department visited all

Australian states and territories to gather anecdotal infor-

mation. This was supplemented later with details collected

by the project team and the information is presented in a

first zeport, "Beginning to Teach" (Tisher, Fyfield &

Taylor, 1978). The information glelned during stagl I

guided questionnaire construction in stage II, and a5:iited

in the identification of geographical and adrhnist.-ative
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regions where there were many, few or no induction activ-

ities, or where there were special induction problems.

During stnpe II of the project, which consisted of

three phases, the aim was to document as fully as possible'

the nature of beginning teachers' entry to the profession,

The;three phases were, respectively, the construction and

.administration of a questionnaire for principals and another

for beginning teachers, interviews with a number Of begin-

ning teachers and the administration of a second question-

nairb to beginning teachers towards the end of their first

year in schoOLs. The lnterview'phase, we believe, was a

most essential part of the study and is a feature which,

according to us, should be included more frequently in r,-

search projects of a similar ilP to ours. The interviews

yith over 200 selected hepinning teachers acted as a check

on the interpretation of the data from the questionn4res

and pave the project team further insights into the experi-

enceS.and perceptions of hepinninp teachers in remote cen-

eers, rural areas, inner city industrial, regions, coaatal

cnters,and regions with and without sophisticated induction

programs.

&Recapitulation

The discussiun to date, in addition to specifying

some of the eharacterist ic ci the Australian Teacher In-

duction Project. also driws attention to two useful theo-

retical frameworl.s and to some methodological considerations

that could well be used in future research on teacher induc-

tion Theru is ri4erence also to some practical procedures

to facilitate the ii-semination of findings and to enhance

their impact on (Aucational policy.

Sflme of the FindirTs

The study has produced a wealth of intrip,uing, chal-

leng'ng information even though it yas.not an experimental

t_110Y to compare, in a controlled manner, the impact of
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various forms of induction in different settine,,, important

as these activities are. The pr4.0ect has provided a vari-

ety of insights and generated id-as for additional studies

in induction. It has served as the necessary precursor to

experimental studies as well as an important source of data

for policy makers. However, the information it contains

can be variously interpreted depending on your point of

view. On the one hand, it may be considered'gratifying

that the majority of new teachers were satisfied with their

appointment, considered they were managing most teaching

tasks adequately* and believed they were fully accepted _A

within their school. On the other hand, it may be consid-,

ered an indictment that 50 percent received nd help with \
their teaching during their first week, more than one-tbkird

believed they were not fully accepted in their schoOls,

about one-quarter admitted.that they were managinp many

teacher tasks less than adequately, and for more than

eleven percent the actuality of teaching was not measuring

up to expectations.

Several features are considered to be quite signifi-

cant by the project team. Three, which also have implica,-

tions for further innovations and study, are singled.out

for comment.

The cavalier treatment of new teachers. Even though

educational authorities maintain they provlde a variety of

induction activities for new teachers, the.fact that only

40 percent of the nation's beginning teachers were involved

in an activity designed especially for them and'only one-

half found it of aay value indicates that new teachers are

not as well served as many would have us believe. The pro-

ject team are of the opinion that the treatment of .

Australia's beginning teachers, overall, during their first

''Table 1 shows the percent:4es of respondents who
considered the listed teacher task, as manaryd adequately
by beginning teachers and a worry fo them.
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TABU I. Teacher Tasks

Is the item Managed Adequately IN Beginning Yeachsra and Is it a Worry to Theist

Task

Item

()arising srhemin
work

Organizing lesson
content

Discovering level at
which o teech

Beginning
Teecnere
(March)

02

90

70

Mene9 Ing(1)

Percentages

Beginning
Teachrs
(Octooer/

96

91

71

of

Princlpels

60

68

42

Assessing students, 79 $o 50

Recording students'
ercgresS

77 81 70

Evaluating ow, teaching 64 64 !3

Diecovering Jersonal
behavior roetted hY
schooi

87 136

Porforwing tor; 76 7 () 65
es,ner 6,1tis

,ertorIng yard duties 92 90
motivating pupils 69 67 60

Controlling cl 60 78 46

using audio visual Gies 72 75 73

teaching specific
skills

65 64 44

Teaching oroups with
widel it, lity range

leeching slow learners

56

53

55

ee

73

Teaching isolgrents 45 36 i6

Managing and M

Percentages

1

Beginning
Teachers
(March)

Beginning
!eschews
(October)

34

76

3)

77

17

16

30

73

33

27

14

75

19

75

76.

13

75

11

76

27

5

19

72

1

Tyrog(2) Worrying(3)

ot Percentages ot

Principals Beginning Beginning Principals
Teechers Teachers
(Merril) (October)

36 41 35 68

37 33 25 63

24 57 47 76

24 44 37 63

21 35 76 43

18 58 55 AB

15 24 21 27

-
13 1; 10 22

0 II 12 IR

21 56 54 56

29 46 39 64

9 25 20 23

19 49 41 62

14 69 63 81

13 64 62 81

9 32 50 51

these three t -oars Show thee* w, saw the task as managed singunlely by beginning teachers, whether a worry to them or

(2) Thee* three columwn shoe those ,ho $ twv the tisk, thouip /snag d dequately, as a rorry to beginning teachers.

(3) Those three columns show thou who sea the task es a Worry to ,dginnIng teachers, whether managed sdequetely or not.
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yr tr is sOmewhat cavalier. In part this is due to the fact

that some senior colleagues have forgotten what it is like

to be a new teacher. Concerted effort is needed to ensure

'that a higher proportion of those entering teaching receive

an adequate, effective induction.

_Senior colleagues'as_providers. Where beginning

teacheri are involved in induction activities, senior exper-

ienced colleagues are, more often than not, cast in the role

of providers of information, including advice on programning

and teacher classroom tasks. Rarely, if at all, are begin-

ning teachers'invited to tell their senior colleehues about

new knowledge and insightt gleaned during preservice educa-

tion. I believe that induction must be a two-way process

between new and experienced teachers, if beginning teachers

are to feel they are fully accepted in,their schools with

worthwhile contributions to makz, they should be given op- ,

portunities to share their store of knowledge, as well as

receiving ideas from others. Lp would be valuable to study

the effect of those contexts where begihning teachers are

accepted as providers as well as receivers of ideas Also,

if beginning teachers are to be viewed as providers of valu-

able ideas there ys. be changer in senior teachers' percep-

tions of 'their new colleagues. This has implications for

inservice education and especially for the training of those

who will be responsible for induction in schools.

The quality of interpersonal relationships. During

the interview phase of the Teacher Induction l'roject, the

team became acutely aware of the influence of trusted and

liked colleagues on beginnink te;chers. The quility oi

inter-personal rolationships among teachers and between new

'and experienced colleagues affected the nature of induction

activities As well as begi,ning te;chers' perceptions of

their value. The reactions of beginning teecher'; to the

varied opportunities or provi,lons tsde for them were more

easily interpreted by considering the variations in inter-

personal relationships across schools. Cenerally, it seemed

1 1) 4
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that where scZols contained an integrated and supportive

staff711,1 teachers valued their induction activities and

believedthey were fully accepted. Unfortunately, the na-

tional 'survey by'its very nature could not examine the na-

ture and effects of school contexts including interpersonal'

relationships in adequate detail. This needs to, be done in

other projects.

Directions for Research on Teacher Induction

Some directions for research on induction are speci-

f,ied below, but before the nature of any project is finally

formulated there may need to be a preliminary period of dis-

c4ssion and negotiation with teachers. Too often, educa-

tional researchers restrict their attention to problems

that appeal to tlwm or are amenable to certain accepted

academically re4ectable analytic techniques. Little con-

sideration appears to be given to those problems of interest

to teachers. If research ouninduction is to have a greater

impact on practice, more attention rust be given to teach-

ers' views on significant research problems-7tOachers could,

in fact, be included on research teams as coll,borators.

In Australia,' before further nationally funded pro-

ject$ Ase undertaken, it is proposed to convene a represen-
k..

tative.two-day national conference at which state and terri-

tory pertionnel,can share ideas about induction as well as

interact with the Teacher induction Project team. It is an-

ticipated.that the conference will also generatO proposals

for projects which belong to the three categories of new

directions named below.

Detailed contextual Studies

It was stmted earlier that the Teacher Induction

Project by its very natnry cmold not ovnne thy effects

40 different contexts had onindoction and on ber,inninv, teach

l 65
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ers' satisfactions or degree of managing and worrying about

teacher tasks. It is essential to understand more about

the effects different school and classroom contexts have

upon induction, the quality oe induction activities and new

teachefs' effectiveness. In particular,-attention should

be directed to the quality of interpersonal relationships

between teachers in di rent settings. The following re-

search luestions are am rig those that could be used td)guige

the studies. What impact\do different_types of school'en-

vironments have upon the it-I-auction experlf;nces of different
r

types of beginning teachers? What are tht relationships be-

tween beginning teachers' latent culture And features of

the school environmznt, including its organizational charac-

teristics, .staff collaboration and morale-and collegiate

professionality? Many variables will need to be studied in

order to answer the questions and cluster techniques (e.g. ,

H-group), and discriminant analysis could be used with prof-

it to specify appropriate mixes of new,teacher and environ-

ment types for effective induction. These procedures have

been used successfully in another national study on the

spread of an educational inuovation (c.f. Owen & Tisher,

1978).

Studies of Specific Issues

in association with the detailed contextual studies

referred te abcvp, rhprp are a number of specific issues

requiring more concentrated attention since they are among

those of particular interest to teacher educators,, educa-

tional innovators and professioval associations. 'During

discussions with Australian educatois on the draft report

of the teacher induction project, three issues were fre-

quently mentioned.

The effect of different preservice prquams on in:

duction. Teacher educa:ors are keen to.know whekher the

products from their particular preserviice progral are better

able to manage teacher ta:lcs and gain more from induction
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activities than'Products from other programs. The experi-

ences and development of cohorts of new teachers from dis-

tinctly different preservice programs need to be documented

in detail. How do they manoge in different school contexts?

Do'those from school-based teaCher education programs fare

much better than xhose from other proOms? What benefits

do they gain from different induction activities? These are

some of the questions teacher educators aSk, and the answers

\to them will not only provide insigh.s on the effects of in-

duction activities on certain groups of new teachers, but

also will aid in the 'evaluation of specifL types of preser-

vice programs. Of course, whether studies on these ques-

tions are to be accordcd a high pr-riCy .=thcr mattcr.

The effect of Open Plan environments on induction.

Many supporters of Open Plan educational environments main-

tain that Open Plan schools provide greater support for be-

ginning teachers and allow induction to be undertaken more

effectively than in other more conventional school environ-

mpnt51 Whether this is so i! a moot and controversial

ipoint, 'esp-cially in Australia where some educational au-

thorities have committed themselves to the establishment of

numbers of Open Plan schools. Now, whereas the Teachev In-

duction Project was not designed to study the issue, impres-

sions gleaned during the interview phase in 1977 were that

new teackers, including those ideologically committA to

Open Education. found Lien Plan schools anxiety- anc stress-

inducing plares. Many stated they would prefer to find

their feet while clolstered in a more traditional single-

teacher classroom. BeAring in mind the current debate on

Open Education, it is hivhlv desirable to examine in greater

detail the impact that various open Plan !;chools have on the

induction of beginning teachers and on the development of

their teaching The issues ar comple ones demand-

ing ene Tv, dedic:Ition and intellectual tenacity from ihe

researcher who will be requi'ed to opurati,,nalie n number

of ill drfined concept': Carefully conceptualized .1idi( s

)61
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on Open Education are rare, but some significant advances

have recently been made by members of the research branch.

of the Western Australia Education Department. The ad-

vances will be reported at the AERA Annual Conference fn

San Francisco.*

Chan es in teachers' ob satisfaction. In*'0 period

of oversupply of teachers,** reduction of (uportunftsies for

promotion, increase in the proportion of persons remaining

longer in teaching, greater numbers of fixed-term rather

than tenured appointments, and a high proportion of younger

teachers, it ls essential, as always, to maintain a satis-

fied, vigorous, educationally creative profession. It is

important to learn more about the trends and ratterns of

new and experienced teachers' job satisfaction and the fac-

tors that affect it. L''believe that research on the matter,

which should be given a high priority, will yield valuable

insights for inservice educators and enhance our understand-

ing of the professional development and socialization of

teachers.

An attempt vas made in the Teacher Induction Project

to tap aspects of atisfaction with teaching by gathering

data on the exteTt_to which beginning teachers thought the

actualities of f.eaching matched their expectations. The

relevant section in th.t cuef;tionnaire was influenced'by the

writings of Lawler (1973), id teachers in the October sam-

ple were invited to consider each of fiftam listed items in

in two,ways. The items formed a Maslow-type hierarchy (see

Table 2), First, they were asked to indicate the extent

to which the item characterized their first year of teach-

ing by rating it high (H), low (L), non-existent (N), and

*Details are also provided in Argus, Beck and Hill

(1918) and Angus, Beck, Hil.1 and McAtee (1978).

**Oversupply of teachers or as some state it, "the

mnder-utilization of resour-ei," is occasioned by economic

factors including the decision by employing authorities to

hire fewer new teachers.



TABLE 2

Comparison of Actual and Possible Aspects of First Year of Teaching
For Beginning Teachers in October

(Percentages)

Aspect of Job
Actuality
Equal to
Expectation

Actuality

less than
Expectation

Undecided

A eeling of security '

Op rtunity to hep
ildren

Opportunity to develop
friendships

A feeling.of esteem

Prestige in the eyes of
people outside the school

A feeling of authority

Opportunity to act
independently

Opportunity to influence
the philosophy of the
school

Opportunity to participate
in curricifluiri and

program planning

Opportunity to share in the
running of the school

Opportunity for personal

growth

Opportunity for intel-
lectual stimulation

Opportunity to do the
things I believe 1

can do well

A feelinci nf worthwhile

accomplishment

58

69

65

44

43

52

65

46

61

55

62

4/

58

cl?

I

18

15

,17

19

10

17

17

26

21

24

18

31

73

26

23

16

18

37

47

31

18

28

18

21

20

22

19

21

--
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undecided (U). Second, they indicated in a similar manner

the extent to which the item would have been characteristic

of the situation they would realistically have expected,

given the present edwation system. The degree of con-

gruence between pairs of responses was noted: Table 2 sum-

marizes the findings. While care needs to be exercised not

to misinterpret the results shown in the Tattle, the proce-

dimes might well be emulated in other studies of job satis-

faction. In particular, the scale could be extended and

,care taken with the coding of data so that more information

could be extracted than was done in the Australian project.

Furthermore, future studies on job satisfaction should atz

tempt to examine associations between it and characteristics

of the school environment and stages in the teachers' career

in order to provide insights for counselors, inservice edu-

cators and employing authorities.

Innovation In and Evaluation of Induction

An extremely high priority in.the matter of induction.

Is to provide more induction activities for beginning teach-

ers. As a consequence of my experiences with the Australian

survey, I believe we should be adopting a practical two-
,

pronged. attack on the issue. The first is to encourage

schools and administrative regions to innovate by establish-

ing different forms of induction activiti !s. The second is

to commission groups of researchers to cAlaborate with the

innovators and, at the same time, evaluate the innovations

and provide on-going feedback to the schools and regions.

When the descriptions of the innovation and its evaluation

are formally compiled, they will serve as valuable guide-

lines for others. However, by that time, pravtical benefits

will have accrued to those schools Which have been involved

in the project. Of coursee the situation is not as simple

as I have portrayed it--as those who have been involved in

innovation know--there will be many frustrations for the

innovators and evaluators and much careful planning will be
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,iequired. NeVertthele.;s, the coMbined,thrust of innovation

and evaluation itn induction Inas, I believe, much to commend
it. How prlects are to be conducted will depend a great'

'deal on the specific contexts in which they.occur; e.g.,

whether they are school- or region-based, and mbst be worked

out collaboratively among participant evaluatorg and inno-'

vators.

Before I leave the theme of innovation in knduction,

it is important to refer to at least two othr iMplications
from the Australian study. One is that induction sbould

primarily be a school.based cather than region-based'activ-

:.ty. There are pract cal limitations to the extent to Which

all induction can occlr in the new teachers' schools, but,

when it can, it is much more effectOre. The second is that

those responsible for induction in schools should he exposed

to inservice education programs'which will develop their

skills as counselors and resource personnel. Too little

attention has been'given to training experienced teachers

to work effectively as counselors and resource persons with

other less experienced adults--a situation which must be

rectified if the value of induction is to be increased.

Concludinil Comments

What hi.s been said in this paper has been fashioned

by experiences in an Australian context, but that is not

Intended to deny the implications the comments have for

educators in other ritions. Included mong the proposals

advanced for your consideration were th;t induction is on'Iv

one aspect.of profes,;ional development oi teachers; lAcey's

concepts of soci lization of teachers provide.; a useful

framework for induction studie!;; mote, prim3rilv school-

bls; 1, induction activities. !Mould Ia provided; innovation

in and evaluation of inductieH should be accorded a hfy,h

priority In the future in.rvice education proy,rams need

1/i
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It

,
to be designed for experienced teachers involved in induc-

tion, and researchers could, with profit, emulate some pro-

cedures of the Australian Teacher Induction P,oject, examine

the impact of different educational contexts, including Open

Plan ones on induction, study new teachers latent culture

and its effects, and document changel in teachers' job sat-

isfaction. There is clearly much to be done.
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A PRACTITIONER'S QUESTIONS ABOUT THE

PROCESS OF TEACHER EDUCATION

Christine San Jose

Syracuse, New York

Planning both undergraduate and .graduate instruc-

tion on campus, we face disturbing questions about What to

teach and how. With the bodies for our attention massing,

nc4ever, we have to agree on at least tentative, temporary

Each instructor within a field of interest and

expertise 11ies fort!s with some conviCtion that this and

that snculd be cover4 and thus And such may be the way to

effect understanding and even enable and encourage students

to teach asp.we would like them to, ..c! establish goals for

our courses, then rtLine the steps towards them so that our

means, our processes, reinforce our ends. Teaching a lan-

guage arts methods course,. for example, I am aware (from

psycholinguistic research) of the aid afforded by writing

in sorting out the mind. Therefore, I not only include in

the content some information about the role of writing in

leaini.T and disAsion of classroom imPlications, I also

require students to write extensively and introspect as

they do so. FCr now, I know, I proceed mainly on faith .

f need to'inves;igate whether teachers who themselves write

extensively .cope with this area in the classroom more

effectively t.han those who do not (whatever the criteria

for "effectively"). Further, aro the' teachers who write

in the conse ultimately more effective if they were

working with children during this period and applyipg their

insights as they came upoh them? How lo gains (if any)

compare with knowqedge, skills and a(titude whin working

with pupil!: is modeling ol writ.ing by the course in-

!4tructor influential? How do refuilt!; f'rom learning by
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doing in this area of teacher educa0on compdre wiih those

from learning by doing in other areas? Can we generalize?

Or, looking at "delivery sy--iems".more hroadly, how do

inservice teachers writing in a course pursued for certi-

fication compare with those writing in a course/seminar/

workshop set up in response to their need for help with

pupil:writing? Answers would throw much-needed lipht on

the process of teacher education, from the comparative'

minutiae relevant in planning effective course instrUctilTil

through tu thekwider understanding necessary for effective

delivery of programs.

Sitting in my office, I speculate on the possible

pursuit of these and similar questions, sobered by their
4

scale, but with a fairly clear idea of a viable route of

enquiry. Once out of my office, however, and in the

schools, I find "process assuming a quite different aspect

in my mind. Vhether supervising student teachers, lending

beginning teachers a hand, or listeninr to master teachers'

needs, I am overwhelmed with the question: "What on earth

is going on here?" We "practitioners" are supposed to be

there to help; and to an extent we can, having some experi-

ence, some faith, And having done our homework on what is

known about teacher education. We rave to fac ,

that the infinitely complex processes of the Le

wurk are still largely unapprehenderi; so it is

indeed to divine the must effective procedure fo

tailinr iiitu those processes what are calling

Nducatiun." Our position is like that of, say,

teachers a few years ago. They had the kncwledg

and att'tude attuned by an understanding of diff

structional methods and of significant Leacher

but were largely ignorant of the actual processe

however,

cher at

fficult

dove-

"teacher

eading

, skills

rent in-

riables

involved

as children learned to read. As researcn incrq,singly

reveals these processes, obviously, the more nearly can

reading teachers tit their instruction to ehildren's needs.

'.'he desirability (.1 calibration of the tcachinr and

1/6'
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learning proceses is fiery obvious,-,in theory; bur I

ventui-e to labor the Joint because, in reality, we so often

lot,e of it. Indeed, frequently the more knowledgable

teachefrs, the more conscientious, are preCsely those who

find most difficulty in putting aside preconceptions at

least for a while, and openiny up to an awareness of the

total learner, tryinv. to see through the learner's eyes.

The shift in 'view is unco4ortable because we,may too well

find ours'elves questioning some of our basic assumptions

in which we are heavily invested. Doubtless-, many of us

krow some quite admirable reading tea,ber who is happier

behind the scopemd-sequence workbooks and machines than

1,;stening, really listening, to a child. I need look no

further ?Flan (tome fora teacher educator who would otten be

happier behind our idea of content and proven "delivery

systems" rather than li.stening, really listening, to the

teacher (in.ofar a we can.make out what he or she is

saying amidst the hurly-burly of tne !,chool).

This, then ls the practiti uler's frame of mind with

which I approached the papers of Drs. Tisher, Dillen and

Feiman. You will understand how :tieering it wa!; to find

the writers not only sensi-ive to the vlst comploxit,/ of

tile terrain our there, hut also offering pointer; as to how

we might be:in to map it.

Dr. Tisherwhom I Ask to for;,,ive 11A ,or

appeating to neglect tne richnw.,. of what he Tells 11:: about.

induction ;n pickirg out jml a very few of his mor

gencral. pointers ,':1 1t o 1111"11/(*r and

in what 114inner Inferpersonal.relatiow.hipf;, he found,

were a Icey facut! in tlu iT;Ittiolis of lwginninr;

at course, confirms our iutuitionf;, a!; does hi!.

set t ing rc I at i onsi p; fhin t school con t ex t .

5tig;e!.1 i I I Jiff: cr ad!? i S i s ;in 1)1 ! 111

(1ilil',1lig clyn,uni( 5 ii t fnt t

i nt erplOy amour i Ilt ernal ( TIulViti, ;Ind ;it I wily)/ jtv, to
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ciLing ()lir concern.for Hie profession; :.hat it fe satis-

fied, vigorous, and educati,nalii creative. T do not

believe foi one momeat that His revedls . Tisher's

of conoern for teacher effecti eness, our catchword; rather

it reveals that he approaches teaching as the complex human

endeavor with which, indeed, the practitioner mup! cope

As for routes of enquiry, the combination and ,:equencine

of diverse strategies, the' constant ci'oss-referencing of

different viewpointS% and the confidence in and responsi-

hility for one's own wcrk--while remaining genuinely res-

ponsive to bkuic feedback--are inirely models to follov

Dr. Dillon again stresses the personal, again in the

context of the sr!hool. I would like to take two of her

principal keferences to ti:!Iderscore ;) couple of' key factors

in the process of teacher tducation that I am sure she as a

pr,actitioner has as keenly in mind as 1, F'rst, reference

to Naslow reminds uu that conceptionli of 'coarse objectives,

or even of ma,iery learning, may frequently b. lnapprop,

riate in ongoing work with inservice teachers--perhaps Ath

all teachers. Our responsibijity is to help people as far

alor* as we can; that entails assessine where they are in

the first place, and then how hard and rAst, in what indi-

vidual manner, tiley can prorrei;.,' Along a particular path

until that process becomes countei,,roduetive. In this

connection, we migli4 al,so recall Dr Tisher's remind,yr of

the teacher's need.to give. Cliotainly the. beginning

teacher, newly trAlued, has much to give; obviously.the

,eYperienced teacher also. between, in .rTiv cznerionce,

there are few teachers, indeed, who,do 4ot have sometbiw, -

to contribute, and oeed to do ,so if they ;try to grow.

Second, Dr. Dillon'w reference to organizational health

underscores the poor economic ni,.-rowly teacher-

oriented epproach to effecting charpe tn the ::cbools.

To one of Dr. Dillons' noinls I would add reserva-

t in . anci that point s nor , fttt

'i)e tiPq directly to a real sitkE0 if)!I prohiPo 0 !ti('
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greatest extent posible, wi I arise naturally from the

working environment, and wi )provide practical, immedi-

ately applicable materials or techniques" (No. 4 of her

"Characteristics of an Effective Staff Developmentql

Process"). I wish we had time to discuss this--better,

could research it--but my own experience leads me to think

that for.immediate "effectiveness" that recommendation may

perhaps (perhaps) be appropriate. In order to develop the

.satisfactiOn, vigor and educational creativity that Dr.

: Tisher has ud rooting for, however, I think we owe the,

profession in-.depth understanding and intellectual ehal-
4.

lenge.

Teacher "growth and reflection" Dr. Feiman dets as

our aims, gnd poses some searcping questions about their

'nature and nurLure. As I promised when she told me what

she was going to talk about, I can do little but stand here

and say, -Yeah! Yeahl"--with feeling. As we listan to

Sharon's.persuasive plea, let us not lose sight of two

points. First, as she says, though the rhetoric of

teacher growth is amorig.us, the reality in teacher educa-

tion has heretofore been largely unidirectipnal with prog-

rams as.packages for delivery. IF we do indeed wish to

espouse Dewey's philosophy and act accordingly, I may be so

bold adtu say that wo ,;hall have to put forth a great deal

wore trust, extend a much more sensitive ear, and generally

pioceed with consilrfably greater flexibiliLy and less

arrogance than we have done. If we are not prepared to do

tnat, then let. us stop using the rhetoric. Perhaps in that

way, we could at least clarify some of our differences, if,

not resolve them. Introducing the second point, I will

tonbess that my ol.pi coMewhat Deweyan approa.ch is probably

ess humani;tic or philosoPhical thail downright pragnatic!..

Given the infinitely comp x wtriety of teachin,,,, which

take; place, idoreover, within the .-ven m0rv'corn3;lex frame-

work oi whatever it i that :.chool, aye sopposed to do
A

overa I her arfro ot el y 11/ WV! in whi c111 hand

10
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over to teachers so complete a package, or program them so

comprthensively, thatAhey will meet each of the 'myriad

unforeseeable variAeles rushing upon them with a treatment

o9 of our book. Even in a parent/child relationship--and,

heavn knows, the tedcher-educator/teacher relationship in

no way contains sti&N knowledge and experience discrepancy,

though we sometimes pro:!eed as if it did-we know that if

the youngster is to cope, w at has to be developed is self-

reliance. Besides, we are ufficiently- imbued with the

puritan ethic to believe nothing is more efficacious than

everyone's working to capacity( Peopl just opnos do that

when they must-constantly look.elsewhere for guidan

rather than trust and try out their own ideas.

Ret.urning, then, to the practitioner's salient pro-

cess question of what iA going on in the schools, we have

the beginnings of a plan of attack with our presenters'

suggestions that we look to interpersonal relationShips, to

' school context, to tiphe nature of the teacher's growth. I

would like to urge also early exploration of another An-

flutinee that pervades every aspeaot of school activity, one

which we ignorfi (as we oiten do) oo: our own cost: the root

repon3ibility of t.flo s,chools as rw?rceived by their diverse

coast i t'wn rs d support cr : t sotTect we might find that

to many involved parties, purnaps even to teachers, teaching

is not tne s_ine_vanon of the schools. ':iociety sots up

instit;Itiow: tor its own maintenance; and there are many

wno would argo.p That although the maintenance of our

society depends to some extent ot) educationor rather, to'

put,it more bluntly, on the transmision of sufficient

skills to run our technologiozal ,systems of production and

distributioneven more does it depend on the transmission

ot assumed values ivid patterned 'oehaviors tivit rnsure the

smooth continuance of obr comp1ex, hierarchical, soci,etal

structure. It is in this context that we bevin to under-

statol lico. t,!acher edlicator may be of 1;n0W-

tedve esential to rmprement ol ilit,troti.op, id may

180
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t.ranmit. it. t.o teachers via a process in accor4 with every-

thing we have learned ,ibout effective delivery, but still

fail to influence practice. It just may he that improve-

ment of instruction is not at all times and in all places

the teacher's main concern, or the school's, or the

district's, or society's.

I would further like to suggest that in at least

ome areas of en9uiry we hold off for a time our missionary

zeal. Bent on improvement, we are frequently so eager to

identify opportunities for it t-hat we spare scant attention

for the widur context oY the apparent problem. Might it

not be possible, for example, to'serutini7e a, teacher at

work, both in detailed cloe-up during a d.ty and more

generally over a long haul, in such a way that we could

tease out--freo from the fabric of value judgmentswhich

of the many threads in this particular teaching process

derived from where (e.g., whether 1r0om.preservice training,
psycholopieal variables, early schooling, home background,

administrative pressure, curricular mandhte, inservice

workshops and .;() on and on). At tni,i early stage, we have

to take care not to limit or distort our view by tumbling

into premature categorization, let a one by rushing to

evaluate.

In summary I think none of w; on thi!i panel w,aild

call a halt to enquiry into the mo5t effective procetmes

for conveyiny what we think snould be conveyed in teacher

education, but I think we ;Ire- sugge!ting that we need also

to look very (Aosely at what is going on as our students

and our colleagues ,n tle! cl.assroem go about ,hei.r busi-

ness, if we are to dovet,,II into their proces!;es onr effortt

delp.
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PROCESS sessum DT:,cussANT REmARKs

Thomas Bettis

Springbrook Elementary School

Kent, Washingron

In our discussion earlier in the smaller group,

Dr. Ryan, we were discussing Kiw important it would be, as

you.mentioned, that the preseivice that takes place in the

university or training institution follow-through with

the inservice that takes place in the school district, Wet

would become more consistent in that regard. The pressures

you mentioned that are experienced by an undergraduate or

teacher trainee arc very real. lirwever. I do not think

the situation changes. Even as a teacher grows, there are

more pressures being placed upon them and upon administrators

by legislation and by communities. So, I think the pressuves

are nct unique to the pre-graduate level,

Dr. Dillon-Petersou, / would not squabble with your

definition of "process," I liked is/ ver; much. My question

would be, "How do you build ownership from your teachers?"

If you can have 500 people come out on 4 fifty-below night,

you've built ownership. I would certainly like ,o know how.

Imagine a situation where a cadre of teachers art trained to

go out, as Dr. Tisher Mentioned. We find -- and we have tried

this in our diStrict -- that this cadre of maste:: teachers

Immediately become "they." "They" are not "us" anymore. That

seems a problem. I do not know if it is environment or what

it might he.

Dr. Feiman, g owth and reflettion time it; a very

scarce commodity Who has ever,taught traciers how to

reflect, how ro plan? When do you find thc . time to do this?

!8)
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With the human cry in the community for accountability

from legislators, better test scores, lower budgets, back-

to-bisics, etc., etc., we have to turn the argument around

to society and say, "We can only be accountable for those

things of which we'have cdntrol. We do not have control

of how you train your child at'home. We do not have control

of whether you give them breakfast in the morning or if

they come to school hungry; or if they have a good night's

rest or if they stay up snd watch the late, late movie.

I-will not be accountable for the things I cannot control."

We are a mirrcr of society. In essence', we have to

mirror this society that we function,in or we are not doing

our job. I would like to second your support for learning

stations. We use them a great deal in the Northwest and

find them very useful. Teachers like them. They can be

used for remediation of students, for enrichment, for lots

of reasons, and can be changed very auickly.

Dr. Tisher, you hit.a nerve when you talked about

the opcn-plan school.' I have been a principal of an open-

plan school for ten years. I second tn.ally the notion

that induction should be at the buildin level. As I told

the swill geoup I was working with earlie today, the

teachers in my building hire the teacher. in my building.

I do not.' I look at their credentials and talk to them,

make sure they have the philosophy that I want them to have

far children and for teaching. Then We say, "You must come

and spend a day teaching with. us. Dotqt come and observe'

us; we want.to observe you," and they come the next day.
-

We went through 76 teacher observations three years ago

before we hired our last teacher. And those teachers, over

a cup of .coffee and a cigarette, can ask some pretty ornery

Auestions and do some observing. At the end of 76 observa-

tions, we sat down as a team--there are four six-member

,eams in my building. 1 promised them when we opened the

building that I would not override their vote,.even thmuch.

adminitrativelv, I could, They had picked one of- Ole 76



whom I thought was. totally inadequate. I said, "Okay, you

can hire her, but don't come to meand say, 'Hey, Bettis,

we hiedia bummer;' I'm going to say, you and I hired

a bummer. Now, what are we going to do about it?" But, as

it turned out, she is a beautiful teachlr, one of the best

we've had.

Thank you.

8 `)
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Overviewer

Richard C. Wallace, Jr.

Paper Presenters

, James B. Boyer

Lou Caney

Carol Lewis

Context

u;scussants

Jane Stallings

J. T. Sanaefur

A major conclusion of those involved in class-
room research has been that the context within
which teachers function is an important influence
on their actions and effectiveness. Yet, no com-
parable studies of the education of professionals
has been uhdertaken. Teacher education does.not
occur in a vacuum. Rather, it takes place within
the heart of our institutional, social, political,
economic, and multicultural society. Pow do these
contextual factors affect teacher education? To
what extent do school environments 'affect learn-
ing? With what content are various contexts most
appropriate? Can these he manipulated in such a
way that maximum input can te achieved with mini-
mum resources? Do these va y for persons in dif-
ferent professi.onal roles? What research should
be done on the economics of teacher learning and
teacher education? From which perspectives should
teacher education research address these and other
context questiffl .z?

In hi% overview presentation, Dick Wallace, Superin-

tendent of Schools in,Fitchburg, `4;lisachusetts, was asked

to explore the cont, r. variables that seem to have influ-

enced ongoing processes from the prospective of the various

Jobs hp has heldresearcher; developer, and practitioner.

It was ste,T.ested that he'Olould contrat those that were

facilitative, yestrictive, la in oth(r ways influential.

1 S



He was asked to address what was known ahout context, what

information research provided, and what his speculations

were about future directions for research. He was asked,

"Are there certain aspects of context that should he

studied?" "Does present knoWledge and understandir of cer-

tain social, polit?cal, and economic aspects.of the context

restrict what can be done in teacher eduction?" "Are there

certain research studies that should be done to enlighten

our understanding of the significance of context and how to

better use itto improve teacher education?"

Specialist Presenter Lou Carey, Director, Research

SeryiCes, College of Education, Arizona State University,

was asked to share her work on the social dynamics of insti-

tutions of higher education. Stn. was to develop and de-

scribe applications to the more specific area of teacher

education and formulate some further questions and issues

that could be addressed in future teacher education research.

How the dynamics of h' her education institutions impact the

training of teache s, bath preservice and inservice, was

seen as an extrem ly important area for discus ion.

Jim Boyer, ofessor of Curriculum and Instruction in

the College of Education at Kansas State University, was

asked to address the multicultural aspects of context

in teicher education. Although it was seen as a broad and

highly multifaceted topic', he was to present a perspectiv

on the present issue;, cite recent research that would be

applicable, and foc/s. on suppestioTs for future research in

teacher education that should have IulticulturA dimensions.

Carol Lewis, Education Policy Fellow with Teacher

Corps, U.S. Office of Education, was asked to focw; her

presentation on what she had found to be some of the politi-

cal and economic realities within which teaCher education

must operate and what further questions and issues are

raised by these re;,lities that could be addressed in future

teacher education research. She was asked, "Does your,work

510,7,est that certain 'context' factors LOAculd be controlled

18U
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in teacher education studies?" "Should certain 'context'

factors he the subject of study in teachcreducation re-

search?" The intent of the plesehtation was to alert teach-

er education researchers to the present knowledge base and

to issues related to various aspects of context to which

they should attend.

Discussant Jane Stallings; Manager of Classroom Pro-

cess Studies at SRI International, has achieved nation-

al recognition for her researei on classroom interactions

and evaluation of new practices. J. T. Sandefur, Dean,

College of Fducation at fiestern Kentucky University and

President of the American Association of Colleges'for Teach-

er Education is an international leader in teacher education

Both discussants have written extensively about teacher edu-

cation research, practice, and evaluation. They were to

critique and elaborate on the prepared presentations from

their perspectives.

en,
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THE INFLUENCE OF SELECTED CONTEXT

VARIABLES ON SCHOOLING

Richard C. Wallace, Jr.

Fitchburg, Massachusetts, Public Schools

Introduction

A multitude of forces operating in olr society today

--social, political, economic--are presumed to have signif-

icant impact on the teaching/learning process in elementary

'and fecondary schools and, thus, have implications for

teacher training, preservice And inservice. When one con-

siders the rapid pace of technological advancements that

have occurred during the last twenty-five years and the

impact, for better or worse, on our society and its educa-

tional institutions, it is awesome.

Changes in technology and social policy haw often

resulted in changes in values held by individuals and

groups in our society; Bo institution--home, school, uni-

versity, church, government, business, irdustry--has eacap-

ed the force of change in the last quarter century. So

nuaerous are the forces within ou: society that influence,

potentially or actually, the teaching and learning process,

they almost defy classification (Charters, 1963). Among

the forces are: the onset of Civil Rights; the breakdown

of family life; the erosion of moral values, the impact of

mass media; the recessions and the decline of the dollar;

the protest movement over Southeast Asian policy; the

emergence of teacher strikes and collective bargaining for

teachers; the increased use of drugs and alcohol.by youth

and adults; the emervence of the youth culture; the doclil

of resplct for authority; the distain for public officials;

191
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the drama of Watergate.
,
t

The above changes represent but a few of the forces
,

at work in our society that inffuence, directly or indi-

Lctly, thc r- ----- -f 901(w1ing Obyiously. oply a few of

these forces can be examinedl.n this paper as they relate

to the potential impact on schools and the equcational pro-

cess. The number of potential research studies thdi" could

be generated frms thv study of these forces'or the inter.v,

action among the forces is almost unlimited.

For.the purposes of this paper, the author asserts
q

that teaching and,learning processes are complex acts that

.i take place within a complex social instiution--the school.
/

.

7It is held, further, that insttuctors and learners
'

are in-

fluenced in some manner, dixectly or indirectlyby, forces
. .

present within their local, state, and national environ-
..

.ments. However, the manner in which these forces iniluence

the school system and teachers or teacher educabors'is

x. identifying the li ages that do exist14
.largely unknown. Thus, to formulat search effortS,That

will sOceed i
f

among the contextual forces, teacher behavior and student

learning outcomes will be a difficult task,
,...

For the purposes of this paper, three catrgories of

.
influence on the teaching/learning process will be pre-

sented. External organizational influence will focus on

the impact that the courts, state and federal agencies, and

teacher associations have on the educational process. Four

comtemporary social forces will then be reviewed for their

potential impact'on,schdoling:, drugs and alcohol usage;

parental influenCe; the Back to the Basi.:a Movement; Propo-

sition 13 Fever. Finally, within-school influences of

pupils, teschers:sprincipals, arid organization/11 develop-

ment will'be reviewed with feapect to their influence on

the school as a social system. Thu primary focus of this

review will center on the Public schools:!, Inferences Acid J.L

questions regarding potential research studies for teacher

education will be presented at the end of each of the three
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major sections.

CATEGORY I. THE INFLUENCE OF SELECTED

EXTERNAL ORGANIZATIONS

The Supreme Court

The Supreme Courtlpf the United States has been one

of,the most significant forces influencing education in the

past twenty-five years. Thirdecisions of .the Warren Court,

in particular, deser've attention. The Warren Court has

been characterized by VanGeel (1977) as an activist court;

he traced the influence of this court with specific refer-

ence to the issues of equality of educational opportunity,

'students' rights, and religion. An activist justice, in

VanGeel's terms, tends to view himself and the courts as a

vigorous force to improve society and to insure that polit-

ical and administrative actions are not linprincipled

Needless to nay, the Warren Court was active in the pursuit

of social justice. 'The current Burger Court, on the other

hand, is perceived as "less active" with regard to all

school issues. The tendency of the "less active juhtice"

ih to take the stance of a strict constructionist with re-.

gard to the constitution; this type of justice is concerned

with.the potential for chaos or conflict that could emanate

from the Court's unyielding insistence on principle.

Among the noteworthy decisions of the U.S. Supreme

Court identified by Nystrand ana Staub (1978) are: Brown

vs. Board_of Education that did away with the separate but

equal concept of segregated educatirA and ushered in the

era of desegregation of the schools; Tinker vs. Des Moines

Tndenendent School District which estab1is40 tbat pchools

do not have absolute rights over students; gAn Antonio In-
.

dependent School. District vs. Rodriguez stated that the

solution to unequal educational opportunity caused by un-

equal ability to pay taxes.is.the responsLbility of law-
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makers- and not the courts; Goes vs. Lopez found educat ion..

to be a property right of students that must be protected

by due process procedures.

The history and corerinuing efforts at desegrgation

of schooas.resulting from the Brown decii;ion still have'an

unfinished agenda, particularly in the citieo cf the North.

School Wectiveness studies and Coleman's (1966) contro-

, versial study need to be replicated.

The Tinker decision gave birth to the "students'

rights molAment" that has significantly altered the tradi-

tional sources of power and authority in the'schools.

MAwdsley (1978) also believes that:rinker has also had a

diminishing effect on parental contr:A. and audent home

life as well as school life. The short-term and long-range

effects Of Tinker should be evaluated as they relate to the

need for the training of teachers, both preservice and in-

service

Thi Mora decision of the Supreme Court further ex-

tended the rightri of students with respect to unauthorized

search by bolding that evidence of probable cause must

exist for a student or a student's locker to be searched.

This has also had serious effects on the trad4tiona1 modes

of student'control in schools.

The inflUence of Brown and Tinker on community life

as well as on schools, pupils, teachers, and administrators

.has been enormous. The social and educational changes

brought about by these two decisions are worthy of signifi-

cant inquiry.with regard to both broad'and specific effects

upqn schools and the teaching/learning process.

Federal and State Eduwilition Aikkies

The enactment olthe Elementary and Secondary Educe-
.

tion Act of 1965 signaled the aggresefve entry of the fed-

eral government into education as an activist agency.

Further enactmps of Congress have resulted in thet.'initia-

tion of myriads of programs that sought to strengthen edu-



.cation at all levels. In the 1960's', for 'the.first time in

our educational history, the Congre'ss'end the Department of

Health, Education, and'Welfar% became forces to be acknowl-

edged because of the investment of billion's of dollars in,

the sebobls.'. NC school system in the'country'was leftjwn'-'

touched by this federaPPintervention. However, With fund-

ing from these agencies comd Policies, directives,okand A

sanctions that curtailed much of,the freedom previously en.-
-

\jA5yed by local school districts. .The impact of federal .

government intervention,needs to be.fully evaluated with

respect to the broad effects it has had,on education at all
.t

levels.

In recent decades, State Mucation Agencies (SEA's)

have also become influential w4h respect to the improve-

ment of educatton. This can be traced to federal govern-

Ment'funding that allowed SEA's, to expend and upgrade

staffing; thus, many state agencies that were considered to

be weak and passive have become Tore powerful and highly

active in monitoring the educa.:ional process' at the local

district level. SEA's have also become active in'seeking

the passage of legislatiO o implement policies; the prom-

ulgation of regulations th t both govrnand restrict cer-

tain aspects of schooling have become increasingly oppres-

sive in recent years. Failure to comply with state_or fed-

eral regulations places a school system of a higher eduea-

tipn instituti_on in jeopardy of loss of all federal funds.

Therefore, the force of the impact of the activ;m of state

and fedelal agencies has influenced the lives of teachers

and educational institutions in significauL ways that need

to be'fully explored.

A
Teacher Organizations and Collective Iii,rtainin6

National, state, and local teachcr associations have

become a force to he reckoned with durirw, ti,e 60's and 70's.

The National P,Ication Association (NEA) :in.1 the American

Federation of Teacher (AFT) and state and local agencies

i95
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have been aggressively militant in their pursuit orequit-

. able wages and working conditions for teaChers. Teacher

strikes, while decreasing in recent years, have created

turmoil in communities throughout the coUntry. The inher-

ent management-labor conflict,that exists in IvrArial

unionism is present in the relationships among teachers,

Administrators, and school boards: Tbacher militancy has

pitted teachers against principals, thus completely chang-
.

ing the traditional cooperative relationship that had

existed in American education until the mid.:6WW. The pos-

, ture taken by NEA indicates that teachers wili contj.nue to '

be,more militant and aggressive in asierting their rfghts

to participation in thetmlicy-making areas of.education at

the national, state, and local level.

,Whether or not the 'lack of trust between teachers

audsadministrators promulgated by teacher union officials

can be'replaced by mutual prgblem-solv:ng for theimprove-

ment of education remains to be seenSp. Christie (1973) be-

lieves that the most positive change resulting froi, teacher

militancy has keen a forced change of the paternalistic at- °

titudeheld'by administrators t7ard teachers. If pater-
.-

na ism can be replaced by shared decision-making,, perhaps

ctier militancy.and administrative response'caa,be chan-

.
Ilfiel d into'construetive action. 1The impact of teacher mil-

itancy on the teac ing/learning Process and the oral za-

tional capabilities of the school heeds e studied.

gurther, the involvement of parents' and c zens' groups

in the collective bargaining process should be explored.

Category I. Some Researchable questions

the effecta of the Brown decision, twenty-
,

,

five years -dtey, regarding actual deaegregation of thi.

.
,

schools inithe South?. The North? How and in,what ways has

desegregation affeoted career patterns of youth who experi-

% I
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.enced desegreyated 8.c:hoofing? What has been the effect of

. desegregation on minority and majority community life and

Ir--- educationa.1 aspirations? Has the proposed increaso in

,.f
mino}ity student achievement and in self-esteem,been real-

ized as a result of schoo-1 desegregation? Whaf inferencet
..

sin4ibe drawn from the desegregation effort regaiding the

seleetion and training of teachers?

In what apecific w,ags has the students' rtghts move-

ment altered the distribution of,power and the techers' .

role 4n secondary schools? What effect has,the sttidents'

Aghtlmvement'hadron students' sense of contra.1 -over

their, environment? Is there a relationship bet4aen stu-
..,.

,

dents% rights.and increased student self-esteem? What is

the refationship betweeh the students' rights movement and

the declaim of respeét for authority in Ole schools? In

the culture? ,What classroom management skills do sec'ondary

teachers need,to cope effectively with dfsruptive student,R.

What are the demonstrabJe effects of federal pro,-

grams in the schools? What, perceptihle,benefits to teach-

ers are observablVmeasurable fi:om federaf program fnter-

vention; what are the results;of cost-benekt analyses of

federal programs,?. In what obseryable/measurable ways,have

federal governmen; program
0
improvement produced specific

, _ ,

benefits ro.le rners? Teachers? Teacher educators? How ,
4....11

has PL 94-142, re uiring mainstreaming if special needs

students, affected teachers .ittitudes and claaSroom behav-
,

ior? HoW,can teacher% be prepared to assimitate special'
c

needs students in regular cLassrooms? ,

Has collective bargaining aCtually influenced the

classroom instructional behavibr qf teachers? In what
1

speciirfc ways has "life in classhooms" been influenced by

colledtiye bargaining? What personal-social-professional

characteristics influence teachers to take teacher union

leadership positions at local, state, and federal levels?

What are the lasting effects pf teacher striWes on schools

and communities? Ln wh4 ways has teacher militancy alter-

1 9 8
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ed the following: the public's "erception of teachers?

the students' perception of. teachers? 'teachers' self-per-

ception? administratime and schciol boards' perceptiOns of

teachers?

CATEGORY II. THEI.UENCE4OF SELECTED ,4

EXTERNAL SOCIAL FORCES ON SCHOOLING 1

Many other social and cultural forces operating

within the broader society hilve impacted'on the schools in

ways that directty affect the lives of students and teach-

ers. In the brief overview that follows, it is impossible

to do justice to any one iasue. The following sources of

influence are judged to be among the most significant and

be reviewed: drugs and alcohbl usage, parental influ-

ence, Back to the Basics, and Proposition 13 Fever.

Drug and Aleohol Usage

The increase of drug and alcohol usage by youth in

our culture has reached.alarming proportions. All,levels

of education. 'from the ilementary school through ehe uni-

hive been affected. Drug and alcohol use by rtu-

ents also embraces all socioeconomic classes in ogr

society.

It is difficult to ascertain the 'prime causes of in-

creased usage f drugs and alcoh61; however, theyfare pres-

ent in and around the school environment on a daily basis.

Most junior and sentor high schOol teachers and administra-

tors deal with.problems of,drug.infiltration, drug use, and

drug overdose on a daily basis. The turbulence or the pas-

sivity that is caused by student use of drugs as it relates

to the teaching/12arning.process is in need of study.

Parental Influence

A significant amount of research exists relative to
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the influence yf socicezonomic status on the achievement

motivation of students. In a review, oE researcb, Sprit!),

1(-1973) cite s. that thl value climate of parents who.estbem

academic achievement have a positive impact upon the'dtmi-

aunt character of the peer group value syhtem. It is elso

likely that student peer'groups create conditions WitOn the
c

school environment that affect the teachers' abil ty'v use

-or not use his/her own skills and normative resources effec-

tively. Spady points to consistent evidence in moat'Stud-

ies reviewed that the achievement levels of both Black and
i

Anglo students is maximized when the average classroom con;

tains a large portion of middle-class Anglos.

The rise of divorce 1..n the American culturkand its

effects upnn children with respect to their schooling is in

.neeeof study. Wirh an increasing lack of stability in
*

family life, Tye and Novotney (1975) suggest that teachers

may be required to spend more time in the future providing

a counseling function to Students with a corresponding de-

crease in the amount of timeallocated to tbe teaching

function. Wa need to examirre the ismplications of the

change in family life for teacher education.

The emerging role of women in the working world is

ant likely to affect family life when compared to the role
.

uf woaten in past generations. The emergence of both male

and female single-parent families is another' phenomenon

that needs to be examined in terms of the impact it may .

have on children and consequently on the teaching/learning/
\

wseling
rocess.

Back to the Basics Movement

Following the expansionist decade of the 60's in ed-

ucation where a multitude of innovations were introduced in

the schools, due in large part to federal government fund-

ing, the 70's have witnessed a strong conservative trend.

Perhalft the most identifiable recent issue related to this

,movement is the issue of competency testing for high school
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graduation. The interesting thing about this movement, as

Pipho (1979) notes, is tha, it was started by the ."man on

the street." In three short years, the movement has re-

sulted in over thirty state legislatures enacting compe-

tency testing laws. These actions reflect the society's

concern in declining SAT and achievement scores and the :

broad problem of functional illiteracy of many high school\

graduates.

The competency testing movement is a direct communi-

cation to educators from the public that it is unhappy with

the current state of learning in the schools. The regula-

tion that will follow competency legislation to enforce and

monitor competency laws will have direct effect on the pro-

cess of schooling and the responsibilities oE teachers and

administrators to insure that students are capable of dem-
,

onstrating mastery of basic skills of communication and

computation.before graduattng from high school.

Proposition 13 Fever

Since the passae of the Jarvis-Gann initiative in

California in early 1978, the "tax revolt" movement has

spkead like a brush fire across the nation. Fanned by

angry home owners whose property taxes pay for a substan-

tial portion of local education, proposed cutbacks or limi-

tations on local spending will probably emerge from state

legislatures; this movement is likely to have serious con-

sequences for education. Just how and in what ways the

movement will affect the teaching/learning process is un-
-

.known at the moment. However, where the public has the

opportunity to directly influence educational spending

through bond issue or tax referenda, there is sufficient

evidence Co believe that education will be seriously af-,

fected. We are in for difficult days ahead unless local,

state, and federal governments find more equitable ways to

' finance education with specific avoidance of the past reli-

ance on the property tax as the prime source of revenue at
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the local sChool district level.

Embedded in rhe Proposition 13 movement is'An under-

lying lack-of confidence ip public educatfon. lack of dia-
.,

cipline in the schools, increased vandalism of school prop-
.

erty, teacher assaults, grade infl4tion, lowering of stan-

dards and lowered achievement scores in general have been '

cited by. parents and critics as evickence that the sfhools

are not dOing the job.

Category II. Some Researchable Questions

In what ways has the increased use of drugs and al-

cohol influenced khe life goals and aspirations of youth?

In what yays has student use of drugs and alcohol affected

teact;er classroom behavior? What implicat'ions does this

have for preservice and inservice training of teactiers?

What relationships, if any, exist among the following: in-

crease in drug usage; increase in youth h-ime and vandal-

ism; increase in venereal disease amcng youth? What rela-

tionshiopf exist among the aforementioned problems and stu-

dent dipruptive bchavior in schools? What information and

skills do teachers need to cope with student flisruptive be7

havior? What areohe implications of student disruptive

behavior for teacher preparatipon and selection?-
%

What is the relationship between decrease in family

stability and incrgase in student disruptive behavior and

vandalism in schools? What knowledge and skills do teach-,

ers need in order to deal with Student behavior rtsulting

from unstable family life? Whatpersonal characteristics

in prospective teachers are required to relate to Itudent

needs for more personal relationships at.the secondary

level? What typ% of in4ervice training is required to en-

able teachers to relate effectively to students from un-'

stable family backgrounds?

What are the attitutes of tacpers toward the "Back
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to the Basics Movement?" WhAt knowledge and skills must

be 4cquired by sevndary teachers to itiplement competetity

testing.and basic skills improvement.programs? How aruk in

what ways will thp/comRecency testing movement affect.cur-

riculum and instuctionAl emphases in the schools? What

positive and negative effects is the basic skills and,com-

petency testing movement likely to have on teachers? What

charactaristiCs of teachers are associated with effective

basic skills instruction? . .

HoW will school programs and instructional practices

be affeeted by tax limitation initiatives? How will state

and federal mandated instructional programs be influenced

by spending limitations.imposed by local and state elected

officials?

How and in what Ways will teachers reconcile parents'

demands for stress on academics and discipline and student

needs for empathettc understanding dnd personal counseling?

CATEGORY 111. THE INFLUENCE OF SELECTED INTERNAL

FORCES ON TEACHING IN THE SCHOOLS

Within the school unvironment itself, th,,, interac-

tions among pupils, teachers, administrator6, and support

'Tersorinel have a direct impact on the teaching/learning

process. The sizo of the schoul., oiganirational ay-

rangemvot:., th k. sc..-iovconm.t' thc oth!H.

and religious backryound of ;.1114,vnt' tho rwal,

.or urban character of the suhm,I.:411 intrnc sir)ificant

ly, necordiny, to lortie (14/'!,), t.o influenc-e tho teachim/

1 earn inv, proccs:; wavs t hal t proil i :tidy or

. fully understonk

In this rovio% '
t ci no d I 1:,,nct

( .1(! i 0,7-1 , tic i il

iratIonal developv
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Pupil'Influence

'Pupils intluence Lhe teaching/learning process by

the disposition, the motiyation, and the prior knowledge

and skills they.bring to the classroom. In turn, pupils

are influenced by tHe peer culture. the climate of thc.

school and the classroom, and the manner in which they are

teeated hy adults in the learning environment.

Much has been written about the alienation of to-

day's youth Ln general and t:heir hostility toward the

Authority figmes in the school. Spady (1973) contends

that the custodial.,..control function of the school.is the

chief sourcejof strain antl potential conflict; other

sources of tension include the selection process'used to

track students into different levels of ability and the

certification (unction that ultimately results in the

'award of a high school diploma. Alienation may also stem

froM the traditional, ways 10 which schohls operate. Much

of the reward-system in today's secondary school favors

the high achieving, highly motivated student lAio is ats'

active in the .extra-curricula affairs of the school. Stu-

.dents who are unwilling or unable to achieve satisfaction

through these means tend to withdraw into alienated sub-

cultures.

The alienated youth in secondary schools tend to be

the most rebellious, tend to engagv in more acts or vandal7

ism and assault te4chers. Too often these youth find sol-

ace only in the corwany of their frustrated peers; there'is

a tendency on their part to seek escape through.the use of

drugs and alcohol.or the psychological or physical wetli-

drawal from school 40

Green (1973) states that for lower class Anglos,

Blacks, Chicanos, and other minorities education has,not

become the great fqualizer that it ha's for othpr groups.in

our ciilture. What often pmerres among these youth is that

school: becomes a pince where tIley can find a sense of iden-

titv wTth others of their ay.p mnd status cohort. A coun-
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terculwre tends to emerge that often,refiects a hedonistic

preoccupation with se1Z-satisfaction and the ere/air of a

Small adale aiternative life style that further.removes

these youth from the mainstream Of school and sociPty.

'Among middle !ind upper-middle clase youtA, another

phenomenon occurs as described by Spady and Adler (1974).

These'authors.point out. thai.overly permissive childrearing

practices and lack of atabitity in home life often result

in the.lack of developmEn of inner resources in s0..:dents

that are necessary to survive'effectiveIy in an academic

culture. Lack bf the inner resourccs of 'competitivenest.,

willingness to delay gratification, willingness to work to

comply with the strict demands and the expeetations placed

upoA them by others, handicap these,youth in their ability

to cope with the school environment.

The behhvior.described-above s well known to sec-

, ondary teachers in today's schoials. They need advice and

techniques that w1.1l allow them ttcgpe more effectively

with students that they try to teach.

Teacher Influem

It is generally concluded that most.teachers in our

culturct cothe from rhe mi,dle ranges of the Socioeconomic

strata in our society. Often cited are the clash in velues

between middle'class teachers and students who.come ifrom

lower socioeconomic classes. The axpectations that 6iddle

class teachers have for the behavior, langUage use, attenH

tion to learning, and the sanctions and iewards used often

differ radically from those values held by students. Often,

teachers are not enuipped with the understanding of student

subcultures and their values nor are they equipped to deal

with the overt rejection of their authority by students.

Spady (1974) contends that teachers must first find

ways to establish rapport with Students by projecting a

concern Lor them as individuals; he advises teachers to

develop R sense of security and cMnfidence in pupils before
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attempting to impose or legitimize control mechadisms or

achievement expectations. The key variable that appears to

influence potential student achievement; accok-ding to Spady,

is the ability to project empathy and concern: this is

likely to promote the conditiens for voluary compliance

by students and increase the likelihoo4<f learning. How-
,

ever, 'perceived empathy must be combined with a role Model -

of teaching excellence in order to achieve maximum results.

n a similar vein, Green (1974) notes that the development

of a positive self-concept in Black students is the key

vdriable in increasing the likelihood of academic achieve-.

ment of Black students.

Dreeban (i973) caitions us to remember the fact that

teaching, by and large, is a self-directed and isolated'

process. With all the uncertaireties and unpredictabilities

that are-inherent in the culture and its students, the

teacher is likely to be more of a reactive agenethan a

proactive agent in managing the learning process. .This

means tHat a teacher must he ahl, to respond quickly' to the

,eonstantly changing events in the ulassroom.

Influence of Principals 4

There is no question in the mind of author that

the key variable that difen2ntiates among effective, mar-

ginal, and ineffective schmols is the role model of the

principal and the positive' peetcption of that role ?Fr, the

faculty. A series of ..tudies conducted by Yillinms, Wati,

Martin and Berchen (1974) confirms this finding.

Critical to the effective functioning of the school

is a caring and supportive posture 1,rojected by the princi-

pal tor his/her facull-y. To the extent 0-!.-It the faculty

perceive this, they rend to be mutually supportive and .:ap-

aoke of working together effictively to achieve both per-

'fli 1ri Irn-ri.tutienal goals. The principal who nlace

inst:tutional goals above :,ersonal concerns for facility

achieves les!: productivity from his/her faculty and is



perceived.less favorably.

Leaderphip ability is critical to the effectivenyss

of the vincipal. The°Successful grincipal knows when to

intervene'aggreesively with factilty and when to withdraw;

he/yPifi; knows how to organike productive meetings, how to

A share deci61on-making afid hoWkto'proviAle feedback to staff.

, The powerful principal, described by Liberman (1973), uses

G mixed set of strntegies depending upon the condition en-

countered within 1141e school at a given time: A judicious

use o'r strategies combined with an expressed concern for

.each faculty member t.ends,to make the scbool.a dynamic

place for faculty and students.

Students similarly reapond to.a!principal's leader-

ahip. They respect and respond to a caring approach that,

is combined with a feix and consistent application of an

explicit set pf behavioral Otpectation of all atudents.

Organizationalspevelopment

In the pest ten years there has been an attempt to

apply,principles of social psychology used effectively in

.ial 2ettings to improve the organizational effective-

ness of rmhools. Schmuck, Rurkel, Miles and Getz.els, among

others, have been 114:tiv in reerarth and development actfv-

ities of this type. Organizational Development (OD) places

a previum on the development of ocganizational health as
-

mardtcsteJ in problem-solvipg capabilities of a school fact

uity. 'Me schoól ppt individuals within it, .is the uait

of antl:/sis and thEr'ctbject of the effort. OD specialists

intervene with tra:ning programs, data feedback, confront-a-

tion. and ;3:cocoas observations to provide faculty with the

"skills to became effective problemlsolvers. Among the com-

petkncies that they seek to develop in faculties are the

foliowt.ng: increasing communication effectiveneNs, improv-

ing gooi setting unibvering and working with conflict, im-

proving grlup proedUres, making decisions. 'The goals Rf

Organiiationnl Ren2wig (OR) for schools, are similar to the
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4goals tf OD.

.A

The rese.arch findinFs of Schmuck and Runkel (1977),

,Schmuck and Miles (1971), and Williams, Wall, Martin and

Berlhen (1974) indicate that OD and OR techniques do cyvate

in tchool faculties the ability'to adapt ro hhange and en-

gage effectively in school improvement activities.

The gendal shortcoming of OD and OR research to

date is the inability to relate faculty effectiveness to

increased student learning on a broad scale. The research7

ers cited above acknowledge that the ultimate criterion for

guccess must be dir.eet behefits to students. This remains

to be demonstrated.

'CATEGORY ;IA, SOme Researchable Questions

What teacher characteristics interact positively

with empathetic approaches to students from different so-

ioeconomic levels? What predictor variables are. most

highly associated wit P effective teaching behaviors with

secondary school alienated youth? How can these predictor

variables be used in s6rzenihg teachers for training and

placement? What classroom instructional/counseling techni-
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ques are positively related to enhanced self-concepts in

students from minority group0 How can preservice 'Ind in-

serVice training experiences be organized to assisOteach-

ors in providing effective personal interactiv$ skills with

a4ienated youth? What personal-social characteristics of

COchers are,required to interact effecriveirwith students'

,---Aack of "inner resources?" What types of paWnr. effective-
. \

ness training programs can be implemented in sChools, col-
,

leges and adult education programs to enhance the develop-
,

ment of "inner resources" in public school students? What

typed of teacher training experience, pre- and inservice

/are likely to produce teachers who can communicate effec-

tively with alienated youth? How can secondary teachers be
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-.trained and retrained to provide a balanced empathetic and

academic role model for youth?

In what ways is expreved teacher job qatisfaction I

related to efteCtive teaching behavior? Can organizational

development and organizattonal renewal strategies be di-

rectly related to student achievement outcomes?

In what specific ways is rhe effective tii-incipal

role'related to changes in teacher classroowbehavior?

What inservice teacher training experiences are likely to

Cflispose teachers to participate effectively in organiza-

tional development activities'in schools?

Conclusion

o

The problem o'f which social forces operating in the

culture at large are mop: potent with respect Co pleir in-

fluence on teachers, tlk teacherilear*ing process,'srudent

learning and teacher training is a specnlative, question at,

bent and will likely remain so fOr some time. Untp re-

searchers, pfactitioners, and theorists are.able to identi-

fy (and agree upon specific and p;ecisely defined variables

and identify the functional felatNonships that exist among

'4 them, l.itt4e progress can be made in the attempt to assess

the 'Pervasive influences of social forces in ed6cation.

The lack of a.comprehensive theoey that would ac-
t

'
count for social force variables and their interactions in

the school cnvirc'rnment is a serious disadvantage. The gen-

eral lack of appropriate researth'Muthodology, cited by

lierriot and Muse (1971), to determine school'effects is

another serious disedvantage.

One area of social influence that shows promise as a

prototyp'e for study is the issue of competency testing. .

Docilmentation as to the origin of thi:c issue as a social

fox-Le is recorded by the Fducatton Commission ,of the Staten.

The direct impact on teachers with req)ect to their respon-
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di(:ibilities and teaching requirements is.erelatively straight-

r,forward with respect to basic communioation and computation

skills. The ultqmate effect on student learning is also

witnin the reach of test and measurement speci"alists. Thus,
,

we may have in the study of competency testing a prototype .

study that could east a tight on the problems and the ,p.ro'b-

pects of an attempt to trace the influence of a social

force, through the teacher to teaching/learning process to

the student.
4
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THE ESSENTIALS OF MULTICULTURALISM IN THE

CONTEXT OF TEACHER EDUCATION. RESEARCH:

A PROJECTIVE OVERVIEW

James B. Boyer

Kansas State University

Perhaps more than any other aspect of the 6haracter-.,

istics of American education, concepts'of MultiFulturalism

have had difficulty gaining both academic respectability

within teacher education and within the context of instruc-

tional delivery.in public elementary and secondary schools.

rot only has the tonic been misused, misunderstood, and

understudied, it has her rejected as a critical entity

because it forces,us torre-examine so many of our practices,

policies, and research endeavors. 'Varying definitions'have

permeated the professional literature and attention to

these definitions has consumed much of-the energy which

might have been employed in program regeneration and imple-

mentatiou. It should be remembered, howevert that the

academic rese4rcher and the Americah teacher (including

teacher educators) were an socialized in the context of

our aociety which is plagued by many of the problems of

economic, political, educational, social, and.moral,deca-
_

dence described a decade earlier in Teachers for the Real

World, the summary of our icrobldnis which was publishet by

the American Association of Colleges for Teacher.Education.

Considering this, the context of schooling today is charac-

terized by realities whtch not only seem unfamiliar to the

traditional teacher education researcher, but which reflect

difficulty in declaring relationships essential to the

thrust of multiculturalism in imerican education.
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Two concepts must be mentioned, however, before we

identify the direction of this discourse: the first is the

use of the term, context. Historically, context has been

defined as "parts of a discourse surrounding a passage

which can throw light upon its Meaning." Often, statebents

repeated "out of conteXt" can coMpletely distort the'mean-

ing or reverse it. The use of context in this paper is de-

signed to build a fr lework within which instructional de-

livery takes place--dt 1 within whio0 teacher educatioh re-

search may be conducted which would recognize and respect

61e essentials of multiculturalism in American education.

Context, then, directs attention to the §f_c_t_ing within which

our intellectual efforts emerge. That settiuig does influ-
s

ence the quality, characteristics,.nature, 'ex'tent and impact

oi those efforts. t

, .. The second concept.is multiculturalism. At this

point, our definition will be limited tp the following:
._

mukticulturalism is the specific, intentional inclusionlof

., knowledge, concepts and perceptions of persOns and entities

of non-European ancestty into the curriculum, research

framework and instructional delivery systems of schooling

in America. (Instructional delivery systems include poli-

cies, practices and c(ntent emphasis of schooling at every 1'

bevel with,Ifull recognition that thpse mold the attitudinal

and cognitiNle growth patterns or persons in our society.)

Later, 4r7e. s )all elaborate on the dynamics of multicultural-

ism and cito the reasons for its existence and impact.
( ..N

Purposes of This Paper

Within this document, three basic purposes will be

attempted in an effort to summarize and list selected key

elements of/concern which might influence some of the re-

search projected for teacher education. In an effort 0
explore issues in teacher education;with implicationl fOr

research (specifically reSearch 'ielated to multicultural-

ism), the following aspects are included:
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(1) The citing of selected recent research and theo-
reticil bases involved with the conconts of mul-
ticulluralism in American education.

(2) Making'contributions to an expanded (hnt opera-
tional) definition of multicultural educa-
tion designed to be useful to researcherl,
classroom practitioners, and educational policy-
makers.

(3) ,The citing of pressing issues and concerns re-
lated to multiculturalism which warrant serious
future research attention within teacher educe-
tion--with some reference to priorities am9ng
these.

Within the last few years, the concept of multicul-

turalism within academic ciicles has gained in momentum as

a natural progression from segregation to desegregation to

integration. Anxious to move fromothe mere removal of caste

system legislation to*deeper, more comnrehensive iptellec-
.

ual behaviors, the academic communily moved to leg'itimatize

its efforts related to the social context of research and,

cJeative endeavor. Thus, rhe concept of multiculturalism

energed with accompanying implicationa, iinferences, ancl con-

clusions germane to teaching, teacher education and academic

research.

Multicultural Research, Activity! A 'selected Overview

Because the birth of multiculturalism eMerged from

the racial/ethnic overtones of school desegregatiop, much

of the early research efforts associated with multicultural-

ism resulted in stilted studies comparing Caucasian achieve-

ment with that of non-Caucasian learners at every conceiv-

able level of public education. These were not 'only demean- !

ing to the full legitimacy of teacher education research,

but they served no real purpose and did 'little to promote

he racist notions of those conducting the studies.' Hope-

fully, we have begun to move from those studies to a more

legitinv te thrust of h,man dignity, academic horesty, and

researct integrity. Aside from the brief mentitm to two
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smite, (St. John, 1970; andsYawkey, 1973), relating to

pupil athievement and pupil attitude, our emphasis shall be

on studies which eXamine the institutions of higher educa-

tion which prepare teachers, or on substantive studies of

content with.implications for teacher training and pupil,

growth as tetal human beinga in a racially diverse society.

Nancy H. St. John complied studies (reported in the Review

of Educatienal Research as faF back as 1970) suggesting that

fo1lowing desegregation, subjects generally perform no

wrse,and,,in mopt inst nces, better. Desegregation in

Washington, D.C., brouvt.an uPgrading in educational

achievement and in Louloville, it gave a psychological

boost to teachers. Thomas Yawkey (1973) found that reAing

and discussing selecled multiethnic social studies materials'

by thc teacher with an urban white early childhood class

indicated i statistically significant attitude change (with

seven year olds) in a direction favorable to the American'

Black.

Reeearchers like James Banks, Carl Grant, Jane

Mercer, and Robert Williams have all attacked institutional.

practice regarding multicuttural entities, and their

work is widely known. The classic work of Hunter.(for the

AACTE) related to multiculturalism and competency based

education, though never given the attention by the academic

community which it warranted, stands on its own as a piece

of research loaded with implications for future,effort. In

another vein, research with a more direct set of implica-

tions for teacher education include the fonowing: Ronald

Lantaff's study (1975) of the desegregated curriculum as

peroeived by elementary teachers in the.Midwest found that

some teachers perceived multiculturalism as a compensatory

eflOrt in those cities where large numbers of minority

learners were enrolled. This limited perception calls for

immediat attention to the preparation programs which gradu

ated these experienced and recently inducted teachers. In.

1977, the Association for Supervigion and Curriculur Devr:1-
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opment (A.49) Multic ltural Fducati-n Co=ission cited

several strategies fo encouragine multicultural education
\

in public schools. Yvrtiv Ricard Johnson's study (1974) of

ethnic diversity in longuage And literature ilstruction in

secondary schools found that teachers a.t. the secondary level

hall 'not been given extensive help in this dimension, either

by the preservice progrin-, or 4/their workshop-inservice

experiences.

Elnora nsherne !oativ, in 1i74, investigated the per-

ceptions of teaching reading to culturally different Black

children and found a reluctance on the part of reading

teacher Iducators to acknowledge the ohallenge of cultural

diversity in reading instruction..

Mack Henington (1978) studies the impact of intensive

multicultural irstruction on.prw.ervice secondary teachers

an,' found a significant difference in the knowledge lemel
\

betwe,n the control group and the experirental group bo6t

immediately iollowine the treatment and several weeks later.

Yvonne Luster (1977) studied the college reading pro-

grams serving reluctant readers at the initial collegiate

level and found that matetials employed in-chepteaching of

reading had tremendous imPact on motivation and achievement.

Joseph Follin (1977) completed an historical study of

Black American cfIntribuLions to the fields of science, medi-

cine, 1Tiv6ntion, and techfiblogy and discovered new insight

into the marriage of science and history in addition to

numerous scientific fact': which had previously been grtissly

undereMph&sized. 1

David Washburn's study of multicultural curriculum

practices in Pennsylvania schools ,..,vealed a gradual move-

ment away from Black studies to multiethnic studies with

a varety of courses being offered to Pennsylvania secondary.

students.

Frederick Harris (1978) studied the collegiate social

science experience,.. of students in historically Black col-

leges and founa that porceptions regardieg thoir usefulness
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for improving the plight of the Black community was average,

but his study stimulated the thinking of social science

divisions regarding their academic/social responsibility.

(Sociallscience divisions are responsible fa much of the

core curriculum of teacher education.)

Wilma Longstreet's (1978) research (Aspects of

Ethnicity) provided new insight into the magnitude of obser-

vational. techniqUes as functional research tools. Our pre-

occupation,with traditional research methoaology has left

"St void in the rich quality,of action research which can

emerge from ethnically diverse school settings. Longstreet

employed the'observational technique extensively in her re-

search.

Milton Kleinpeter (1975) studied the use of multi-

ethnic materials by selence teachers in.three states and

discovered a tremendous reluctance po even consider such

factors as part of scientific responsibility in instruc-

tirnal delivery.

Sandra Williams (1978) studied the inclusion of

minority literary authors included in the English programs

of dersitments preparing teachers in English and drew her

sample from AACTE-approved inSatutions. She found very

little awareness of and'usefulness of Mexican-American

authort, Black authurs, and 'Native American authors. Some

of.the responses actually considered such research effbrt

and inclusions to be of sublevel significance in the pre-

paration of English teachers.

Andrew Edwards (1978) studied the curriculum of

schosls of social work regarding their inclusion of ethnic'

Minority content in the preparation of social workers (for

an informal coMOrrison with teacher education programs) and

found very little such activiW. '441e.did find, however, that

larger 'cities (presumably where there was a larger minority

enrollment ). tended to have greater involvement in such

course activity with social workers.

Robert L. Williams edited an issue of the Journal of
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ATrOTAlleric,In_IS:11 (1975) devoted entirely to testing,

.,.easuremet, and ;fro-Americans in which numerous inferences

were made rer,rdin; the insrittitional racism which permeates

the testing industry and the academic community whose ovei-

concern Yith tet scores by minority persons on "essentially

racit tes:. instruments" would require a conference call to

itself.

harb,ra Bacon Epps.(1977) studies the teacher educa-

tion precn itils of early childhool eeachers in historically

Black colleres and found limited laboratory experiences

beinr provided. She also found growing interest in expand-

ing these programs, manyef which had recently reached the

point whel.e states would certify early childhood teachers.

The above studies, many ,of whi2h are drawn from dis-

sertation Abstracts, sugrest a trend in the direction of

mbre substantive multicul!ural research because of their

relationshiptto the teacher preparation institutions and he-

cawae theix recency reflect what teacher education practi-

tioners agree to permit candidates to pursue as their ini-

tial research effort. Certainly this trend is not full

scale with teacher educators, hut_ with the National insti-

tute of Iducation, with the multicultural thrthit of the

Anerica!1 Association of Collees for Teacher Education, with

th,! National Afliance of Blacl' School Educators, and the

Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development--re-

search practice will elevate it,alf -from the limite'd focus

of compari ion studie!:.to a broader, functional state through

wbich insiiht mav he rained for the design, the focus and

!hi result :. of tutor( teacher education reseacch.

Toward ln Expanded Concept of rulttcultural Education .

!)A2cau!,e the no!ion of multicultural education has so

r:mificatiorY, we 1.ave elected to confine our concept

rilAtim1,;hip,, '4) teacher education which is the source of
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cfrrriculum content for public schools--and that curriculum

betomes the basis for decisions of persons who are.accul-

tvreted through it. Initially, we restrict our definition

froweducation to curriculum. This is because "education"

(as a concept) is so broad that it is difficult to refine

itA borders and limitations. Our use of the term, curricu-

lum suggests that our reference is to that part of the

school's program which is planned, measurable, coordinated,

designed, and whieh we expect the school practitioner/

.teaceriadministrator to articulate, implement, evaivate,

and refine. Sucti a component (curriculum) includes the

.
transmission and analysis of values reflecting cross-cul-

tural emphasis. It further incorporates the utilization

of instructional techniques which focter respect and apere-

ciation for persons who are racially or ethnitally different

from each other. rinally, it seeks the enhancement of human

awareness which recognizes and utilizes the Black experi-

ence, tho.,,Spanish speaking impact (as well as other bilin-

gual combinations), and the Native American (Indian)

dignity within the daily interactions of- a culturally

pluralistic school program.

'Multicultural Knowledge

The multicultural curricUlum is designed to broaden

the knowledge base of learners regarding practices of

stereotyping and discriminating reflected through the his-

torical exclusion of this data (cognitive data) about non-

White Americans. Such knowledge includes:

(1) Knowledge of persons/groups who made contribu-
tions to our culture whose identities were
non-European. This is now extended to include
minorities and women.

(2) Perspectives of persons/groups whoseideas,
perceptions and attitudes were historically

- omitted from the decision-makinp settings on

economic, edeeational, political, and social

matters,
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(3) Understanding of istsues and problems affeicting
those groups who are ethnically differene and
economically less able than the majority of
American citizens.

(4) The heritape of even more groups whose psy-
chological surVival in America has depended
on having role models, iqes, and patterns
from which to build their career lives and
personal'lives.

At the same time that suciliknowledge is being

shared, there must be an equal commitment to the originai

goals of multicultural educktion: the
t

elimination of

racism, sexism, elitism, and related social ills which

plague our eountry. Without feserviition, multicultural V

curriculuM acc pts the challenge of its role to reduce

conflict, ercrich the lives of gulurally different people
4

as well as others, and ta serve as a change agent for'the

educational hierarchy which controls research and practice.

The anthropological concept of culture is extreme4y
broad and includes the physiological, psychologi41,
sociological dimensions-of a proup of people. Mul-
ticultural studies ate those .instructional sequences
which att(mpt to req,ect the totality of American
culture, not througl*assimilation, 'Alt through ac-
culturation. They address themaelves to both the
stmilarities and differences among people within
the framework of eaual rei?ect for these traits,
(Boyer & Boyer, 1,475)

Multicultural Studies ,

0.4

Why are these concepts ref, 7red to as multicultural

studies? We hold the theoretical basis that there is a

(1) culture of powerty, (2) a culture of middle income

"western civilization" Caucasian socialization, (3) a cul-

ture of non-European, non-western, non-middle income life-

Atyles, and the list is much,longer. It should be pointed

'out, however, that these same notionl gre treated under

other headings or titles: multi-ethnic, non-sexist (duca-
..).
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tion; urban education;,minority studies; cultural pluralism;

bilingual-bicultural studies;. and occasionally--studier of

ethnology, studies of ethnicity; studies of ethnocentiism.

In still other,settings, these efforts are handled complgte-

ly by traditional;social science researchers and'treated as

,.any other cultural variation. To be sure there are differ-

ences but they are beyond the,s,00pe of this_paper.
1

Research Issues to Be Addres'sed (Re: 11u1ticu1tura1ism0

,Aft

4

part of the complexity Of treating teacher education

researeh has evolved from the academic Community's limited

concept of research activity. There is still fierce commit-

rnent to the traditional experimental studies which comPare

elhnic/racial identities. Needed research muat include the

following designs and/or categories:
, X

(1) Action researe, on the multicuatural knowledge
level. Such studies would attempt to increase
the basic knoWledge level of 'researchers re-
garding the interaction of people who are dif-
ferent from each other.

(2) Histori.cal research de§igned to re-d(irect the
monocultural historicel thrust of'teacher edu-
cation. Such studies would explore the nature
of content (see Joseph Fuller, 1977). '

(3) Tileuly IfuildiT9i, research designed to explore
new theories which employ a different perspec-
tive on similar issues. (For example, the
Robert L. Williams (1975) studies on testing
drawn from the perspective of diverse research-
er identity.)

(4) Creative research on multicultural topics in the
humanities. There is particular need for crea-
tive research in the Arts, Music, Drama, Film,
Poetry, Dance Folklore, Literature and Communi-
cations. These areas have greaf impact on
teacher training related to value declaiation
(as Well as clarification). of
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(5) Experimental research (not to determine achieve-
metl% in traditio,lal matter) but to determine
changes in total perspective--particularly err.
playing longitudinal. sttdies.

Teacher edpcation changes slowly, but direct research

effort which attacks the institutional praCtices as well as

the substantive content emphasis of monocultural ,education

will help to redirect public education. It is stron ly felt

that teacher education is the seed for the American curricu-

lum. We have experienced a teacher education curr culum

.(both pre-professional and professional) which has been es-

sentially racist, sexist, and elitist. There ha,J been aca-

demic racism, institutional racism, and scholastic elitism.

(We have deliberately de-emphasized sex discrimination in

tea:her education in this paper. It is our hope that it is

treated elsewhere in these documents.)

. gigh Priority Research Needs (Re: Multiculturalism)

l'

Considering the triple roles of teacher education

(preservice, induction' and inservice), it is difficult to
,

prioritize research needs. However, the issues are so num-

erous that we listed our, priorities from within the_frame-

,work of widespread "curriculum bias" and "ingtructional

discrimination," hoping to xeduce and eliminate both. Our

priorities for institutional studies as well as indi4idUa1 .

s udies follow:

7
(1) Studies of authorships of required textbooks in

teacher educat4on experiences. How much basic
literature is there compared to authenticrrEir-
pture?

(2) Studies on images presented of various profiles
in teacher education materials. Such studies
have been undertaken by the Council on Inter-
racial Books for Children and other Aroups---for
public school textLooks. College bOoks need the
same kind of studies.
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(3) Studies on specigic disciplines:for their icien-
tides of multi-dthnic, non-sexist entities.
Rei Name two Black playwrights, two Mexican-
American historians, two Women scientists, two
Native American writer48, and two PuertolAican
politicians.

(4) Studies on."Ractices and collections of teacher
education libraries. How monocultvral are the
holdings? To what extent do teaoher education
learners get exposure to culturally pluralistic
writings hnd professio 1 literature?

(5) Studies on cross-racial, inter-ethpic, and other

1
relationships within the teacher educatio con-
text. TheN4ubtle nature of racist, elit' .1. t be- 4..

haviors and their impact on teacher education
candidates. i ,..

(6).Studie8 (In cross-racial motivati )11 to eytel in
teacher roles as well as the na;ure of trust
relationshIps (preservice, induttion, and
inservice).

. r
V

(7) Studies'on the impact of "being
-
a minority" in,.

a teacher education setting. Some,institutions
still do not consider this a critical essential
for training even in student-teaching experi-
ences. Cross-racial teaching and learning are
realitiei of the 10'0.

(8) Studies on practiqs of media programs, media
centers, learning benters and the impact of
yilual imagery

4
in teacher education programs.

(9) Studies on ":quality control techniques" in teach-
er Alucation programs. These "appear" to be fair
and equitable strategies for maintaining high
quality teache r! personnel in NCATB-approved pro-
grams. The actual practice ih'.ditceiving.

4I

Toward New Research Designs and Authenticity

Summarily, the essentials of mu1ticu1tura4ism in re-

search include! (1) new perspectives o, n research design,

(2) broader thrust on teacher education research topicsto

include toptcs which further analyze the institutions in

which teachers are prepared, (3) continued theoretical con-
.

structs which tie the dimensionsiof our social/academie re-

lationships together--employille khe.dynamies ofochool

10,1 224
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desegregation, curriculum/desegregation, affirmative action,

equal ethployment opportunities and like factors in the de-

velopment of these theoretical constructs. There must also

be serious research effort dirlected at the administrative/

policy making relationships which exist in:teacher education0

contexts--and the impact of these relationships on subordi-

nate level'instruction and evaluation.

Not every aspec of these issues will lend itself to

traditional research effort. Many will have to emerge from

totally new.ideas, designs and prqcedures. Particularly

urgent is the need for new levels of authenticity within

teacher education which would employ ethnically diverse

researchers in teacher eaucation research,
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A ,fRAMEWORR'FOR IDENTIFYINC FUTURE RESEARCH QUESTIONS

RELATED TO TEACHER EDUCATION IN THE UNIVERSITi,CONTEXT

Lou M. Carey

Arizona State University

A cursory reyiew of teacher education literature

demoR4trates ehat research tn the context of the university

hits taken a' multitude of dtrections. Given the variety of
,types and volumes of research that exist, it, would appear

,

to be useful to dev, op a framework from which future Te-.

search Can be systi,matically..generated, rather than simply

to summarize otieclassify existing works on the influenc'ef

university contextual elements on teacher education. ;There-

fore this paper will propose a structure through which re-.
..,

search questions 'can be systematically identified.

The context of the university, as psEd in this paper,

means the operatiOnal elements of the university that can

and do affect instructional.pr4,rams.' These elements in,

elude such considerationm a6 fun ing, political and sociai.

environments, and resourc. Thi broad definition will be-

come operational in following sections of the paper.

There are different approaches one can take to iden-

tify reiearch questions that are relevant to education Lam.
, .

tlie context of the university. One approach would bt to,

isolaie the elements that make up 'a university Context and

rry to analyze them. This static approach would llad to

very broad, global research questions that might well lack.

a stropg data base; e.g., surveys of the role,of various

teachers and a071inistr1tors, or course stquences. These

studif,s are useful in helping educators understand general-

ly what they Are doing, and they often provide helpful
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information.

Another approach to identifying new research ques-

tions would be to analyze the relationship between elements

of the university context and desired or imposed college"

goals. This second, more dynamic approach recognizes the

evolutionary change that colleges continually undergo. In

this paper, the dynamic approach to developing a framework

from which research questions can be identified will be

explored.

. First, a general framework for analyzing university

context elements together with college goals will be of-

fered. The framework will help ensure that research ques-

tions proposed are not iocused in specialized areas that

Lire only currently popular. Second, the framework is used

as a basis to develop a detailed example of contextual re-

search questions in one Jelected area of teacher education.

General Framework

Benefits. There are several benefits tu using a

framework to consider contextual research questions in

teachei education. One is that researchers are compelled

to focus on'broad areas of operational issues rather than

on thOse that are now in favor or promoted by special inter-
.

est groups. Another benefit is that contextual issues rele-

vant to.teacher education programs are analyzed as they re-

late to goals or directions in the programs., Using this

dynamic approach, the evolutionary nature of the teacher

education discipline is stressed. When operating proce-

tUres are analyzed in relation to college and teacher edu-

cation goals, the waly in which they interact becomes clear-

er. An analysis of operational procedures and program
;

goals illustrates the scope and complexity of identifying

relevant research questions,relating to the university con-

text of preservice and inaervice education.

Constraints. There are also constraints involved in

using a framework to help identify research directions. In



order to discuss the context of educational programs in the

university, both operating elements and program goals are

described in categories. The categories selected are often

not all inclusive nor are they necessarily diperete. Re-

gardless of these limitations, categories are used to en-

able a discussion of reSearch questions using on organiza-

tional framework. Each category is not presented as defini-

tive but rather as a brieflist for exemplary purposes.

Contextual elements. The two primary categories of

information Used to compare interactions'and identify re-

search questions are the contextual elements of operating

universities and the progriam goals of a college. These

elements include all those coi,siderations necessary in the

business of operating an institution. Some specific ex-
,

'amples of these elements are the organizational and gover-

nance structure of the institution, personnel policies,

administrative philosophies, revenue generation and allo-

cation, and facilities. Table 1 includes the 'general

framework used to analyze research directions for teacher

education. The general context elements associated with an

institution are listed in the column at the left of the

matrix in this Table.

The second category of considerations to be com-

pared is teacher education program goals. There are many

goals that could be listed in Table 1; however, only a few

are included here as examples. The nature and scope of the

goals included in the matrix will vary with the particular

college using the framework to identify research directions.

Sample program goals included for this analysis are: (a) .

increased relevance in teacher education, (b) accountabii-

ity for both skills of graduates :jf teacher education pro-

grams and skills of faculty directing teacher education

programs, (c) increased relevance in the teacher certifi-

catio and recertification program, and (d) effective use

of teclInologieal advanLements in teacher education both to

increase learning effiiciency and to lower the costs of

731
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TABLE I

A Framework
1

for Analyzin! g Contextual Effects on Change In Teacher EducatIgntPrograms

Progrem Goals In Teacher Education

%

,

Context
Elements

Relevance of
nol-67F-Educa-
flow to the Job
of Teaching
(Field Based
Prograise)

Accountability Cirtification _AfplicatIon of Etc.

of Classroom
Teachers Edu-
cated In en In-
stiturlon end
the Faculty Mho
Trained Them

i--........

1,

sit Clessrom
Teachers and
Promotion Mith-
in Teachl4g end
Other Education
Related Jobe

_

NirlreriiiIage,
tho Integration
of EvistTng
Knowledge, and
Implementation
of Technics!
Advancement

Personnel ..

Facilities,

Material and
Equipment '

,

I

tI.Budget

)

Organizational
Structuros

.

di
--

.

Ties
-

.

Stenderd
Operating
Procedure

.

Philosophical
Orientation

er

-r.

1

..-

.

-

Political
Climate

Etc.
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instruction.

To focus on research isstes that illustrate the

interaction between program goals and contextual 'laments

of the university, find the point at which the two interseci

in Table 1. The blank spot at the intersection can be

filled with unanswered quevtions about how best to operate

the institution to either facilitate or hinder the acqui-

sition of program goals.

Research questions can be identified through a review

.of how context elements affect the college in reaching its

program goals. Examples of information that might be ob-

tained through research are the directions 'from which pres-

sure comes to change program ioals; whether the university

appears to enhance, hinder, or redirect changes in Prokrams;

information-about the eonseouences for current operations

brought "about by the teacher education_department moving

toward new goals; an21 information'about how current univer-

sity politics affect progress toward, achieving goals; e.g.,

direction. pace, coscs, performance.

All kinds of research methods are necessary 0 ex-.

plore emerging research.questions into phe effects of the

university context on its educational proerams in the col-

;lege of education. There is a need for experimental re-

search at both basic and applied levels. Comparisons of

different,procedures for effectiveness in terms of time,

money, performance, and attitudes must be made. Statut re-

search is required to Hentify what colleges want to do,

what they are currently doing, and how they might 1,etter

achieve or change their instructional prograt. priorities.

Action research that can illuminate' conditions, priorities,

treatments, and provide new insights into int.erpreting data

obtained in the field with a Iariety of role groups is

called for. Evaluation is needpd to identify program 'goals,

desiy,n and monitor operatinr docedures, and assess re-

sources, processes and products achieved wit', a particular

teacher educatioT prorram. Policy research can be useful

2i)



to examne the potential impact of changing university

policies on college goals and vice versa.

The 'utak uf researching university influenceu on

instructional programs is great. The work re.quired in this

field cf research is not limited to those who currertly

'consider themselves researchers: There is research work

for all of us who are imielved in planning and understand-

ing teacher education in the context of the university.

Detailed Example

Although the model propobed is generic, when it is

used by a particular college of educaton, the questions

generated at the intersect are institutionally specific and

not necessarily generalizable. There are many questions

that could be included at each intersecting point. One de-

tail'ed example of the generation of research questions,

using the proposed framework, may illustrate how to focus
-

on questions that relate teacher education program goals,t1'

the context of the university.

The teachei education"goal selected for use in the

example is the movement frol university centered preservice

and inservice teacher education programs to decentralized

or field-based programs. This move is basically supported

by the desire of educators to make the education of teach-

ers more relevant to the task of teaching. The movement

toward field-based programs was sAected for this exarvle

because it is a general goal of colleges thmikhout the

country. Additional fOderal and state money is beim in- /

vested in universities to design and deliver more relevant(

teacher education proprams. The addition of external fundk)

to reviler college budgets creates more pressures on col-

leges. The goal of moving teacher education programs to

the field to increase their relevance is not shared with

equal enthusiesm by all faculty members or administrators

within a college, or by institutional administrators within

a univorsity. As a result, field-based programs are often
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launched without adequate research into the effects the cur-

reni universty context will have on them. Because of the

rapid move (into the field, the area of field-based pviograms

in universities sh,Juld be rich in contextual research (ides-
.

tions for the next seveVal years,

There are three major components included in the ex-

ample in Table 2. The-first is ale general operational

elements such as personnel and facilities that are associ-

ated with most institutions. They are listed in the.first

column in Table 2, The second component is included in

column two, and it includes spec;fic topics of each generaliul Fcr example, personnel elements_that

are important in the context of the university are person-

nel selection, promotion, and' tenLite practices. The thir.c1

component in column three includes Kample research ques-

tions that relate to the interaction between the college.

program goal, field-based programs, and the university con-

text elements of personnJ1 and facilities.

Several observations can be made after studying the

detailed examrle of the framewnrk.for identifying research

questions. The first is that fnr every general institu-

tional operating element that is identified, there are a

number of contextual considerations that impact ale element

In a university settinr. In thc.area of personnel there

are many contextual elements that affect selecti4-and re-

tainng facu/ty, administrators, and staff members vlin..work

in field-based teacher education proyrams.

A second observation 'is that when specific institu-

tional context elements are considered relative to,the al

ni movirv teachur education to a field base, resew-ch ques-

tions are raisod for each cleicnt. The mple questions

presented iu the example in Table 2 are but a few of those

that came quicklv to rind.

Another obYcrvltion t110 the re,;carch otttior:

can all he hr()1.on int(, Con

,;ider the quo,,tion.; related t(' the yeneral practice of
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TABLE 2
Re :search Questions Relating University Context Elea lents to the Teacher

Education Program Goal of Developing More Relevant Prorams

College iktels In Teacher Educetion ,

Develop More Relevant Teacher Education Through Field-Based
Preservicrind inservit Teacher Education

ZINIS

Context
Elements

SMINU.

Personnel

Ur !versify Context for
General Considerations

Example Rasearch Questions

Selection

Pr omot I on

Soo cen school dist lot pers,nnel rm effectively used in the administration, planning.
Implementation, on assessment of fisid-based proServIce and inservice programs?

mow can advanced students In graduate programs he ffectively employed In R&D, instruc-
tion, evaluation or management in fleid-based programs?

r
What skills and attitudes are needed by CoL faculty to design, develop, and deliver
teacher training programs in the field? ,

What critrla shcxild bs used to hire Cof: fealty to design, !svelr,), deliver, and
assess field-based teacher education ptograms?

What ar the mar aus facets tf working In a frid-based program: research, development
Instruction, consultant, management, evaluation, ccermmication, and public relations?

Is there natural sequence In learning ana ref InIng tasks related to being a faculty
member In a f leid-besed pr, yam (e.g., (1) instruction, (2) assessment, (3) development,
and so forthl and should promotion be tossed upon excellence in all arees at'once or In

some prescribed sequence of areas?

Are t.,Jrent crlItcp Ind university prnmotional srhemes at odds with learning to becowe
an excellent field-based CoE faculty member?

,111F



1.

vl
Tenure Aro xperienced oa tenured faucity members interested In field-based programs?

Are there any facets of field-tossed programs that Intereat tenured faculty (design,
development, researct, evaluation, delivery, management)?Tr_
What facets of field -based programs are mdst disliked by tenured faculty?

Are.the of tenured faculty keeping up with needs and develop4enti In field-
based Pro() ? .

facilities University What university facilities are needed to support fled -based teacher. ucation programs
fe.g., library, computers, Institutional reSsarch Opability, schedul , data
processing, ul,cement, recruiting, etc.)?

I4m con unlve slty facilities be tapped for maximum benefit to field-hosed studerls,
faculty member" and admfnist ators?

1.1111.1111M111

College Of what benefit are college classro ras, labor,torles, and other Instructional areas to
field-based programs?

AIIMMOIMMMMM

Schools

20.1NNINMNIIINE=11111111W.

Materials
en1

Equipment

Hor con college facilities In data processing, management, counseling,,romodlatIon,
advertising, and recruitment bo used to maximize college potential?

Hoe ShUgid Oxistinl Coilligft space pe divided io weximizo us. Of specs for researd"
design, development, program dellwary, program evaluotlen for field-based programs?.

Research, :,evelopment
Instructional, end
Administrative Mate-
riels and Equipment

mammiNemimnaNs

What facilities can tv. tapped In one or more districts to hcuse R&D, evaluation,
InstruLlion, observation, administration, etc.?

Oo instructional centers exist or cen they bir designed In a school district or dIttrIcts?

.11111b

Whet motorlals Ond odu;pment aro available
portable to field -based programs?

236
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TABLE 2 continued

College Goals In reacher Edwcation

DeifoloP More Relevant Teacher Educetioh Thrcugh Field-Pesed
Preservice and Inservice Teacher Education

University Contewt for
General Considerations

(Materials (Research, Development,
and Instructional, and

Equipment Administrative Mete-
continued) rusts and Equipment

continued)

eassefr
Example Research Questions

K
What materials and equipment (e.g., radio, television, computers) can be used to II

resources In the university with one or morn school districts?

what ere tbe relative costs of delivering field-based Instruction using serious mediums
compared to embarking CoE faculty Into the field?

gat instruction Is as effectlye'using instructional delivery systems other than fecul-
IN members?

What Is the best mix in terns of learning performance between Ca faculty, school dis-
t trio? personnel, and remote Instructional delivery systems?

.111.110111=11,
How cen materiel end equipment employed In other types of decentralized trilnInq
(military, Industry) be effectively adapted to field -based or decentralized instruction%
In teacher education?

FunlInl Is the cu(rent procedure fo determining college funding as appropriate for field-
Formulas besed programs?

Arm there ways In which p" ice end InservIce students osn work In schwl settings
(Internships) that will offset part If tbe costs of their Instruction?

7-., 4



Budget

,ftm will detlinIng enrollments, loss FTEts and, therefore, less faculty members affect
the capability of the college to have role differentiations among iosearchers, devel-
opers, Instructors, evaluators, public relations persons, and administrators In field -
belted programs?

11.11111100=060.111.0

Temporary Money

and COntracts

What temporary grant cr oontract monies are available tO help design, develop, Imple-
ment, aasess of/administer field-based Programe?

Are eny giarts of the progras more fundable then others (e.g., special interest groups,
legislation, political or social highlights)?

How can all existing monies he used fo ords. a balanced prograr (e.g., FTE funds for
Soma parts of the prcgrams and grants and contract funds for other parts)?

How can funding b. programmed so that consistent funds are available for field-based
programs (e.g., long-term contracts with school districts for preservice or InservIce
instruction, canters, porsconel, facilities)?

Univereity Organization
Structures

Should professional schools within a university here the sem of differing structures/
requirements than liberal arts schools, end how do these reqUIrements affect field -
based preservice and inservice programs?

Whet orgehlrptlonel structure Is used bz schools of low, ngineering, medicine, and
business, and how does the ca structure compare with them?

Does the Dean of the CoE have adequate power In the university structure to obtain
decisions that will nhance tho development end growth a field-based procrams1

College Organization Wee departmentalization within a CoE enhance or hinder field-based programs?

What departments should be responsible for what functions In a field-based program?

Should Inte,d1 sclp I lnlry tea% of facult, embers be formed to oversee and conduct
field -based Instruction?

(continued)
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TABLE 2 con'tinued

College Goals In Teacher Education

Develop Mor., Relevant Teacher Education Through field -eased
Pres irvice and inservice Teacher Education

Contort
Elements

University Contort for
General Considerations

Example Research Questions

()r rational (College Organization
StruLrjr44
continued)

oontinued)

should an Interdisciplinary `team be responsibiellor both preservice and Inservico In-
struction In a given confer or areal .

How should fieltbased programs be organi:ed so that initial observation, Pluck pr)-
grems, student fiachlng, follow-up evaluations, and insorvice prcirams are not isolated
and fragmented?

ikma the administrative and p,mor strw.ture within a (,,J1:. Gmneflf fro-ukjgh owe tr

fragmentatfon among departments, centers, and programs yearod toward field-based
programs?

Time Annual Cafendar

.111111.11111.1211111.

44,

HEN does the current university and schu A distrivi(s) calendar help Or hinder field-
based programs?

How much time should a student spen,! In a particular segment of a field-based program
(e.g., limited, untimited to wnstery)7

(.14in the time requirements of field-based pro,.j ams tn :mod fur ma0wry, intereh, and
relevance and still be relatively compatible with the university calendar?

How much time should a prwservice or inseaylce student spend In aAulrlfv1 task !nrm-.

mation and skills, and 14Auw 1AM prastiCipg and refining In a field settinl?

iv 3 '3
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Standard
OperatIng
Procoduree

Profeas1o41 Rolm&
Of Faculty

Should Cof faculty be 'autonomous and arols. their own academIc freedcmlieerelne
what InitructIon to Include end When to include it In A field-besed program{

Should Inelvidual Cut faculty membors establish relevant knowledge and skills needed by
teachers or should others in the oollege and school dIstrIcts have relevant input Into
Instructlon and acceptable standards for studantli?

Should Cof faculty be eupected to be ressarchsrs, developers, Instructors, consultants,
and writers? Are they?

What shoula CoF faculty prestige be based tp,on In field-baled bra:Vans?

Student Selectlon,
Promotion,

,

Certification

OP

111110111111111111

Are lowering gnrollments going to mean lowered admIsslon standards, similar standards,
or raised standards In milegas?

How can standards, ?romotion, and graduation test be defined and monaged In field -
Nisei program?

mom does the Idea of student selection and standards an,Oate to InservIcs aducatIpti?
Are there entry roquiraments?

what content or 'evils Is 141service qualifies as remedlatioh, undergraduate, or
graduate (advanced) instrucflon?

Accreditation Hoe aces participation In field-based aragraaa affect tha Credibility 'le the CL* in the
university?

mcm does participation In field-based programs effect the crodifillty of the C,- with
accreditlhg agencies?

Etc.. Etc.
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college eaculty selection. Selection practices will influ-

ence the skills, intereFts, and number of faculty members

available to platiardesiielo, develop, implement, assess, and

administer fiel based teacher education programs. There

are many tradition 1, social, and political factors related

to the selection of new faculty members in the college.

Some of these factors are imposed by teacher education de-

partments, some by colleges, and still others by.the univer-

sity. Do current teacher selectioq practices provide facul-
.

ty members who have expertise in Lold-based programs or who

are even interested in working in field-based programs?.

What are the benefits and constraints of current selection

practices on building and maintaining a field-based program?

What are the options of a department or cgllege in removing

existing constraints.in selection procedures? To build and
t'.

maintain the ideal field-based program, what *ould be effcc-

'tive selection practices? What are the. short- and long-

range imOications for personnel if faculty selection prac-

tices arb changed? These are but a few oi'the questions

that come to mind when pondering the eftects of faculty

selection on the program goal of moving teacher education

programs more into the field. Each question at each inter-

sect appears to mushroom in thy same manner.

A further observation is that for each research ques-

tion, current operational practices already exist; and these

existing practices can be classified as either constraints

or resources for accomplishment of t!-- program goal. Some-

times the same contextual element appears to be both a con-

straint and a resource for different facets of the field-

based program.

Conclusions

The research questions that are presented at each

interi,ect of Table 2 are for the purpose of illus-

traLing the many kinds of questions that can bp raised

lated to only one goal in teacher education. Once questions



are identified, selecting priorities among context,.al areas

for immediate research is, an activity that must be care-

fully undertaken. The decision ahout which contextual areas

are most critiCal for immediate pr%)gram planning will no

doubt change from institution to institution, department to

departmenè and educator to educator. Pressures from inside

and outside the university will change contextual research

priorities.

Contextual elements cannot he resehrched as discrete

because changes in one area will affect operations in an-

other area. Changes in enrollments will change budgeting

levels and money allocation procedures. Changes in enroll-

.
ments and biltting will affect fnculty selection proce-

dures. All contextual areas appear to overlap with other

contextual areas. The systematic nature of contextual ele-

ments in universities confounds research efforts and the

ability of educators to attribute correct causes to observed

changes in the progress of a college toward achLeving stated

program goals.

To confound re'xarch efforts more, changes ir the

progress of the college toward a particular drogram goal

affect not only the statuo.of that goal but also that of

other goals as well. Advances in technology will help

determine the veed, spread, and effectiveness qf decentral-

ized teacher education programs. Technological advance-

ments will affect the ability of the college to become more

accountable for the students :t eraduates into teaching and

for the skills of faculty members. Interaction:, between

diferent program goals in teacher education provide still

other research areas that will fill several lifetimes of

relevant research opportunities.

Changes in program goals and contextual elements

reveal a remarkable number of relevant research topics for

teacher education. The laree number of systematically v,en-

crated tooics and areas where research is needed indicares

a wide variety of required research methodolopjes to provide
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enlightened information to teacher educators. Fnally, the

scope of the research job to be done highlights the fact

that all teacher educators must become active researchers

in their areas of interest and operation.
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A DISCUSSION OF, POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC

REALITIES IMPACTING UPON TEACHER EDUCATION RESEARCH

Caiol Lewis

Teacher Corps, Washington, D.C.

This paper will address a number of political and

economic realities which contribute to the present context

in which planning for teacher education research much occur.

This in a broad topic, and in order to meet the time and

length requirements of the confer4nce., I ht.ve selected what

I perceive as several dominant nAitical and economic

forces impacting on decision-mak.ng for education personnel

development today, ly comments will focus on these, while

recognizing tnat they describe only a portion of the total

Political and economic context in which we worl,. My

thoughts are influenced by my most recent ixperiences, in

state and federal education agencies, and my own interests,

which are in inservice s 'Eool staff professional develop-

ment.

Collaboration

The use of collaborative approaches to decision-

makine for educator training ha3 been influence0 by both

the Teacher Corps ind teacher centers federal lerislation.

The bringing together of a variety of role groups to dis-

cuss and reach consensus on programs and policies fo,- both

presevvice and inservice professional education is IJcoming .

more common at local, regional, and state 1evc-1.,;.

In some instances thee are advisory groups, sharine

ideas and perspectives to improve planninr In .ither situ-

ation, they are legislatively authorized p ofe,:sionLl prac-
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tices commissions or licensing boards, determining certi-

fication and teacher preparation program requireinents. We

are in a period in which school staffs--particular4, class-

'room teachers speaking through their professional organize-

tions--are insisting upon an active role in Aecisions're-

lated to the preparation, certification and continued pro

feasional development of education personnel. Collective

bargaining, whi.-:11 has directed most of its attention to

economic iesues, will move rapidly into curriculum and

staff developelent arenas as a period of fiscal austerity

.closes other avenues of negotiation.

The movement toward the creation of collahorative

structures for such decisions has brought about In some

states a highly charped political atmosphere. There is

need for attention to an orderly and systematic approach to

collaboration that allows time Co develop and practice

skille in reaching agreement among persons from varying per-

spectives and interest groups.

The implications for education researchers of this

emphasis on collatoration are several: First, certainly

there is the suggestion--ofen the compelling need--for

informaticn and processes to assist representatives of di-

verse groups, wh;ch may have a history of adversarial and

competitive relationships, to learn ways to communicate, to

nepaiate, to come together on common poals. There is much

to be studies in the experiences of collaborative plAects

such as those of Teacher Corps and ot the Urban/Rural

School Development Program in designing and putting into

operation collaborative structures for teacher education

decision-making. Research which analyzes succesaful and

unsuccessful experiences and suggests factors and influences

which helped to determine the degree to which the structures

were viable would benefit,other programs moving in this

direction, whether through choice or mandate.

There is evidence that staff developmcnt programs

involving community and staff working together have improved
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school morat,e, increased school staff commitment, raised

the quality of inservice,and positively rffected student

achievement (Joyce, l978), The continued growth of the

federal teacher centers program, which has generated so

much excitement and/ interest among teachers, is dependent

upon the sharing of,information that will strengthen the.

very difficult t4,o1 f collaboration. The bringing together

of persons from multiple role groups with differing inver-

ests and priorities in an effort to reach.common goals is

among the most political of activities. It is appropriafe

and timely that a conference such as this one is devoting'

a !Agnificant portion of its agenda to a discussion of

collaboration.

Secondly, researchers who are not'already including

an)active role for educatioA practitioners in all asPects

of research activities need .to look apain at their plans.

Problems related to schodl and classroom learning'situations

can be sharpene'd and pronosed solutions made More feasible

if practitioners are involved in research design. The work

of the Institute for Research on Teachin,,,,and of the Far

West Lab in recent years has included the .teacher-research-

er profitably. Teachers often are more willinc to address

negative aspects of classroom situations and of teacher or

student behaviors.than are researches frbm outside the

system, and an.active teacher role car help to ensure that

'data is colic:Lied and.Jollowu activiciwi occur. The inclu-

sion of teachers, administratocs and bureaucrats a:; oarti-

cipantsin dircossions such a!; thi!-; expand!: the Vinch; of

dialoy.ue possiblv and permits the Olarinyt of idea!1 from a

variety of perspective.

Teacher 1!;!_iociations are hecomlw more 7ocal in

thk ilivalvement A!, well. with i e(cot or a

teacher a ni at i on tate 41ket,.,Jetter in(M,,linr an article

or'ini. every rlassroor teachlr a 1:come an educational

researcher (1 kir-;t .r; rrui,,e, P.478)

ProhahLy tht lmnortant re:r:on ior collahoration
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in research planning lies with the recognition that educa-

tional research cannot resclve teaching and learning prob-

lems. It can only help to ilentif them and describe the

implications of various propos,(' solutions. Decisions re-

lated 'to the selection of solutions and the appropriate

actions to be taken are not matte by researchers. ut by

policy makers, admin'strators and practitioners federal

and !;tate agencies, school districts and classrooms.

The need to improve communication among these groups

--researchers wno develop knowledge and practitioners who

use it--is critical, and the responsibility for making that

linkage is with those of us here. We cannot leave it to

someone eke It school people are to know of research

which can benPfit the ways in which their schools are orga-

ni:.ed and programs operated, if.researchers are to be aware

of and responf Hle to the needs and concerns of educators in

classrooms and buildings, they must find ways to talk with

one another,.

/ r
-fulness of Research Data

Continued !rapport of the educational research com-

mnitY will become increasingJi denendent upon its ability

to contribute to program improvement at the building level.

Peearch must he related to the real world of class sizes,

coll,ctive bargaining, community goals, financial limita-

t ior and increased demands upon schools to fulfill a

vaiiety of rotes in the lives of children. There roOM--

itud needfor !TillY kind:. of reearch, directed at various

aspe,..ts of schooling and learn:rig. But the educational re-

cormunity must also assume the responsibility of

looking at the of translator/linker Researchers must

N,tk to cnsure thrit pivotal research moves beyond the re-

rting ,)f findin and into the development of reconnenda-

fiow; and implications for ednoationaldeeision makers .

re ir need for the preparation of di'4semittaLion stratc-

,e!- which say "Here is what this research study sugge!-J.,

1
.o
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to u th; whlt it may m an to you as you plan and ad-

, minister school programs, here are some ideas you should

consider." TV format used by two recent studies should be

examined by other !. for possible adaptntion

A stud,/ of problem 'solving in urban !;chools, part of

NIF project on Documentation %and Technical Assistance

in Urban Schools, discussed theolqes of organizational

change in schools in relation to the canabiliies of schools

to solve problems locally. The study des,:ribeo the complex-

ity of the change process in this setting, listed skill and

condition variables and then went on to identify and high-

light specific knowledge and skills the authors believes

necessary for a school to reach a sustained problem solving

capacity (Runkel, Schmuck, Arends & Francisco, 1978).,

!imilarly, a study carried out cooperatively by.,4

university and a state department of education examined

chanves in schools coincident with changed student achieve-

ment. That research re)ort concluded with recommendations

fol7 consideration by the educational community of actions

,)which Pir,hri Le'tan hv local school districts and the

/ state education agency to improve student learning,and per-

for-Mance (Brookover Lezotte, 1917),

The approaches illustrated here tal!e one more step

beyond the summary of research and he)n to draw together

ideas, information, theory and educational practice.

We neud more examples lilo the Teauher Corp,; project

in New Pamfolhire, which translated foundation-supported re-

search on the tcaching of writing into a university-provided

staff development program For hinior high school teacl u-s.

Fvidenco of our ability to reiate research findings to e.

cation personnel developmunt 1'ro7rams Alich addre:is class-

room oroblem successfully most be spotlighted for decision

maku,s and made readily available to practitioner.

There is nced for A lA,T1:;(j,11V, offort and Appn)ach

yhich 11,.11, to ma're ;t for those wo need to kmm

'11-Ht ,;trategy must incliplr,
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interactin among those seeking information and those with

knowledi;e to share. To the building administrator concern-

ed about declAng stuchnt reading achievement scores, or

the 'group of elemental}, teachers wanefing to improve the

social studies program, ehe vastness Of literature related

twteaching effectiveness and problems of accessibility and

usefulness can seem oVerwhelming. The ERIC Clearinghouse

on Teacher Education currently lists 3,271 citations of

doCuments and journal articles related to effective teach-

For 1,863 of them, effective teaching is the major

focus. ,

Research studies have often seemed remote from the

problems of schools ald have had minimal impact on what

happens in school buildings and classrooms. The potential

for increased impact lies in our ability to develop a

closer relationship between scl,00ls and research. Studies

"on site" delving into local district problems and a new

role as problem solver which places the researcher into

direct contact with building administrators and teachers

Jmay help to narrow the gap between research nd practice.

A number of universities are moving in this dlrection now,

particularly in relation to inservice activities, and the

model of an "Educt.tor Support Team" of higher education

personnel who work closely with a district or building,

which is being tried at Western Michigan University, has

potential for research as well as inservice.

The push ;.or educational accountability evidenced in

the demand for competency based programs, demonstrable stu,

dent performanye, and emphasis on basic skills has signifi-

cance for educational researchers and program administra-

to-cs, for we too must he able to demonstrate that our work

is useful, meaningful, and contributing to school improve-

ment and student growth.

Communicating with Legislatons

Practical, realistic and useable reseorch datk iS
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important to Another group of critical decision makcrv as
well. Legislators at both the stare and. federal level are

looking for programs that matter--those that make a differ-

ence to school staff and students, research which can give

them guidance not only in evaluating the effectiveness of

programs ahd policies now in plce, but in pointing direc-

tions for improvirip school organization and educational
practice. The legislative posture is increasingly one of

fewer dollars, or the same dollars, and increased evidence

that"funds are well spent with demonstrable showing of pro-
gram impact.

1%.!; educators intres,ted in exploring new programs

and expanding promising ones, we must be able to interpret

our experiences, plans and problems to lawMakers and budget

officers in.ways that are realistic and straightforward, to

be able to make clear to them those things Yhich are rea-

sonahle expectations for which we can be held responsible,

and those which are not vet attainable. Ve need to learn

to provide the ittformlion they need, in wavs and rormats

which can be understood, to help thei make their decisions.

And when new legislation it. put forw. rd, whether it is re-

lated to teacher centers or other aspects oc school staf

development, we need to know at the outset what types of

data will be expected to demon-!rate the value -of those new

programs. Ye need to li:;ten well to understand the per:;pec-

tive aud priorities of lettislators and,the kind!, or infor-

mation they are looking for. And certai-nly, we must involve

legislators as well As practitioners in planning for re-

search.

The AFRA '.2urrentiv corductin interviews among

Corwtessional starf f 1<ev committees which work with edu-

cation issne:;. The interviews flie designed to gather in.

formation on the userolns to lcgit;lative st;ttf- of various

types of research :MIA UV:tillAth)n, tO identiry types or n-

fort',atitgi needel :rnd wiincd not pre,o,1!)7 readily avai l;lble,

aOl ninpoint 'ttes in the lei Jative nrocc and

.")1
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ielate those to types of information wAth would be helpful

at each step. Ouestions of the usefulness and validity of

research in relationship to other influences on legislative

policy will be explored, as well as perceptions on format.

As lawmakers expand their influence over the direction and

nature of education programming it becomes increasingly

critical for us to underst.md the processes, points of in-

fluence and perspectives ot the legislature--to educate

ourselves, to learn to understand how we can Work with these

policy makers to educate them to the constraints and possi-

bilities of what we do.,

Limitations on Funding

At a time when education's portion of the public bud-

get is not growing, is, continually threatened; we need to do

a befter job of speaking with.one another, as educators, to

maximize the degree to which we are able to target our pri-

orities, to minimize the comp-tition between programs for

limited funds.

The present tone of restraint in public funding will

have a particularly devastating impact on education pro-
, .

grams if educators persist in uealistic and competitive

requests for,funding. In one recent state legislative ses-

sion, education interest groups from urban eduaxition, career

education, academically talelted, middle schools, school

psychologists and social workers and lob placement programs,

requesting new ow greatly expanded funding, triggered a

legislative response that "educators can't get.together on

what they want . .
." and enapuraged several key lawmakers

to suggest that funds should be directed away from educa-

tion and-toward programs and agencies better able to iden-

tify priorities and target minimal resourceS.

Tax limitation proposals adopted or under considera-

tion by voters and legislators in Many states not only re-

strict the expansion of public funding, but often determine

the nature of programs to be funded by directing that state
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mandated and court-ordered activities'/teceive full funding,

or that the proportion of funds allocated to certain pro-

grams remain fixed. The full implications of these limita-

tions upon the decision-making ability of.:41egislators in

relationship to the state budgetary process are not yet

clear. But there is no question that fiscal restraint at

both the state and federal level will be the dominant tone

for at least the next several years.

And in many states, the last item determined in the

state budgetary process is the appropriation for education.

The flexibility of education's funding has made Pi'possible

to use that vortion of the budget as the variable to bal-

ance the total budget, with the result that education fre-

quently takes the brunt of funding cut..

For instance, in ichigar, education's portion of

the total state budget dropped from 49 percent to 40 per-

cent in a six year period. Human services programs in-

creased from 35 percent to 44 percent in that same 'time

period, which included a severe recession in the state's

economy. The re',ulting need to adjust the outlay of state

funds its) respond to high unemployment, increased demands

for social services programs and diminished state revenues

necessarily drew from resources previous'', targeted for

education. It h; a pattern w10ch yill undoubtedly he re-

peated again, and is colTlicated hy Hocidl and economic

factors which further influence state budotarv

Almost ten percent of Yi,higan's 19/8-79 hudcet is ear-

marked for funds for thy state retirement systems. One i)er-

Cent is appropriated to state college:3 and departments of

education.

Educators must reeognie ;hit their portion of state

and federal hudr.et:: will not continue to grow, and that as

aovernment spending is reduced, WP profession must ad-

lust to that chance and !rin our planning into a teriod

necusitates Letter in.e or all imourees and thenwhit-

iul attention to w11.0 is mo:;f important
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Coordination

In a period when resources available Ito us are

stable or declining, it/is imperative that weexamine more

closely our exist-ing programs for ways to coordinate and

interrelate them, for methods of 'using the expetiences and

knowledge of one to strtngthen another. We are just begin-

ning to untvngle the multiplicity of categbrically funded

programs which include training and personnel development

romponents--programs targeted at certain clirrictikum areas

or specific populations of educators and/or studentS.

Understanding what we have in the way of programs and fund-

ing sources for preservice and ilservice training must be

tile first step in a concentrated effort to improve coordi-

nation.

The Yay 1978 report of the National T,acher Devel-

opment Initiative listed 21 federal programs with education

personnel professional development components (Smith &

Feistritzer, 1978). In Michigan we identified seyen more

programs with state fundim;. Local school districts, par-

ticularly larger urban districts, can often add to that

inventory staff development related to districtwide roals

or curriculum changes, and sometimes court-ordered training

4ied to desegregation activities. Monies to support staff

development.exist, but the pictere i!; one of many spinning

wheels which rarely wcrk loguLher to move the machinery in

any coherent ami.organized fashion. In fact, these compart-

mentalized activities may be competing for the teacher's

limited time and energy, for, while they are.'numerous, they

are directed toward a limited number of educators. Figures

sugget that only a very small per-6cntage of total school

staff are involved in these categorica professional devel-

opment programs--the National,Teacher l)eve: lent
,

t ivl projects 17:

fhe frngmentation, dapjitation and inflexibility .py

much of this actiyity presents an almJst overwhelming

challenge to the creativity of the level or cettral
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office administrator seekinr bring, order and focus tp

Trogralls. These provrams havu poten'.ial for assistirv,

school huildings and districts to meet their professional

development needs, but can do so only as we learn to

orchestrate them better, as We examine them closely for

patterns of commonality in purpose and partic ants.
%

The continuation of targeted programs 1rnni the fed-

eral level seems a certainty, fed by the desire to identify

and add.ess concerns not .being met at the.state and local

level, and by the demlind for specific and measurable aoft1M-.

plishments. "Targeted nrograMs are built by, an0 then i

build, constituencies" (Howe', T Peistritzer, 19/8) and V'et

there is a persistent, and (onf4icting, call for improved

program coordination.

Ye as educators must learn to look beyond the narrow

boundat;ies of our special interest,; and specialied .drogram

experiences to a much broader view of'what schools Are all

abou-.. Coordination i1I not hoppenand it mus_t happen--;

If we become entrenched in particular prorram units and

fail to seek out interrelationships and complementary ac.tiv-
t

ities. Cooperat.ion,' not only in sharinr ideas and success-

ful experiences, but in the poolitig of resources and ener-

gies is essential. )
Teacher Corps nrolects h.tve experience:, in trans-

latirw staff needs assessment irito t ra i I S proKrams; newly

funded teacher center--; need ideas or to ro ahout that

TTIC !asl, We have the responsibility to build in vays for

those people to ret to know onu another and share informa-

tion.

In !'ichlytan last year we wire Ale to work

rnivursity to cluveloputh vocational educa-

tion funds--i workshop desirn for increasim, .aff commit-

ment to profcssonal developmunt. That orkshop is now

shated with ot'aer cate"oricaI prot,rams hilinrual;

career cucation, special educttion And tImouph the flIY.-

funded information resonrcf: cenito- at lii Wi (hiran state
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library, educatc s in centers, 411eges and school districts

throughout the state call benefit Efrom a project which was

originally designed and targeted at a,much more limited

population because of restraints on the funding source.

This is the kind of sharing across programs which must occur

much more freauently in the future.

Putting together this kind of coordination--breaking

through the boundaries of curriculum area and categorical

programming--is very difficult. But limiting our resource

and idea sharing to "our own".is not merely petty; it will

be self,defeating and destructive to our continuation as

education researchers and trainers.

If collaboration has been the dominant thought of

the past several years, coordination will be dominant in

the next.

Legislative Requirement for Comprehensive Planniug

Many of these most critical political and economic

factors with which we must'deal as we plan for future di-

rections in research in teaching are reflected in the new

legisiative language of the4Flementary and Secondary Educa-

tion Amendments of 1978. Collaboration, coordinatio,,,

linkage between preservice and inservice, the wise use of

resourcesare all echoed in language which requires state

education agencies to prepare comprehensive plays for the

coordination of state and federal education personnel train-

ing funds. State agency'receipt of Title IV and V monies

--monies for libraries:learning resources; guidance,

counseling and testing; the strengthening of state educa-

tion agencies; and educational.innovation--are dependent

upon the preparation of such a comprehensive coordinated

plan, and itJ; aCceptance by USOE.

The language reads: fthej State plan 'shall) set

forth a comprehensive plan for the coordination of Federal

and State funds for training activities for educational

personnel in the State including preservice and ins 1.-vice



training,. which plan shall be deve.oped with the involve
.t

ment of,teachers, professional asso.ciations, institutionA

of.higher education, and other intetested individuals .

The pbssibility of improved communication between

pr4service and inservice programs is olear, as is the inten-

tion'that state and federally funded programs should be

coordinated. This language may require the coordination of

funds allocated by state legislatures to public colleges and

department.s of education, as well. And certainly a planning

process focused around collaboiation is mandated.

We must rethink our approaches to the preparation

and continued professional growth of education personnel,

recognizing the need for maximal use of resource! coordi-

nation of existing programs from all funding sources, link-

age between preservice and inservice, and planning that

includes the participation of all interested groups.

What Does It All Mean?

If this, then, is where wc are: in a time of stable

.or declining finarivial resources; with the-difficult task

of coordinating a diversity of programs and doing so with

the chailenge of collaborative decision making bodies; with

m the need to demonstrate the usefulness of research infor-

mation and its acessibilit? to 11ractitioners: What then

does all of this suggest as avenues of exploration as we

plan the research agerldas of the next several years'r)

First, there is need for much mor* extensive work on

the processes and products of collaboration.

We need a more open approach to the driving self

interests of role groups, organizations and institutions

which will be participating in collaboration. We need to

work through the mutual understanding of those needs and

interests, recognize the struggle for influence and some-

times survival, set dut--and then expand--the boundaries

of our arcms of common concern, delineace the )als on

which we can cooperate. '1.!e need skills in compromise. Ve
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need to draw upon the bes t. work of psychologists, sociolo-

gists and political scientists, and apply it to the rela-

tionships we must build if the very political process of

collaborative interaction is to succeed.

We must have rsearch which explores the world of

collaboration and which identifies conditions and strate-

gies which contribute to the creation of effective struc-

tures. We need training models developed from that research

and a recognition of the importance of improved understand-

ing and skill building in this area for educators, particu-

larly administrators.

Second, there is need for educational research

which pulls together recent studies of change theory and

school improvement and builds upon whnt u. are learning

about interaction, organizational development and program

improvement at the school site. Problem solving skills,

access to resources, adaptation of innovations to meet local

conditions and concerns, team building, school climate

change, parental and community involvement, the role of the

principal, staff involvement in planning--these are all key

areas which have been receiv:ng increased attention. An

expansion of this work, the synthesis of related research

into n more clearly focused picture of the successful

school, and the devislopment of models and training drawn

from the researchall of this is important for the research

agenda. it has tremendous potential for demonstrating the

contribution research can make to,school improvement.

The individual school building will increasingly be

the focus of staff development programsthe prine loft for

change and improvement. Research which looks at patterns

and relati nships between and among a school staff, the

district and community .of wh ch the bnilding is a part, and

service sgencies interarting the building-will he Im-

portant. This research should explore and develop recommen-

dations for school organization, and changing roles for

teachers and administrators. ''. . . 'schools are complex
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social systems . . . important lasting educational improve-

ment requires changes id the norms and structures of

schools more than changes in the skills of individual edu-

cators" (Arends, Ilersh & Turner, 1973).

Education research, in a period of politicvd and

economic challenge to demonstrate its value, must focus

attention on the school as social system and pull together

the hits and pieces of theory into something manageable,

cohesive and understandable.

Third, we need research which examines the train'ng

process itself, and provides information on what is occur-

ring and how training is delivered. ir musi do so in terms

of the population with which we arc working, the adult pro-

fessional. There is a need to analyze group And individual

motivation for professional growth experiences, to look at

the learning styles of program participants, to design ways

4of,improving peer learning tvhnicues, to help educators

draw ipon the resources of their existing knowledge and

expelienee and apply them to changing rotes, to ,)etter

understand long term staff development strategies and ways

to provido followup support in class-oom settings.

We need to look at new approaches to staff develop-

ment, to consider rwving away fr.om credit-based format, and

one-shot workshops. We need to develop and draw upon re-

warch which explores the validity of long-term tr'aining,

problem-focused learning, practitioner-initiated training,

the flexibility of a variety of techniques rat,tier that the

packaged program. And we need a parallel body of research

which examines the implications of such cl,anges in :.taff

development delivery for school districts, intermediate

service units, universities, state and federal agencies,

and their ::taffs and programs.

Fourth, we need a thorough examination of categori-

cAl trainii4.; funcL;, in order to know who is being served

iy them, And whot impact the prorams are having. nced

to 1 md circully A( A variety (0-f approaches to thi- job of

1'0
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coordination, and to understand who and what will shape khe

dirt tion and nature of that coordination.

Most important, we need a major research effort tar-

veted toward improved methods of evaluating che effective-

ness of echication personnel development programs.

Many of us believe that the professional development

of school staff is the most important single factor which

;we can influence to help bring about improved quality in

education programs.

Yet, we have failed to persuade key decision makers

in universities, legislatures And on school boards of that

belief, and programs of professional development frequently

do not have support from those who determine priorities end

provide resources. The generation of that support will

come only when we can show that such programs do make a

difference to staff and to students.

Maurice Leiter and Myrna Cooper (1978), writing in

the September issue of Teachers Colluc Record, addressed

the issue wirh these words:

The greatest single obstacle to adequate fund-
ing for a reformed inservice delivery system i3
the iroblem of demonatrating the relationihip
of inservice programs to t-eacher effevtiveness
and pupil learning. The evaluation of inservice
models should be a research priority. Such re-
search is necessary to overcome the resistance
to allocating public dollars on the stat ,. tied

local level for this purpose. If you cdhnot,
prove inservice education cost urfective, you
cannot sell it to the public. (p, 114)

Method!, of evaluation for professional development

must be built upon realistic approaches which r,icognize the

complexity of the teaching/learning process and of the

total environment of the student. We must be aware of the

limitaticns of what we can demonstrate, and willing to

work with policy makers to help them understand the kinj

of information we can reasonably provide over Oiort in



long timelires. And it is, critical that as rieW approaches

to program evaluation are developed, that they be designed

and expressed in language that is understandable and mean-

ingful to persons who make decisions based upon the infor- u

mation we provide.

Closing Thoughts

One day while I was very absorbed in thinkin g. ahead

to this conference, a man sat next to me on the.bus coming

home. He noticed the materials I was reading, and after

coming to the conclusion that I wa!, "in education," decided

to share with me his views. "It's very simple," he said.

"Schools have only one purpose. That purPose is co.develop

the love of heing and the. ,love of learning."

You may or may not agree with him on what the busi-

ness cf schools is, or should he, 'Put looking dt some of

thu politic;i1 and economic realities oC the, context in

which research on teaching must exist nakes me very much

aware of the most important of realities

We as an educational comminity cannot an,:werin

chorusthat ouestion of what are schools for, what is the

purpos,2 of our educational !,ysten. And the lark of agree-

ment on that question, among:ourselves, among leyislators,

bureaucrats, administrators, teachers, communities, uni-

versities, researchers, 11;; contribute(: is much as anv

other influencing factor to the very difficult political

and economi- rcalitips we face.

We live in a time of ch;InKe. John Gardner (1964)t

speaking of human rerwwal avs "A soc i ety mu5t court the

Hnds of change that will enrich and strengthen it, rather

than the kinds that will fragment and destroy it. Punewal

. . the process of bringing the results of

change into line with our purposes."

ennot 1m. about (ardner's tash unless we are

cte:tr about what tho!;e purpw:wi ac(!

1.Thee i; HmtLinp sim) le Aout th polItical and



economic realities of education in 1979. There is a grer.t

deal that challenges us, and much that might discourage us

But we cannot plan for tomorrow's agendJ without

looking cart .ully at where we are today, withou recog-

ni....ing the dominant forces and issues which influence the

sphere in which we operate We are limited in the number

of i,..isnes which cal be addressed, constrained in the number'

of cuestions which can be raised. That limitation requires

us to make choices. I urge you to focus vour attention and

en,..tcle! in ,V.AVS ,Jhich contribute to a better understanding

of teaching and learning in a complex socia,1 setting which

requires improved knowledve and skills in communication,

collaboration and coordination.

Yinally, I want to leave you with these words from

Charle,; Kettt-ing

kesuarch i t . a hiph-hat word that scares a lot of
et (Pit It neeOn't. Fssentially research is
nothing hot a !,tate of mind--a friendly. welcom-
ing attitude toward change . . . c,,oing out to

for change instead of waiting for it to
«ille. kesearcb, for practical men, is an effort
to (ie tl-ings better ara not be caught asleep it
the ,;witch Tt i the problem.solving
mind as contrasted with the let-well-enough-alone
miAd . it is the "tombrrow" mind instead of
tbe "yesterday" mind. (Phi Delta Kappa, 1974)
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A DIS6USSANT'S REY.S ON

TWO PAPERS ON CONTEXT

Jane Stallings

International, California

Richard Wallace's Tioder on The Tnfluence 6f

Selected Context Variable!, on Schooling identified some

of the social forces that have been shaping the educa-

tional process. in America during the last twe dedades.

He lists court decisions regarding desegregation and

student rights, teacher unions, taxpayer revolts, state

alwi federal laws regarding bussing, and competency. To

that list, I would add laws regarding Mainstreaming

handicapped students.

The act of teaching has changed. Few clAssrnom

teachers ha-e been trained to work with children from

minotrity groups or with handicapped children. Very few

high school teachers are trained to teach basic readinF,

writing, or computation skills. anv t'2achers are, however,

expected ,to',teach these basic skills. Clearly, there is

a need for massive inservice training to assist teachers

to do the job that is theirs to dn -- teach the children

,i.11 our schools today. Institutions preparing new teachers

need to take a hard look at their programs to be certain

they are preparing teachers to meet the needs of the

students they will. teach.

Dr. Wallace mentioned the role o# the school miminis-

trator as being central to school change wd suggests more

school level studies. A caution is offered in lep.ard to

school levei studies deitlinc! with student airi In 'n

1.!65



Ski study (4 48 classrooms in 14 schools, we found as much

within-school variance in achievement gain as between-

school variance. ln such cases, it would he inappropriate

to report school gains without repo,.ting the deviation

among the classrooms. ,Teachers who hx'c helped children

gain hasic skills are demoralized when that gain, averaged

with classes of no gain, is reported in the local paper as

low school achievement': scores. Research that foceles upon

the interaction.of school level variables and classroom

variables is needed. ;:chools with small standard devia-

tions and large ntandard deviations in classroom scores

could he contrasted to see what school level variables and

what classroom variahles contribute to the variance in

classroom scores.

James Boyer's paper on The Essentials of Multi-

Culturalism in the Context of Teacher rdication Research

provided severa) consciousness-raising is,;ues. Fe suggests

that many courses offered in institutes of hirher education

present bilingual/bicultural education as a compensatory

effort rather than as an effort to develop and appreciate

other cul tures v om obser,.-ation has been that college

ilingual/hicultural programs are often taught by main-

streim Auglos who are fllent in Spanish, for example, and

mly have.i:7)ent,some time in a F'outh American country. Thi;

seems inadequate preparation tn help te;, .hers yain an appre-

ciation for and understanding of the yltIrc flf the 7fexican-

Ameri(.'n or Puerto cPican students in our schools. Howcvcr,

the Hixing of race!;'on colleve !:taff!, i!; not limited to

pr(domincntiv White collrT.,. nny ,:ollevs have

on..y Black profes,;ors and du not encoll,:tye Uhite t ndent..

to attend.

hoyer recoi7!7lend nine re earch

conJd nfonh ns Auntt thc t;itr 0 hilinc'uai educa!io

rrn,:r:ttrIt; i n the i to i nr }.,;1'hLr 1$.!?

school!-; These are "9nd suvvesliun,

wc 1r (11,1,4 d t H



ageism, and handicappedism from our society, we must exam-

inel4Mssfu1 training programs that are helping the

beginni. ; teacher and inservice teacher be aware of these

problems and preparing them to meet these challenges.

Through well-focused research on successful pro-

grams, practice can be guided. For example, in a recent

study at SRI we examined how basic reading skills were

taught to secondary students effectively and efficiently.

,From the resea,rch, we prepared a series of inservici teach-

er workshops. The workshops offered suggestions primarily

on classroom organization and management of behaviors.

Because the workshops were interactive, the teacheys pro-

vided critical insights on administrative issues regarding,

class size, grading systems, room assignments, and student

'information. From these insighti, we havi. formed new re-

search studies. Ve found that research can guide practice

and practice cap guide research, making auite obvious the

reciprocal natUre of teaching and learning.

/
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CONTEXT,DISCUSSANT PAPER

J. T. Sandefur

Western KenLucky Cfniversity

Our presenters have broadly defined context as,

the milieu in which teacher education occurs. Such a

definition allowed them greaL latitud,in their inter-

pretation of what constitutes cont t in teacher edu-

cation. Despite the wide-ranging otions, I was impressed

with the 4xtent to which the papers agreed on the identi-

fication of contextual issues.

For example, presenters Wallace and Lewis identi-

fied teacher organizations, their increasing militancy,

and their effective use of negotiations as being signi-

ficant contextual determinants. They are, I belieVe,

absolutely and irrefutably correct. Ttochers are orga-

nized. They are a significant pgkitical voice as well

as a professional voice. They.pve won the right to

negotiate for salary, for working, conditions, and to have

a role in the governance of teacher education. Teachers

recognize the impertance of preservice and inservice

teacher uducation prggrams to the practicing profession,

and, in far too many instances, teachers,are dissatisfied

with both.

Discussing both professional pr,:parotion and gov-

ernance, Roy Eetelfelt. of National ,'.ucation Agency made

N relevant statement at an American Association of Colleges

of Teacher Education leadership training institute in

Atlanta in December, 19/6.
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Dr. Edelfelt suggested that ,(a) higher edqcation

cannot continue to treat professional teachers as chil-

dren or students in the traditional sense, and (h) we

must provide inservice education for college profesors

who need to learn to work in different modes and in

different settings in order to contribute hest to in-

service education for schd41 practitioners. Hu suggested

that 'research be made more'of a feature of inservice

education. Dr. EdelfeWS presentation was built arcind

the premise that the teafiing profession is now com,letent

enough, powerful enough, and larve enough to control

its own destiny However, it needs higher,education as

a vital, responsive, cooperative part of the profession,

ready to deal with the pragmatic as well as the theore-

tical problems. and ready to alin itself with the school

people in the mammOth task of improving public education

in America.

The governance structures in teacher education

are being reformed. The issue is not whether higher

educlittion chooses to enter i new collaborative mode yith

shai-ki decision makinct and governance, but 'Iow i( will

tip so Dr. Lewis' suggestion is a research imperative.

There is . the ,:ompulling need foi
information and processe; to ,issist repreNen-
tktives of diverse groups, which may have a
hilktory of advursdrial and competitive rel.-
tionships, to learn ways to comrc t:)

negotiate, to come togetUer on «.,xmon

The presentes we hak heard astrue that there is

in( .vasinv, public opiniowthat sch)ols may not b( the ateJwer

to social, economic, and political prohlem.i There are

many people, and their numbers arc erowine, who helieve

that schools cost too much and producc too littlo

Dr. Dick '..!oilocc referrcd to tho "back to thc

mo-cmcnt as onc that woo ,;tor!cd ft t h' cducotor,, lott 117



the "man on the street." Legislators are enacting con-

petercy testing laws to ensure a degree of accountability

from sdlooling; that is serious. Leislators sav, "Tell

us what a good school program should he, and we'll legis-

lato one."

What appears to he a result of concern ahnut

hchooling may be A reflection of the fact that thi public

has reached the limit on what it is willing to spend for

schocls. Witness Proposition 13 in California and what

has come to he called thi "taxpaye,-s' revolt." Califor-

nians may have thought they were voting against welfare,

but the.: cast a vote against schools and schooling and,

indirectly, against teacher education.

It is paradoxical that our institutions face a

demand for reform and revision nf our teacher education

programs, expansion and refinement of our staff develop-

ment activities, and increased service to schools at a

time when inflation and declining support have caused us

financial crises. It is r- opinion that the formula

for funding schools and co leges of education that

based oa credit hour prodo tion is antiquated and in

need of revision. lf, a we must believe, teacher tducation

must participate in new and different forris ia imervice

education activities, sapplv t ,n-traditional tvpe:; of

adult education, become more field ised aud service

practi loners more effectively, then our formulas -or

funding must be changed to take into account our non-

credit generating activities. Tberefore, research toricn

nf the future mut certainly include accountability

isues, ways to influence public opinion, and must

address adequate financing.

Dr, Boyer renewed our awarenes that we are truly

11.-ri ii (;oc v , t t he "no 1 tiny, pot" theor-,,

:ia,; 0 ot worked, ,trt' in the worck of a welf-known AACTF



publication. there is "no one model American " We, continue

to be faced with the problem of preparing teachers who

can perform effectively in the various segments of our

Ouralistic society. Unfortunatel", we have not yet

I

eff.ctively identified or described the effective teacher

inii). lticultural/multieNinic settings, nor have we devel-
. 4

optd
.

programmatic models for the production of such

teachers. These are topics for future research.

In addition, sex roles nave changed Women have

beep received into occupational. vocational, and pro-

fessional roles to which they had only limited access,

or no access, in the past Educational institutinns

hay( not vet fully nor effectively responded to the new

and evolving demmds of uqual rights.

1 share the concern of our presenters who point

out rhe need for rsearch on learning for the practicing

professional. Colleges and universities ,:re becomin*,

concerned about adult learning How do adults react to

selected instructional strategies? How do they learn?

Should inservice teachers he taught differently from

unclergraduate students? What are the affective dimen-

sions of effective inservice instruction? Adult learning

will undoubted,ly he a research objective fnr the immediate

future in hieher education

Alt nigh the presenters identifif.d many issue!4 nf

cmhlexr, the therm, of collaboration and cofirdinatinn

with the practitioner occupied a dominant position.

.) 1



Overviewer

Norman ST.rinthall

Paner Presenters

Douglas Heath

Edmund Sullivan

Professionals as Learners

Discussants

Marge Melle

Robert Powsam

A great deal of attention has been piven to
children as learners, hut very little has been
given to teachers and teacher educators who are
also learners. Thoughtful observers recognize
that the adult learning process differs from that
of children due to maturation, expanded experi-
ence base, and a more complex value system. Yet,
studies of the process, particularly as it ap-
plies to learning professional content and skills,
are few. Mat are the present conceptions of
adult learning? Vhat are the relationships be-
tween stages and phases of adult development and
appropriate and concomitant forms of teacher edu-
cation? What directions !,hould teacher education
research take to address the issue of teachers
and teacher educators as adult learners?

Norman Sprinttvill, Professor of Educationai Psychol-

ogy at the University of nnnesota, was selected to provide

an overview of thc topic. lt was requested that he set the

stage for the Specialist Presenters who could then focus

specifically on implications of their work for research and

development in teacher education. Morc specifically, the

overview paper was to identify major concepts, study find-

ing from personal research, and cite key references. He

was asked to point out the different phi lo3ophical perspec-

tives and interestin dilermw-1, and explore some impllca-
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tions and possible di utctions fur re,warch in teacher educa-

tion

Specialist Presenter Douglas Heath, Chairman of the

Psychology Department at Haverford Coliegt, Pennsylvania,

has been involved in research on the meaning of healthv

growth, maturing, and competence in adults. He vas asked

to sumrarize his studies, cite kev references, and point

out major findings that relate to adult learning in t,eacher

education research and development. I i also as to think

about implications of his work and emthasize those implica-

tions and apoli ations thar most dire. tiv tic to futurt

teacher educ ition rPsearch

Specialist "resenter Edmund StMlivan, Professor in

the Department of Ppnlied P:;yehologv :ie. the Ontario 1Miti-

utt., 'or :'tndies in rducation in Toronto, Canada, war, asl:ed

to mmtmarizi his studies OH adult development It was re-

que:Jed that he cite Puy roferentes yhich have focused on

moral development and on learning. point out major rindirpt,s

that relate I o adult I e jrning in t eacher educat ion , think. .

about implication . and t empa:;.He those impljcations and

applications for future teacher edocational rescareh

Discussant :ftre "elle is An Flemenfary Science

Specialist, Division mf ln!.tructional `'ervices, in the

son Count v loll hool col orad((

i experi eneed t v;ictivr , !whom] r educat or ,

and hr.e:: worked e>t wi h , 111111(111V Uri

t rat orm , el cent r:ml lit per!.ottne pract I Cl'r; are

dovolopei a0(1 rip] l'111( mit e0 fohert liowsam , Dom of the

Col I L Inca t ion :it the rn Her!, t (ti Dow t on was t. Iii

surviW t:i scusant rttpromi nen; ignre i n tlw dev( l op-

ment of new approaches I eaChf r .tt'i()11 and !: 3 1 ita,

i n t ht. compet encv -bro. ( 1 yr:cher Ployl'rt P t Thev

yore a.:1,ed to r!..fl(wt on the t,rte,entations fiom their per-

spective,: an0 to point out co(v.op 1hr All'. 1111,



ADTTLTS AS LEARNERS:

A DEVELOPMENTAL PERSPECTIVE

Norman A. Sprinthall

UniversitY of MinnemIta

Introduction

For a series of reasons, knowledge concerning the

process of normal adult growti and development is in an

infantile.state. Theory and research in academic psy-

chology has tended to focus on normal children and ado-

lescents or abnormal adults. Thus, we have elaborated

theories on a compruhensive series of developmental domains

in children and tecnagers--carefully researched. Similar-

ly, in the area of adulthood, we have an array o mpre--

sive clinic;,1. (Roschach, TAT, etc.) and empirical (.12VT)

measures fc.r indexing adult pathology. Also, assuming

we're not too worried about validity, we have at least an

interesting set ot theories which explains pathological

adult functioning. Valid or not, th.2 journey of the id,

the ego and the superego, locked in in heroic intro-phvsie

struggli-, U: a fasoinating modern day vervion of a

grim' progress. When we turn, however, to adults in

general, or dui t ui professions, we find a dearth of

ther,rv or research. 'aen compared to the abnormal litera-

ture, the research/theory base for normal adults is both

far s and 'Iluch interes!:ing. ;'erhP.,-,s he

Vrc.udian determinism which indicates that adu thood i a

recapitulaiion of the first five years 11,,s froAen theory

for p!,7chol.:;.ry of cl'Iulthood fJr ton 1n1!),,. rentainly, it

tool", vreAL effort hy child develop. ,rntalists to free that

field 11"T 7';11'!("v;()T1,.!-; It mav



reouire at eouivatent d the same for

adulthood. Vhat this all meins, as fack..'r:lund, is that

the views presontril here ari: ol rrrent origin. The

theories are emergent. Thr rrseari is prori..-iing. The

knowledge base ti,uite TentatIvenesi4 is the

watchword.

A Develjinental,.Per.i;i-,i c t on coal s

series 'hi studies have ai,nearid over the past

decade which ess..ii,ti al `^ll irto i;wcious qu...st :on the

ustril eiRkat pna At f.!,( :;AV(' tine, these studies

also suprest ina alternative set uf obiertives. In other

words, the rindinys cut cve wivs, pointioy in a ciitical

vein as to wha', is wronc, xhilc simultaneously indicating

where we Mould he headin,,.

Akrhowh an ad!. Hcficult area to cesearch,

there /1.-0.q hoon u numi,or of jci; exarine the

psycholoeical i rt ors of 1...resii adr.l t performance,

or life skin surr,si., as it i, somctimi.:4 called. Since

thore arr no as .:ct Hio',.T "ultimate cr;teria," thuso

stdiestend to emplo ar of ie measures or

pro>: tn;tt e cr iter . For 11-0 a 16- year ::;t udy at Brown
Fniversitv (Ford Foundation si.onsored) aud indices such

as listino; in '..lio, neer to.orination-_ economic

!'miCewis, :irtiTIdAni(' in iraduate A!; 011t("MW;

or dependent variahli The pred; :-rs Olen a;1 the

c(TY1011 ifltell(Ttl1;11, :-;()( Li) ahd

variables. The t %dere o,;t int ere,:t irrit
ccadctric aThievemetit :md ic apr ode. fa i 1 yd

predict adolt sueress. thc aiisess-

ment .r school personnel (orincipai, goan,o
couniielors) on a ,:i.ibertive index ,O. psy,iholoriL.il maturity

and "personal promise" the most ro,i 0 ;s



predictor.* This fin:ling should remind us all of the clas-

sic Jersild-Tyler eipht Year study in the 1930s and t,)::

which clearly pointed to similar conclusions. High school

recommendations based on principal/staff assessment oE

"readiness" and "maturity" were mor,, potent as a predictor

of general college performancu (not ju.J: Grade Point Aver-

age) than were grades or high school measures of intellec-

tual potential.

Kohlberg, LaCrosse and Ricks (1971) reviewed a mas-

si-e number of studies in search of predictors of adult

success. Their neeative findings were that providing emo-

tional or clinical vsychological treatment fur children and

adolescents had no positive effect upon adult performance.

Similarly, Kohlberg and Mayer (1972) reviewed major predic-

tive/longitudinal studies of academie achievement and

reactid similar conclusions- namely, scholastic performance

makes no independent contribution to life Success measured

by occupational or economic success, the absence of crime,

Mental illness or unemployment, As noted earlier, such

findings cut two ways: On one hand, 'Put bluntly, there is

no research evidence indicating that clinical treatment nf

emotional symptoms during childhood lends to predictors of

adult adjustment . . . ." nti the other hand, "The best pre-

dictnr of the abseni:e of adult mental illness are the

presence of for s of personal competence and ego maturity

durirw childhood" (Kohlberg, LaCrosse 6, Ricks, 1971, p.

l2/4). The same is true for ;Icademic performance. "It is

hardly surprising to find that test designed to predict

only to the arnitrary content anl di.gands of schools should

fail t prodict much to later life" and "in contrast asse!s-

ments of development, like our moral judgement assessment

The ,.n was ;Ai ov(r1:ipping longitudinal w;th larr
!,av les M' 50(t) from cla,,ses in thc 19S0s and 0s Also
t Lent. Wta r.%! c,r spre;id i n !'A,T scores (15(1 pt!, ) 31) "at

c,indidal-os versus noyvially admissablc. Thu ru,:ults
hel(1 for all clase,; .,tudies (0Icho) son, l970).
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"i't trid ( 1'1; ;) 1". 1 '1,,r .111:0 %.!-.1, hed hi S'hiM

4, I.4!' hr, 111' .1' 11' Of ,!orir. in
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etail ey. Ira t rtiy..er-c1; !-,e (To
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achu-etts) provides confirmatory informi!ti ,n from ,ther

professional fields. The Maer ¶tudies found major

d:fferences in groups as diverse nava offic' s and

diplomAts on levels of empathy, the -ecognition of non-

verbal cues and other estimates of rom-rking

Superior performance was associated With,advaneed psycho-

logi,cal development.*

In the Minnesota studie's, there is evidence t.

support the game vneral conclusions. In studies with

preservice teachers, there were major differences in the

use of direct versus indirect teaching styles (Flanders

system) according to Conceptual Level and Moral Reasoning

Stage. Also, and lo far more significant, was the finding

that the effectivelless of the student-teachor supervisor

was a function of developmental ttage. High stage super-

visors were more aec,irate- in evaluating student-teachei

performance than lower stage .colleagues In fact low

Corwoptual and Moral Reason'ng stage supirvisors when

"mismatched" with hieh .;tage student teachers erroneously

evaluated the student teaching performanco. ll101 stae

'ttelent teachers with ettective (indirect llaudors ,atios)

ritiugs were negatively rated ,tti a subjective b;if:is h.

lowet stage 5uperv1sors 4rint1tall,

Thuf-, the difference in role Itt2t'otrnaneo {tom

addlt:; In getwrfil to adults in :pecific i'Aploz. occupation::

tntHtote a vdl.ue data !lase tor titt a:;sert'Al ihrit deveLop-

rd-nt. or level otter promi%c predict, in

d t;e1dio, findinrs.arc a/so at tiat

cdoH-va'idated frotit Witkin' ou cogni.ivo ri-jjoy-
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The larnelv atheoretical history or pist 1eear0--; (4torts

has yielded sparse benefits. Developm,ltal theory, o; the

ithor hand, presents an interestinr aud

complex new paradirm (in tho Cotho sense) for teacher

education that we should all exam*ne arefuliv. As noted

at the out.;et, the' theory, Or, more aocurate!.Y,

theorius ore emergent, io addition to the two mal,or

theorists preen! at thi:: conicrence, there is an imnres-

i;ive list ov col,oague (Larry Fohlhere, P:IO., lane

Loevinrcr, William ;ai,rty, F' her! I:elman, Henri flunon all

workinr to det,oil aspects or domains ni development. Sucn

deas can provicie a f not. or fitui:d.ttio for edur at. lonal /

developmental provrams.

in a unique sewle, the developmvutnt model su1'1'et1

that we derive nractic!: from theorv and vice ver.s,t--that

we can derive theory from a u;i7eH! ,amination

pract lrut i j :. not: a t.:!t cond- c l Ol .'itv 1 or

t oo !-,t up id t,, t a! a I hocrut i 1 cvel Rather ,

interaction remii; :lust tl,at. Practice awl,th,iory ;to Itai;!

in hand. If we concentrate exclusivel': on hoth

are diminished.

Thus, the luestiou voit vcm-:1 fey oro

rearch or can we now der.ivc incota!ete tan

pvomisinr models for instruction To ome (le:oret of

ourse, such an answer depend,: on oPP'.: own how

knowlodre is r(ncratod. T);e levellument I 'r 4::tcr;o10

!; that int c i-;;e I ion bi 'eaq.'11 10';O't

represent 1 renerat or. roi nY the 1:1111 1,t'Wt it t't

wort.. 1 hoory -and practi CC! ;II(' Ii ffer 0' the i;;nmi

n 111(1 1&3 I LI& iii I }io real clii not t I itt,trr

!:;.( (WC ;t1 I b.f.'t a flawt ott ot- t ot End n 'f

prison and environme'.t. l), wo RIC tut exempt from !hi-

i;IWS ;
r'AV.17 line 'I yoOt '; I a

development:II m-dol tor adults, even thourh all ;he

MV;Wcr': ;"(.' 1101 yet rom re;.;ea hor t



tryout field based experiments themselves are basic re-

search from a developmental perspective. There is nothing

lo practical as a good theory, as a Lewin would say. By

carefully examining actual "best shot" practice, we can

more fully illuminate needed theoretical reformulatioru;.

Thus, although heretical, a basic developmental assumption

is that the basic and the applied are not sequintial, but

rather, interactive. What we need, in any case, is

cluster d research and development groups to chart new

paths and new programs.
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APPEDIY A

Toward an IneAructional Model

The following summary of inetructional iesueA wae
prepared for the Bureau of Education for the Handicapped
and represents a section of a larrer paper, "Adult Devel-
opment and Leaggiship Training for Mainstream Education"
by N. A. and 1..°T. Sprinthall.

le appendix presents a die,cussion of the etate of
the art for.a possible developmental aeproach to inservice
teacher education. It is intended as a supplement to thv
main themes in the Overview and in the Special rapers. tt

is not intended to preempt a full and complete examination
of the key issuenamelv, does a developmental conception
of adult functioning improve our ability tm understand and
predict adult performance. Does this, then, become a sig-
nificant goal for educational proeramming?

On the basis of current study vith adult inservice
teachers both at the University of Minnesota and at St.

Cloud State University, and extrapolatine from studies with
elmentary and secondary school children, a devielopmental
approach includes the followine elments.

1. Growth :'ward more complex levels of cmenitive-
deyelopmental functioning appears to be most influenced by
placing persons in sienifant role-taking experiences.
There is a substantial difTerence between role-playine (sim-
ulation, games, fanrasv trips, etc.) and actual role-takinv.
In the latter case, the pereon is expected to perform a new
and somewhat more complex inter-pere:mnal Iasi.. than one

own current preferred mode. The experience is direct And
active as opposed to vicariote. and indirect . ror eyeimple,
with teenager, rltulinr invmlved a pupil actually
learning to counsel a peer, or teachine juniot hieh
or "co-teaching" in a nursery school. Vot preeervic( And
inservice teachers. role-takinr teachine them
counseling skills and/or superviion Pi I mr tm employ
new teaching "models." Kevin Ryan eome veaei aeo !,1r
the concept of cross-role trainive mr rolftee
teachers. Althongh never formally HOemented, the idea
etill seems valid, namtiv tkat edueetine erefe.,
thvoneh Mee(t. vet multiple prn!erl.ti rol( ,11;#

act ;is A !;riMU111:: tm erowth.

.('Cl)r;i1 Ct,11';',111.,tf
;i';1)1_'(.1:; .1ich v r 1,
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teaching program, tutoring two or thret hours per wutA was
as effective as 10 to 12 in effecting the level nf psycho-
logical maturity as long as there was a weekly seminar.
Without the guided reflection there no discernible ef-
fect on volunteer-only tutors (Fxum, 177). A current
study in elementary schdols indicates that with peer teach-
ing ("regular" children and trainable mentally retarded's)
the same findihgs hold to an even greater degree. Under
supervision that is careful and continuous, the regular
children develop more effective role-taking and empathy
skills. Under volunteer-only conditions with minimal super-
vision, the "regular" children became more negative tow.Ird
the criti.eal of 11,114's (Blum, 1978)1 Bruininks (1978) also
found thait under the random conditions in most classrooms,
"regular" children accorded mainstreamed children increas-
ingly lowered social status. In some sense, this may be
only the most recent example that experience by itself may
be educative or mis-educative. It is certainly clear,that
a main element must be a penuine balance between experience
and reflection. guided integration appears essential.

5 Programs need to be continuous. This is perhaps
obvious. A single three credit course will rarely

provide a stiff' .ciently in(1epth experience to nroduce sig-
nificant change. The followup studies noted earlier
(McAuliffe's 1976 revie%y of human-relation training "pack-
ages") plus the national study by Joyce, Yarger and Powey
(1)77) clearly document the ineffectiveness of bref, epi-
sodic, weekend "type" learning. The time line for sign;ci-
cant change probably should extend over at least one year
period. In one of our projects (Oil Sprinthall, 1978) we
found that grouping or clustering teachers by school build-
ing makes it more pn sible to provide continuous supervi-
sion on-site while teachers were asked to transfer their
newly learned teaching models to their own classrooms.
ruch 1 been written by Miles and others on the relative
is',1ation of classroom teachers. Sneh on environmental fac-
tmr my indeed influence why :o little new learning trans-
fer.;. Without continuity dur'ng both the a( tuisition and
ttansfur phase, new instructi techniques may bt placed
quickly into (11,1 drawers on top of new currAeulum euide,;.
Thu;, as a result , both new techniquer and new content
quietly gather dust.

Since developmental stage erowth represent:, by

definitien, funtioning at a new and more complex level,
instruction needs tn provide for both prsonal support and
challenge. l'he general role of the leader must include, at
a minimum, the abi!ity to model a variety mr teaching
models. llowever, hy itself !hat probably will not be

ough. A l'ev riagetian content is that development ite,

volves the ptocess of uteaitine or upending one's euf.renttP (Ar,d !Jot,: of ennilibrium). 5:urh upcndine c7Aates
ILmon;tmce or ;, I At( co. eouilihrtion. The person



a!,teript 3 to incorporate the new int,o the oLl without really
changing the old. If one's MW11 way (If processing
and perceiving experience does not really change then,
"plus ca change!" William James retier,-ed to Olis as "old
fovevism," change the new into the famIliar. His three
year old child taiOtt. Jmes the concept when the child
called a corkscrew, "bad scissors" and an eg,' a "hall."

:ew Learning in a developmental sense requires we
actually give up the old, less adequate, more concrete,
les empathic, more stylized system of thought and action.
Thu stability which a iess adequate stage may offer can
often become im extremely well entrenched harrier to change.
Any effective instructional model must offer malor personal
support as a direollipart ot the instruction, not as an in-
direct service or ilidivnet Aherany." Separating the person
from "old learninp may be similar to the grieving process,
for some -at least. In any case, our work with inservice .

teachers convinces us that significant professional devel-
opment is painfulp diMilarly, Clyde Parl.er's (1978) pio-
neering stip( of professional adult growth for college
level profe,,sors clearly suggests the need for careful and
.continuous support as requisite for vhange. His work seems
to indicate, at least '6;: inference, that the problems of
inservice tor elementary and secondary teachers pale by
,c)mparison with collw;e profesors. In aT case, ligher

order ,kills represent tho challenge, interperson/ 1 respon-

siveness/empathy the'iutpnort.

7. A inal point. A netmon's cum nt st ge ',I
psychological development-maturity reprw;ents th current

preferred mode of functioning--not a _permanent c assifica-

tion. Hunt uses the phrwu2 "rtcce:,!;ihiTitv chant 17 to-di.:

note the current mode that an individual tends to use. In

a generic sense, the stage then tells us where t ) start, to

begin where the adul't learner is.



TOWARD TEACHING AS A SELF-RENEWING CALLING

Douglas H. Heath

Haverford College

To understand the continuing professional develop-

ment of a teacher requires a model of how healthily

functioning adults continue to grow throughout their

occupational lives. Psychology, still overly nreoccupid

with children and adolescents, cannot yet provide such a

general model. Only a few researchers have studied the

development of adult3 over several decades to determine if

there is any orderly pattern to their continued develop-

ment. And only a few theorists (Erikson, 1963; Loevinger,

1976) have dared to provide a model nf the developmental

tasks that adults face at different times of their lives.

However, models, like Erikson's, that describe differeht

adult stages (e g., identity, intimacy, generarivity, and

integrity) are so hopelessly vague that they have not

generated much specific research. Although vocational

researchers (Havighurst, 1964; Her3henson, 1968; Sheppard,

1971; and Super, 1957) have sought to order career develop-

ment throughout the life span, the focus of reseArch has

been almost exclusively on the early stages of occupational

selection and identity formation rather than on the adult

stages of commitment, productivity, and maturity, or on the

topic of changing occupational identity (Hall, 1971) that

may occur in middle age or, increasingly, in the mid-

thirties.

Respar,.!h on Adclt Develot2ment

For the pa!;t two derade!_;, I have exami.ned the mt±aning
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of healthy growth, maturing, and competence in selepted

exemplars,of mature and immature mdle adults. The study
A

has led to the creation ot a model of the maturing adult

(Heeth, 1965), to tests of its-generality in:different

cultures.(Heath, 1977b), all,;(1 to studtes of how young adults

actually mature when in college (Heath, 1968) and in their;

first careers (Heath, 1976a, 1977c). The model has bee'n

found to comprehehd the types of growth 6und dUring eriesdi

years.

A longitddiRel study of men studied as College

freshmen, uppe;classmen, and as adults in their early .

thirties, provides some empi4cal data- that are relevant

fov understanding the profehional development of teachers

the sample included_teaehers, uhysicians, lawyers, business

.managers,_ministers, and "other urofessiopals. The men had

- 'been intensively studied in college (i.e., more than 100

measures of their academic competeqee, nersontlity, nd

psycholOgical healthiness were aallable). They

restddied even more intensively when adults. Several

1' hundred measures of their adult maturity and competence:had

been secured from psycholofyical tests, specially designed

questionnaires, interviews, and ratings by thl'ir wives,

friends, and professional colleagues. Since the measures:

and findings of the study have been renorted elsewhere, I. .

mentiAn only those findings directly'relevant to under--

standing adult development (1976a, b, c,1977a, c, D978).

First,the evidence cons48tently confirms that

maturing can Continuelthroughout the early adult years.

Even the most disorganized and immature collegt men

improved considerably.in their mental health over.time.

Second,N man's emotional maturitik when an,

adolescent gelierally kedicted his mdturity, relative to

that of the others.of the sample, when.an adult.
% A

Third, of 51 determinants that pan afrect mat4ing

during early adulthood those that contributed mc';t,lin
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declining order of influence, were wife as a person, type

of occupation, role ae husband, occupational way of life,

occupational associates, home atmosphere, and graduate-

professional school.

Fourth, different types of occupations have

different maturing and immaturing effects on a person's

vat

continued growth; though we still have little definitive

knowledge about the splicific effects that teaching, for

7ncamp1e, has upon contin/id maturing (Kohn & Schooler,

1973). Generally, howevel-, the principal effects of a

Professional occupation during ihe early vocational years

are 1) to further the development of analytic, logical, and.

relational thought; 2) to confirm a man's proevssional .

identity, enhance his self-confidence, and deepen his sense

of self-directed autonomy; 3) to make one more aware of his

values; and 4) to increase his awareness of, sensitivity

'to, and care for other persons. The primary immaturing

effects of a profession, particularly Of its demands on

one's energy and.time, are 1) to narrow and constrict one's

interests and activities, like reading and community acti-.

vities; 2) to distort one's social relationships, limit

one's.intimate frkendships, and adversely affect one's

emotional ,and sexual 7;elations with one's spouse and

children.

Fifth, men who are more well adapted (not just

adjusted) vocationally, are more likely tOave happier

marriages and satisfying sexual lives, be Aore competent

fathers, And have more mature interpersonal relationships.

In other words, a core set of quay.ties mediates effective-.

ness in fulfilling diverse adult roles (Heath, 1976a).

Sixth, the happier ad It male was, when adoleicent, I

judged by others to be more n.ure, was more integrated and

autonomous knd had better refleetive control. He matured

more since/College than did the.less happy male. As an

adult the happy man was more psychologically hez-,1thy and

Tat:4re, more competent in fulfilling varibus adult roles
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more sexually compatible 'with his wife, more well 'ada.Oted

vocationally; and had warmer, closer relationtpips with his

colleagues.

Seventh, measures of scholastic aptitude and.college

gradei did not predict much later in lift. .Some evidence

suggesti that adolescents of high aptitude, particularly

quantitative, may when adult be less imterpersónally

mature, less well integrated, and value power and economic

rather, than altruistic or other-centered relationships more

highly (Herh, 1977a).

Eighth, the most pervasively powerful adolescent

predictor of the widest rAnge of adult empetencies,'as .

well as for the adult, was a person's psychological'

maturity. The emotionally mature college male is more
K

mature as in adult, is evaluated by judges to be more

psychologically and physically healthy; is more well

adapted vocationally; has closer, more intimate relations

with othrers; has a more satisfying marriage; and 'is judged

by his wife to fulfill the various roles of a husband more

adequately.

Given that psychological maturity is so powerful a

piedictor of the adaptability of an adule;' the key questions

become, "Whatt is meant by maturity?" and."How is it related

to the process of continued professional development?"

Considerable evidence now confirms that the more matime, in

contra9tto the less mature,,adult is more able to articu-

late, syrolize his experience. A more mature person is

more-reflective, more accurately aware of one's self, one's

motives, and one's'relationships with others. Such a

person is also more allocentric, the second dimension of .

1 maturing, that is,'capable of taking, in Dewey's words, a

multiplicity of perspectives, of, empathically understanding

another.operson's view. One's thOught is MOve analytical

and logical; one is able to predict accurately fore what

others think; one's values are more other-centered and one
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cis more Solerant and undyretandine of others. Amore
mature person/is also more well-inteArated, the third prin-

cipal dimensibn that defines healthy. growth. One's

thinking Is more differentiated, relational, and Consis-,

and one's conceRt of one's self is also mote ina

)n
tent-tgrated:
61

J .

e's values are more consistent and one is able to estab-

lish more reciprocally mutual and cooperative relation-

I.

..

ships. The mature person is ills9 a more stable person, the

fourth dimension of maturing. 'Whe's thought processes

/i

- .

not as readily 'disrupted by.persodal bias or stress. A,

Erikson suggests,.ono has a more stable sense of one's ;elf,

one's values are more,ptable, and one is able to create

more enduring relationships with others. Finally, a mature

person fi. more autonomous. Knowledge and cognitive skills

can now be'used in h variety of different situations

because they have become more internalized and freed from p

the initial situations in which they were learned. Such a

person has a more discriminating but independent concept of

himself, can tiold to his values undbeattack, and is'

generally mori indeRendent and self-reliant.

The model assumes that any person of any age, sex,

ethnic or cultural background, matures similarly on such

dimensions if free to do'so. Evidence now confirms that

the model does differentiate the more from the 4058 mature

person in different cultUral areas. hat is, the more

mature, in contrast to the less mature, Anatolian Moslem,

Sicilian Catholic or American Protestant-Jew is more able

to symbolize his experience, is more allocentric, inte-

grated, stable and autonomous in his cognitive Processes,

self-concept, values, and personal relationships Heath,

1977b). Evidence from studies of how students change when

they are in a powerfully liberalky educating environment

also confirms that they mature in the ways the modeP

predicts (Heath, 1968). It is clear, though, that the

pattern of healthy growth is partly a function of the type

of institution in which one is. Socio-cultural values may
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inhibit fertatn kinds of growth and encourage others.

Women tegd to be socialized to,grow,more on thelallocentra

than the attonomy dimension; men areNeXpected to becbme

more autonomous than allocentrid. Since Rumen 'beings are

domplex systems, too extended divelopment on one dimension

relative to growth on the others may induce resistance to c'
, . .

cOntinued development and ma); distort.the growth process.

,
Data,auggest, for example; that stronily mastuline maleOrin

our sotiety are more anxiotis about exiNessing their
.,

feelings and consequently may have difficulty maturing ,on
t " .

the integration dimension.
, ,

What does such a model tell us about the professional

development of teachers? Tha model actualll systematlzes

; the procesi of vocational deCision-matcing,' as described by

'

Ibinzberg (1951) and Tiedeman (1961), and also describes
c;

the sequence of adaptati;pn to a profession. 'Choosing a

. ,. vocation like teaching involVesmaginatirely exploring

°he's self and one's world (Symbolization), crIstallizing

alternatile gatterns of choice (Allocencricism),*tinta- 4

.tiVe1ytorgani41.1hg them into sequential 'postibilities (Inte-

gration)m citoosing, learni% more and tentatively -

(\

implemeting or testing the worth of ones choice (Stabi---

, lization), and finally developing increasedaelf-isdertive-

nese, assurance; and control (Autonomy). Incolast to

...., ,Erikson's notibn that one stabilizes ne's identify in late

:).adolescence, my studies suggest that solidatioit'df one's

identity as a.teacher, for example, may not occur .until ihe

mid-twenties, after one hap had several years of experience

in the role of a teacher.

I suggest that adolescent psychological maturity is

such a powerful predictor of subsequent adult competence

becaude.the dimensions of maturing actullly describe those

qua1ial6s that are critical to the process of slccessfully

adapting to the demands oradult roles. Lett us look:at,

alult professional development as an adaptive roblem. The
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early years of teaching confront a person with challenging

and frequently severe problems to solve (e.g..., what to do -

'len one finds that what one learned in education couries

does not work with aniactual class; how*to tdach algeble to

30 very heterogeheouslsy prepared students). To adapt is to

begin to reflect ahd analyze, to symbolike and understand ,

why we are not Very ef e ve. teachers who are aware of

heir own strengths an , eeds and sensitIve.to those ofVII
irttudents are more able to understand accurately-the

4 nle pre of the problem they may face. A,* such teachevra

seak6 out other teachera, visit their classrodms, edek

asAstance or other information; they seei4 o understand '

emp'athically how their students may be perc ivaig them and .

their'courses. These more allocentric teachers can analyze

objectively, accurately understand, catefor, and xespect ,

,the diversity of their students. These qualities may

eventually'help them to discover more adaptable ways oft'

so1vin3 peisclassroom difficulties. Out oif this empaehic

search may emetge sone hypothesee, some integratir ideas

about-how to Ardinate different teachicg approaches with

differAt level,e'of.studeni ability. Teachers who can see

relationshipel aiore clewly, who can be spontaneoktry

themselves In 61eir classrooms and who do not,have?m..worry

about pleiying a role with their etudients, who have more

consistent values and expectations, and who\can create col-
1 ,

laborAtive working relationshins with ot!r teachers and

their student's-wilt create more adaptivt ways of teaching

tomorrow. They then begin to'teat out their ideas to .

discover those which'are most effective for each particular

clAss; those approaches thatiwork are repeated; eventually
.....-4...

they develop some habitual, more stable wayi of teaching.

Teachers who are able to maintain their intellectual .

efficiency when despairing or upset, who have a sense of

self-confidence and certainty about their (Aim ability to

solve probletits, whO have Some peOistent enduring commt-
,A ,
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ment that enables them to iNep going even during the gLim
.

.

month of February, and who can create some enduring suppor-
. ..

tive relatiodiships with others will most likely be the more

effective pachers... Ao sqe point, such teachers will.pave

learned to so cope with ceitain problems that ariselin the

classroom that 6'they n handle them deftly, a most intui-

tively, even automaticialy. Such teachers n 'have some

e deeply automatized skills, ways of relatinpAthat are moue

autonomous. Those who ean transfer to next year's crais

what they learned from previews classes, who do not falto4
,

.
.,

apart as a result of students' criticisms, whose goals do

not bend to:every new educational fashion, and who can

function independently of constant reassurance and support

will create more adaptive ways of solving the daily

problems they face.
s

%. I. I suggest that this sequential pnoblem-solving model
.. i A

may also desciibe longer cycles of professional develop-

ment...The early yedrs of teaching are deeply refledting,

searchind;,expanding ones which eventually'lead to stabili-

zation and.automatizatibn. We rlach an equilibrium, our ,
1

rate of growth slow& our teachinp may becomes more

voutink;ed, and our..enthusiasmS may waver. Lie risk stasis/,
,

discontent, unhappiness. SOW men I studied had so quickly

mastered their peofessions that by their eariy thirties

they were restlessly bored pnd had begun to search for new

,. ways to grow. A percepcil* administrator knows when it is

time to confront his faculti with new challehges, to

disrupt entrenched,patternsto upset the eomfortable

equilibrium of some teache:a. A teacher who has interna-

lized the value,of self-reiewal will discover and create

ways of disrupting his equilibrium by initiating new

problems to solve in order to reinitiate the next cycle nf

the maturing procesp. t
.

From this perspective, to continue one's profes-

sional development requires much more than returning to
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summer sChool for another course credit, na,terthg a new

technique, or fiddling with one's curricular outline.

Profesiional development is a continuous proc484lf

characterological re-formation, of sflf-renewal, pf being

called to recommit one.'s self to'the historic goi. of

education, that of continued healthy growth.

II. Researchable.Issues About Professional Dev lopment

for the Next 540 Years

Many central issues about teacher development sare

not unique to teachers. We may find some answers to such

questions from studies of other professlonals. For

example,sthe findings I cited that happiness and personal

satisfaction ate closely related to interpersonal maturity

and vocational adaptation suggest these questions: "Is the
4,

more ,effective well adapted teacher a yoppier and mare

interpersonally mature one?" "What ii the nature of the

reciprocal relationship between professional effectiveness

and such psychological qualities for teachers?" Another

critical iseue is to discover the Predictors of subsequent

vocational adaptation and sense. of personal satiefaction.

The longest longitudinal study Of development (i.e.., that
.

initiated by Terman) has just reported that subjectiye.

factors from early adulthood, like'ambition, sense of

aUtonomy in decision-staking, persrstence, psychological

adjustment, Were the best predictore of personals, satisfac-

tibn and fulfillment of sixty year olds. Objective

indicators like adolescent grade average and aptitude did

not predict subsequent life iatisfsction within the highly

talipted group sfeied (Srars, 1977). Other studies of

verk-creative adults also confirm that once one is above a

bright normal level of intelligence, personality, rather

than intellective factors, predict subsequent productivity

iF creativity (Barren, 1963; McKinnon, 1960). Such

/%dings f m stpdies of other occupations warn us that in

searcning, or selection criteria to predict. subsequent

?99
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teacher effectiveness we not r^ly too exclusively on

-achievement and scholastic testa at the expense of identi- .

fving more predictive personality and motivational, i.e.

psychological maturity, attributes.

Other quistOns stemming from,studies of other

,professionals that may help us to understand the develop-

ment of teachers are: At what time in one's professional

oa:eer and under what circumstances does one confirm'one's

identity as a teacheA Is such confirmation or discon-

firmation most likely to occur within the first three to'

five years of teaciling? Do teachers continue their Profea-

,
sionii development and maturing longer-than othir profes-

sionals, and, if so, what are the specific attributes'of

their occupation that act to spur such Continued growth

(e.g., intimate "association with growing youngsters, '

changing knowledge base)? What are the attributes of those
.

teachers for whom teaching is central to their identiey and

upon whom teaching has a major continuing petering effecp

Studies suggeit that persons who are more "involved" with

'their occupations are more satiSfied, expect more of them-

selves, and so report more problems with their work

(Curia, Veroff, and Feld, 1960). What are yfie ideal condi-

tions that 'involve" a person in his occupation?

Presuuebly an occupation that enpages A person's, ego rather

than just his economic needs may producw a more committed

professional. In studying a group of committed teachers of

one school, I found the following ego-needs to be central

to their satisfaction and morale as teachefs in that school

(in order of decreasing satisfaction):

Social value LI work

Degree of personal involvement in and devotion

to work

Ethical standards and practices associated with

work

Opportunity for innovation and creativity

300
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Quality of personaf ielations with those with
whom ne worked

% Compet ce for the type or woLk amt one wau
doing

But:also of interest were those, needs about which the

faculty -were least satisfied anWwhich may in ttme moderate

their degree of commitment to teaching (in order of

Laussling satasfaction):

Salary received for work

.Effict' of job on marriage and children

Opportunity for continued personal growth And
satisfactIon for most of, working life

Work as source of'new friends and intekests

Quality of work accomplishing

Opportunity to achieve eventually at level of
potential capability,

Amoont of recognition.from others

As varied as teaching is and the Age range and types of
1 ,

students are with whom teachers must work: we need to learn

whit'are the more central as well as 6reoperipheral types

of satisfactions that teachers experience whose.fulfiDlment

or lack, of fulfillment may affect their professional
#

development. 4;

If one'l occupation is as central r."socializing

force" in development, as sOme like Henry (1971) claim,

then we need to ask what thp types of maturing and

.immaturing effects are that the teaching ptofession may

have on a teacher thatdiffer from Ow principal effects of

other occupations. Does the pattern of maturing. effecis

change over time, as the model of maturing wodld predict?

As teachers find Oft "charlenge" of teaching decreasinA as

their mastery of teaching is increasing, would the patvern of:

effects shift from a predominance.of symbolizing, allOPen-

tric and inftgrative types of groOdth to more stabilizing A

301
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and auiomatizing effects? At whet paint in a tea er's

developnt \Jo stabiliiation,and automatization. esalein

Poredom, routinitation,_and loss of commitment? When this

phase of teacher-daefopmett occufs, if it doed% what are

the qualities 9f those teachers who can self-renew them-

selves and what aro the institUtional changes Olt can be

4.trodued:to disrupt the lever'of equilibrium being

retched to pro.,oke-new distUrbing challenges to which to

adapt? One Psychological function, as well as reason .foi,

education's continuing cycle of fads and. "swing;"'illay well

betojog-too complacent faculty to adventure aneW:

Why do we have.almost.no answers for such,questions-

about the professional development, of. teachers? Because

we define and reward professional aevelonment as'the-

acquisition ofrenother course, or another technique, or the.

experiencing f another drear y. inservice session. We-do

not think of.peaching as a "calling," one that organizes

our character. Too frequently, we ink of preparng tor

teaching as taking so many'cours and a praoticur, neither.

of which neceasarfly provokes rsunal maturing. I do not .

believe we empower teachers.to continue their professional

devetopment in these ways. We empower teachers.to adapt,

just as we do Atudents, by,providing spurs and resources

that p ovoke,cOntinued maturing. I provoke my students who.

are terested'in becoming teachers by insisting that they

o in a schobl that is radically different from the ones

in which they were educated, just to force them to think

through their unspoken valdes about what should go on in

the aassroom.
Psychologists have a very limited understanding of

how adults 16arn and grow primarily because learning

theorists have focused on the conditions that alter

specific acts rather than on those that further orgunismic

maturation, on obsefVing time-limited momentary behaviors

rather than on understanding how a person changes ovt:

time. A Cri.tical research task is to iden,ify thole
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principles and konditions that further maturing. 'If, for

' the moment, we accept.the valfdity of the model of

maturing, thenlI suggest we can identify more than 20

principles; mostiof them ohyious but most never self- .

consciously implemented, which might,provide guidelines ior

. educating teachers. At leas.: four principle's may contri-

bute.ci) allocentric maturation, for example:

A. Create a climate of trust among faculty that
"itntourages non-defensive and open'personal
relationships with each other. Such a "climate
depeds upon the-site and ethos of a school, the
modeling bit the head and key faculty, and the
,sanctioned opportunities for disclosing one's
teaching difficulties..

. .

B. ,Expect teachers to be responsible fOr the.growth
'of other teacherer Provide, for example, on-
going support grbuph for teaChers on school
time the; are, focused on mptual professional
akin balding and the exflorationof their
understanding of the characterological changes
in this generation of students.

C. .provide and educate for the skills.necessary for
corpOate task learning. Although teachern are
alleged experts In helpini students row, they

i'

do not know how to help eath other s
M
ilarly.

.. An ,inservice series of programs coul focus on
the development of specific interpersonal skills
like listening, resdlving'conflicts, and negotiating
that could be applied'to faculty as well as &tudent
relationships.

D. ProvSde the, opportunity for teacheis't40aSeume
altetnative roles, like that of etudents,
teachers of preceding and subsequent grades,
even of administrators. One of the more power-
ful incentivee to tontinued faculty growth, I
believe, is eo undersland much more empathicJlly
what it means to be a student not just in one's own
class but in one's school. 0 '

My point is not that the specific techniques I have

mentioned will necessartlY enhance vnitinued professional
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growth; rathcr, it is that the identification,'internali-
.

zation, and imaginative, self.,.-conscious, and systematic

t implementation of such principles in our, programa are what

need io be made more salient al researchable issues.

' . What ere e speciftc probtems that cqnfpont

teschers,and the .professional devefopment dAing the next

five to tan years Within the next decade, young people

desirOus Orenper g tealhing Will'fin:elatively few

opp9rtuaitiea tW IIo.eo; pur faculties will progressively

get older and, s removed further and

' **that frolthe 7emmeno logy of youth; Coo nartow a def9-

nition.of accent4,ility And the regressive effect bf the .

"back to basics" mdvement will progresevelY "dehumanize"

r the educational proceso; ficulty perquisites and rewards

will continue to erode and, eto,..elap the.morale and 6mmit-

mant of teac,loors3'particukgsly those for whom teaching is

not a calling. As bleak as vome.ef ther prospects may be,

they offer an opportunity. to At*gthen the teaching

profession, prdviding we identify the right issues on Which

No Work. I suggest they will be hoWto eelect'more

carefully those who wilh to enter the profession by

assessing iheir-psychologicil maturitymore wisely; by

fasbtioning a preparatory and c. ,ntinuing educational environ-

ment that involves the vdlues, interpersonal Ocilla, and

se:if-concepts of teachers% as well as of their knowledge

and cognitive skills; by learning how oi-etpower (teachers

not by teaching them aU'diovisual techniques or requirOg

them to sit through another dull lecture on,thy group

dynamics of the claasroom, but,by helping them to develop

and internalize a mord humanistic educational philosephY

built around developmental principles that can buffer them

against the mlndlessness of much of the accountability

movement and every trivial gimmick proposed to make

teaching just a more efficiept didactic information 'dis-

pensing process; by creating an,institutional environment
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which is monk genuinely facilitative of continued teacher

maturing and,therefore of their adaptabiliti. to be able to

relate to the changing student'and worfd of.tomorrow.
\,
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TEACHEA TRAINING: A NECESSIT-V

NOT A FRILL

Edmund V. Srullivan

and
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Uni/ersity:of Toronto
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9

I. e. 9

Introduction /
..

1

Here in Canada% where I am located, I have listened

for the.past several years to the call to go I:back to the -1

basics:" In some ways this may be an appropriate call: in

an economy that is no longer expanding. At first,"back

to the basics" was centered on the elementary achool sys-.

tem, where it demanded more attention to the basic skills
,

(i.e., reeling, writing, and arithmetic). It then infil-

trated the social studies and one of the places one can

find this call is.in certain'.funda 11 ntal groups who' want

discussion of

1.

controversial issues .g., moral, educatUni,

etc.) out of the school and into the (comes. It Appears

,now that the "back to the bailcs" slogan is now cleming

its latest victlm, teacher education and teacher trainin.

The Rush toward "back to Oe basics" within this context,
, ,

is a two-qdged sword'. For example, in our own researeh

institution, all oisthe major projects wht6h,deal with
40

teacher training have been severely cut bick or s.topped
/

completely. ,Ax the sate time, projects investipating
..

basic skilli and the development of curriculum materials

hove received the higheOriority. This shift in prioii-

ties appears not to be based on sound rosearch as to what

is needed in education, but rather, political pressures
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. which are reactionary in nature. From my own experience .

'-with research and development in the area of moral educe-

tion,'I would have to say that thiA present movement away

from teacher traininp is short sighted and miseducative.

Let me briefly capsulize some previous research from our

moral education project to set the stage f.ot"the moye

generic question of teacher training per se.

The Project

Our research in mor
4

al.education goes back :o 1970

and the following description, is from that nhase of our

research (Sullivan, 1975). It is an eltperiment:1 project
.

carried oue by'the co:directors of the nroject wit

eleventh and twelfth grade students. Forwthe-first part

of the project, both directors abandoned thei< ivory towers

and took on the role of teacIlers. _During initial meetings

with the students, we discussed.porat theories and Orip-
Od

ciples, using an elementary text as timulus, These

dilicussiolis were necessary to esta lish 4 cominbn vocabulary

among the students and overcl:ocommunication probleTs

resulting from a diversity of ral,reasoning. /Mei going "\

through the text, the students selected tolAcs of cohtem-

4porary social significance; some of the topics were sug-

gested by the students and others by us. The topics ranged

, over a number of areas, including abortion,,capital puhish-
.

ment, drugs and pollution.
4

4
Our evaluations of Our programs were based on

Kolbherg s Moral Judgment Scale. Apronoe:of process versus

content in educational objectives, it will, be seen that

this instrument is'oriented in several ways toward thinking

prepesges, and we were much more interested in the Process

than in the particUlar content of our students!"thinking.

The objective validity of the instrument is partially

Rstablished cross-sectionally in several cross-national
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studies (for example, in Canada, see Sullivan, 1975)

and alsci'in the longitudinal followup of the original

,ample. Let us briefly schematize here the stages.

Level I

Stage 1

'Stage 2

Level II

Stage 3

Stage 4

LeVel III

s Stage 5

Stage 6

Premoral

Obedience and punishment ottentation

VaiVelY-egdiatiC -OrientetiOn-

4

Conventional Role Conformity

Good boy/nice girl orientation

Authority and social order maintenance

orieAtation

Autonomous Morality of Principles

,Contxactual legalistic orientation

Conscience or principle orientation

We,were interested in developmentalithange, and

we did a pretest at the beginning of the course and two

folloOups. \The first followup occurred at the end of the

ccurse,and the secon0 followup one year later. As will,

Teen.ahortly, this long-term dewlopmental orientation

important implIcations in our work, and'ire are not

at all Werested inkcontemporaneoua,short-term measures.

Of the three levels of moral judgment outlined above,

one most often finds the premoral stages among elementary

school children, the conventional role conformity stages

in most high school 'students, and a smattering oP auto-

nomous morality stages in high school and college students.
4 f.In our'classroom work, we utilized Kolhberes .

Model to get a geheral idea of our students' levels and

stages of moral reasoning. Most of our eleventh-grade

students reasoned at the.convertional level with a mixture

of Stage 3 and, Stage 4 thinking. There also were some

with Stage 2 Stage 5 orientations, Our goal was to

trove the stu ents from the conventional'orientation to
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the post-conventional stages exemplified in the Level 3

morality of self-accept:d moral principlt.s. In other

words, we were trying to encourage progress to the higher

level of,moral reasonIng. f the program were implemented

0
in the elementary school, %

°
nventional" moxal.stages,wolild

probably be tic4 objective, since many of the students would

be deyelopmentally at the-"premolal"-leVet.---N -other-- .

Obrds, our goals would yary because we are developmentally

oriented and we use in our exAluation a developmental

theory. In the broadest sense, it can.bre said that our

matching model involve a curriculum PItched at level 3(E).
.v.

to students (P) who are at level 2.

Figure i summarizes the analysislot one ot the

classes (Pickering iChool) right 'ehrOugh the one year.
.

followup post-test. The results show-n4in the figure and

, "ktestg.of significance beeween-Nthe expqrimental and control

groups indicate no significanddifference'between the

Time I Tire . T me 3

Pretest First Posc-test Sec9hd Posrstos'

-

Figure-1: Percentage of Stage 5 Usage for Fach Grcitip at '

t
Fach Test Time.
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groups on Stage 5 usage on the pretest and first post-test.

The second pos't-test shows a rather radical jump for the

experimental 3roups which was statistically significant.

We assume this change in our stuients started with onr

course and developed at an accelerated pace the following

year.

What is important from this.all too brief summary

, is that one could have some success in a complex curriculum

area such as moral education. Our subsequent project

worked de'materials aevelopment and curriculum material,

teacher training and program evaluation. .If I were to

.pinpoint ahe key factor in this area for a successful

programmer, I would have to say it was teacher preparation.

'We carried out our *ork with eachers by offering inservice

teacher education practicums for teachers interested in

social issues in the schools. After our own initial

success, we asked ourselves the question, "Is there a

necessity for teacher training in areas related to moral

education?" The answer to this question 'from looking at

our project is an unqualilied yes. . All of the teachers

and observers in our practicum's.tressed the importanc? of

serious reflection in the teacher treining collepes in all

areas of the curriculum which aie value laden. From our

work, we conclude that the range of the previous stat,ement

covers most, subjects in the curriculum. Our oracticum

participants stressed the importance of moral dimensions

in such varied topics as history, social studies and

'comparative religion. No doubt this stress can be seen

in other subjects (e.g., humanities, literature, etc.).

Using Kohlberg's stages as a guide, for a moment,

let us reflect on some issues that might be relaxed to

secondary education. We have already indicated that there

is a selective process in education and ordinarily,

teachers who are successful in professional educational

circles have conventional.moral valves. This is not neces-

s..4rily an indictment of the teaching profession, since
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there are many good reasons which give support to "conven- -

.ional morality. t The school is an agent of socialization

and part of its mandate is to help parents and society,k.

in general, in the inculcation of conventional moral norms.

Mese conventions are known as the collentive wisdom which

all new teachers need in order to get by and succyd in

their task. We conjecture from limited data that a pre-,

dominance of the number of teachers remain for themost

part in the conventional stages (Stages 3 and 4) of .

morality.
. .-

Specific to our discussion is
.

,the teacher's level

or stage of moral development in the classroom where moral

and ethical issues are bsing discussed. Our own conviction

is that it is important to have teachers at a post-

conventional level of morality, in order to be able to help

in the process of generating new kinds of norms when

necessary. Thii does not necessarily make the teacher a

moral rebel or a danger to school ordef. In most instancea,

post-conventional moral arguments recognize the need for f

conventions but they base the merits of the conventions on

sound reasoning rather than on some unnuestioned authority

source. There are also discussions on contemporary social

issues which will take students and the teacher into areas

where there are no clear euthoritative sources. The

k....

1

teacher must indic te to the student his own fallibility

on matters such as thesi;.-4f and when they arise in a class-

room discussion. It wouldCseem difficult for Stage 4

conventional "law and order" tealzhersto put themselyes in

this kind of a role because there will be a latent fear

that if the teacher does not have all the answers, his

classroom authoTity will be relinquished. Since the.

atructure of the class usually leaves the teacher in a

controlling position, he Is typically the initial modulator

of the level of the classroom discussiun. If the ieacher'eS

emphasis is on the maintenance of "law and order" and

"aut " the discussion is not likely tO venture into
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levels where authority is questioned on rational grounds.

To break this kind of set inveacher traintbg will be no

easy task. If we look back on our practicum, we could

.see that teachers quite uhconsciously fell into teacher-

centered class format't even w4en they thouAht they were

avoiding it. It will be'very import nt in'the future to ,

help generate enviroaments uther,t a the teacher-centered

format to alleviate ome of the pr blems that moral indoc-
p.

trination ftesenti (H nt & Sulliva, 1974):

A

Teachin an Old New Tri

Thi previous4luitration was a specific mxample to 411po

illustrate the importAce of teacher preparation on a

'continuing basis. I would now like to turn to the generic

isiue ofvtiacher training by outlining a study on adult

learning carried,out at our Institute by the second author.

The study was 'done by 'an indepth interviewing of 13 adult

learners oyez' a.semescer course on "group nrocesses" in

our Adult Education department. On the basis of these

indepth interviews, fouriqualitatively differenteases

are revetled in an adult fearning process. This lequence

appears t be a recurring,cycle. The sequence (one

compleee cycle) is discernable as.a,.unit by the consistent

order in which the phases occur and by what eventually

in the sequence becomesla noticeable theme in the learnsr's

inquiry. The pases have been named 'detachment,'

'divergence,"engagement' and 'convergence.: The

detachment phase is seen as having two parts: "antici-

pation" portion, when the learner enters a learnink

activity, And "consolidation" portion when (s)he concludes

the sequence (see Figure 2).

The key feature* afe summarized in our Table 1 and

alsowgraphicallf, illustrated in Figure 3. Our purpose here

is not an exhaustive discussion of this study per se, but
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DITACIUOL

k'
consolidatio

rtic.Acruzer

3

Figure 2 The Learning Sequence.

rather, its potential implications forNcontinuin&aducatIon

for eeachers--who, incidentally, are adult learners.

When we aisk pur teachers to keep abreast of their

fields, learn new ways of dealing with their subject,,

etc., etc., we are essentially asking them to change their

previous learning patterns. Ieswe really expect our

teachers to learn new ways of doing things, then We simply

have to supply tihem the means for so doing. New adult

learning for adult 1earnet1iia a complex process that is

preferably done in learni.ng oups with other teachers.

It is the rare teacher who lea s new things out of a

training manual. The issue for curriculum innovation is

not materials development but teachers who mediate the

process of learning. Harking back to my initial example

in moral education, it was our conclusion that good

materials were nIt enough. We sunplied our teichers in

the practicum w4th rich sources of materials. In the end,
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Table 1: Key Features in the Basic Description of the
Inquiry Sequence

PEASE KEY FEATURES

Detachment-
Anticipation

'Gathering information to decermine 'fit'

or compatability with existing notions
and preconceptions

Divergence

..

.

,

'ConfrOntation with a new experience or
idea which diaconfirms preconaefitiOna
and i relevant to the rearner
'TT? p otracted; search for 'cause' with
self mad/or with others) .

'Concludes by the source of cOnfusion
heing identified by the learner wihout
locating it in personal inadequacy, or in
inadequacy of others ,

'Contact with significant others

Engagement

t

,

'Relaxation with the issue unresolved
'Time sense more immediate
'ExOloration of activitie3, materials,
people, with decisions being made on'
basis of intdition more than rationar#
'Series of convergence episodes--collabo-
rative insight occasions
'Possibly insights through reading as
well ..-

.

'Concludes with a 'plateau,' saturation
point where there is withdrawal from
the task

Convergence 'Emerges out of reflective activity
'Major insight experience inlolves both
the emergence of a conceptualization
which symbolizes the inquiry theme As
well as an active.expression of the neW
perspective
"Publishing' the discovery with signifi.-
cant others

Detachment-
Consolidation

.

'Elaboration and consolidation of new
understanding.rhrough activities such as:
- application of new perspective to
other settings

- thinking about implications and limi-
tations of new understanding in rela-
tion to other realms of experience

- reflection back over the inauiry se-
auence and its outcomes

'Typically, increased reading
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State of disorientation and
confuiion accompanied by.loss
of confidence, anxiety and
withdrawal from others per-
ceived to be associated with
the source of conflysion

Precipitatio6 inio in-
Autry through confroq-
tation by en unfamil-
iar yet relevant ex-
perience or idea

Relating the new per-
spective to other
espoused notions
and refining the

1

understanding
which derived
from the in-
quiry -

Re-establish-
ment,of con-
tact with
othltrs asso-
ciated with the
inquiry theme,
'publishing' Lhe
discovery with them
and a surge of con-
idence

1

I

3
2 ?

DIVERGENCE

DETACHMENT
10

A major insight
experienceutich
drovidea a con-
ceptualization
and a sense of
resolution of
the inquiry

Poesible inteniification
of divervoce features
by denial of confusion
and/or attempt to re-
solve it by imposing an
Ammediate solution

Shift out of confusion
by.naming the precipi-
tating issue and
one'cretation to it

4 in termil oth than
personal ina
quscy, and r -es-
tablisEla c -

tact with others
pereeivedto bp
associated with
the issue

ENAGEYINT

5

CONVERCENCE

9 8

-------
Some reflec-
tive thinking
over the in-,
euiry to this
point

6 Relaxation with
the unresolved

issue and intui.-
tively-guided pur-
suit of the inquiry;

generation of in-
sights through a ser-
ies of occasines of
collaboration 4.,th
others and possibly
through reading

A saturation point or
'plateau' in the en-
gagement phase which
is expressed through
withdrawal from in-
quiry activlties and
from those associated
with the dnquiry

Figure 3: Critical Features of the Inquiry Seouence
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1.

it was the tqacher as adult learner that mattered. It is

our conviction that teacher education practicums Ind in-

service training should help the teachbr through new

\learning sequences as graphically illustrated in Figure 3. .

With:out a support system.(i.e., educatlonal learning envid

onment) i51,1i clear that teachers will resist the disoiien-

tqpiou Atich accompanies new le.arning. Essentially, they

''.VI4.1 stay in a stage of detachment-rather than ylsk change. ''4

The more we begin teunderstand adult learning, the more

we must fre tltle Act that our teachers are just that.

Throrink them new materials, short term workshops, pious,

teacher talks from experts or other'technical gimmick*

without acceptitirthe fat that they are as complex and

continuing legners as their students is simply short.-

sighted, 88 we.siidIt 61e beginning. If we want good

education for Our children:We must realize that lhat is

a "h man investment".rather than an investment in .

tuchniques. r

ieferences

"
.Hunt, D., & Sullivan, E. V. Between psychology and educa-

tion. Hinsdale: ;Dryden Press, 1974.

Sullivan, E. V. Moral learning. New York: Paulist'Press,
1975.

^
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DISCUSSANT REMARKS: PROFESSIONAIS AS LEARNERS SESSION

A CHANGE AGENT LOOkS AT ADUtT DEVELOPMENT 4

Marge Mell4

Jefferson Comity Public Schools

LakewOod, Colorado

We who are ch e agents cannot avoid an increasing
A

awareness of the diybraiçy among the experienced teachers

c
with whom we'work. Just as we encourage teachers to seek

to know ple indivi ual learning mode, conceptual develop-

.
ment, values and attitudes of atudents they reach, we7uTst

attempt torapproach our clients, teachers, in the sami
.

framework. No longerscan we afford the discrepancy between

'the ageddas of trainers of teachers, by they university pro-
d,

fessors or district inserwice leaders, and .01e needs of the
,

participants.

The work by lioth Heath and Sullivan and Taylor, as

presented in 0-.1.9 conference, atress the relationship of the

levels.of psycholugical maturity or conceptual development

to the qualixy of adult functioning. If the level of these

developmental stages determines the effectiveness of the in-
,

diviqual aa a teacher as indicated by Svinthall, then we

are,obligated to: (1) learn more of these stages, (2) de-

velop instructional courses meaningful to teachers at vari-

ous stages of their growth, (3) seek more information as to

the charact,eriatics best suited for most effective teachers

and, (4) aid teachers in theli growth to these most effec-

tive stages. I echo' Sprinthall's urging that trial fteld-

based experiences be use0fas basic rasearch and that th,ory

and practice unite in a real world lab'hratory for research

from a developmental perspective.4
4
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In Jefferson County, Colorado, we recently inserviced

approximately,700 teachers of.grades 3 through 6 in use of

a revised elementary science curriculum. The opportunity to

work with the Concerns-Based Adoption Model (CBAM) developed

by the Research and Development Center for Teacher Education

of The University of Texas is an example of a field test of

educational theory (Hall, Wallace & DOssett, 1973). A full

description of our process and brief description of the

seven Stages of Conceru of the CBAM were Iresented by Pratt

during this conference.
lc

,

The tfMe line for implementation is continuing with

three years since thq first implementation. Support is.

being offered in several forms. Science Department person,- $

nel visit in schools for one-to-one reinforcement, princi-

palb are trained to support teachers and we hold further

back-up inservicing. We are finding less of the retreating-

from-the-new-tecbniques-once-the-initial-fury-is-over than

we say,sin past implementations. Yet, we see a great number

of teacheTs who haim remained at the stage of management con-
.

cerns (How do I prepare this lesson?) and appear to be un-

aware or see no need to have concerns at ,the impact stage

(What are my students learning?) . The phenomenon of'social-

ization--as described'by Stake 'and Eanley (1978) after a

year long ethnographic study°Of science, mathematics, and

social studies in eleven sites throughout the country--ex-

ists vithin our district, too: They have found that most

teachers seem to view the socialization function as their

major goal rather than as a means to a more important end

of content and concept acquisition.

Is there a relationship between this bent for social-

ization and the seeming reluctance of some to teach on other,

than a managerial level? Are the two 'trends even synono-

mous? Could these characteristics--appearingkall too often--

be a restlt of the attitudes of professional* whoOlold con-

ventional moral values as suggested by Sul ivan and Taylor? .

(Would time and effort spent by eachers t orLach a post
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cOnventional level of morality be an interventirnAthat would

move them to impact teaching concerns where students would

profit most?
. .

Also, in our district, there are numerous explicit .

examples of the need for personal,svpport systems to move .

teachers out of the "detachment Xage" described.by Sullivan

,'and Taylor. We ;ee potential for the unit manager, the

-principal, as the key component of this support.. The prin-,

.cipal appears to be the one whb can beet provide "guided' re-

oflection" from real experiences for teachers and the gum- ...,
t

.tinuous on-site supervisitn" suggested by Sprinthall as an

element in his instructional model. Unit umnagers are a

key to creatinithe_learning envionment to aid teacheisAin
r

experienc4pg-Sullivan's "dimprientation which.accompanies
/

.
new learning" and certa nlyitiley7Are the chief creators of

the "climate of trust nglaculty" needed for alrocation ,

- maturation discussed by Heath.

I would like to generalize from the ,study in Minne-

sota (Hunt & Sullivan, 1974) which showed that those super-
.

. (

yiors in the higher stages of moral reasoning were mote ,

accuiate in evaluating student teacher performance an-a,
..

.that, in tact, low stage supervisors actually negatitely

rated,high stage studen.t;teachera. What does this say about

the type of individual best suited for ae principal's tole?

Who should be a principal? What,should the role encompass?

Also, Heath suggests that stabilizing one's career as

a teacher occurs in the mid-twenties after several years of ,

experience. he implications of this comment for inservice

ICaining of bationary teachers as well as those who are,

enured are varied. What types of individuals, in what

roles other than that of principal, would be best'guited to,

help teachers at this time to symbolize, become alickentric.,

p integrate, stabilize and promote autonomy? Just what are .

, the support systems needed to prolote the development of

maturity in Professionals?

Heath, imAiscussing the ideal conditions that irit,i
,

(ti
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volve a person in.his occupation, lists both positive and

negative ego needs of teachers. These needs appear to be

(-elated to internal and extprnal inducements as proposed by

Donald Darnell (19'78). 'Darnell explains'that high,externel

induCements (thflge coming from a'credible authority) produce

inmediate effects,, but if not supported by internal adjust-

mentsevent,pally wear aw'ay"."' Conversely, low external in-

ducements stimulate the de41opment of intrnal inducements

which have a more lasting effect. Only internal inducements /

can provtde the ongoihR Inotfvation that promotes a perser-

verance on tasks away fromiche context in which those tasks

were ifnitiallY confronted: ,

RewarcEsystems have not been discussed by this panel'.

Studies on this topic are also needed. Are the inducements

currently offered in the field tmpeding maturity development

in educational professionals? What indue*ments.are needed

At what stages of development?

I concur with Sullivan concern that we direct more

attention to the study of "human investment." No longer can

"investment in technioues" give us the answers we need in

education.
, k

t
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DISCUSSAM REHARKS -

PROFESSiONALS IS 4ARNERS

R. B. hoWsam

University of Houston

The burden of the three papers presented in this '
4

session appears to lie that: ,

1. Traditional predictors ofnsuccess, such as
intelligence and academic performance, do not
predict success in acquiring life skills and $ro-
fessional competence.

2. Developmental levels in cognitive and moral judg-
. oment qualities do predict such successes

3. There has been some success in raising.the levels
of behavior on developmental scales with school
age populatiois.

4.

N

Rasults from such efforts with adult populations
ay

The presenters conclude that the developmental,

.

t

approach is promising and that it appes both esid t:able

and necessary that teacher education emphasize he develop-
,

cmental approach in its programs.

In viei Of the broad nature of the topic assigned to
. .,

US, I was suritrised to find that the Overview Piesenter tql(

Splinthall) and both of the Specialist PresentersOrs.

Neath,and Sellivan) had approached their assignments from

'very similar points of view. Whether this correspondence
-'

was by coincidence or by design is not known
4

to me. It is

true, however, thateach of the papers is rooted in the area

of developmental psychology and is concer.ned witt; levels of

psychological thaturity and with conceptual and moral

I
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1.

development.

Regardless of ay have been left out by this

focused approach, what was included seems highly relevant

to and significant for teacher education. The papers

together constitute a powerful and titillating contribution,

powerful in the seAse o the documentation of the emerging

insights into the nature of adult learning and titillating'

in the senseNor the flights ilto conjecture as to what the

adult learning world could be like within the teachi+pro-

fession and teacher education.

I regret that we were not favored with evidence of

whether teachers differ froF1 other,professionfli populations

in their levelt and kinds o development on the scales used.

Remembering thatiothese very qualitieseare being shown to be

ielated tO the acquiring af'life proc4;39 skills, we wip

need to know whethv the seleciion p *eases of profes-.,

sional choice favovor disfavor us in cher education.

Do we recruit a.larger or smaller proportion of persons

high On' moral or.psychological scales? (Sullivan did say

as a matter of'conjecture that teachers probably largely

retain ae the third ox,fourth stages of Kohlberg--which

means that they are within the normal ranges of moral

develoement for hightschool students--but he also says that

teachers Load reach the post-conventional level,)

The pa rs suggest myriads of questions which will

need to be res arched. Do teachers'wholre high or low

on such quality measures produce similar manifestations in

their students? Is it 'true, as the studies suggest, that

raising the development levels of adultir-and hence

teachers--will be difficult? lhrough skill development in

teacher education, can a eeacher be enabled to induce devel-
)

opment in students which exceeds his/her.ovin development?

What is the role of modeling (Modeling Psybhology:

Sandura) in these processes? ,Are.those in education who

attain success and attribute it to modeld(or mentors iden-

tifying as mo els or.merAYs thoie who are ,high on
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ignored and should he systema'tically investigated and

reporteli.

Were we to do Such studies, we might find, as Bruce

..Joyce so often says, that what teachers display in their

behaviors is a reaionabl accommodation toetheir institu-

tional realities. We might be li'd to conclude that changes

in the woAplace and communitieq will have to precede or

accompany efforts at improving .eacher effectiveness. Since

unlversities are not without their own constrictions, the

aame kinds of contextual tudies peed to.be made.within

universities. Teacher edu Lition also has to accommodate to

its realities within the,institution and with respect to

its prtfession..

Sprinthall makes fleettng reference to the problems

ofgetang needed 'lunge in the behaviors of professors

making use of the Clyde Parker study he asserts Lhat

"teacher inservice pales by comparison with that for col-
'.

, lege professore. What kinds of "upsetting experiences"

.and "supportive environments" will be needed in pursuit of .

this objectivel

The professor, and perhaps all of us, may be like

the little girl in'this story* A small boy had been

watching tough guys on television. He was outside on the

street when a similarly small girl came along on a new

trike. "Toughie' squared his shoulders, walked over,

grabbed the handlebars and as gruffly as he tould said, I

get what I want when I want it." She had been watching T.V.

"too. She stood on the back of the trike and replied,

"You'll det what I dot when I dets it."
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Overviewer

W. Robert Houston

Paper Presenters

Charlette Kennedy

Wflliam Tikunoff

Beatrice Ward

Charlotte Lazar

119bert Bush

Collab9ration

D&cussatts

Vaughn Phelps

Judith Lanier

The fact that various role groups sbould be
included in the selection, design, deliNery, and
study of teacher education is clearly recognized.
However, it'is not clear how these various con-
stituencies should be working together and under
what conditions various responSibilitiep should
be shared.- What are the different dimebsions of
collaboration? Who arcuthe partici ants and how
is decision making accomplished? at is under-
stood and what needs to be learne aboLlt the

/ collaborative process that can be appli'ed to
teacher education? How should' teache education
research incorpoiate collaboratioh? #What research
on collaboration in tho areas of teacher education
is most needed?

7

Bob Houston, Director of Competency-Based Teacher

Centir knci, Associate Deau'of the College of Education at the

University of Houston, was the Overview Presenter,. He was

seen as particularly able to bring together a unique set of

experiences and knowledge in his overview prrentation. He

has facilitated collaboration arrng school-bAstd teacher

educators, and between THE and -the local school districts.

'In one project (the School-Base4 Teachpr Education Pr
4 'et 'st
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he was instrumental in helping teacher centers (which are

supposed to be collaborative) to work together and to build

a network. Finally, he has been involved in international

collaboration efforts. In his paper, he was asked to devel-

op a broad brush stroke across the literature, examining

whether or not collaboration and cooperation are the same,

and when each exists. He was asked to formulate key ques-

tions in relation to collaboration that should be the sub-
.

ject of research in teacher education.

Specialist Presenter Charlette Kennedy, a Teacher at

Northwestern Elementary School in Eaton Rapids, richigan,

was asked to focus her presentation on whit she had learned

about collaboration from her role as a teacher collaborator

in a research project and from her experiences in a study

of collaborative research. She was asked to note how that

knowledge could bp applied to teacher education, and what

further questions and issues should be raised that might be

addressed in futureresearch efforts.

Bill Tikunoff (Director of the Program on Schooling

at Far West Laboratory for Educational Research and Develop-

ment), Betty Ward (Deputy Director of Far West Lab), and

Charlotte Lazar (Classroom Teacher at Horton Elementary

School in the San Diego Unified School District, California)

gave a joint specialist presentation. They were asked to

briefly describe their Interactive Model for Research and

Development on Teaching and related research findings. The

majority of their specialist presentation was to focus on

implications for future teacher education research and

development, particularly in relation to questions about

collaboration that have been generated from their work.

b Bush, Director Emeritus, Center for Educational

Researc Stanford University, was requested to report on

recent research he has carried out on collaboration between

school and community. The first third of his presentation

was to be a summary of that research, with citation of re-

lated studies. In the remainder of the paper, he was to
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. i

dévefop his thogghts and extrapolations from the studies,

based upodthe preservice-inductiovinservice continuum,

Pointing outipsu4s and directions kat teajker education
4

eresearch and Teveldgment should be addressing in the area

of collaboration.
-

Discussant Judy Lanier is AssociataDean for Frogram

bevelopment and Associate Director for the Institute for

yttsearch on.....Teaching in the College of &cation at Michigan

State University. 'She has.been involved in teacher education.,

at all'levels--*om that of teacher, teacher educator, admin-

istratox, and researcher:. Vaughn Phelps, Superintendent of

Westaid, Community Schoks in Omaha, Nebraska, was the '

second discussant. He is a national leader in publtc edteca-

'tion,yith exten ve experience in successfully workin4

the school levAl practippner and the.university le el teach-

,' er educator; From their experience they ware to re a to

the prepared presentations and to tie together'sejactd key

issues related to collaboration in teacher education.

1
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COLLABORATION - SES 'TREASON'

4

W. Robert Houston

University of Houston

The title of this paper is the sole entry in the

University of Houston's library card catalog when one

searches the index for iesources on collaboration. It also

reflects perceptions of some teachers, school administrators,

and college faculty who feel they are collaborating with the .

enemy when thay work together on teacher education. For

others, coLiaboration is perceived as a positive movement

in professional education. When research and studies of

collaboration aps examined, however, neither position seems

defensible. More importantly, little is knOwn other than

lore and viscera reactions about how collaborative relit-
,

. tionships are strengthened. .

c.
During the past few weeks, I have undertaken a com-

prehensive literature search on collaboration and discussed

such efforts with persons who are studying or are engaged

in the process. I have also drawn from my own experience

in oollaborative efforts; first, in program design within a

tniversity which crossed college and department boundaries;

then in developing and studying a teacher center composed

of professional associations, school districts, and univer-

sity repreststatives; later in coordinating a regional

technical assistance project that required collaboration

stsoong about fifteen funded projects; and finally within a

state as a group of tPirty-two teacher centers joined

%together in a network. This paper summarizes impressions

from, that study.
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Considering the Concept of Collaboration

Before defining the term, several observations are

pertinent. First, collaboraEion reflecth and is embedded in

a trend in American education that assumes,that groups of

institutions, agencies., and community repr'esentatives are

more effective in solving the complex problems of American

education than if independent and unilateral actions are

taken.

I refer to this trend as the C part of, the ABCs of

education, because o many terms begin with this letter.

Institutions join together in coalitions, cooperativer,

councila, and consortia. They are concerned with their

clients, communities, and constituencies. They cooperate,

coordinate, and collaborate. The firit sat u C wuLds

refers to the organization of inter-institutional networks,

the second to the membership of those networks, and the

third to the processes or functions of such efforts.

The second observation about collaboration is that

it is a relatively iecent term when used in a positive

sense. Until about seven years ago, "cooperation" was em-.

ployed to describe the process used in alliances while

"coordination" described the relations between a supra-

system such as sthte and federal agencies and system: such

as local school districts: Both terms are gradually being

,replaced by "collaboration."

Third, tho concept of collaboration is derived.from

political and philosophical assumptions relative to parity

and ino).Last of clients in the decision-making process.

The client of schools is the community; thus, schools Are

encomaged to involve community groups in decision'makitg.

In teacher education, the client is not the community but .

the education profession; thus, colleges of education are

encouraged to collaborate with teachers and their organi-

Ations. The .0alogy is drawn from the position that just'

.as schools are the training arm of society, teacher educa-

tion institutions are the training arm nf rhP prnfcaltnn
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(Howserm, et al., 1976, p. 51).

. Fourth, the paucity of research on collaboxstion is

astounding. 'The literature is filled with case squdies and'

observations. Many describe conditions, designs, and'.

dreams. Very few even attempt te analyze their*operations.

Almost no consideration has been given to the study of cost

effectiverrs, proceOures tor .improving operation, testing

the validity of basic assumptions undergirding the concept

itseif, or impact of collaborative efforts.on the insti-

tutions represented.., I

Twelve years ago this same charge was made at a

Conference similar to thilone. "It's remarkable how

little is known about inte:rinstitutional cooperation. The

literature is extremely limited and difficult to locate.

That which exists is much more descriptive than analytical"

(Howard, 1967, p. 97). Hopefully, that same assertion will
:

not be made by another speaker at a conference Welve years

'from nowl

What does collaboration mean and imply? Since it is

often used interchangeably with cooperation, and since the

two'terms are historically intdrrelated, a comparison of

-their definitions provides some perspective for understanding

the implications of research on collaboration.

.Cooperate in defined in. Webster's New World Diction-

try. as folkows: "1:. to act or work with another or others.

2: to associate with another or others for mutual often'

economic benefit." Cipabohte is defined as; "1: to

work jointly with others'esp. in an inteUectual endeavor.

2: to cooperate with Or assist usu. willingly an enemy of

one's countrywand esp. an occupying force. 3: to cooper-

ate with an agency of instrumentality with which one is not

immediately connected."

Both cooperate and collaborate emphasize work and

both emphasize Working with others. Cooperation includes

as a defined purpose that the assoAation is for mutual

benefet. CoWboration ir concerned with intellectual
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4

%endeavors (e.g., literary, artiitic, or scientific work).

Cooperation can'be between or among indivicluals as

well as inst&tutions, while collaboration is more restric-

tive. It is an institutional activity; institutions and

agencies collaborate,not individuals. IndiAduelssngaged

in collaborative efforts do'so with an institution or 'agency,.

with which they are not conneceed. Individuals represent

institutiona in collaboration. 'Thus, they draw on the

Issources of those institutions'and are constrained by the

structure, goals, and processes of ther organizations.

Hoyt (1976) extends the distinction between the,two

terns: "Collaboration is a term that implies the parties

involved share responsibility and authority for basic '

policy decision making . tooperation,, en the other

hand, is' a term .that assumes two or more parties, each with

separate and autonoeous programs,'agree to work together in

making all such programs more succeesful. To 'cooperate!

with 'another agency or organization carries no implication

that one either"can,, qr ehould, affect its policieseor
.

operational practices.". Drummond and Neurnberger (197e)

put the term in realistic yerspeCtive: "The word cbllabor-

ation was, choeen carefully; it was meant to inciudeboth

'
the concept of mutuality of effort and the notion of working

with the enemy" (p, 3).

Toward the Public Good

Collaboration among instiCution8 has been strongly

encouraged durang the past fifteen years, particularly by

federal agencies.*. Prior to that time, federal grants

were made to individual states, colleges and schools to

assist them in carrying out eheir own programs. Beginning

with Sputnik and accelerated by the Great Society legis-

* Hughes, Achilles, Leonard, 6, Spence (1971) suggest 1965

a: _the "logical dividing.w)int between basically sub rose

activity and open implementation of cooperative aCTIvW
(p. 15).



lation of the mid-sixties, federal funds were.used to shape

.a federal mission. And, with that targeted direction,

federal dgencies encouraged collaboration to provide greater

power. The HLgher Education Act of 19.65 (PL 89-329) en-

couraged cooperation between higher education and community

agencies and between developing institutions and established

ones. The Elemenrary.and Secondary-Education Act (PL 89710)

required schools to collaborate with other institutions.

Since then, programs such aa Training Complexes, Triple-T,

Teacher Corps, and Teacher Centers have'emphasized collabor-

. atron as an approach to improvint education.

The number of collaborative arran;ements is large

and growing. Conners, et al. (1974) estimated that there

were 10,000 formal' linkages mmong coileges and univer-

sities and between them and other institutions. However,

no surveys have been conducted since Moore (1967) rEporred

on his study of cooperative/collaborative institutional

arrangements in 1965-1966. Schmieder and Yarger (1974)

estimated that there were 4,500 collaborative teacher

centers in the Unit(:J*States. L.D. Patterson (1975a)N

listed 106 consortia with 1,110 member'institutions in the

1975 Consortium Directory. This compares with 31 consdrtia

listed in 1968, 66 in 1971, and 80 in 1973. To be included,

the organization must have been voluntarily formed, have a

full-time professional director, have three ormore member

institutions, have multiple programH, and report tangible'

member support (Patterson., 1975b) .

Collaburative arrang6nents have been used to prc?dre

teachers as teacher educators (Brizzi, 1978; Houston, et al.,

1977); for staff development (Lavin & Schuttenberg,

Selberg r. Peterson, 1971; Roper & Nolan, 1977): in Project

Follow Through (Molnar, et al., 1975); and to improve

Methods for working with delinquent youth (Youth Community'

Cordinati,on Project, 1977). Grupe (1972) described

ninety-ore cooperative-arrangements among depar(ments
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vithin universities; ,Schwenkmeyer and Goodman (1972)

illletrated university Coljaborative experiences that pro-

m9to4 more ii.versifked learning opportunities; and -131084

,(197b) chronicled aeven case studies of collaboration in',
teaAer education.

Empirical studiesnof these collaborative efforts is

virtually non-existent. *wenty-live centuries ago, the

Greek scientist, King Thàles,lattrauted his discoVeries.in

astronomy.to the extensive obstrvations and data provided

by his predecessors. Newton is quoted as having said that

he had stood on the shoulOers of giants. No such base for

making hypotheses or' comparing data from different col-

laborative efforts is currently.44ailable. .Moreover, there
is no strategy for collecting such-aita, no design for suCh

an effort,, nor any comprehensive,effOnt to forge such a -

research prOgram.

What is needed and needed badly today, if we are to
report substantive research findings twelve years from now,

is carefully documented descriptions and analyses of a

wide'range of collaborative efforts. A multi-disciplinary

approach should be emphasized, with research conducted by

teamm of socio-anthropplogists, fUturist-oriented political

scientisls, organizational structurists, linguis4 and

teacher educators. The purpose is to derive hypotheses

about colliboration and to test hunches currently e';Ibenit.

'This is the first gind malor research,need in this al,"6".
4

An interestinv contrast can be drawn between col-

labOration by public institueions and within the private

sector'of society. Collaboration is encouraged for.public

, huisan service agencies, but deplored for private agencies.

In the traditional economic model, competition
is good because it results in maximizing effici-
ency end minimizing costs. But in the human
services model, competition is bad beeause it
results in less efficiency and greater costs. In
business, duplication is good because it gives the
consumer a choice, whereas in government work it
is bad because it 9 wasteful and fragments service
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dblivery. And finalicT in the'bustness world,
coordination is'called collusion encl.-that is /
illegal, while we are encouraged to coordinate'.
because it is inthe public interest. (Esterllie,
1976)

The implicition for research is that studies of collabor-

ation from the private sector may be inappropp/Zate for the

public sector. Motives differ, structures differ, and the

inFended
outcomes (profit or increased public good) differ-.

arganiz.ing for Collaboration

Collaboration implies a new institution or quasi-

institution; whther'for4ally or informally organized.
%

1

Five colleges in New England ompleted ,legal contracts to

formalize a collaborative relationship. Thirty-two teacher

centers in Texas organized a new network with bylaws. A

school district in Kansas aireed to place student teachers

and observers from Wichita State University. The first

twO collaborative efforts were formalized while the third

was based on informal discussions.

Each of thO'primary collaborating institutions has

its own organization, governance, and management structure;

its own communication channels; its own power figures; its

own decision-making process. Where4it joins with others in

a,collaborative effort, new structures and prof...45es are

required. Even when the mission is restricted by the

primary institutions, procedures are more complex #ince

the alliance builds on and draws from the etructures and

processes of all institutions. A topology of coliaborative

structures is needed which includes both,formal and informal

organigational modes, and which relates collaboration to

the structures and processes of the primary institutidns

involved in the consortia.

4
prises. Empirical-jstudies of existing efforts could not

ncrease understanding of the complex relationships

Several research questions folluling below are

related directly tof1the structure of colla'borative enter-
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V.

in collaboration, but lead to improved orgamization and

management.

4

1. In what ways do collaborative efforts establish
4

legitimacy (i.e., the right ta exist)? The primary

institutions typically are legally constituted

bodies. To what extent, in what areas, and wit

what constraint.S is legitimacy relegated to the

consortia by primary institutions? To what ekttnt

does legitimacy flow from outside that structure?

2. What types of authority do primary institutions

delegate or invest in the collaborative relation-

ship? What control mechanisms are employed to'

monitor processes and outcomes?

3. Power tends to flow downward in bureaucratic insti-

tutions such as school districts, professional

organizations, and colleges of education. In col-

, laboraeive efforts, what is the power flow and how

does it interact with that of primary.linstitutions?

Who are .the power brokers and opinion leadera? How

do they gain thiA status? What are the sources,of

their power?

4. To what extent is the potential power of collabor-

ation based on the extent of commitment to collabor-

ation by primary institutions, c2ntrality of the

consortia's mission to society's goals, and per-

ceived power and authority of the consortia by

others?

5. To what extent is collaboration related to the

similarity of missions of Iltimary institutions?

"In cities where organtzations have nothing in

comeon, they are unlikely to coordinate. If, on

the other hand, they are almost identical, they are

likely either to co-exj..st in cut-throat competition,

or they may merge into a single organization. Thui,
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ihe intetmediate range of organizational similarity

. seems to be the most stable for interagency coor-

dination" (Estelline, 1976, pp. 17-18).

6. Ie the number of institutions irit the collaborative

effort related to its effectiveness? F. Patterson

(1974) hypothesized that itvis difficult to success-

fully collaborate with more than,seven or eight

institutions. Such an effort "will.by its very,

nature involve conflict and.compromise, and the

la=ger the number of instAutions involved, the

more diluted (or disputed) the eventual product will

likely be" (p. 12).

7. Is geographic proximity, as Orlosky (1977) hypo-

thesized, related to effectiveness?

COmmunication

The interaction of relatively independent insti-

tutions leads to communication problems. Organizational

units tend to limit the flow of information across unit /

boundaries. The ihter-institutionakflow tends to be more

restricted than intra-institutional flow information.
,1

Lines of communidation are known.within in titutions but

no such clear channels exist in collaborative efforts.

Dialog at several institutional levels 'appears to be

necessary--between operations personnel, between super-

visors: and between chief /administrative officers of
I.

collaborating institutions. These communication/decision-

, making channels may be formalized as Policy Boards. ,

Management Teams,. andsOperations Units at the various

levels. CcImmln.ibatibn among the various organizational

levels within an institution, as well as Vetween'institu-

tions at each level, appears to beg.mpaAant in collabor-

ation. v,

If the'director of a federally fundeal.prOjec't with

school-university Collaboration has a problem with his

counterpart, how is the problem solvea? Does he go to the
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person's supervisor? Does he take his problem to his own

loll
supervisor who communicates with his counter .rt in the

other institUtion about thel)roblemY With lleges'and

schools, this can be a complex process. Professors often

work directly with teachers as Colleagues in collaborative

efforts. Thef alsu work with principals, the superinten-

dent, and may report directly to the Board of Education.

What to,communicate and to whowis a c'ommunication problem

faced in collaborative efforts. This is complicated by

. (a) the differing roles educators assume (e.g., teacher as

well as professional associatiOn cfficer, AssiAtant Super-

intendent arid graduate student); and tb) infmrmal contacts
I,

among participants which are unrelated to the consortia.

In one of the few research studies of collaboration,

Van Fleet (1975) systematically observed the interactions

jof a collaborative council. He found that the tempo of

meetings.was controlled by the project director who estab-

Lished the patterns of interaction and provide& the most

extensive and valid infoxmation from external sources to thd

council.

Because of- the compkex communication patterns in-

volved in inter-institutional collaboration, and because

this iS considered the'major problem facing collaborating

institutions, a systematic study should,be undertaken which

considers (a) the institutional positions and informal

roles of persons involved in communication; (b) the centra-

lity of those persons to the collaborative process; (c) the

kinds of messages communicated; (d) the form of intertc-

tions; and (e) the effectiveness of communication as base

on clarity and accuracy of nessages received and the affec-

.tive support they engender.

Support and Reward Systems

While collaboration is an institutional endeavor,

individuals partlicipate in the collaborative activities.

For them, collaboration is not a comfortable undertakinn.
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Collaboration requires people to extend themselves

into unkn?wn and less comfortable areas. University faculty

are requited to deal directly with day-to-day instructional

problems, even though they may sense inadequacy in dealing .

with them in specific school environment. Teachers work

with researchers who use unfamiliar language and refer to

8tudi6 and theory unknown to the teacher.;

Conflicting institutional policies'impact directly

'those persons who are cpllaborating.
,

They are "on the
,

front lines," and they often are working directly with

91!people with whom their colleagues are not co rtable (a

polite term for "the enemy"); e.g.,' teachers ollaborate

with college faculty, and administrators collaborate with

professional orsanization officers.

Each of these role groups brings to the collabora-

tion its oun perspective of its worth and importance. These

f perspectives are evident in the reports of the various

National Task Forces on the Improvement and Reform of

American Education that were sponsored by the U.S. Office

orEducation in 1973-74, An analysis of those reports by

bavies and Aquino (1975) concluded that with respect to

inservice education, there we's a "desire of relevant parties

to (a) collaborate and (b) maintain their own power and

status" (p. 274). "Nigher education institutions feel that

they have the primary leadership role because of their his-

toric predominance in the realm of inserviée education.

Teachers feel that they should be the key members of a

collaborative effort for inservice education because they

have knowledge which can only be gained from daily experi-

enca with problems at the teacher/learner interface. School

'administrators feel that they should have the determining

Bey in the development and delivery of continuing profes-

sional education for teachers because of'tneir accountabi-

'lity for what happens in the classroom" fp. 275).
%

In this environment, it is the ruJponsibility of

those individuals collaborating to represent their insti-
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tutions. Institutional political and social climate should

be communicated to others in the endeavor, and an ideology

silien to others should not be dogmatically advocated

(Drummond & Baker, 1974, p. 30-4.--!',Participants are likely to

be criticized by those from other institutions for their

positione, and by those in their own,institution for not

being strong enough in negotiations.

Particularly,for university faculty, such time con-

suming efforts a'5F,'seldom reWarded. Scholarly papers and

institutional committee assignments are more visible, thus

more readily recognized. Iridividual achievements are

rewarded, not group efforts, and collaboration is a gpup

effort.

Within this context, a new affiliation arises among

the individuals directly involved in collaboration. Often

rejected or ignored by the,reward systems of their own

institutions, a camaraderie develops within the group; it

gainerstrengrh as members better understand the various

positiohd in the groups and as the group faces adversity.

Study of the development of this new relationship, and the

changing relation between membeis of thc team and their

institutional', colleagues during collaboration, is an impor-

tant missing link in understanding ipstitutional change.

-The support of the chief afministrative officer

appears to be related to th'e success of collaborative

efforts (F. P.Itterson, 19/4)... .Greater support appears to

be generated uhen the communication and reporting lines

between represontatives of'an institution and the chief

administrative officer are shorter. Resources are more

easily sedired the first time from institutions'than in

'later requests (Kraus, 1974). .These hunchcs have been dis-

cussed by those speculating about collaboration, but no data

are afailable supporting them.

Strategies and Tactics

(*.

The Carnevie Commission (1972) noted that "a good
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many of the consolicia are paper arrangements with little

significance in p6ctice" (p. 128). The same charge can be

made abou many collaborative efforts. The literature in-

cludea n us projections of collaboration, proposals for.

what will e accomplished, and project prospecti. When

orts of programs are analyzed, they appear to be primer-.

ily aper arrangements." One institution initiates and

dominates the effort. Few people, even in collaborating in-
.

stitutions, are aware of its existenci . And when the col-

laboration ends or fades away, little or no residual remains

to impact primary Lnstitutions.

From an examination of such reports, several hypo-

theses seam to emerge concerning strategies employed.

First, successful relatiohships are more likely to emerge

incrementally and to grow with small, stkcessful previouss

encounters (Esterline, 1976). Second, collaboration is

facilitated when there are "clear-cut, agreed-upon goals

and funceione" (F. Patterson, 1974, p. 13;-Diummond &

Neurnberger, 1974, p. 5). Third, short-term goals and

objectives, when achieved, promote positive perceptions

and engendir further progress. Fourth, assumptions and

collaborative decisions tend to be based on personal exper-

ience and educational lore rather than research nr data.

Fifth, collaborative goals and strategies often appear

unstable because of changing roles, needs, and pressures of

the primary institutions, and shifting 1.1terests of those

persons involved. Sixth, more formal structures and routine

procedurei occur when there is greater intensity of contacts

between institutions, greater frequency of contacts, greater

variety of types of resources, and larger resource commit-

ments to.the effo*it (Esterline, 1976). Davies and Aquino

(19,5) suggested ehree other hunches about strategies and

tactics. "The effectiveness of any collaborative effort

will h.,nge on the abilities of particiPtnts to (a) accur-

ately and hones,tly assess their capabilities and those of

their partners, (b) desisn administrative and programratic
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structures which capitalize 1111 these strengths, and (c) dev-

, elop an atmosphere of trust so that no member of the colla-

boration feeLs that he or she is being preempted" (p. 276",,*

Some of these hypotheses are rooted in lore, some in
studies of institutional change, an1 some in personal ex-

periences with collaborative efforts. Most are derived from

very limited experience and information, and some based on

institutional rather than inter-institutional strategies.

All need to be tested in a variety of collaborative arrange-
* .ments. Because of the unique nature of collaboration,

effective practice in other settings may be inappropriate or

ineffective.

td

Cost-Benefit Analysis

The major decisions of most instititions are based

on benefits and costs of collaboration. Benefits of

collaboration include improved educational programs,

increased power, and decreased costs. Several school dis-

'1 tricts improved their program for urban youth by collabor-

ating with business, and industry (Branch, 1977). Colleges

and R&D Centers are collaborating with schools to study

teaching in natural settings (Tikunoff & Ward, 1978; Coker,

Soar, & Lorentz, 1977). In Texas, the State Board of Educe-

tion Texas SOtte Teachers Association, and Texas Associa

tion of Colleges for Teacher Education are collaborating to

pass legislation funding teacher education centers. Sharing

library resources, computer facilitiea, and instructional

or office space are other examples of cost-saving practices.

lhe costs of collaboration are not always so evikient.

They include some.loss of institutional aut)nomy as well as

institutional contributions to the enterprise.

Each institution develops its own internal functions,

* For other hun.hes about collaborative strategies, seeJ,Kin-
zer & Drummond, pp. 23-24; Mann, pp. 22-23; and Drummond &
Neurnberger, 1974, p. 5.
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Values, procedures, and rewards. When it collabor,!tes with

another institution some measure of that autonomy is

eroded.* As institutionally-oriented processes interact

with those from anOther institution, friction occurs it the

points of interaction, and the heat generated can flow to

the heart of'both organizations.

Institutions contribute!the time and talents of

their emplox#es, financial resources, and political capital

to the collaborative effort. The most common comment of

those involved in collaboration is, "It takes so much time!"

The internal power structures and time-saving management

procedures do not function in the same way in interinsti-

tutional collaboration and must be developed, tested, and

redefined. ,The talent drain in building and maintaining

collaborative arrangements has not even been chronicled,

much less analyzed. Each institution also invests its repu-

tation and political,strengths in collaborative alliances,

and, to the extent that this investment erodes other

alliances, must be considered as a hidden cost of collabor-

ation.

The interaction of increased benefits and decreased

costs, or at least a more productive cost-benefit ratio

provides the basic rationale for collaboration. In the

public domain, it is intuitively assumed that collaboration

leads to greater benefits at less cost; howevor, this has

noL been documented nor tested empirically.

* Wood (1973) listed ten ways in which autonomy is oroded
by collaboration.
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EXPLORING ISSUES IN TEACHER EDUCATION:

QUESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

G. Charlette Kennedy

Eaton Rapids, Michigan

Collaborative Irauiry: A Practitioner's' Pervekitive

Ccollabbrative inquiry as a"research strategy is not,t

under most'circumstances, viewdd as a vehicle lor profes-

sional deVelopthent. Traditionally, planned professional
e

development programs for K-l2 school staffs have assumed

that teachers' performance is inadequ'ite. Historically,

such programs have been conceined.with providing presrip-

tions.for altering teachers' cognitive states, and/or

the material features of their environment. Although

some ,teaching behavior Is thought to be related to one's

self-perception (i.e., esteem, role and expertise) little

is known about the relationship between quality of inter-

vercion programs, teacher self-percepions and the behav-

ioral trNnifestations of those self-perceptions.

An IRT sponsored project has examined the qualitative

dimensi(ns of relationships between teachers and researchers

, thin. produce the most prpfessional growth in participating

rea.Aers and the most fruitful research. All te'achers who

hid participated collaboratively with researchers in

studie'; of teachers' behavior described their research

involvement as benelicial in terms of the olvortunity it

provided for reflection. Fdr example, several teachers

pointed our that much of teaching involved reacting to

the multiple cue:i emanating frow,the classroom, an envirow-

mem whr.ch is characterized by a set of uncontrollable
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and 'relatively unpredictable contextual variables. The

opportunity and time to think, to probe, to ask "why,"
. ,

and to share ;hp experience with another adult as "peer"

filled a void that teachers often labeled "iaolation."

At the initial stage of their involvement, teachers

were generally concerned and asked.questions about the

following aspects of their researdh participation:

1. Will I have to "perform," or may I continue
to teach, speak, xhink and/or write as I
normally do?

2. How will my participation impact what occurs
in the classroom on a daily basis?

3. What kind of time commitment is expected from
the? How much time will the researcher sp'end
with me?

4. How will my students, their parents, my col-
leagues, and/or my building administrator
-react to my involvement?

5. Will I be kept informed of project progress?

The researchers' responses to these and similar questions

provided the means by which teachers initially assessed

the relative credibility of the researcher, the valtle of

the project, and their own role and function as research

participants.

These questions'and the researchers responses

also provided teachers with cues used to assess the

extent of impact the participation would have on their

existing relationships in the school !ietting. Schools

are characterized by an intricate array of formal as

well as informal networks which are held intact by

unique, consensual rules. These unwritten rules, or

"social contracts," help to establish and maintain

certain kinds of teacher/pupil:teacher/teacher, teacher/

parent and teacher/administrator relationships. The entry

of the researcher can pose a possible ghift in what

oftentimes is a critiedl, if not delicate, balarcu.
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'Depending upon the margin of risk that the teacher per-

ceivls rel;tive to his/her social contract, short-term (one

, year or ikess) research par'icipation is seen as beneficial,

fegardless of the qualitative dimensions of teacher/

researcher interactions'. If long-term and/or sustained

participation is desfrable or npcessary, tile termination

of the interaction become'S as importanIt as initiating and

maintaining the relationship.,

Collaborative Roles

.The'variety of ways in which teachers can partici-
%,
pate in reSearch is multidimen-sional and multi-faceted.

Implicit here ar the nolAons that collaboration is a

dynamic rather than a static process and that teachers

. assumeroles which are congruent with the rode Of inquiry.

Four teacher collaboration roles have been identified.

Model: The professional performance of a teacher is

observed in the classroom by the researcher. Later, the

teacher is interviewed or provides similar verbal febd-

back (e.g., stimulated recall) for the researcher concern-

ing instructional practice..

Model/Participant: Professional performance of a teacher

is observed in the clasSroom. Periodically, the teacher

receives verbal and/or written feedback from tile observer.

Often, the feedback stimulates focused dialogue which ray,

in turn, lead to formulation of research quesyons.

Data Collector: The teacher collects classroom data or

otherwise documents some aspect of classtoom activity.

Periodically, the teacher meets with the retearcher to

discuss and interpret protocols, work samples, etc.

Co-Investiotor! The teacher works with the researcher

in a universit,., Research and Development Center, or other

non-School settings. The teacher assists in formulating

rtsearch questions, in planning for data collection and

(del'ending upon the length of the project) in interpreting

results.,
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Teacher/Ilesearcher Collahoratigns in Teacher Education

Teachers can broaden the problem space in which

studies of teacher education are'conceptualized by:

- describing and evaluating learners' responses
to selected Instructional material, procedures
and programs

articulating the variables which influence their
choices bout the organization, structUring,
sequencing and pacing of instructional events

- describing the effects of their attdntion to
multiple cues over'sustained periods of time

- identifying those non-instructional aspects of
teaching which affect classroom interactive
prOcesses and procedures

In view of the critical need for the replication

and cross validation of research fiAdings, and the inherent

power replication and cross validation have for theory

developent, it will be useful to examine a variety of

roles in which teachers' perceptions, insights and prac-

tical wisdom can be incorporated in teacher edacation

research efforts.

As models, practicing teachers could demonstrate

various classroom organizational, management and observa-

tion techniques and strategies.

As model/participants, practicing teachers could

provide researchers with insights regarding the critical

variables influencing their methods of instructional

organization. The researchers, using various'observational

srtategies, would be able to generate hypotheses about

many features of the clas';room environment which produce

differential effects upon teaching activity as well as

learner performance.

As data cel_lect_ors. some practicing teachers would

be able to carry out prescribed experimental teatments
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in a variety of different settings. The collected data

should yield some valuable finding's with res'pect to the

antecedents and consequences of specific kinds of instruc-

.

tion. Moreoveri, th4 theory and practice ofteraching will

benefit to the exte.nt that teachers in collaboration w,ith

researchers, An add to, clarify, or negate findings as

a result Of the replications ind testing of variables

'believed to be causal in a variety of)ettings.

Another alternative role for teacher collaborators

is that of co-investigator. Such.persons would possess

some formal knowledge of research processes and pOrtedures

in addition to being skilled practitioners. In the role

of co-investigator, teachers would be engaged in all phases

of research, fromNthe design and implemAltation of a study
,

to.subsequent ipterpretation and dissemination of findings.

:Phis kind of collaboration represents a synthesis between

the teacher's practical wisdom and the researcher's scienti-

' -fic knowledge.
I!,

r.

Another possible role for the teacher collaborator

lis that of resource consultant. Practitioner cpmnsultants

would have acquired a broad base of-teachinE erience

as a'result of Lving woreed in a.variety of educ tionai

settings and/or subject matter areas. Such persons would

briamiliar with numerous school organizational procedures ,

Alia practices and a variety of instructional materials

and wou be skilled in the analysis and communication

of classro liynamics in terms understandable to both

researchers and practitioners. In shorr, the practitioner

resource consultant is'a-person who is able to function

comfortably and productively in numerous settings throuy,hout

tha\educational communitl. (e.g., schools; education associa-

tioc4.; universities; local, state and federal ed atton

agencies).
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I. The Nature of Collaboration

Collaboration is a mutually benefic4al diqsion of

labor between constituent members of the educational

community (i.e., researchers, teacher educators and school

personnel% teachers and administrators). In the division

that iS'envisioned, researchers working collaboratively

with teachersoiniversity and'school-based teacher trainers

would systematically identify and codify teaching behaviors

that assist neophyte anu experienced practitioners in

meeting the instructional and non-instructional demands

posed by the classroom environment. Joint'efforts would

eventuate in a body of theoretical knowledge grounded in

the study of classrooms in !he institutionalized contexts.

Teacher educators, working collaboratively with

researchers, teachers, and appropriate school administra-

tors', would translate and otherwise incorporate reparch

findings into program designs (curricula and course des-

criptio s) which assist the pre- and inservice practitioner

in develQ,i.1 appropriate instructional and non-instruc-

tional ..trategies or procedures for meeting the demands

posed by classroom environments.

School personnel (teachers and administrators) have

the greatest direct impact on students and schools. As

"final arbiters of classroom practice," teachers possess

a store of knowledge regarding.the array of variables

influencing the school milieu and classroom environments.

This knowledge is central to the proposed tasks for

researchers and teacher educators. P

Closing Thoughts

The following excerpt from an interview with 4

teacher collaborator epitomizes the critical challenge
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that faces researchers, teacher educators, and K-12 prac-

, '

titioners.

Q. What did you want. to learn from him (the
researcher)?.

A. First of all, wiat he was.doing. I was so
curtous about what he was doing. What would
all this 1. . . what could possibly come owt of
it? You 'know, I'm one teacher. How much'coyld
he pick up just from me of benèfit to anybAy
else? How would theyvuse it once they ha0
accumulated the data? How could it.be used to
help any other teachers? I can see now that .14
it could be of some use, taking exactly how .

I work and how I plan and put.it together with '

what the other researchers are finding and see
if there is a common basis for all of us and
then some way of getting that across to teachers
coming into the field. I always said there
needs to be a lot more technical data givetto
thew and a lot less philosophy. You walk in
with all philosophy but you have no idea on
how to handle a child, (or) how to plan an art

sson. You know, it's so obvigus, these kids
co e in. I had a student teather come in, well
I te ching our lesson, O.K. fine. But when
it c e one o'clock and the kids were here and
she didn't have the paper ready, she didn't have
the pencils ready, she didn't have the crayons,
sht didn't have the paint, you know, none of this.
She had no idea; And I thought. well, the only
way she is going to learn isn't going to be
from me to tell her bnt for her to find it's'a
bust. But those are the type of things that
kids don't ccme in knowing. They don't come
:in (Sehuol,District E) knowing at the interview,
what kind of reading series you want to use, why,
and what's the basis for that .text. I told him
(the interviewer) I couldn't answer that ques-
tion. I had never been introduced to any reading
series. In (School District E) you have your
choice. There is every reading series you can
think of available in this district and you gotta \,
know that this one's good for ihis ' 1 but it's
too hyperactive for that kidalid it too fast
fur this one rut this one works great. You have
to learn ar1 of rhat. And it should be taught
beforv they ever get here.
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This teacher and many others sreml a great deal of

time in organizing and planning for learning experiences;

in.structuring subje matter s.o that thc substancc cr

content of teaching episodes follows some logical and

sequential pt:ogression, and in the monitoring or observation

of children (their behavioral characteristics, social

interaction patterns and responses to specifit materials

and activities). In addition, learner performance is

documented and reportfd onasome periodic basis.

A desirable agenda for teacher education research

from the classroom practitioner's perspective is that of

defining the types of behaviors whict distinguish the

neophyte from the experienced classroom teacher. Syspema-

tic studies of the Saturation of teacher judgpfnt and

decision-making skills would eventuate in a developmental

hierarchy of teaching skills which, in turn, could be

translated into teacher advation curricula .and programs.

Nore impbrtantly, such inquiry may lead to more.definitive

criteria for identifying, judging, and increasing 54aching

effectilveness.
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,PARTNERS: TEACHERS, RESEARCHERS, TRAINER/DEVELOPERS--

AN INTERACTIVE APPROACA TO TEACHER EDUCATION R&D*

William J. Tikunoff, Beatrice A. Ward

Far W st Laboratory for Educational Research and Development

Charlotte Lazar

San Diego Unified School District

One\experience common to adult Americans is that we

all have "gone to school." This seemingly simplistic obser-

vation takes on important dimensions.when viewed in light

of statistics such'as the following. As of 1976--the latest

figures available according to the National Center for Edu-

cation Statistics-647. of American adults 25 years old and

older had completed high school. In that same year, Almost

45 million children were enrolled in the,nation's public

K-12 schools, being taught by more than 2 million classroom

teachers. Public schools spent 67.3 bftlion dollars,

amounting to $31,042 per classroom teacher or $32,497 per

*The authors wish to acknowledge the su ort of the
National Institute of Education, Department n alth, Edu-
cation and Welfafe. Many of the thoughts that u derlie
this discussion are the result of work done under NIE Con-
tract NE-C-003-0108 and NIE Crant OB-NIE-G-78-0103 to the
Far WiLst.Laboratory for Educational Research and Develop-
ment, San Francisco, California. The opinions expressed
here do not necessarily reflect the position or policy of
the Institute and no official endorsement by the National
Institute of Education should be inferred.
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pupil.* To_Jcontraqt, the nation's*.defense,budget,lbr-l9,75

waa 89 billion dollars. Obviouslycyublic educaqon justi-

tisbly is perceived.by taxpayers 'as Vbig business,'" and the

tncreasing cries for accountability in light of declining

aifievement test scores attest to
1

the level of concern that
*

exises.

We present these figures to draw attention to the

critical nature of the task set before this conference. To

further espalate the paranoia we might be sharing, we offer

the ironic woggestion that, at aueriod in our history when

we are experiencing a decline in public school enrollment

and a resultant oversupply of teachers, we simultaneously

aie Aced with the prediction that the mid-1980's Will find
t

us with .an increasing school age population and a potential

shortage of teachers. Musemeghe and Adams (1978) point to

three factors which sugpest that this may be so: (1) the

dec1ining enrollment i9'teacher training insvitutions; (2)

the.pro.fection by the 0.S.'Bureau of Census that the birth-

rate wilr increase from 1447% ofw'the population in 1976 to

17.17. in,49,85; andN3) the simultaneous retirement of scores

of teachers who we.re hired in the late 1950's 'to accommodate

the post World War II "baby boom."

A study sponsored bv the National Institute of Edu,a-

tion in 1977.further supports the possibility Of an incicas-

ing school age population. It sugpests thas the number of

school age children will increase by'approximately 4.4

tStatistics such as these are hard to come by but
serve the purpose of illustration Purists should note
further that the figure for the total niimbar of teachers is
for 1975 (for some reason, a fivre was not available for
1976), and that these data are collected from three docu-
ments, each citing the National Center for Education Sta-
tistics as their source: Information Please Almanac Atlas
and Yearbook (1978), N.Y.: The Viking Press, 1977: trA
natistics in Brief 1977: A Statistical Ab3traci SuE,Te-
ment, Washington, b.0.: U.S. r-overnment Printing Office,
I777; and Jeffrey W. Williams and Sallie L. Varf, Educat-on
Directory: *Public School Systems, 1976-77, Vashington, 7E.!
Tational CeneiFTTIr Education Statistics.
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million in the 1980's.* In addition, a report to the

Nhtional Teacher Development Initiative, U.S. Office of

Education (Howey & Feistritzer, 1978) notes that: (1) the

current imbalance in teacher supply could begin'to change

for elementary teacher by the early 1980's; (2) manpower

shortages already exist in terms of qualified personnel in

areas such as special edlication, bilingual education, voca- '

tional education, and inner-city and rural populations; and

t3) there is a rapidly accelerating need fnr teachers and

other educational personnel in early childhood and continu-
.

ing adult education.

Thus, given that a new supply of teachers will be

needed in the 1980's, it is fitting, and proper that we

attend to establishing a national agenda for research on

teacher education, Presumably, such research will inform

the design of teacher training programs in ways that will

incorporate new information and address the criticism of

current graduates of such programs. For, as Lortie (1975)
.

and others have potrited nut, teachers, indeed, are critical

orthe preparation they received. One could postulate that

training teachers for the 1q8C's utilizing both information

and technology which has not changed much singe the 1963'8

would be tantamount to ignoring these c.riticisms.

Within the scope of this conference, we have been

asked to address the topic of collaboration and to focus on

attendant issues within teacher education research. In

order to do so, we will apply insights gained from our ex-

periences developing avd studying the pilot implementation

of a research and development strategy that we call Inter-

active R&D on Teaching (IR&DT). Thus, in presenting our

views regarding collaboration, it be helpful first to

describe the strategy and to )ffer as an example of its use

*The study sponsored by NIE is The Demuraphic Back-
ground to Chanaing Enrollments and SchoolReeds,. It fs

reported-in InforsurEon NIF,.NaTTonal Institute of Educa-
tion, Washington, D.C.,Ttimmer 19/7.
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the experiences of one of _he IP&DT teams who implemented

it. Next, we will explore the nature of collaboration in-

herent in the strategy. Finally, we will suggest some rec-

ommendations for teacher education research which have

emerged .:rom our study of

The Interactive MD Strategy: An Alternative

Traditionally, educational research and development

has been conducted within the parameters of what earl be per-

ceived ,s a linear model c. mprised of four primary functions,

each of which in practice has been deemed to be discrete and

separate. These are research, development, dtssemination,

and implementation. Theoretically, this model proposes that

findings from research dan be developed into products (e.g.,

cdrriculum for students, training for teachers, etc.) which

then can be d sseminated to the target clientele and imp e-

mented by these persons in classrooms ar6und the nation.

Ward and TiJninoff (1976) have argued that this linear model

is based on several ouestionable premises, the Inost graring

of Which is exclusion from the research and development pro-

cess of the intended consumer:in this instance, the teacher.

This conceptualization of the teacher as a passive consumer

at the end of a linear research and development continuum is

seen as accounting, in part, for the failure of many educa-

tional innovations.

Ward and Tikunoff also contend that the linear

model has produced constituent groups, each responsible for

a separate process in the rfgd continuum and each isolated

from the others. Thus, for example. researchers tend to

talk to resear(hers atl, teachers tend to talk to teachers,

hut they seldom talk with each other In research on teach-

ing and in'teacher education, this imposed isolation, rein-

forced F,y increasinv, specialization within each area, fur-

ther escalates the fuelinv of isolation reported by teachers

31 0



who are asked merely to utilize r&d optcome,, rath7 than

to be involved in the r&cl pracess beginning with the incep-

tion of the' research. As a result, teachers frequently

havo been given answers to questions that they never asked.

When asked to apply research findings in their classrooms,

they have found language common to the research, develop-

ment, dissemination, and implementation groups to be largely

unfamiliar and uninterpretable.

To mitigate these concerns, as well as to address

others,* we proposed sul alternative research and development

strategy (see Ward & Tikunoff, 1976). The Zitle, Interac-

tive R&D on Teaching, was selected purposefully to give

prominence to the undergirding principles of strategy.'

IR&DT places teachers, researchers, and trainer/developers**

together to inquire as'a team into those questions, prob- (

lems and concerns of classroom teachers. An IR&DT team is

charged with conducting research and concurrently develop-

ing training for other teachers based on aoth their research

findings and the research methods and procedures employed in

their study. Decisions are made collaboratively. For IR&DT

this means that each_member of the team has parity and

shares equal responsibilrity for decisions made by the team,

from identification of the ouestion/problem through comple.

*Among these are those concerns which gruw out of
public criticism of the linear research and devel-pment
model !A-., House (1975), Clark & Guba (1965,, 1974),
Berman, Greenwood, McLaughlin & Pincus (1i75)).

**The term "trainer/developer" is meant to apply to
those engaged in the process of training teachers and/or
developing strategies or products to train teachers--either
preservice or inservice. This constituency usually will
include teacher educators at an institution of hi.;41er edu-

cation (a teacher training college, for example) as well as

persons responsible for professional staff development,
either,in a local educqtion agency or serving several pub-

lic schools and/or systems. Others may include themselves
in this group, however (e.g., persons responsible for staff

development at an intermediary education agency pr at the

state level, persons developing traininp, products in ar, tl-

ucational labmatory or center, etc.).
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tion of all resultant research and development' activities.

Underway since 1^76 at the Far West Laboratory under

funding from the National Institute of Education, IR&DT. has

been implemented at two sites.",Tbe study foci.have been:

(1) the effects of the strategy onOthe participants, on

their reEnective institutions, and on others with whom they

interact: (2) the quality and usefulpess of both the re-

searAl findings and training strategies produced; and'(3)

potential policy implications for consideration by NIE in

funding future research and devalopment,efforts. During

implementation, which took place over 195 montns, between

August 1977 and November 1978, extensive data were collect-

ed.* Tape recordings of every team meeting, intervieWs with

participants and others with whom they interact, on-site ob-

servation pf team meetings and in teachers' classrooms, par-

ticipit logs and journals, participant questionnaires, etc.,

form this data base. The data4'current1y are,being analyzed,

and an implementation and policy implications report will be

produced by May 1979. In addition, the retearch and train-

ing reports completed by each team are being submitted to a

judicial process. Juries coMoosed of various constituents
.

reflective of team membership (i.e., teachers, researchers,

teacher eductors, staff development persons) willludgb the

knowledge and training outcomes of each team's efforts in

regard to: (1) the rivr with which,the research and train-

ing were conducted, and (2) the.qsefulness of the research

findings and training strategies to other teachers, research-

ers, trainer/developers. These results ill be included in

the implementation and policy implications report.

While the IR&DT implementation and policy report is

just now being completed, several Freliminary insights are

*The study of the implementation of IR&DT is being
directed by.an independent research, Gary A. Griffin,
Teachers College, Columbia University. He is assisted by
the Principal Investieators, and is given advice by mem-
bers of a Nadonal Advisory Panel for IR&DT.
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available and are relevant to future research in teacher

education. In particular, the experiences of IR&DT.team

members ean inform a national agenda for teacher Rducation

research. To provide these insights, we asked th,../San Diego

IR&DT team to Tarticipate in developing this paper.

Charlotte Lazar, a teacher from the team, is their represen-.

tative. Her account of the team's experience appears. as the

next section.

in pperation; The San Diego Experience

A group of four teachers, a researcher (an evaluator

for the school district) and a trainer/developer (a resource

teather responsible for theyrofessional growth.of teachers)

comprised the San Diego IR&DT Team. This team spent fifteen

months determining a question, collecting data, analyzing

the results, writ4ng conclusions, developing an inservice

class so that oth-r teacherc would benefit from their en-

deavors, and reporting the outcoMes of their work.

The question the team decided to study is "What are

the strategies and techniques which classroom teachers Tise'

to cope witt distractions to lassrcom instruction an, how

effective are the technioues?" Effectiveness was measured

by three variables; (1) the instructionalytime lost due to

tl.e distraction; (2) the degree to which the flow of.instruc-

tIonal activity was int.errupted; and (3) the degree to which

the distraction was eliminated after a coping technique was
'

w:ud.

The research esign includ(1 the use of two nonparti-

c.pant observers w ) collected data in nine different occas-
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Sions in each of eight teachers classrooms.* One observer

used a quantitative checklist which the team had devised to

determine the effectiveness of each coping stratcgy. The

other observer used a qualitative strategy, recording ethno-

graphic, descriptive data about what occurred in the class-

room.. The teachers utiliZed both data sets to get a full

Picture of what was oCcurring in their classrooms. Retain-

ing a naturalistic setting was stressed during this data

collection process.

After the data were analyzed, the team devised an in-

service course entitled "Coping with Classroom Distractions,

or Please Take a Number, I'll Be Rigjit with You." Twenty-

three teachers participated. As part of the training, they

paired up to observe one another to determine what distrac-

tions occurred in their classrooms and how they coped with

them. Interaction am:nig course members was encouraged so

that the teachers could (let-ermine new coping strategiea.

Insights of teachers who completed the inservice

course include

I feel finally a research project has .been
done that makes some sense to teachers and re-
flects what really is going on in the colassroom.

. This project has made me feel pood knowing
that other teachers have the same problems as I;
and I have been coping with distractions as well
as anyone else.

. I would love to do this again, including
the observation of someone al a school different
from my own. Tne results were helpful rather
than threatening and I wish more peoplejeluld
have this experience.

ubjects for the ;;;in Diego IRT,DT Team. !k4.," includ-
ed the four teacher, on the 1P4DT Telm and four other teach-.
ers not familiar with the TP.DT process The four)addition-
al teachers weTe ,;eleetod to mirror a:, closely as possible
the fonr teacher,, on the TPUT tear: in terms of clas,,' pop-
ulation and teachinp



. Positive feedback by mylmrtner was enjoy-
able to hear,

. . This class, "Coping with Distractions,"
has been very stimulating to me and will no
doubt affect my teaching style in the future.
Before taking this class I had not given much
thought to the number'and variety of distrac-
tions teachers face each.day, or the types of
coping technicles that I-personally use in the
classroom. Now I am more aware of the variety
of coping techniques I use and will attempt to-
iImprove upon them.

. The study should definitely be limited to
teatther-on-teacher observation. Even then, gim-
micks, such a finger-plays, "moving songs,"
etc., were mistaken for instruction rather than
coping.'

. . . I had previously regarded distractions as
largely negative--but notes and comments indi-
cate large number of positive ones.

. . . To be truthful, my Style of teathing hag
not changed a great deal due to involvement in
this progiam. However, I have gleaned ieveral
tidbits wl,ich I now incorporate as daily strat-
egies. The idea of secret messages, e.g., ear
tugging, was a great one and has veen most
effqctive. Also, an increaFed awareness of
distractions which take root in the physical

' environment. And others too numerous to mention.

. . . Other staff members have become interested
in this distraction study.- Several teachers and
ancillary personnel have become more aware of
themselves as distraction creators and searched
for ways of eliminating or minimizing their
interruptions during class time.

. . Who will read the findings of this study?
Can we hope for feedback from the Fd Center?
VIli followup studies supgest preventative
t4chni,ques? Will administrators be traine4
to check distractions as a means of increasing
teaching ti.r ! and reducing stress?
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During the Identification of the research question,

conduct of the stud': combined with concurrent design of the

training program, analysis of the research data, conduct of

training, and final reporting, the San Diego 1R&DT Team

faced various problems. Thus, to aid future groups who

attempt, a project of this type, the following recommenda-

tions ;re suggested by the San Diego Team:

1) A definite commitment to the total process is essential.

As a cautionary note, the process is time-consuming.

It is recommended that other commitments be kept to a

minimum so that enough time can be set aside far each

phase of the project.

2) School district and administrative Aupport are impor-
,

tant.

Many logistics (such as substitutes, budget items, etc.)

were handled by the district and without this support

the project.would liave been more difficult to pursue.

3) At least.two teachers on a team should be at each par-

ticipatin.g- site.

Ir San Dego's project, three teachers were at one

site and onq was at another site. The three teachers

at the same site had definite advantages ()vit. the one:

teacher. They were able to ihteracb more, had better

cbmmunication with others, and, as a result, became

better organized and pot tasks done faster than the

teachet at the other site. The importance of multiple

partic .pants ar a given site Aso was voiced by inser-

vice ti:aining participants. Aoteicher commented:

I'Vp found it helpful to h %r two teacher:,
Irom t,y site involved. This h;is given lo; a
chanci- to reflect on, share, and.discuss ideas
and experiences.



4) The project should begin during late spring.

4441111his recommendation allows time for the nuestion to be

'determine , a research design to be established and

field-tested before the opening of school, if necessary.

Many potential questions)that would require data collec-

tion from the first day of school can then Le consid-

ered.*

5) Adequate. time should be allowed for each phase of the

project.

Because the San Diego Team had deadlines to meet, sOme

of tshe tasks were not completed as they would have

wished. Problems arose during the data collection and

analysis phases because of an inadenuate amount of time

for the field-testing of die data collection and data

analysis methodology. . Plenty of time must be allotted

so that prOlems can be worked out before continuing to

the neon phase of the r&d effort.

6) Interaction with other colleagues is a necessity.

The team found tha't interaction with colleagues not in-

volved in.the project was essential, especially during.

ihe period when they were determining a question to be

studied. The team members found they became narrowly

focused og what.they wanted to 'study: talking with other

people made them aware of more possibilities to,consider.

Other people also were used throughout the effort for

technical 'assistance, c.-itiquing, etc. The team found

these people t.o be helpful and objective.

,47)

kThis suggestion grows from the fAct that, becatee of
runding cycles, it was necessary to organize I. DT teams
over the sunvier and orient them in August so that they
could begin working at the ber,inning of the school year.
It is interesting to note that the San Diego Team suggests
here that the start-up of,school contains impoiilnt infor-
mation research to considera point that we are able
to corroborate in our own research.
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7) Classroom observations hy team membe,s are highly desir-

able.

Each teacher involved in the study found observing in

other classrooms to be beneficial both for determining

distractions and coping techniaues, and for.gaining per-

spective on teaching as a whole. A teacherwho was in-

volved in the irservice course aad the following insight

on this subject:

. . I feel that inservicq programs which incor-
porate in-class observatioris of normal teaching
situations are most beneficial in that they'pro-
mote a form of self-awarene,s, In a way, We be-
come the observer in our ro m and see, more ob-
jectively than usual, exact y how our various pro-

%. grams are conducted. This, in turn, produces vary-
ink; degrees of insight and rumination, both of
which are invaluable for the constant ongoing eval-
uation that effective, dynamic teaching requires.

8) ,The use of qualitative, ethnographic data is encouraged.

Because the San Diego Team used this method (auantita-

Live methods were also used) each..teacher was able to

glean from the running, des ' ipti/e narrative what

actually was occurring in t e classroom from a nonpar-

ticipant-observer's viewp A total picture could%

be reilreated rather than just bits and pieces which

would be obtained solely from auantitative reedback.

The team also wishes to point out the delicacy of the .

ethnographer's task as certain words or phrases might

create a misconception of a teacher's style.

9) Final writing,. should be done during the summer.

The final Write-up ofithe San Diego wject was done

during the sumner months. The members 'f.ond this to

be an opportune time as it gave them time to interact

on a regular daily basis, The members felt that if the

writing had been required during the ,school year, the

demands would have bcen overwhelming, and :Aressfu1 .
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The teSks unanimous in revort.ig that their views

of educational'research have changed as a result of the

IR&DT experience. ThiJ is particularly evident in the teach-

er's viewpoints. Previous to the project, their views ef

researCh primarily were negative--a process that took a,lot

of time andlmoney with little value for the classroom

teacher. Many tins within their district, results of

studies were interfweted by adMinistrators, passed on to

principals, and Olen reinterpreted for the teachers.' The

teachers became skeptical of the value of such data, and

they rarely saw or made any changes because of the findirgs.

Now that these same teachers have seen the IR&DT,pro-

cess work, their attitudes toward research have become more

positive. With the innovation of teacher participation in

research, the team ha's seen a way in which the validity of

research can be increased. Because teachers selected the

question to be studied, assisted in developing che research

design 'so that the.data would be collected in a realistic

manner, and analyzed their own data, they becace active

participants in research insLend of passive bystanders.

Aside from what the teachers learned about distractions and .

coping techniaues, they also experienced a valuable process.

They were able to make changes ir their classrooms on the

basis of immediate feedback of results which aided in

solving a problem they considered critical. Even though

the IPADT Team, per se, may not continue as a formally

functioning unit, the'teacher feel that the process is

invanable to use whenever a problem arises that they wish

to sludy, knowing that the results will be practical and

useable. In the future, they will utilize the researcher

and trainer/developer from the tedm both formally and in-

formally to help them set up small scale problem-solving

investigations. In the instance of 'he teachers who are

located at the Famu site, they will use one another to

che(71: insigfits, conduct ohservations, And intcrlret find-
,

inrs. Thus, in their op,nion, JWAT has served A lonv-tem
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professional development purpose.

The trainer/developer reports similar influences

upon his approach to staff development. Using teachers'

(rather than Centrpl Office) concerns as the basis for in.,

service training, building training around classroom obser-

, vations by teachers, anelooking at the data collection

aspects of a research effort as an important element for

inservice trainin addition'to reaearch findings) com-

prise some of the nsi s he lists.

The researcher has indicated that he has become gen-

sitized and committed to a team apnroach to research and

development and to the importance of trying to anticipate

all important research and development issues from the
.'l

t

beginni glitt4withe ngprocess. Accordi to the 1R&DT 'teachers,

the res aFcher has gained a credibility that makes him an

invalua le resource both to teachers and the administration.

He is perceived as respecting the views of teachers and

knowing how to use research findings to help them.

Fropositions for Establisl- ng an A.genda

for Teacher Educatin Research

Our collective experiences in dt,ieloping, implemen-

ting, and studying the IR&DT strategy provi, us with a

unioue perspective for approaching both how pn agenda for

teacher education research might be generated and what that

agenda miAht include. We address these as separate issues

within the frame of our assigned topic for this conference;

collaboration, for, if there is one powerful notion which

has emerged from implementing MDT, it is the importance

of viewing collaboration as teachers, researchers, arid

trainer/developers working with parity and issuming equal

responsibility to identify, inouire into, and resolve prob-

lemqconceens of classroom teachers. Such collaboration

recognizes and utilizes the unique insights al0 skills pro-

vided by each participant while, at thy sami time, demands
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that no particular set of capabilities be assigned superior
status. It assumes a work with rather than a work on mode

--the latter being, in our opinion, more frequently the

result when teachers are asked to join with researchers and

trainer/developers in such a research and development en-

deavor. Thus, the how of establishing an agenda for teach-

er education research is hs important to us as the what.

The "how" issue. Obviously, for us, collaboration
is a "must." Full collaboration of the constituencies rep-

resented by teachers, researchers, and trainer/developers
is essential if a teacher education research and development

agenda is to have meaning beyond the walls of thin confer-
grice room. As we have suggested, this collaboration must

include both parity and egual sharing of responsibility in

decision-making, but given these dimensions, a challenge

is presented t? those of us involved in eStablishing and

earryi,ng out whatever agerida is proposed here. Parity is

granted when members of a group agree to its terms, but

equal sharing of responsibility is achieved only when each

Participant assumes his or her share based on the unique

ability of each to contribute. The import of this distinc-
' tion becomes apparent when one examines recent uses of the

term collaboration.

The rhetoric of current endeavors in.the public

education enter,rise suggests that collaboration is not a

new concept. Beginning with the early 1960's, political

pressures brought by various constituencies for participa-

tion in 'decision-making prompted legislators to insert

guidelines which mandated collaboration into legislation.

As a result, educational programs funded with public monies

have developed means to accommodate these guidelines, run-

ning the gamut from organizing advisory boards comprised of

clients and other interested constituents, to the develop-

menr of procedures involving full participation of all in-

volved persons.

Fr( 11 this perspictiv, as well as Our own, a constit-

uent group iivortant to deliberations regarding teacher edu-
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cation research and development is the organized teaching

profession. As teachers have gained power, they also have

begun to be aware of the.meaning for them of varying inter-

retations of collaboration. In more than one instance,

teachers have expressed their warines!, of being "collabo-

rated on." This reaction suggests that some dissonance may

exist between the rhetoric and the manner in which it is

operationalized. Such dissonance is reflected in the power-

lessness reported by teachers when they seemingly are asked

only to "rubber stamp" reseavch and development decisions

which appear to have been made a priori.

We are not necessarily suggesting that a "work-on"

form of collaboration is intentional, but that it might

appear to be so by virtue of what exists in the operational-

ization of a linear approach to research and development.

The separation of r6rd functions as_Practiced communicates

a potentially ne?,ative message about which we all must be

award. A linear approach infers that knowledge flows from

the researcher to.the trainer/developer to the disseminator

to the implementor, and whether intentional or not, an in-

formation. and status hierarchy is established. At the "top"

is the researcher, who is deemed to be the most "scientific"

and, therefore, the most highly qualified; at the "bottom"

in the teacher, who knows best how to "implement" but need;

itot be concerned with "conducting research." It is our ( )-

servation that collaboration is least attainable when one

or more partic:pants of a decision-making group perceives

other participants to be mere or leas knowledgeable or

qualified. Npecially for.this conference, this cautionary

caveat should he heeded by those who would choose to collab-

orate.

The 1R&DT strategy examplifies an approach that miti-

gats this problem. As noted above, each of the constttuent

pricioants--teachers, researchers, trainer/developersis

included hecalme each contributes unique skills and insights

to the task at band (i.e., identifying, inquiring into, and
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solving concerns/probl:ms of cli;ssroom teachers). The San

Diego 1R&DT Team experience clearly illustrates that such

a nartnership can be built over a 151/2 month period. Final

reporting will reveal the extent to which,participants on

the two teams collaborated successfully. Based on prelim-

inary data analysis, it is evident that the highest degree

of interactiveness is achieved when participants recognixe,

accept, and learn to trust and use each others' talents and

insights. This is necessary particularly because some

division of labm.: is needed to perform the various tasks

undertaken by thl team. Short of this, we doubt whether

true collaboration is possible.

Having suggested that an interactive approach.A)

research and development is the critical how factor to be

considored here, we feel compelled to add that, in our opin-

ion, the organization and conceptualization of tllis confer-

-ence are inconsistent with this requirement. For the most

part, this meeting is built around a linear perspective.

Collaboration is separated from research methodorogy, pro-

cess and dissemination. Content stresses the researcher's

view. The superordinate power of research is subtly ex-

pressed in the phrasing of questions and concerns. An IR&DT

approach to the issues being considered here would place

diffy,runt persons in the question-generator role and would

attend to the,designated research and development elements

.s they relate to those questions ctisidered most critical

rather th; as separate issues. We researchers more fre-

quently w,)uld he faPilitators and clarifiers, not telle,:s.

The "what" issue. Obviously, the implications I T a

teacher education research agenda based on our preceding

discussion of the IR&DT strategy are many. We have argued

that the traditional, linear /IA model has tended to ex-

olude teachers frcm participation in educational resoarch

and development mL'tivities except in o minimal, atter-the-

fact way. In addition, we hive' suggested thoL this verl,

exclusion might account for why many educational innovations
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have faile,!, and that much research and development might

'have been made more relevant and useful for teachers if

teachers had been involved in its production. To amelio-

rate these conditions, we generated one collaborative ap-

proach to educaticinal problem-solving, Interactive R&I) on

Teaching, the central feature of which is a partnership

comprised of teachers, researcher- and trainer/developers.

Having piloted and studied the IR&DT approach, we propose

that it is a viable strategy to serve as the barAs for a

teacher education program, as well. :

The experiences of the San Diuo teachers, research-

er, and trainer/developer that we clucribed earlier illus-

trate the power of the IR&DT strategy relative to their

respective professional growth. IRMA'S focus on problem-

solving both advocates and makes use of each participant's

unique skills and insights while presenting a forum in

which new skills and insights can be developed.

For instance, at the outset, teachers--as they noted--

knew little about +he process of conducting research or about

applying research findings to the;r own teaching or to

training of other teachers, By the conclusion of their

experience, they had been involved in all types of resea'ech

decision-making--from identification of the problem,

throlgh selection of a research paradigm and data collet:

tion sti-dtegies, selection of analysis procedures, partici-

pation in data analysis, and writing of their own case

studies. As a result, they have acquired a new mind set,

one geared toward inquiry into their own teaching/learning

concerns, and have had practical experience with research

and development tool, for their solution.

The researcher ani trainer/developer deveIoped new

skills and insights, as well.' As the team comrented, for

the researcher, involvemer of teachers in the inauiry pro-

cess revealed a poworful r?search strategy he haa not con-

sidered previously. In aeiition, hi% membership (In tbe

IMUT team iarnere0 a creaibility that rehder!.; him invalu-
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able as a resource forlloth teachers and district adminis-

trators. The trainer/developer learned a strategy fer

involving teachers in setting staff development agendas

(rather than district-set agendas). He also developed

skill in training teachers to build observation and data

analysis strategies to utilize in their own classrooms.

Evidence such as this lends credence to the proposition that

fIR&DT is net only an arternative'research and development

strategy, but also is a viable gnd promising professional

deyelopment vehicle.

Note that the above statement uses the term "profes-

sional development." Although this topic is not the focus

of this conference (or this paper), one wonders why

"inservice equchtion" it-, a notion freely assigned to teach-

ers but scarcely recognized as important for other profes-

. sionals in the education enterp, . IR&DT demands a broad-

er view of professional develoi Thus, although we will

refer to teacher education throughout the remainder of'this

paper, we also will refer to the educational needs of other

members of the profession.

At the sin,- t4me. we recognize--and caution those who

would venture to join us in our proposition--that instituting

ihe IR&DT 'strategy for teacher education infers considerable

restructuriiig of (I) the'premises and resultant practices

upon which ttacher eJucation is based, (2) the personal and

institutional xoles attendant to utilizing such a strategy,

and (3) thu resultant retrahling necessary to develop new

skills in those persons who woule. ivrticipate. In turn,

each area suggests a plethora of areks of inquiry for teach-

er education research. Some of these are proposed below.

Restructuring_ teacher education: Premises and prac-

tices. Just as linear thinki,g has nd doubt contributed to

operationalizing a linear r&d model,-this same phenomenon

probably cicounts for the artificial separation that exists

between research 3nd development n'Aivities and teachinv

between preservice and ipservice edvcation for teachers,
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and between the process of teaching itself-01d inquiring

into and understanding teaching. Considerable rethiniing

of the structure of current preservice'and ins'ervice teach-

er education prognims would seem to be iti order if the

IR&DT strategy were to be used. For -.xample:

Problem-solving and educational inquiry would be a

central focus of teacher education. Systemaeic

obsnwation, data analysis, formulatibn of teaching

and learning ac.tivities, evaluation of instructional

outcomes, etc., would build from the premise that

the,teacher ilas (or will acquire) research and devel-

opment skills. Application of research findings

would be individualized (tailored to each teacherq

situation) and would be'an ongoing aspect of teach-

ing. Diagnosis of staents' learning strengths and -

weaknesses, prescription of teaching and learning

"treatments," evaluation of instructioual outcomes,,

etc., would be approached from the assumption that

teachers have and use data collection and data anal-

ysis skills. Prescriptive lists of cOntent to be

mastered by teachers would be "studied" in relation

to the problems under investigation. Variations in

preservice and tiservice training would be designed

around a continuum of research and development skills,

(e.g., moving from observation through interpreting

and modifying teaching and learning based on ob-
?

servud findings).

Teacher education would require both inter-institu-

tional linkages and inter-departmental linkages with-

in the collaborating institutions. Research and

tra'ning would not function as isolated departments

in a school district or a school of education.
A

inservice teacher.% , teacher trainees, and university
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and school district trainers and reserchers wot4d

function as a team. .

Preservice and inservire'education would be concep-

tualized as a single thrust focused around the prob-

lems to be investigated and, hopeTully, resolved.

Variations would be in terms of the roles and respon-

sibilfties assumed by.tcam members rather than in

separation of "course work."

Restructuring teacher education: Roles. Utilizing'

the TROT strategy for teacher education demands that tradi-

tional roles--both personal and imstitutional--be judic1ous7

ly but purposefully examined in relation to the requirements

of TR&DT The partnership,of teaChers, researchers, trainer/

developers on 4 IROT team, the skills and insights each

brings to their effort to complement those of others., the

co114oration--inc1uding parity and assumption of responsi-

bility, the problem-solving focus--su ,gests that restructur-

ine personal and institutional ,oles miyht be necessary to

utilize fully the TROT strategy. For instance:

Traditionally, the responsibility for teacher educa-

tion has rested'primarily with those who most resem-

ble lie trainer/ eveloper on an JR&DT team. BecAuse

the TROT strategy calls for considerpble collabora-

ti'on among people with unique skills and insights,

utilizing the strategy for teacher education rectuires

a new Eartnership of teachers, researchers, trainer/

developers. For each role, this assumed some possi-

ble need for retraioing. For example;

--All team membtrs need to be able to collaborate

Although this at first may seem elsv to ilecompli.;h,

as wc! have estalAished herein, collaboration reouires

that team participant!, possess the attendant atti-
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tudes Specifically, each must respect the others

for their skirls and insights in order to utilize

them and must AiemonsLrate this respect in decision-.

making.

--Teachers need to consider how to restructure their

time sincd participation on an IR&DT team may require

irnc away from the classroom. In addition, they need

to develop observation Skills, learn something about

.1 collection they can participate in decisions

about .hich strategies are appropriate for.the prob-

l.or bn.ng investigated, and feel comfortahle with

ar _ -ing data and writing sections of research and

training report* Preliminary examination of our

.data indicates that those teachers who contribute

most to an IP&DT'team have had previous experience

with e'ducational innovations, since such experience

apparently generates deeper understanding of the

underlyinv principles of instruction and a security

about engaging in 'discourse about these.

--Pesearchers need to be skilled in hoth quantitative

and qualitative research methodolopies. Our expri-

ence indicates that this is necessary in order o

accommodate teachers' ouestions with research para-

divps and data collection stratec,ies that are con-

sidered valid and anpropriate by teachers. General-

" ly, this requires design of strategies that are least

intrusive on the regular instructional process and

provide the capability to "eo back" for "after th

fat" interpretatie our prelh inary data further

illustrate that, as thc chief Advisor where ruse;,rch

strategies ate concerned, the ()Yonder the skiils rep-

ertoire and infoimation t the MOrP alternatives

ny or 'h i able to provide `;uch canahilitY as,

or more, ticlarv for an MDT team a!: for any



other research and devele2mcnt effort.

--Trairier/developvrs need to-be familiar with Oeel-

oping training strategies that grow from researe'i

findings. They need to understand procedures, par-

ticularly various data collection methods, so that

those utilized by the IR&DT team can Ile adapted for

training other teachers. Preliminary data analysis

indicates that these skillsare critical to succeas-

ful application of an IR&DT team's research. It is

important to note that; based on our experiences, we

suspect that these skills ar., not usual among train-

er/developers. Further, the trainer/developer must

be familkar with and tolerant of teaching stylei and

instructional paradigms which might not align them-

SO'rolves with his or her own. Such knowledge and

flexibility maximizes the poss bility that a trainer/

cieveloier will adopt au attitude of "working with"

teachers rather than "working on" them. 1,sle strongly

suspect our data analysis will revual this attitude

to be mere characteristic of the school district-

based staff development person than of the univer-

stty-based teacher educator.

'Just as collaboration on an I/04)T team is necessary,

so miv;t collaboration exist amorn the various insti-

tutions interested in and participating in lk&DT.

As mentioned above, a partnership between institu-

z-ions of higher education (responsible for preser-

vice training), and local education agencies (employ-

ing teachers and accommodating Iheir inservice

needs) is crucial if thore is to exist a natural and

,amfort;shie "flow" between preservice and inservice

teacher oducation activitit. In this partnership,

olso would include the :,pprop-iane reoresentativc,

of the organied teachinv profeon. At this
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J; apparent that each o' these institu-

tions has a vested interest in teacht- education and

brinv,s a uninue politicar pressure to ar upon

teacher traininr, certification, and flu nsing pro-

cdure5, ';:o maintain that it is to the intereA. of

all parties rh:ir true col lahoratiom :ts we have de-

scribed it exist amorw, them in utili?.ing the IR4..1);

strategy for teacher eduCation.

4)hvioub1 y, b.-ted upon the above, it mav hu necessary

to restructure facets of hoth institutions of higher

education (in this instance, those involved in teach-

er education) and local education apencie's in ordet

to maximize cundi!_tons under which f.W.DT can be used.

Restructurint teacher 0,,incation Trainine needs.

Based.upon the previous dHcussion, it is apparent that

training Will be renuired fc,r p7..rsons who participate in

and administer an 1f/141T-based tea her educat:on effort

Training of ?Pita partit:inants vrows naturally from their

above mentloned role function,;.

For persons who ;iclt I TI '; t. t tratepv, however,

training requirement!; are not .1'; clear and must fur-

ther data'analysis, t pre!:ent, we cmi point to 1%,.. needs.

First', an un4r,;tandinr of the TWDY st-Ateilv is netossarv,

parLcularly .fiCA,: id contrast , with t:aditioual tu'w-redi and

(1, 7C1.,ipriietit... .111,n -MiC;11'!; persr,,ten! problem.in administer

ing IMDT 11%s been to bxplain adennately to others (e

funding agencies) that, cue does not Mow tlre ones-

tion(s) to he inquired into until the IP&DT_team determiner:

wItat it is'. i'inlwle0.ge of the !,trateTy woul6 k,.elp alleviate

this prohlell Flex I Adrii ti I t cit lvi ,0

i l'j t t '3(1 '; ;(,%1.Ve problem: are defini :o.-et,;.

,otent,al ic,ompatihilit7 of the accountinr au0 hu440

inr sy::tem of the part.itittit;' itc;tittlf:on: and the team':,

tH(crf .; n 1.!1't ;it ti (0- 0X:1111111. t

11.)
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fiscal year and attendant accounting procedures of thr

school district, univer,;ity, and other agencies mav not

.align the team's natural research development

cycle in addition, since personnel allocation in sclIfools

and universities usually is on the basis of full-time,

fial-semester assignments, allocation of a portion of a

person's time throughout a semester, or all of a person's

time for a portion of a semester, may meet the team's needs

but disrupt the institution's operations. A
,

As a final comment, we would like to reaffiym our

earlier position that training (i.e., staff or professional

development, or

all dducational_

IR&DT, strategy,

nee(I training.

recruitment and

teacher education) is a viable a:!fivity for

personnel. Certainly, in r'elation'to ttie

every person my-awl:, in this activity will

In addition. it is possible that a sensitive

selection oroces.: of 110...DT personnel (teach-

or trainees, teachers, researches, developer/trainers) will

be necessary.. Just.as TR&DT is nut the only collaborative

reseavh and development strates,v:. not ail teacher trainees,

t.eachers, researchers, trainer/developers mall possess those

skills and attitudes Jik.,cessary for apppoaching the improve-

ment ,f teaching and learning from :An 1W,DT perspective.
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A NEW, SOURCE OF FNFRCY FOR

TFACHFR EDUCATION: COLLABORATION.

Robert N. Bush

Stane8A University

Since the situation in teacher education reflects

what is happening in schools, and since conditions in

schools mirror what is takihg place in society, it would

seem to follow that teacher education must have energy prob-

lems. I believe that we do but that they are of a somewhat

different character From those now confronting society And

being discussed in the empress. 41The energy problems in

societ seem to be those of usinii, too much, a matter of

wastage, resulting partly from haviing had an abundance that

now threatens'to dry up and/or become proMhitively costly.

In teacher education it is ouite otherwise. We have never

had enough energy to serve our needs. Teacher education is

an energy impoverished enterprise. We neer, far more if we

are to solvy the problems now confronting us.

Before becoming hopelessly entangled in this analogy,

let me state my thesis concerning the central problems-in

teacher education upon' which w., should concentrate Our at-

tenticn. Let me begin with the proporition, which I think

needs little defending, 'that teacher education is grossly

under-eperpized. (I doubt that there is sich a word, but
,o.

theve should be ) As a result of understavdable demograph-

ic forces, the pendulur is now swinginv from an earlier

preoccupation with pre:,-rvice to one of engrossment with

inservice education. Eut of what rood is it "to roh Peter'

)

and paY Paul?" 'Surely, iwiervice .eacher education needs

all posblo attenion. But shoul( less ecfovt ro into
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preservie :leacher education, already long underfunded? We

need much more energy that is better tareeted in both

fields '! ny argument is that it may be possible to do both,

if we collaborate and jointly concontrate.our enerp,ies at

critical points and, thus, multiply our power.

The centnc proposition to which I invite your atten-

tion for discussion at this meeting is for all of us to col-

laborate nnd focus our attention. We should not focus on

preservice or in:ervice teadler edo:ation, but on the tran-

sition period between the two, in the first few y-ars (3-5)
_

when new teachers begin their practice- ,a highly teachable

tmoment. The strategy that I propose fo consideration is

that we would substantially increase the effectiveness of

our efforts in teacher education bv a decade of focus on

the beginning years in the profession. By we I mean ili of

the different interested parties: those in the institu-

tions of higher education, the experienced teachers and

administratois in the schools, the licensing and Accredi-

tation officia:s, the research and development agencies,

the professional orpanizations and associatiols, teacher

trainees, students in ,...hp schools, and members of the com-

munity. If these eroups (The Big ;;) could enter into

active collaboration, we could significantly increase th

efficiency with which the teacher education dollar is spent,

which is essential, given the forces of inflation nd an

increasing competition for a share of ihe tax ,lollar. One

of the reasons that I propmie collaboration and am optimis-

tic about its possibilities grows out of my experience

during the past: six years with the National Urban/Rural

School Development Program le our final report (Joyce,

1q18), we documented the fat.:t that, cchool community coun-

cils (comprised of one-half emir:unity members and one-half

educators and which had read power to make decisions on

proram!;, personnel and hu(fret) can wvrk (ffectivelv The

'realer the de:;ree of uaritY hetw(1,n thc two .o!It

1,cttet thc proy'rtm 1) in,:ervice e(hication, harinp. powc,.



increases power. "This is not a new idea," you say. I

know that increased attention to the beginning teacher has

been.advised for years, and some minor attention has been

devoted to it, but not really very much has been done. It

has been mostly talk, pious platitudes. I believe that the

time is now ripe to do something substantial and far reach-

ing.

I know enough about the real world to understand that

major changes in education and in teacher education occur

slowly, over time, never Quickly and easily. However, new

forces are at work today. Fonds for preservice education

are dwindling and large sums are beginning to be directed

toward inscrvice teacher education. In California, even in

the face if Proposition 13, AB 65, the new comprehensive

school finance law, contains a major school improvement

provision. Ibis enactment will pump almost 150 million dol-

lars per year for the next several years into the schools

for their irprovement, a substantial component of which will

he staff development. This is over ten times the amount

apprpriated this year for the new federal teacher centers.

What are the chief arguments that I advance in sup-

port of this thesis? I organize the arvurent around three

Questions: (1) What current problems in teacher education

woold such an approach address and be likely to overcome?

(2) What are some of the difficulties and problems that

might be encountered and how realistic i it to think that

they could be overcome? (3) What conditions are requisite

for effectively mounting such an effort?

before tackling these Questions, let me he specific;

lot m( descrihe in some detail what this strategy would

loot . liku in practice so that you can under4tand what I am

advocating. I do his becans., it seems to me that if we

are to engage in research on collaboration, the first order

of bus'Hess to got some meaningful collaboration under-

way. For that reason, I offer a Hlwcific T1r(.,pw!al. that

i..ves shape ant 'substance Tm tbe idc;) of coll:lhoraton.
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'Description of the Strategy

There would be three phases.

Phase I. The Pre-Professional Period

We begin with a strong liberal arts background culmi-

nating in a B.A..degree, with little or no pedagogical

theory or practice (much as I outlined in an article several

years ago--see Bush, 1977). This would occur when a person

typically Is ending a full time engagement in a higher edu-

cational institution. That time period could be less or

more than four years, depending uppn the individual, but

four years is selected as a norm.

Phase II. The Training Period

To enter the second phase, those who wished to under:

take training, would take the initiative and be responsible
.

0

for applying and being accepted for an "internshipu* post-
.

tion, that would last about five years, perhaps in two dif-

ferent locations--two to three years *in one place and two

to three years in.another. These internships would be lo-

cated in training complexes and in individual schools within

them, located in communities as ivegral parts of the school

system. These complexes--some of the features which have

been described previously (Bush, )975)--would be consortia

of teacher trainers frcm the institutions of higher educa-

tion, personnel of the local education agencies, and commun-

ity representativeS\ This is our first collaborative step.

Upon acceptance into\training complex, the candidate would

be given a limited credential, good only for the duration of

the internship. These complexe would be located in neigh-

borhoods of different socioeconomic and ethnic composition

in bcth urban and rural areas. A large attrition between

We need to develop onr owr terminology, perhaps
something new, f9r thir, period rather than borrowing from
other protUsSi011S.



those who completed a B A. degree in pre-professional edu-

ation and those who successfully were adr Ltted to intern-

ship training would be.anticipated. This is n strong fea-

ture of the plan. It' would not be a loss to the system.

It would be partly a self-qelection process, leaving only

those who had more than oridinarY motivation to enter teach-

ing Those who chose to enter other fields would still 11 ye-

a good liberal background, which would serve them Well not

, only ai workers in other.fields,.but also as citizens ;,nd

parents. The tont would not be high in comparison with

professional training. The program in these training com-

plexes may, for purposes of discussion, be divided into two

strandsalthough they ehould operate so as to be almost

indistinguishable: Strand I School Improvement and Strand

IT Training.

The dominating and permeating idea is School Improve-

ment. The model of this collaborative venturc.is a problem

.solving one, in which the regular teachers and administra-

tors in the school, teacher training izpresentative..4 from

the cooperating institutions of higher education in the

region, the beginning teachers, interns, students in the

school, and community members would be engaped in a compre-

hensive effort to improVe the school so that a bette edu-

cation would be provided for the students. Accompanying

this problem solving effOrt would be a Iraining effort in

Strand II. The heart of this thrust would be extensive

practice by the intern over a period of several years,

practice at diffrent levels, with different kirds of

students, in classrooms and in other,than formal classroom

situations, in learninp how to work with students individ-

ually and in small grodps and with parents and community'

members There would be extensive ob,,,rvation. of this prac-

tice, by diffeeent groups--peers, FAnol and higher educa-

tion personnel. Time would be provided for critical,

thoughtful discussion about tfiat practice, and then oppor-

tunity to try ain and to perfeet it. There !Pild be

timely feedbacL, onnortunity for difxussion, ar,d correction

i81
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sufficient, amount of this kind of- practice over An extended '

period of time would be orovided so that attention could he

given not only to the perfection of a wide array of techni-

cal skills, but also to,the professional.decision makinp ,

side of the coin which is so often now neglected and left to

chance. Trainees would, thus, bo given a chance to develop

their own unique styles of teaching and to learn how to make

wise professional decisions as to which of the repertoire of

skills to draw upon in a Riven situation.

In a !.ichool or prnuo of schools where both of these

strands were underway, there would emerge new roles in

which' both higher education professors and school staff

would become colleagues in the role of clinical instrUctor,

both conducting continuitri ;E>rsinars for 'the interroo some-

times in the school and sometimes at the univers.ity. This

training would operate on a twelve month basis, vith regu-

lar time and dollars budgeted for it. '

Phase III. Assessment and licepsine
_

Sometime during the fourth or fifth yearrot earlier

than the fourth and maybe later than the fifth--the individ-

ual would say, "I am readY to take my examination for ad-

mission.to practice." This could he a joint decision with

the advisor or his basio: seminar leader. This would not

he a hurried aFfair, but would tahe place over a period of

several months, interspersed with or e/en an integral part

of the trainee'o.regular wort in the .chool. It wou.ol

consist of ot least these parts, perhaps with new one to

be developed. (1) demonstration of a variety of basic

skills in specific situations; (2) observation hv experi-

enced clinical instructors from schools and colleves; (3)

written examinations on pedagogy and subject matter; (4)

possibly an oral examinati(n, and/or (5) a writtenoprolect

which would demonstrate t`Je trainee's problem solvIng

(research) eapacity. New parties in the collaboration on-

ter at this point in tyros of licensing ond occroditino

standards The examination woold be jointly set, riven,

Oix
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a'nd scored by_the state andqthe profession, and would, when

successfully passed, result in the issuance of a basic

license to practice. It might be desirable to design into

the system a higher, more "specialized" license that would

b,3 achieved later. It would be asf4umed that the state li-

censing and accreditation system, as well as the colleges,

schools, and professional organizations, would set stan-
, .

dards and in other ways encourage the development of such

a system.

The Problems Ph teEcher Education That This Scheme Addresses

What important problems of teacher education would be

addressed if all groups were to collaborate and concentrate

attedtion for a decade upon the beginning years ls we have

just sketched? There are at least four, which I shall

touch briefly on: (l) time, (2) practice, (3) inter-rela-

tionship of the various parts of the system, and (4) inquiry

(research and development) about the system,

1. Time One of the main lessons that we have

learned over thi past decade or two is that the proper

training of a teicher takes time (Bush, 1977). We are ,

forever trying to crowd too much into too short a period.

As a consequence, we don't do any training very thoroughly;

we skip shoddily over many aspects of it and miss other

aspects altogether. Ideas llout teaching need time to na-

ture. Skills require much repeated and criticized prac-

tice. Time is renuiled for a unique teaching style to

emergo,in a manwt that is suited to individual talents.

Under current conditions, the transition from neophyte to

socialized professional ir furced to take place in such a

brief period and under such unfavorable circumstances that

thit aspect of training constituver one of the weakest

parts of the system! As a coni:equence, there ate extremely

high costs in terms of morale and nrofessional self esteem.

The provision of a period of several years in which to

perfect skills and ,...ompetenee decision makirw and to



begin a positive socialization into the profession would

be a mator improvement in teacher education. This was

brought home forcefullY to me 6ver the past several years

as I watched the diff.evence between our regular trainees at

Stanford (who had one year of post-baccalaureate training .

in th, regular Stanford Teacher Education intern program)

and the Teacher Corps interns of,our tenth cycle project in

cooperation with the San Jase City Schools (who had two

years to complete their program). The more favorable atti-

tudes about teaching and the marked advantages felt by the

two-year traineas as they entered their first regular posi-

tions were most noticeable, advantages in amount of confi-

dence, breadth and degree of skill represented, capacity to

handle discipline, ability to provide individualized in-

struction skill in relating to the community, and capacity

to maturely plan their own future professional,development.

2. Practice. EVen though practice has long been

considered by many to be the most useful part of the train-
,

ing program, it has been so little and so late that it has

not been possible to take full advantae of what we know

how to do. The need for and the positive consequences of

providing trainees with much more and varied practiee, ob-

served and criticized at a variety of grade levels and un-

der different Conditions, has proven again and again to be

highly beneficial. A most important aspect of this Three-

tice is that it needs to take place under relatively "safe"

conditions, where mistakes and weaknesses are expected and

shared, so that these conditions can become rooted in nor-

mal expectations for a lifelong period. Because of the

present short period of student teaching practice, the,-e'is°

only one chance to pass or fail. Under the plan outlined,

critical summative evaluation would not take place until

after several years of practice. There would be no imme-

diate threat of passing or failing "student teadhing,rr

to the potential of achieving tenure. Not only would.much

of the threat typically surrounding.
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reduced, but also the deep satisfaction that derives from

perfecting practice, of overcoming errOrs in'skill perform-

ance, would.be enjoyed.and shared. jhe psychological.re-

lief at not having to "hide" shortcomings would have a salu-'

tory effect upon the mIptal hygtene of tile-profession.

, 3. Inter-relationship of Various Ports of the System: .

Teacher education has.always been rife'with ysfunctioflal -0

dichotomies--theory cind practice, beginners and oldtimers,

schools and universities, subject matter and Method--t0 men- .

tion a few of the most prominent ones. These-dichotomies

cOnstitute Serious obstacles that need attention if the pro-.

fession is to grow into full matu4ty. The traditionel

conflicts, misunderstandings and differencesin points of

view abopt teacher education between those in the-schools

. and those in the colleges have many delete(rious effects on

newcomers to the profession. just a& neophytes begin their -

careers and are becoming socialized to the profession, they_

are subjected to this disharm*'between those have'

trained them and those who a& now theiT sehi s'in the

schools. What are they to believe about a profession 'that ..

is so split? The'oldiimers tell them, l'Now just forget all .4

of that theoretical and'impractical stuff that you Named'

at the university, and we will tilelp you larn to teach,here

in the real world." The fact that experiences teaCherb con-

vey this message is disturbing enough to the neophyte; but

.that,help offered la typically never delivered only com-

ponnds'the,mischief. It is probably oile of the most debil-

itating matters that corF:ronEs newcomers. It makes them

unnecessarily wary and itpels them even further than i3

ratural to keeP their own counsel. It surely contributes--

as do mnny gther fctors--to the erection of the classroom

castle eGncept and.the. high barriersOthat are Lilt,between.

classrooms. Ir., is our contention and hope that in the

scheme proposed., the newcomer's fi;st....few years would lake

place undcr much more favorsble cirdumstances that; those

just described. With experienced teechers and univel iity

trainens working regularty topether in the school site over
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a period of several yeart and wi.t1 both immersed in working

on real school problems: sharing the difficulties, .and con.,

tributing something to, their solution, attitudes toward one

another woqld probably alter. Ve have some evidence that,

under such circumstances, they indeed Io. This more favor-

able attitude would have a positive effect upon the train-

'kees. The manner of working in a school problem solving

mode with continuous seminars taught on-site both by the

college an: the School cliniikal isfistructors should make the

.traditional gap between theory and practice much easier to

bridge. The manner of training and the work in which the

trainees would be engaged would emphasize a collegial, team

approach to tasks much more'than now prevails-in the'

schools or in typical student teaching programs. The new

model brings teaching much more into ene open ana begins to

overcome the paucity of teacher-teacher dialogue that pre-,

veils in schools toda. For too.long, the teacher has.lived

mainly within his classroom walls, confining the bulk of his

relationships with younger, immature persons. More than in\

most professions, teachers have suffered from too little

' interaction-with.colleagues and mature adults. The more

stimulating environment of mature and sustained dialogue

with colleagues on important matters of teaching inherent

in this model would be salutory.

4. Inquiry, Problem Solving, and Research and Devel-

opment Orientation. Until fairly recently, the colleges

were considered to be the producers of research and the

schools its*Consumers. Teachers claimed little understand-

ing of or interest in research,.andesearchers were in-

terested mainly in gaining access to clas.srooms to gather

'their data as easily and as ouickly as possible. No ques-'

tions asked on ei,ther side;there the.mat.teeended, literal-

ly. Little wonder that the researcher's findings were ael-.

dom consequential and that there was little demand fur or

interest in them by the practitioners. This. model never

woNed'very well for either group. Happily, things are be-
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ginning to change. The roles of practitioner, reSearcher,

lancrpolicy maker are beginning to merge as.the educational

research and development process matures. As we approach

a problem solving, collegial attitudeiin the study, improve-

ment, and practice Of teaching, many new and interesting

things may begin to happen. For example,. we know very lit-

tle about 61e learning,curve in learning .to teach, or about

how it might be shaped a morenfavorable Way. This is the

main tesearch,qUestion on which I woillti propose that we con-

centrate. and under the circumstances outlined, it would be

possible to tackle this problem. It is.our hypotkhesis that'

ehe curve for lehtning to teach might change significantly

under the new situation (see Figure 1). Under Current c9n-

2 . 3 4 5

TIME

10

tinder Current Conditions

Under Mew Model i-ii-1-14+4444+

.Figure 1

15YR
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ditions, newcomers had betterwlearn tO swim very quickly or

they will sink. Consequently, the stress*is upon learning

.how to.survive the'mOment, not necessarily on pow to devel-

dp a polleyrul performance that will be stistained.andjm-'

proved ovef time. This yarly crisis mentality,4 quickly. .

learning successful survival.techniques often becomes fro-

aen into the teacher'sArepertoire. This.result,s in perform-

ance far below the potential which,coyld be achieve4 if a

1 more gradual approach were taken,w146in .there was aple

time id a safe atmosphere to puactice potentially More pow- #4.

erful strategies that take longer td perfect. Under better

_designed early years., a long-term:sustained growth in

teaching power would e more likely to result. This is an,

hypothesis, one which would be possible to test under the

m9del proposed. It would be no'small achievement if we

could, in traiping, promote the long-term sustained growth

of teaching skill and professional competence in decision

making, the development of a Wide repertoire of skills, and

unique teaching styles. Cooperation on team teaching_would,

under this sysLem, be giv4n a better chance to work than

heretofore. This, again,'rwould not be an insignificant'

outcome.

These four problem awes of time, practice, inter-
/

relationships.of the parts of, the system, and attitudes to- p

raps' inquiry that the new system would tackle are illustra-

live, not exhaustive, pf some of the more serious problems

.that7have long confronted teacher education,

-Why Won't It Work?

By sow, you have had sufficient time to begin tri 4

think of a number of flaws in the proposed system: These

should be thoroughly explored in our discussions. To ger

this aspect of dilussion under way, let me list a few of

thc problems that occur to me as possibilities and indicate

whether or not I believe they are insuperable.

%OS

,
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1. It would be

' (Money. The

kAdjustments

Di

4

too oostly. The system would cost more

teaching load would haye toirbe lighrer.

would be necessary to make timn

instruo1on. This new tralining toad would not.

be assumed unleas there were added compensation.

The answer td"these criticisms iii,perhaps, "yes" but

added dollars might not be neces'sary, but simply the

spending of present dollars anfresources diqerent-,

ly. If resources were reallocascesl, what would be.

est? Auniversal answer to that question fov all

places is difficultibut cohtemplately, alternative

answers tq it are clearly notAmpouible.

2. Teachers are sntitled to their Seniority rights and

would nOt be ready to give them up to newcomers. Al-

though tliir is true, .thpre would be plenty. foutine

and lesser tasks that the trainees cou2d operly

assume. Also, with more staff available help,

the individual 140 'would be lesa and the elccom-

" . jalisttment store, lepke teacher satisfaction might be

loater. Then,eeoo, the new iystem would not require
%the

egmination of all Eteniority rights of prefeired

classes and periods of teaching.

3.. ApplUants desiring,to enter teaching would be un-

willing to spend this longer time in preparation.

This is likely true. Many have always wanted a

career thatlwould be easy to enter without ektensive

preparation. Aowever, this system woula weed out

those who were not motivated, which would be desir-

able. In a time of surplus, this selecitivity be-

" comes much more possible. Then, too, subsidy

through payments to interna would be attractive, as,

for example, the:Teacher Corps program has'proven,

4.. Ile incentives have been low bOth for the university

11.
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teacher to ko into the field and for the school

teacher to take on the added load of teacher erain.!",`

7 . il.not a new problem, nor would i,t be

acerbated by the proposed approach. We ho6e ben

making progress on this front over the past few
F

years in (Air incredsed emphasis on field-based teeth-

er education. Ag.,d6Creasing demands are being made

A on college faculties conduct preserviqe education,

diese professionals ar6 being freed fo fiektik. Issien-;

ments. Tbe.satisfactions that college. Alty,de-

rive from a good field assignment.are very great in4114.

-.'theeth

,31

5. The track recerd4bf having.colleges and universities
. ,

collaborate with one another in teachet...eVueation

projects is nop very good; hence,'establishing train-

ing coklites would not be' easy. This criticism isIt'

undoubted true. However, if there were financial p.

incentives connected with the'complexes (as-there

would need to be), and if the prospect of having

gractstes froth the college or,univbrsity.pNice in

a goNd tralnIng compi/ex (ka whose design it may'be

présumecrthilt institutions .of higher education would

have Something to say) some impOrtint barriers to

. collaboration would 4' lowered. r\'

t

6. Therassertation that Ts p 'Nasal represents a coth-
.

plex, comprehensive"ch.Alge.an,d, as such, has little .

likelihood of being realized, must be considered.

Ao true theehis criticise-mip be, how:ver" we are

approaching the end in piecemeal and patchwork at-.

temPts to save the system. Further, elements of the

new proposal have already been experimented with in
.

different places. ,It may'be the propitious moment
.

to start to bring all of the'dIfferent pieces togeth-
1..

er into a new'design.

3 0
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This is not an exhaustiNe list of problems, of,things that '

might go wrong. It is simply a beginning; dismission shoUld

bring out more. ,Then,te can assess the situation to see if 4

the obstacles outwetetjthe potential aVantages, or, whether

the potential is worth an effort.

What Would Be Requiyed to Make Such a Pr Osed System bork?

At least the following four requ ements seem essen-
.

tial

1. Master planning. The different segments of the

system and agencies therein would have to work

together. Collaboration of the many different'

parties is essential. No institution of higher,edU-,

cation or local school distri9t could accomplish te

tagk alone. A subgeographicaa region of a state or,
,

preferably, a whole state plan would have to be de-

veloped. 'In California after World War fI, we de2

-veloped a statewide master plan for higher education

.that has not only had a phenomenal success but also
1 -

r hes been model for other places 1M this country

and abroad. I have 'teen working with the California

Commissign for Teaeher Preparation and Licensing

aboutilthe possibility of building a master plan for

teacher education in California. Perhaps another

state or Ywo might1join in a collaborative effort.

If the Idea began 6 succeed in s4veral places, we

might well be on the way toward making a national im-

pact on probleTsl.n teacher education. I believe

thatnothil4g shirt of this magnitudewf effort would

be required to make a fundamental improvement in

teacher education at this jfhicture.-
2. A second requirement would be for those"Of us in the

.field to chanke our way of thinking about teacher.ed-

ucatiOn. Teacher ecrucation should not be s mething

6
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that we" do mainly or solely in the colleges, ancl.

which then requires a retread.job several., years

later'. It should be a eontinuou's proces ,tha begins

with a modest effort and graduallyas8uies gre er
6

concentration and attention as.the training pro eeds

in normal school settings. It should be a gen inely

joint effort of school, college, trainee, the state

and the community. This perspective has not t;een

our traditional way of thinking about the prolitem.

However, this shift in thinking is beginning to take

place as many of us face the futurq realisticall .

3 This second condition would have to be accompanied

by a third change in the way in which we spend our

time in teacher education. For the collegeyerson-

nel, time spent'in a series ;f sAarqte, fofmally,'

Organized, single, teacher-taught classes, with a

textbook, assignments and written examinations would

probably decrease. The &mount of time spend on ehe

univer.sity campus in relation to that spent out }in

the schools would decrease. .Lecturing might de-

.
crease'and the &mount of small group discussion and

tutorials would increase. Demonstration and model-.

ing, no4 largely absent, might appear in increasing
. ,

'amounts. Experienced school personnel would spend

less time in the classroom with students snd more,

'time with their younger neophyte colleagues. 'They

would spend less time teaching, more in observation

of teaching and in discussing the results; more time

working in sroups with collr!agues (peers, ain-

e(s, and administrators) in planning and )-solving
.4

school problems; more time in homes and in working

with community members as partners in the life and

work of the school; more time in thinking and'talking

.-about teaching and of ways to determine how effective

it has been.
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4 A fourth requirement would be &tome absolute Increase

in resources now devoted to teacher education, re-

sources not obtained by taking them from oiher parts

dr. system, bui new funds. The most likely

sources would be fhe state and the federal govern-

ments. This condition is it long overdue necessity,

and there is same suggestion that it e.S not an un-

realistic expectation. 'Both federal and state levels

oflovernment are already beginning to realize, as

suggested by results from research, that resources

put into 'effective and trelluEggstft tekcher educa-

tion are among the most useful dollars that can be

spent in improving schools.

To sum up, our proposition ie that, at this time in

thceducational history of our.country, we need to iincrease'

sharply the &mown of energy--time, money, and other Pe-

sources--devoted to teacher education. ,The new sources of

energy.that can be tapped for teacher education lie in the- :

community, the schools, the instftutions of higher education,

in the itate and federal governments, and in the redirection

of some of our present energies. In direicting new energy

to teacher education, there ought to be A shift in where

and how we use our augmented power., The central idea is

that 4iis new force should focus upon the beginning years

of teacfiing. This would call for strong; bold leadership

'and would not be without risk. However, the result might

well be a renaissance in teacher educatibn that would re-
.

verberate throughout the educational system to its enduring

benefit.
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COLLABORATION SESSION DISCUSSANT REIS w

Vaughn Phelps

Westaide Community Sfhools

Omaha, Nebraska

/

As a superintendent ofschools, I reatlj'appreciete

.the opportunity to participate in this conferenpe And 'ant

to thank the planners and the National Institute of E uca-

tipn, the supporters of this program. As a practitiçIner, ;

I feel a little bit like the custodian who wad in Ole bailk

president's office late one night when the phone 4ng. He
3.

picked up the phone and sai4, 4Hello." The perso Asked

quite a long question, which was then'followed b a long

pause'. Finally, the custodian said, Nell, f want You to

know tLat I told you all I knew about banking /164= I said,

'Hello.'"

Now, this may be old hAt to you'if y9 6 watched the

television news this morning: nerman beer/ilas been founa

by researcheri in Germaqy actually to unlit cancer. News:.

men went around yesterday dna quizzod sovie of the people

concerning their beer drinking,.asking,'"Are you going to'

qUit drinking beer?" The best remark,/that should be re-'

membered in this group, was that of me fellow who said,

"Hell no, I'm not going to quit drinking beer. T4ere'are

a lot more old German peOple livini who drink beer than

there Are old researcherW

'I dlso feel a little bit like the English teacher

who went to the traditionai antualconvention. At this

convention was a speaker who we addressing the topic of

nuclear physics, describing fission and fusion and delvinp

into.the various depths o ia knowledge and understanding

of what'needed to be done. The English teacher. when coming

401
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out, was asked, "How did you like the eeting?" "Just '

grat." was the reply, "I. know sOmeth ng about the toPic,

but I'know so Ouch more than I under anii."

I think, at.this conference, rhave gained that per-

apective, that I really know now eo Ouch more than I under-''.

. stand. I hope maybe I can inculcate that into my own exper-
.

ighces and pr grams.

. Now, w do have a program in.our school district'

where we ar working closely with A nearby university in a

five-year rairling program. We begin the .inception.at the

freshman-ye.ar levaa, and we actually pay stueents,and'guar-

antee them ajob'fit the end of their flits:year program. I

mentioned that;at the outset so that yoU understand that

we are interested in this prograu from the standpoint of an

institution whAch uses tearhers.whom most of you ttein..

Each discussant, and I #47sure each;presenter,

'of': wishes to present a stimulaping Cettysburp Address to thisA .
august body of ekperts, with the hope that unlike Lincoln's,

the hrillance of the remarks will be recogniied immediately,

and if not' then, surely after'publication, clearly giving a

plan'that would beecceptable to all of us. After listen-,

ing the last feu daYs, I've given up on my Cettsyburg Ad-

dress.. Nonetheless, I ef that my charge is to react to'

the paws and remarks of our presenters rather thah bring-,

ging my own personal and professional agenda. I shall only,

partially'succeed'because of time constraints and my own

'vanillt of ideas.:
.

\ 'Collaboration" has been referred to heve as an in-

creasing, expanding effort in teacher 6ducatioin: I. think 4

the presentations this morning .1.,iluitrate that there are

many, many positive benefito. Thett seems to be a general

support of this direction, although the mechanisms, the

contres, and. iadeed, all the enemies who are to ccellabo-

.

.rate have not been identified, or at least not been agreed

upon. I think the eight 't.Lat Br. Bush laid out certainly

are incl"sive and adequate as a he0,inning. While Webster,
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as Bob Houston quoted, indiated the efinition of "collat.- t

oration" as "working with the enemy," I would hope that our

operational 6efipition of "Collaborati've efforts" in teacher

'educiCion research will agree Upon a mere accurate descrip-
. . .

.tion for th*Oollaboi:ation of fnstitutidns or organizations

with the-/ike educational goal of improving educational

'practice: Uhderseandlng any'différence r goals may well

be a part,of'khe open or hidden 4enda." Both Houston and.

Bush have experience.1.n collaboracion,'and certainly the Far

WeaCtOoratory.trio does also:. Houston nas.given p3 a per-

spectil.re.description of "collaborative efforts," describing

the strengtha and weaknesses, as war as the procedural

y I problems of tfte primary institutions involved in the "col-.

laborative effor,ts." yllAbcration is difficult; it's dirty

work, at best. But ce,-talnly lees clean is the decisicr-
. /

making that we could have. .Collaboration lacKs in many of

the reward systems, as Hpu"E\ton pointed out. And, yet, is

there at*, other way to go.if we are going to gain equal suc-

cess? ,Bush presented for us an agenda rblative to a actu:-,

matic; Kennedy said to r-e that teachers will accept prag-
\

matiC collaborative designs, the far West Laboratory trio

iqdicatecr, at least throuph one -4.the speakers, that teach- .

ers need to be an integral part of the qollaboration proceas.

Now, deviating from the'agenda, yould like to'ask

this group who makes the ddcistonlfdr rel4earch in teacher

education. \Individuals? NIEi OE? Pri4ate'foundations?

Universities? NEA? ASA? .Legislatures? I thinll we ought

to take a look at something that happened abotA'25 years or

so ago, maybe a little further back, when we designed a

200-inch telescope. This telescope was-designed to look

farther out in space than we had ever looked before. This

telescope could not do that until a 25-inch telescolie had

also been placed into effect which could find the holes in

'the sky where the 200-inch telescope could look, beiond the

close galaxies. I auggest we need something like an educa-

tional policy council on teacher education and research, an
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outgrowth, proi)ably, of presently-existing organizatioris,

so that we have a 25-inch Ee les cope t;hat can ixie a per-

spective of where we\ought tR look for the greatest payoff.

As. Bush said, we have limited resources. lospt's make the

maximum utilization of those: we have to have some mech-
- .

anism to do -so.

I r

V
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COLLABORATION 5ESSI0,0DISCUSSANT REMAtiES

#

-kJudith Lanier

' Institute 'for Research on Taching

Asia reactor,.I am fortunate to have had four pre-

sentations that provide some.very rich ideas about the

important aspectê of collaborati.on. I'would lfke to draw

from their comments.

Bob Houston talked about the need for working

together towardi a mutual benefit. Thid implies twO or'

more parties coming,together tb work fn.a common goal. He

laso'included the ,:hsracteristic of "wi11ingly cooperating

with an occupying force." The idea of "occupying forces"

and wotking with "an enemy" are pertinent.notions for

thinking about the process of "collaboration." When col-

'. laboration 13, ins, the various parties.involved frequently I

do see each o.der as enemies--each trittling to bd0th6e primary

occupying force in control, of some terVitory. ,They see
"

each other is enemies in ihe sense that there is fear and

trepidation on the part If each towards the ocher, though

the nature of'the fear is often not elearlY defind.1 In

some instances I tfiink, the fear is of the possible discov-

,ery that one does not have all the answers, that one knows

.=only partial'truths. At any rate, an occupying force is at
4

. least one that cannot be fully trusted. One fears losing

losomething, a piece of the pction,,or a piece of, control.

%So, willingly cooperating witH'an occupying force is an

important notion to think about as we consider the meaning

of the term qollaboratipn. I am glad Bob Houston brought

this aspect (o our attention. '1
IC

I em not as,eager to accept Dr. Houston's notion

that "inter-institutional" efforts are a necessary part of
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th2'dltinition oficollaboration. Persons from within a

Ori

winglê 4letitution can

l

.vome to work together r mutual

.benefit t.nd can see earl other as,possible c' petitors--

even enemies with wboui they must cooperate. I don't.wantf

to deny thisputual endeavdY as being collaborative, simOJY

because the personear'e from one Institution. Thus, I'''

would not like to limit our thinking about dolleboration to--_,
4. .
only interinstitutional cooperation. .

I enjoyed the addition of Bob Bush's views. The
4

idea of shared problem-solving and a collegial attitude
. J

toward study that focuses on the improvement of teaching,

whethei that be teaching.ChDldrenN teachetb, or other adult
. .-'

prgessionals, is an important one. qr. Bush helped us

1P'N facile on the natgrogrof the goal, that is, the reason we
I

might be working togethir for mutual benefit. .

Tikunoff, Ward, and Lazar emphasize parit4 in deci-

sion-making as an important aspect of collaboration. This

idea of parity and its relationship to equal sharing:of

responsibility for decisions is something that we also need .

o think about, and.might give attention to in our small

group discUssions. Particularly uniqu2 and important is

another notion that they raised but did not elaborate.

t

This was the notion.that ea,h dollabot ting group has a

"unique something" to contribute. Thi is h veryrimportant

concept that we shouid not lose or forget in "discusilions of
m

colllaboration.

Charlette lenedy emphasizes the Pmporvnt idea of a

mutually beneficar divisionof labor... We have not thought
,

seriously or.long enough about division of labor in colleb-

orative efforts .ind our failure to do so may4re part of the

reason that p#C-sons experience a burden in delaboration,

particularly as it relates to time. Some seem to think

that collaboration means every ne doing everything together

allothe time., The mutually b neficial division of labor ip
. .

critical.
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At Any rate, in the spirit of collaboration, Iyould.

suggest that the diverse views that each of the cqntribU=

tors has brought to us is an ilaustration of collaboration.

In other words, each of them has brought a partial, unique,

and different view. But, f we p them together, we will

have a richer understanOing o .e whole. Invyjsmarks, I

will not.add new definitions, b;ut will ielectivety draw

from their insights and attempt to synthesize the viek,

p.esented.
In turn, I hope I too carehelp us get a cleater

picture and understanding of thiselwortant concepta task

that neither I nor they could do alone. We will achieve an

outc)me that we could eot achieve without one anotivv:,

which serves to emphasize our mutual inter-dependency.

First, I would like to focdt.on the differehce be-

tWeen cooperation and collaboration, Particul2ily as it re- 1

lates to the nature of the goals andlthe commonness of the

probleim to be solved. Let me move away* fiom the field of

education to do this. Iiet us ,o to famfly life at home,

where,there are different fol who mupc core to wprk to-
-,

gether.

I cooperate with my son at home bi;allowing his

rock'-and-,roll band to pr tice at great length, 1 I nos only

allow it, I encourage it, d, hus, I am being-CooperaAve.

Similarly, I feel that my ,son o daugh?pr cooperates with

me when thex help prepare hors d'oeuvret for *out-of-town

guest when I won't be arriving home until jate. But, I do

not believe that these examples of "cooperation" are exam-

ples of "collaboration." The reason these are not examples

4 of collaboration is thin in each case, we did not do some-

thing that was pf mutual benefit. L6tening :to my son's

rock-and-roll band is not to my benefit (perhaps et some

future point should he become Yich and famous, though I

.0aVe my doubts at this point in time). Similarly, his food

or.home preparations fpr my friends is for me. These are 4

cooperative efforts since they are things we do for each

other's individual well being. I *ould say that we
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.collaborate, however, during our family Ineal preparation.

Here we each'offer some form of expertise that is rewarding

to all of v
5(

a. -It contributes the well-being of the

whole grqup.. Our sixteen-year-old enjoys taking the car

and getting the needed ingredients that don't happen to be
$

in the cupboard.when they are needed.. I make the docisions

about what we'are going to have, and someone else felps cut

them up and put them together.-.At these times we collabo-

rate, because we ire each bringipg a diffeient form of ex-

pertise to bear onhffiething from which we will all benefit.

Now to this very homey and homely example, let me

use some othetvletaphors that I\think might bring a fuller
. 11

perspective. At the end of..movies one sees credits given

to all the different peop e who,helped put the film eogeth-

/

1 er: the dress designecs, thft'sound apecialists, and all

the various experts who'w rked together to produce the

final product. These people "collaborated" t chieve a

'common end--something from which'they all bene ited and

brought d iverae perceptions and talent. Ever one did not

do the same thing or bring.the,same expertise to bear on

the,task. Also,- if- you
I
recall, at the very end it usually

reads "directed by," and "produced by." These are in large
.7)

boldint and indicate that leadership is also held as an '

Wportant and becessa,4 element to.the collaborkition.
.

't
In the dictionary where I examined the meaning of e

collaboration, it referred to the fact that there was col-

laboration in.the,production of that particular dictionary.

Now, I assume that noreveryone got Aogether and worked on
. .

every word: in other words, there was # division of labor,

leadership, and d'shared goal. In sports activities such

as-fbotbali and basketball, we look folr differences and we

value differences of expertise to make the team function

and work together well. Similarly they need a good coach--

a good leader; one who also recognizes the need fot differ--

ences. In the wOrld of music, one can think of the conduc-

tor, who is seeing that the horns and the dirdOS enter at
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appropriate but different points in time, so that not

evermiejdoes everythling all together at the same time.

The orcheetration is a critical port of tHe overall product.

Given these examples, we can see that collaboration

can be the highest orm of respect for diverse abilities

and points of view. It rePresents a complex interpity of

talents and knowledge that come together at appropriate

times to produce a commonly Valued end result.which no

single party,could ever have produced alone. In a non-con-

structive sense, collaboration can become a negatiVe setiof

political power-plays that allow vex:WU parties to hide

from responsibility. I thi4. we need to think_seriously

'about how we can make the, best of a collaborative effort in
A

education and profj.t from the diversioy of views repre-
,

sented.

. One final point, that I can only mention briefly

because of the time condtraints, relates to the nature of

the groups that seek to come together.for collaboration in

encation. This point refers to the ways in which we'tend

to stereotype the members of a slngle group. Here I would

like to emphasize the differences within groups, that is,

Ole different values and levels of expertise that exist

within a set of edueators. That is to say,.researchers are

not all alike, teachers are 'not all alike, nor are teacher

e cators. There are a range of views and talents wf/thin

eac roup. Perhaps there aresas many differe es within

each group as there are between them. It i easy to decide

that one simply cannot work with a particular group. ,It is

bore difficult to oearch carefully withitr groups for the

particular important qualities that certain,individuals are

sure to have th:e can help in a collabo ive endeavor. It

is important in this search to find member rom a Kroup

that have the special ability to articulate t .pattitular

expertise,they bring.

During our organizing days ae the institute for

fesearch on Teaching, w looked for teacher co/laboratcrrs
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.to work with menior research investigators,.and it occurred '

to us that we needed teachocrs who could be very articulate

about their practice and wkR would not take.a back seat to

'the researchers. Thus, we did not jbst randoully select

teachers, nor ask someone else td.send U3 "one of them."

Bather we looked carefully for those who enjoyed and were

capable of thinking about.abstract ideas,-a necessary attri-,

bUte since this was going to be an important part of the

task. 14C-wanted persons who were articulate and thoughtful

about the practice ofltdaching because research demanded

that expertise. Like in all other areas, there a4e differ-

_matial abilities withi;n.ale group calked "teacher ." ,My 1 .

point here is that we mUst learn to look better at individ-

,ual differences within groups and to identify the seats of

expertise that they need to successfully share'in the prob-

lem-solving that is so important.to collaboration.

My time has run out. I will only say in closing

that we are sure to have more qualitative outcomes in edu-

ce ional,inquiry if we identify and better utilize the

multiple talents and perspectives of diverse professiolials.

Though teachers and researchers and teaCher educators fre-

quently see each other as enemies who seek to obcupy each

other'i territory, I am convinced that these attitudes can

be overcome if we have the necessary leadership, respect

for diversity, and hared goal for a.more knowledgeable and

capable profession.
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Overviet&c.,

Ann Lieberman

Paper Presenteri

John A. Emrick,

Maynard C. Reynolds

change/Dissemination

Oiscusiants

Ruben Oliwarez

Richard Brickley
0

*

Perhaps the most underrated problem facing
teacher education is'the one that has the least
developed research base. This is the area of
dissemination of new knowledge and its implemen-

- bation for changing existing teacher education
practice. The general research base about hawso
spread'new knowledgh (dissemination) and how to
facilitate use of this knowledge in existing Or
grams (institutional chang e. is extremely limit
The change knowledge dleficit in teacher educatio
is eventore extreme. How can recent research -
findings be incorporked into regular teacher
education practice? What.can be done in terms
of research and development initiatrives in teach-
er education to increase the knowledge base
about dissemination and change in teacher educe-
tion programs?

Few major dissemination effiorts are atmed at
teacher educators and few research studies focus
on change in teacher education practices. What
can be learned from previous studies of change
and dissiminatron that might inform efforts to
improve teacher educationt What research is
needed?_ -t

The Overview Presenter was Ann Lieberman,'AssociaEe

Professor of thej:JePartment of Curriculum and Teaching at

Teachers CollegO. Columbia University. She W34 askedeto

pcovide participants with a broad picture of change reseatch
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and practice. She had had extensive experience as a change

researcher and teacher educator in schdol and university

se-tings. She was asked to address how results of these

inqbiries might be applied to'dissamination and qange in .

.teacher education and whai dissemination/change 4uestions

and issues might be addresseerrn-lUture teacher education

research.

Specialist Presenter Joht. Emrick oll.rmrick and Assoc-

tiates, nationady known researchE. on the/disseMination

process in schools, was asked to, review recent research on

evaluationof change efforte. His presentation was to draw

implications for teacher educ titin, both in terms of what

teacher educators can learn a out dissemination and change

and also in 4rms of ho hang* in teacher education pro-

grams might be facilitat1P and/or.stuOied. He was also

asked to rafse,questions and issues related to this afea

that could be addressed in future teacher education research.

Maynard Reynotds, Professor in the Department of

Psychoeducational Studies
.

and Director of the National Sup-
,

port System Project at the University of Minnesota, was

asked to be another Specialist Presenter. His experiences

in building special educatioh networks and shepherdit the

Deans' Grant projecta put him 11 a key position to Orfer

ideas and co1entary on dissemination and change in teacher
/ .,

education. He was asked,to briefly desFribe his work and t

ehe related studies of others. The bulk of the paper was

to focus on dissemination '61hd change issues in higher edu-
gr.

cation that had implitations for teacher education research

and development and to point out issues across the preser-

vice, induction, inservice continuum. He was asked, "What

do you see as needed change/dissemination concepts tliat
.

should, can or do influence teacher education-research and

developmentq"

Ruben Olivarez, AsgIstAnt Professor in'the

Departmeht of Curriculum and Instruction at the University

of Texas at Austin, was one of the Idiscussants. Me has had
.

,
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an extensive history.of involvement in teacher education

activities, including work with.the University of Texas

Teacher Corps Project foi which hc is Director. The other

discussant.Richard Brickley, Project Director at RISE in

King of Prussia, Pennsylvania, has had extensive experience

in working with school practitioners in translating research

into practic He has also worked extensively with region-

al, state, and national dissemination efforts.
4

44,7'
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DESCRIBERS AND IMPROVERS*:

PEOPLE, PROCESSES AND PROBLEMS

Ann Lieberman

Teachers College, Columbia.University

1'

,

c Those who are at home it ihe world of ideae
And theory usually have tower experienced the
croatiold of a setting. they are interested
in who; is, haebeen, and should be but they

.themselves-have rarely, if ever, put them-
selves in a situation where the cantor nf

, . action hap moved to the creatidn of what should
be-where-they will experience the problems
as partitipants-rather than observers, and
where theory and practice take on new relation-
ships. The artist and the art critfc, the
man of action and man of theory, the partici-
pant and the Observer.

Men of action know that it is a fantastically
complicated affair, men of ideas and theory
know neither the gams nor the score. Men
of ideas and theory know that most settings
go seriously astray, that men of action are
devoid of the "right" ideasand that the
major task is how to wed pradtice to theory.

There is some truth to both pictures but
heither group .can understand this, perhaps
because the men of action know they will have
to think differently and man of theory know
they will have to act differAntly (Sarason,
1972, pp. 183-4).

* Describers and improvers is an expression used by Barak'
Rosenshine. I have taken great liberties with his words.

415
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There exists,-in most educational.institutions, a
1

wide gulf between describers and improvers, people of

theory and those of action. While there are hybrids among

bs, the extremeaxdominate and tend,to narrow the focus of

both our research and practical knowledge.

In this paper, I am going to talk about these people

and some of the t'ensiona that exist among them. I will

argue that the literature on the processes of school

improveMAnt has not beed a part of.most teacher edu.cation

programa and that/thiWiterature may be the interseet

: between the desciibersand the improvers. Finally, I will

illustrate sometproblems of both praltical and research

significance That mAy continue to haunt our various insti-

tutions or serve al future thruats for us as teacher

t. educators, whatever our,bent.

The People in Teacher Education .

What initially binds teacher educators together is,

the fact that sombwhere ill our pasts we were all teachers.
-

However, beyond that, the roads we have eakellowithin our

-profession represent many different strandb of concern and

interest. Some of.us love dedcribtion., research, theore-

tical models'and complex parad4ms that heln order the

henomena of schooling, whereas others have a strong sense

miAsiodary zeal arid have a1lie4: ourselves with improve-

me t projects that spar% ten or twenty years, ,from tHei,"whole

child," to "curricular reform, to "alternative schooks,"

to "staff development." And, many or us try to straddle

both groups by engaging tn description add 80=1 improve-

ment.
war

The Describers

Describers have always been an acceptable Part of the),

teacher education establishr!ent. Many of us were taught how

416
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,...

to conduct research, raise and answer questions, build on

or rest theqry, and provide,"implications for practice."
. . .

. .

The.publication of research results is the reward.

Training to be a researcher has resell', if ever, included

also knowing how to apply the findings. Involvement in '

action programa where client needs are Primary has almays../

been conWhred'seeond class (Guakin & Chesler, 1973).,
.

y.describers are not aware of or do not concern'

ohemsel with how their research is used. Scimetimes,
,

.1. .

involvement in theft descriptions distances them from a ,

larger Waal; reaity. Yei, those descrlptiols often enter
?..

. .

a golittcal and socialarena that modifies or distorts

their reiearch. Consider the fact4that there is research

evidence now.tHat the mbre student time on task, the more

learning. Tlais Cpnnecticut State Legislature is seeking to

lengthen the cha&l de6, by twO'houxs as a result of this '

evidence. The researchers' will wince because tHe nuancet .

of how tii ! waedefined ani the quality of time spent.will

, not be a.part of the polioy (Fisher, 1978), At what riak

to their research can descYibers remain distant from appli-

cations of their work and unknowledgeable aboth the arena 4
t

....

within which ,heir w&tk`Will be presented?
\

4. The pi-Apure to.use research calls for skills and

abilities that are ;lot part of the repertoire of mOst

desoribers, nor Cs it pert of the professionall socialtzation

of most teacher educators. Where will these 'skills-he

learned?
4...

.

.

The Improvers

Over the past. twenty years, with the advent of manv

social programs involved in the educationgl arena, we have

grown a host of refugsesolfrom Title I. III,VII.uand

E.S.E.A., to name a Oew. Teacher Corps, an insatw.I.On

unto

t

tself, is.now over ten years old. 'The United Federa-
)

, tem f Teachers and the National Education Association

have helped raise a group of people who have fought for
. .
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bitter working condltions for teachers and are now involved

in sunnorttng and sometimes narticipating in "imnrovettent

research ahd develonment." ,Tbe Teacgr Center movement is

providing Still another ar,ena for Elle nurturance of a. new

set of improOrs:.,

There were and contiv:ue to ke imnortant findings as

a result of many of these projects, but the dailiness and

intensity of particinatipn.does not often allow for reflec-

tiou and congentualizatiou.' Ile all have stories to

bur rarely de we use or create theofy to exnlain or genera-

lize from our exnerience.

Improvers and scbaol people often have signi-

ficant nersonal knowledge, but it may never reach concen-

tual form. We have, collectivcly, a tremendous amount of

learning Yet to be codified, hut there is also a beginning

bUy d' literature ,that can inform'both describers and )

imnrovers. r

Processes of School Imnrovement

In 1932, Willard !Jailer wrote what is now considered

a classic, called The Sociology of Teaching. In .this book,

Waller describes the wdrk life of teachirs. His insights

have been doctimented by many others and can now he grouned

under the following rubric.

The Schcol as a Social System

Descriptions of the social organization within

schools is a critIcal Part of our understanding of how

schools worke The forces that interact in classrooms and

faculty lOt.o,es are equally significant. This literature

raws from Jackson's (1961) noignant description of

giJted teachers and how they see thep.wwqrk, to.Dreeben's

(1'73) analysis of the normative nvire of schools as work-

nieces. Ilhat theseAescrintions relyeal is a set of

418
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concepts that could be of all of our repertoires.

1) A teacher's style ispersonalized. That is,
much of learning how to be a teacher is formed
by trial and error and teachers evolve a way of
thinking and acting that works for them..

. 2) Rewards are primarily,from students, not from
other adults (Lieberman & Miller, 1978).

3) The entire socialization of teachers is fraught
with "endemic Ancertainties" (Lortie, 1975) as
teachers soon realize that what they do *and what
students learn are often dimly related. (This
includes those of us in higher education, too.)
Very.high expectations are held for teachers,
often unrelated to the difficulties invblved in

,

teaching.

4) It has often been said that the knowledge base
of teaching is weak. This makes the gap larger
between thoee iu teacher education and those ,

tetching in schools.

5) With all the talk about competency and accounta-
bility, many of the goal statements in schools

. are vague and leave the teacher to deal on his
.or her own with the translation of theory into
practice.

*
11.

, Ethnbgraphic studies illustrate dramatically the

teacher's'day-to-day assault on gaining a sense of direc-

tion, control and movement in the class (Smith & Geoffrey,

1968; McPherson, 1972). ,Are these insights a.part of our

descriptions and teacher training provams? When teachers

use control norms to satisfy a need ror certainty in an

otherwise shaky existence, is this a part of our research

design on teacher-pupil interaction? I think not.

Several important studies have attempted long and

short range descriptions of what'happens to a school social

system when school people attempt to inlovate. .

Innovative Settings
t

.

The first link betwe.en kr ledge of the comnlexity

of the.Ochool 'and problem; with intr ucing new ideas came

419
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with Sarason's (1971) very readable, description 'ptiwhat

happened to modern math when it Was introduced into the

schools% His common sehse approach to teachers and prinq:

pals put into words what many people had kttoWn

between a new idea and its ictual 444 in Classrooms there

is an incredible maze of person4, organizational-, and

political knowledge-and behavior.that we are just beginning

to investigate.

Shortly after Sarason, several' indepth case studies

ippeared that began to fleah out what actually happens.'

Within schoo1s when comprehensive plans are made to change

the roles and organizational struc.ture of schools (Gross

Giacquinta, & Berstein, 1974. Smieh & Keith, 1971; Suss

1977; Wolc,617 1977). What &se studies teveil'is that

both describer _and improverS4uove' been without an adequate

understanding of practiCe and)a set of conceptual tools to

guide such understanding.

Two major studies of school improvement undergird

several significant conceptual breakthroughs in the charge

literatUte: The I/D/E/A* longtetm.five-year study (Go3d:

lad, 1974; Bentzer 1974) and the .aand Change Agent Spudy

(Berman & McLaughlin, 1975.). Both have been written dbout

extensively and both giveaus'a blend of practice and

conceptUal thinking.

I/D/E/A

For five years (1966-71), under the direction of

John Goodlad (ipean of U.C.L.A., Graduate School, f

Education), a iioup of eighteen elementary and'middle

schools joined together to struggle with the problems of

school Lmprovement. We Wanted to know how fichools coped

with changing social and political conditions.t* We also

* Institute fdr the Development of/Educational Activity

C** I was a staff lisociar! for three years and a fulltim-e'l
staff member for an additional two years.
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reasoned thit, if schools joined together; there were

probably some generic findings that could be shared. We

tried to'both,liltervene in the lives..6f blese schools

(meetings, site visics, publicati2ns, apeakers': linkage,

etc.) and also keep track of what.was happening (field

notes, ques.tiOnnaires, participant observation, newsletters,

etc.)." All of theie'Activities provided 4he basis for
. ,

several major generalizations.

1). The individual schooNs the unit of chadge.
A

2) The prineipal is'crucially important in the
change process. :

3) There appears to be a process within a school
staff that can be described as dialogue, deei-
sion making, arid action. Schools differ
markedly in the way thice*process is carried out.

4) The dynamics of the process appear to be a
complicated,e4t of e hanges between teachers,
principals and distt personnel, (See Good-
lad (1975) and Bentzen (1974) for extended
diegussion of the above%)

5) A supportive network of schools can create
.mew norms for its members.

Rand Change Agent Study

The Rand Corporation began an imstigation offtour.

federal change.agent programs in 197,3 (Title III, Title VII,

'Bilingual, and Vocational Education Act). Eight volumes

have been written about the.andings. _Again, an effort was

made to go from pracolce Clo conceptualization. Their

focus was on the implementation process whicl, it ,olved the

researchers in looking at "internal processek, of the

school:" Psimajor coatributim of this study is emore

refined understanding'of the process of adaptation between,

the innovation and the school organization. The resear-

chers.call such a process mutual adaptaCon7-the means by

which ideas get reshaped and school Organizstion (users)

421.
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.actualli changes. Further, insights into the critical

importance of institutional leadership, schools and tfacher

characteristics and the districN cppacity for.support of

Innovative projects was also revealed.

,

Curriculum Implementation

,

Another group of researchers who.attempt to under-

stand both sociel system properties of the school4and

innovative activity has focused specifically on the prob-

lem of cprricular implementition.

Pullen and)omkiet's (1977) comprehensive review of

curriculum projects describes's framework for lOoking at

the implementatiOi process.

Deveaient/User

Organizational 1.

Necessities
V 2.
I

Norms

New Bekeviors

Innovation
Characteristics
Planning
Process

3.'StatUs and
'0

Poiret. Networks
,4. Characteristics

of Croft',

5. Strategies Usela
for Adoption

T ,

Hall, Wallace and Dossett (1973), after si

of empirical investigation, have created a'develo

scheme for.understanding' both teacher concerns aEi

years,

ental-

t an

innowition and their actual use of an innovation. this

wqrk unlocks sosie of4the Oomplexciy of the classroom sqcial

system as we befit to.understand the grOwth and deVelop-
,

ment of the adults (teachers) in the school. Major 4ontri-

butions in thfs research are not only the separation of

attitude pnd prccess (concerns) from actual bebpvior.(use),

but also the utilization of a research team of hybrid

nature. Further, their tools lead to some significant

research questions on the change process ane also provide

material for devilopers, linkers, and schwa personnel.
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cLinkage.and Disseminati n
.

.

Still ano er piec o f.the school improvement lit-

144'0erature is that deT*a g' th linkage and dissemination.

Since the large federallp grams of the 60's, large amounts

of money have poured int chool systems presumably to aid

in the spread.:Ind use of innovative ideas. The whole

notioh of dissemination ia-untiergolng ohange as-atudiee
,

reveal at the,knowledge*(of innovations), the process

(how the ideas are moved into the system), and tlie people

responsible for these processes represent other &I'mplex

issues not readily understood (EmriCk & Petersonw /978).

Recognizing that the literature on teachipg reveals that

teaching styles are praigmatichly 1earneebn the job,

bringing 10,4 new ideas often confronts personal style head

on. Therefnre, the 11.nker (or w ht tevers/he be called,

using any of your favorite euphem.tms) finds him/hArself

. engaged in a oot;plicated series of interactions Ehat

involve sensit ity to the.school culture, knowledge of

formal and informal systems, leadership problems,.support

systems Ald 'modeling ,personalized behavior--in short,

engagement much like the complexities of teaching (Nash

m & Culbertson, 1977).

Most recent studies of school improvement involve

JAM" at both the'sChool structure (the,way the school

is organized) as well as the school culture (the way

teachers/principal/parents relate to each other), (Rosen-

blum & Louis 1978). However, both 8escription and im-

provement o these processes s;i11 has a long way to go. A,.
;.r"'

These elected studies are an excellent beginning.

They allow us, whether we are descrtbers, improvers or

various combinations thereof to have a common set of

knowledge upon Whibh to build.

There are some fascinating clobbitions to be asked and

some nagging Clouds hovering over us. Let me list some of

the problems in both resiarch'and prkctice as they relitel

to the field.

1
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Problems of Research and Practice

1) The bias of the literature we'teach in teacher educa-

tion institutions is still psychologically oriented '.

and heavili wtightqd on the individual. This has not

been helpful to our understandirg of schools. Our

students must confront themselvea, but in relation

to a much larger world that is peaitical, organize-

tional and social.

2) Rei*arch in teac r education, ltke mOst research

efforts, his been mislay quantitative. It seems

\ clear, from the.previous selected review, that we

must,invent new-methodologies for capturing the

dynamics of the improvement process. However, let

'us 6ard agairist vaing field methodologies as an

innovation.4 They have a healthy tradition that has

always been a part of theresearch communiti. Can

we leain from each other, or must we spend our time

protOting our favorite methods?

3) Working in the field is still held in low esteem.

And there is an inadequate understanding of.how much

time fieldwork takes. (A friend of mine e ntly

asked her Department Chairman if she should pend the

next five.years directing a Teacher Corps p ojeCt.

His answer was "no.") Such functions are cIe rly

legitimate, but can teacher education institutions

change their reward structure to allow such involve-

; menti

4) / With aging facultiCs and stable staffs, the whole

area of staff development becomes an increasingly

important set of activities. Ouestions to be asked

came rapidly to mind:

a) Who initiates improvement programs?

b) How are they sustained? Organized? Led?
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c) How are teacher, district, community commitment
maintained? ,

d) What role do teacher associationsAay in staff
development projects?

e) What barriers stand in the way of staff develop-
ment?

f) What kineof leadership sustains or blocks pro-
gram improvements, etc?

g) What are the effects of Teacher Ceniiers on
staff morale, commitmeneand effectiveness?

5) ,Will teacher education inetitutions be flexible

enough to engagein field research or will they.too

fall pray to a nairow view Of "back to basics,"

where only "tradition" will be honored and rewarded?

Field connections are definitely not,cost effective.

Our hope lies in the ambivalence and pressures being

brought tO bear on teacher education institvtions.

6) School people want to exchange with copeges and

educational institutions. They don't mind research

if there is something in it for them. This means

that research must be designed so thaVlit can be

fed back and, wherever possible,_uaed. :Ibis calls-

for different skills and abilitio. It also calls"

for a valuing of a'translator role. Teacher Centers

' and Research and Development Centers fatty be more

appropriate for these roles, but can't the teacher

education institutions be connected in a collabora-

tive effort? -,_1

7) Colleges anckNuniVersities have been derelict in re-

cognivping teadher associations and their place in

'American sdhools todey. They have been ahistorical

in their understanding of the growth of unionism

and stand-offish in efforts at collabora

LI

on. This

I\attitude has distanced the researc'.communi v from%
organized teacher associAtionewho' reasking for ,

such a collaboration (C2.9per & Leiter, 1978): How

can this be ameliorated? -... :

*
8) The teacher education contiAutikrerA* a N(

'425 ,,.
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theoretical tonstruct. Perhaps, with fewer students,

we cAn study ana learn more about the possibilities

of the connections along the continuum, if there are

any. Longitudinal studies have'rarely been done on

a set of,teachers.

9) In the past four months, I have been conferring with

the State of California, while "disseminating" the

major issues of the Beginning Teacher Evaluation

Study. I have been struck by the tremendous isola-

tion of all the constituent groups and how needy

they are in wanting to know about research. Who

should meet this need? Is ouf responsibility to

just report research findings? How do weSget infor-

mation flowing from schools to research establish-

ants and back to schools?

Is it possible for people of. theory to act dif-

ferently and people of action to think 'differently?
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SOME MPLICATIONS OF RECENT RESEARCH

ON EDUCATIONAk DISSEMINATION AND CHANGE

FOR TEACHER EDUCATION (INSERVICE), PROGRAMS*

John,A. Emrick

John A. Deriok & Associates

Los Altos, California

Whereas the 1960's can be characterized as a period

of intensive efforts to research and develop ways of improv-

ing educational practices rd procedures, in the 1970's

concern has broadened to include issues of how to improve

tho flow of knowledge and the transfer of technology to

local schools. This paper represents. an effort to review,

consolidate, and synthesize findings across a sample of

significint recent investigations of educational dissemina-

tion and changa in.Amarican schools.

The goal of this synthesis is to review the evidence

from a selected group of recent large-scale investigations

of educationkl change and, from these studies, to derive a

*MUch of the material in this paper waslexcerpted
from a recently pUblished report of a synthesis of findings
from five important studies of educational dissemination
and change. (The complete report, J. A. Buick and 8.14.
Peterson, A Ay F rdinga Aorw Five Recent Stud-
ies ç1gnge. i. avaflable from:the Far Mist
Laboratory ror "Educational Research and Levelopmeat, 1855
Folsom Street, San1 Francisco, Calamine 94103.) ' I have
'chosen this formatj because I believe these findings have
extensive and iata implications.for both preservice
and inservee tea her education programa and for develop-
ment of research agenda. Three such implications involve
the need for further clarification of: (a) the realities,
contingencies, Ind constraints which characterize educa-
tional settings; (b) the normative nature of educational
change; and (c) 'reit-treatment components (and their inter-
actions) which determine teacher effectiveness.
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set ef conclusions regarding the current state-of-knowledge

and underztanding of this phenomenon. We have Assumed that

our primary audienre will be Xhosa involved in research on

the improvement of education, those involved in desiAing

and carrying out programs to assist in the spreid of iich

-knowledgeaend improvempnt-oriented change, and those who

make policy pr allobste resources to facilitate this knowl-

edge production/utilization prcsiss.

The five studies included in this synthesis are:" ,

PSDP: SieberS.ID., Louis, K. 3., & Metzger, L.
Tha 04a,gf ional knowledge; Evalua-
tt n f st te I s ination
prgrm o o umes . orK: o umbie
University, Bureau of Applied Social Re-
search, 1972 (ED 065 739; ED 065 740).

. FPSEC: Berman, P., McLaughlin, M. .14., t al.
F der 1 ro rams s ortin d rational
c ante e t vo umes .- ants on ca,
Cali .:- Rand Corpoebtion, 1975 (Vols.
1-5), 1977 (Vole 6, 7), 1978 (VoU 8).

PIP; Stearns, M. S.. Ot al. Evalus on of the
field test of ro act info., t acka es

ve vo mom . en o ar , a .:

Stanford Research,Institute and RMC Re-
aearch Corp., 1975 and 1971.

NDN: Eirick, J. A., Peterson, S. M., Cu'
Agarwala-Rogers, R. Evaluation of the
nationsl diffusion network (two volumc,).
Menlo Park, Slanford Research
Institute, 1977 (ED 147 327; ED 147 340).

TAG: Moore, Di R.,et al. 'Assistance strate-
gies of ix rou s thaE facilitate educe-

onai c ange at sr o ommun Y
eve ree volumes). Chicago: Center

T437-ffew Schools, 1977.

or
.4

These studies were selected on the basis of scope,

relevance, methodology, and availability. Each of the

studies was national in scope, each investipated one or

more relatively eistinct direemination strategies, each

(:.
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included an in-depth case study component hocusing on

process-outcome rOationships and made use of on-site obser-

vation and deea gathering.procedures, and eaqh had final

reports and appendix materials available for review and.

synthesis, \
We have atteTpted to consolidate findings and ImPli-

cations around a common issue of interest to poacymakers,

program administrators, And researchers, namely:" What dans

be learned from these stddies regarding processes and 'prd-

cedures that facilitate knowledge diffusion and utilization

in schools?

Assumptiona and Procedures

We have apprbached utiXization'add changd as the

implementation of practices or procedures in response to, -4

the disseminatio'n of new knowledge.' Thus, we do,not con-

aider the merit "spread" or,"sharing" of informaiion to Con-

stitute knowledge utilization.(although they may represent

' important components in the process). Rather, it is the .

conditiona and tr'ansactions which increase t4e likelihood

of improvement-briented change that constitute 5he subject
P

of this synthesis.

Since the studies included in this' synthesis are

llrge and complex, and published reports have tended to 4p

quite lengthy,* we have assumed that few among our audience

would have had the time or the opportunity to read thorough-

ly the complete reports and their appendices. We found

that summaries of.the reports (when 'available) varied con-,

sideribly both in level of discourse and in issue emphasis.

Consequently, we have developed a common format for synop-

sizing the five studies examined here.. The study facts

*The two-volume PSDP report exceeds 1,200 pages; the
eight-volume FPSEC report exceeds 1,000 pages; the five-
volume PIP final report exceeds 700 pages; the two-volume
NDN report is nearly 500 pages; and the three-volume lAC
rellrt exceeds 1,000 pages

a
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presented in Tables 1,-4* describe the essential features of

the programs being investigated, the prevailing dissemina-

tion and change assumptions underlyinp thq programs, the

eafential features of the study methodologies used to inves-

tigate (or evaluate) the programs, and the primary findings

and interpretations lieveloped by the five studies.

Specifically, for each Itudy, available reports and

appendix materialsvere read and summarized according to

the following four major topics:

(1) Whit was the dominant poal or miision ( f the
dissemination-utilization program being
studied, and what were the prevailing strate-
gies for accomplishing this4mission?

(2) Whatiwere the central assumptionseither
explicit or implicitunderlying the mission
strategy?' That is, how did the disseminatign-
utilization program frame or define the prob-
lem, and what were its assumptions regarding
how to effect utilization?

(3) What were the goal! : essumptione,and metho,
dologies (scope, design, sample, instrumen-
tation, r.ocedures, analyse) of the study or
evaluation of the program?

(4) What were the primary and secOndary findings,
interpretattons, and recommendations ad-
vanced by the respective studies?

The material presented in Tables 1-4 has been care-

fully reviewed and validated by the autf)ors of the initial

study reports. This procedure was adopted to assure that

we have properly understood'and interpreted essential study

facts to be !lrithesized, and to provide the report autfiors''

*In the complete synthesis report, the descriptors
summarized in Tables 1-4 are elaborated, as are the 'subse-
fluent cross-study syntheses. For purposes of this confer-
ence, and because cf space limitations, we can onLy brief-
ly sumarize our 14y synthesis generalizations. The inter-
ested reader should refer to the complete report for a
fuller discussion f these study issues and interpretations.
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TABLE I

Brief 0,11.Cript3on of the DiSsemination/Utilization Programs

..

1;f20:4Rfil i PROGRAM COALS PROGGAM STRATEGY: & RESOURCr

Pilot State
Dissemination
"rogram (PSOP)

. .

'

g m

To itimeletkuse of ceppre.
hensive-infdreetivi and
technical assistance re-
sources4sithIn school sys-
to's; to Aevelop steps co-
pecity and Comelteent to .

dissemindtion of iducetion-
al programs and practices,

'

Three-year federal contracts (later
changed to grants) to three state *dual -
tlon agencies to set up and test dieses .
(nation copal)! litho- 0)100142 contral-
ized information retrieval facilities
with decentralized fish' egents assigned
to specific wlthin-stets areas to assist
school personnel In requveting and util-
izing information resources.

.

Federal
Programs
Supporting
Educational
Change (FPSEC)

,

To eft's:lets iccel develop-
sent end utilitetion c4 le-
proved protrame end vac-
tices In reading (Right -to-
Reed), career aware:we end
reediness (Voceti 1 Ebu-
cation, Part 0), b
educetion ((SEA, Title
VII), and priority areas
defined et state and local
levels. ((SEA, Title ill).

)eggpral "seed money" grants to local
education agencies in SO states:

(SEA, Tiffs 111 -- $150 million/year
'

(SEA, Title VII -- /47-85 :pillion/year'

. Right-to-Rout 0 $12 el I I I On/year
-

. Vocational Education, Pan: D
$16 milliorlyear

.
L

Project
information
Pacsegs (PIP)

To provide an effective
means fur replicating ex-.
emplary reading end moth
compensatory instructional
proprama In new schools.

.

.

Slx exemplary projects In reading and
math were identified and Information
packages detailing project meterialli,
scheduling, start-up, and operational re-
quirements were prepared. Nineteen *try
out* grants were awarded to LEAis Cap-
proxlmetely S100,000/year each) to rells4941
cate the exemplary projects on the bests
of the packaged (PIP) eaterials alone.

National
Diffusion
Network (NDN)

To sireed exemplary el.-
meatery end secondary edu-
cational inhovations dorsi-
oped under federal funding
end validated by the Joint
Disseiminatico Review Panel
,o new schools nationwide.

Discretionary
.

gr ts were provided to 72
developers of lary (volidated) inno-
rations. Aver grant size of $75,000
per 11401.141 supporred demon ion sites
and related activities. Grants averaging
$100,000 per annum ilre also prorided to
66.state and regional 13,tereediaries to
facilitate the ditluehle and adoption of
developer projects. A national *network*
vas created. Developer projects ranged
from optic skills to open education, frcm
early childhood education to high school
levels, from physical education to dis-
tritt budgeting, etc.

Assistance
Strategies of
Six Technical
Assistaws
Croups (TAG)

.

To achieve specifier' educe-
tIonal changes or reforms
(Idiosyncratic to s7ecific
TAG's) by providing direct
assistance services to se-
lotted local school commu-
nities MOW' an extended
period of time.

/ 4

,

From over lOr Technical Assistance Groups
(TAG's), slx successful educational
change projects were selected for indepth
study to Identify the factors relating to
their success. Nn central support agency
vas Involved and !Poch TAG secured support
on an ed hoc bssis. TtS's dIfferid sub-
stentially In their change goals and tac-
tics used. They emerged from traditions
of organizational development, alterna-
tive education, open education, Individ-
ualized education, community organizing,
formative evaluation, end child advocdcy.
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TABLE 2

ASSueatIons Underlying Dissemination/Utilization Programs

POGRM CENTRAL PROBLEM AS DEFINED OR
IMPLIED BY THE PROGRAM ' NATURE OF 04NiGC PRCCESS

filo/ State
OisseminatIon
Program (PSDP)

.

.

Reseerch re110141 and Other Information
constitute parte/01011y mfluifble ne-
sourtes, tot they ere undo.' -uti liteig. be-
cause school system personnel geneeally
lack the motivation And/or skills re-
i/Ore& to wok end woke use of external
reflourceS without rhe assistance of e
personal intermediary.

Articulation e4 local needs, Interests, end priorities, combined with
ready access to Informaticm resources, will promote Information -
seeking havior.

v

. Prowls 04 of information that Is relevant to locel needs and prior-
Ines wli promote use of Improved practices and programs.

.
. ,

'

Federal
Programs

Supporting
Educational
C6nnve IFPSECf

Schools lack the "slack resources" nee-
*story to develop end test new and im
proved prove/its and practices in re-
sponse to priorities defined et the
national (Title VII, RIgto.to..Read. Vor.
Ed) and state or local (fitlfilll)
levels.

e.

.

. School systems aro xotiyeted to conduct extensive searches fOr appro-
priate innovations.

School personnel will select programs and practices 6n tie bssis of
rational 9onsiderations; Sdlool systems will use evaluations to judge
the merits of their new programs.

..

..EffectIve programs will be continued beyond the withdrawal of federal

support, while unsuccessful programs wifl, be discontinued.
, -..

Project
Information
Packages (PIP)

e

.

Conventilmal approaches to dissemination
of`exemplary projects (e.p.. ERIC, tech-
nice' ssisilance) 4re bOth uncertain In
their ffectiveness and costly in time
and resources. '

.

,

.

Host schools aro (mare e4 and smiler to replace their IneffeLtive ISI:S
and reeding compensatory education programs.

. School staff can a sssss their needs end interests and C40 select
apprfriately /row meting available "Improvements."

. Essential features e4 Affective projects can be orwunicated by writ-
ten arterials.

. Staff required to Implement the effective project exists within the
adopting LEA'S.

. Replication c4 the essential features of the :wojeet will -result in
rePliCetfon of cutcomes.

.

,. The packaging (PIP) m,del wIll became cost-effective in that it will
reduce time required to implement the project. OS 44111 aS the colts
end uncertainties of In-person dissemination.



\---.
iiiitIonal

Diffusion
Nstwork (MON)

------,
BeCeuse of th large federl investments
In the development of exemplary educe-
fleas! Innovetioni, an effectIvi system
waii,needed to Improve the diffusion
(Spread) of thee innovetions to other
schools and commuriltims netIonwIne.

, .

.

Active promotion of validated innova ons,is needed for widespread
adoption.

Adoption fs an Interactive prness Invpiving a progression of adopter
stages. i c

,

External Intermediaries can beat serve to "broker" innovations to
LEhls, notching LEA needs with program offeeings. r

I
.

"DemonstrotIon" Is a nocissaryikapononf to develop adopter interest
and to transfer knowledge.

Adaptation is necessary tozdevelop locel commitment and ownership.
,

Materials and wchnical sUpport are necessary to sustain adoptions.

.
Secondary cliff aloe. will occur for well-rooted adoptions.

Aselstenoe
Strategies ad
Six Technical
Assistance
Groups (TAG)

1

RetIonel mechanistic msdels of the
change process were inedetuete to e
useful understanding of srbool change
and Improvement.

.

. Educational change Inevitably entel;s eltering social system aspec4s
of school community.

.

Change Is difficult because school oommunitles are loosely-coupled
organizations.

,

Because of multiple unclear goals, Incentives fpr school staff change
a re weak,

Given these characteristics of schools, the lmpmentatIon procf,s Is
critleal It educational change.

Personal ccntact Is a i'ey Influence In the adoption and Implementation
process. .

,

AdoptatIon of Innorelons to locally perceived needs Is crucial. '.

School comunitles ere Interdependent with other social systees.

14?b
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TABLE 3

Features of the Studies of the Dissemination/Utilization Programs

'

. , SRIOVAGOALS STUDY FAPE ANDI NETNIO00b4GY

t7

Two-year field observation of field agents and retrieval opera-
tions In each stater alls0 study and descriptive analysis of
data, Event...linked survey of over 900c1ients requesting ineor-
nation (ail clients, In targeted and non-targeted areas, re-
questing information during a 5-month period In the Second yeae)
focused on status orcilent, response to information, assistance
received from agent or others. Review ol Information request
forms assoclated_w1th clients surveyed to determine nature of
request, turnaround time, search(es) conducted, ego-

.

vided.
'

.PI lot Stets%
'Dissemination
Program (PSDP)

S.
,

I. To assess the Impact of the PSDP on Inform-
tion-seeking behavior among School pursonnel.

.

2. To ASsess the impact of the PSOP on utilize-
tion of information.

.

3, To Identify factors contrliputing to program
Impact,

,

4, To identify problem areas.

Federal
Programs
Supporting
Educational
Change (FP'EC)

I. To provide Inslgh/ Into how the process of '

innovation operates within cho& systems and
into what factors irlfluenct this process and
Its outcomes,

2, To identify and (*Woo IlInlicy implications
of findings foe akure federal.Offorts to
promote change In schools.

multiyear study conducted in two phases, with Phase I focused on

issues of Initiation and Impiementation and Phase II focused on
incorporation, Phase I Included an in -Person questionnaire sur-
vmy of grant recipients at 295 LEAfs, followed by indepto
syudies at 25 CFOs, regression analysis of survey data, cqupled
with qualitative analysis and synthesis of indepth studies.
Phase II Included follow-up visits to 100 Title III sites and 11
Title VII sites. .)

Projct
Information
packages (PIP)

1, To discover the extent to which PlPfs,suc-
cessfully produce replications of the exem-
plary projects in new sites,

2, To discover And correct deficiencies in the
PIP materials,

3, To assess the extent to which replication
sites ttain the same pupll outcomes as the
originating sites report.

intensive survei of teaching, administrators, parents, and pu-
plis at end of Years 1 and 2, Detailed obeervation and inter-
views of staff end project operations (training, start-up, oper-
ations) Years 1 and 2, Ciscrepahcy analysis o. Implementations.
Norm-references and carlaulump-referenced analyses of pupil
learning. QUalltative analysis and synthesis of pupil effect;
parent, teacher, qpd administrator survey measures; and cast
studies, %
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Metionel
Diffusion
Network (NON,

s

I. To provide a comprehenillve description c4 the
b evolution, organization, objectives, and op-

orating procedures of the NON.
. .

2. To describe diffusion- and adopt -rotated
vocesses. used Cry ION agents an ovide in-
sight into how these processes n luence
adcotions.

Baseline survey of 1,306 client LEAls and an overlapping year -
end surVey of 1,460 clients to assess Initiation implements-
tion, and continuation processes and events. Ex4ensive survey .

of all change.agents. Case studies c4 32 change agents and 35
adopters. Case studies of conferences, training, 8nd teacher
assistance components. Multiple regression and qualitative
analysis and synthesis of dates.

.

3. To evaluate the organizational effectiveness
of the NON end supporting components.

4. To conduct policy anilymm on evaluation

,

findings and advance specific recommendations
regarding the continuation of the NON.

.
'

Assistance I. To study tile internal functioning of Ind! - Using a.soclal systems perspective (focus OA rols, nirms,
Strategies of vidual TAG1s. . functional subsystims, routides, decision rules, and standard
Six Technical operating procedures), indepth cos* studies wre oonducted over
Assistance 2. To study the processes by which individual 6-week periods on each TAG. Detailed field notes were organized
Groups (TAG) TAG1s pro.108 assistance to clients. and analysed into sets of ',research propositions," both for

14 within-TAG and acrces -TAO issues, which became the beim for case
.

.

3. To study techniques and ciromstances that
lead to greater or !ester ffectilmonesq c4
assistance efforts (emptitsts cn short -form
effectiveness c4 tactics In particular con-
texts rather than'on Inter-TAG comparisons).

study reports and findings of TAG similarities and differences.

.

4. Comparison nf similarities and differences
across TAG's In a number of selected areas.
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TAGLE 4

Kay Study,FindIngs

PROGRAM OUTCOMES AND EFFECTS EXPLANATION OF EFFECTS'

PllotState
Dissemination
Program (PSDP)

1

r

The PSOP wes successful In stimulating information-
seing behevior LEA personnel. Field agents

wate'Uniquely suc::::Vul'in encouraging classroom
tamOhers and others relatively low in the district
hferarchy to seek end Ose external Informetion re-
sources. "The mejority c4 requests for Information
received from practicing educetors concerned currlc-
Jium and instructional mathoUs.

Attributes theft contributed to the succiss of tield agents

Included: (I) their status as generalists, able to shift
roles and willing to respond tea variety of locat needs;
(2) their position as outsiders to the systems they were
attempting to affect; and (3) their lack of power to mandato

change. Factors that had both positive and negative cense-
quences for the evolving organizations were: (1) lack ol a

well -devulcoed model; and (2) organizational dispersion.

Federal
Programs
Supporting
Educetionel
Change (FPSEC)

Federal seed money programs were successful In stim-
ulating initiation 04 a !drip number of local of-

forts consistent with program guide-lines, but pony
programs were not Successfully Implemented, and only
tem were sustained beyond the withdrawal of federal
"seed money" suPPort.

Saccees was due to a host of local, rather than program-
specific factors, the moat important of which are: i 1

problem.Lsolving motivation for initiation; (2) Weep
effect significant changes; (3) strong teacher sense of
fleecy; (4) implementation strategy that promotes mutual
adaptation of the program and the users; (5) organizational
climate receptive to She change being introduced; and (6)
high level of local capacity to mann* change effort.

Project
information

Packages (PIP)

1

The six Projeet Information Packages tasted were of-
fictive devices for odemunicating management aspects
of projects that make use of straightforward commer-
els! materiels and instructional techniques. How-
ever, structural replicctIon of the menagement tea-
tures of on effective project did not guarantee rep-
licetion of the original instructional program or 40
the student achievement gains realized et the origi-
nal site.

The original PiPis lacked extensive curriculum and pedagng -
Icai details, which were later supplied In revised PiPis.
Yet, even with complete,informatIon, some in-person inter -
action Ireplicators with change agents) was generally
needed. Also, staffing Is e crucial omsponent.ln detarmin -
ing project effectiveneSs, '

A .... .11
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National
Diffusion
Network ( I

During the jirst two yeers of operation, well over
2,000 adoptlons ch NDN innovaticn: were effected.

these, over 1,000 appeared to bum thoroughly le-

p tted and will-rooted within the LEA. Ninety

p oent 04 the 1,430 LEAls surveyed reported their

Farrows accounting for successful adoptions were: (I) thor -

6 gh, persistent, slip well-differentiate:1 1/bareness sctiv -
Itios; (2) early Invlvement of administrative and Instruc-
tfonal decisioniakers and emphasis co local commitment; (3Y,
extensive use of Im-person tactics at all stages of th

adopted innOvetIOnS address Important Ilcally-recog- adoptico process, Including follow-up visits; (4) pit:vision
.

nIzed needs; ero ffectively,liatisfl! these needs; of comprehensive and well-developed materials to support
cost their diStrict (cm the average) ,000 or loss; adopticos; (5) perscoal dynamics of the Developer and men-
end represent clear improvements over previous edu- &gement skills of the Facilitator; (0) emphasis on Precti .

cations! programs or practices. The NDN opproech tioner change, phase-In of Implementatlan, end low reliance
appears to be highly effective In creating wide- on eupensive resources, and (7) suport of LEA visits to
scale LEA awareness, Interest, adoption, and subcp. dIwoostrarlort sitee. Adoption patterns appeared reasonably
ausot imploelintetion of tho Innovations being dif- uniform by Innovation type andetedgraphic arse, but dispro
fused. porticoate In totes of'school level end district urbanism.

.

Much of the overall NON success Is attribotod to effort and
enthusiasm of participating change agents.

s
,

Asslitance Some wejor hindIngs ere that successful TAGls: (I)

. ,

TAG sucamon Is xplained In terms of four dimensloos of et -

Strategies of have strong leaders who edapt to menagerlal *mends tIvIt ess (1) external organization and leadarshipt (2) ef -

Slx Tecbn ciii of .a camplwg organization; (2) omrefully select and toothiness In attracting and maintaining funds end oper -

Groups (TA
\r

socialize steff; (3) carry cbt a cycle of analysis
and eisistance through which they refine a strategy

sting resources; (3) the development and refIneavnt of *s-

latant* stratealse end tactics.; (4),the ImPi'mentation and
\ that specifile Implications tor actico In specific adaptation of Jissisfancm components to specifics of the cll -

situations; (4) become increasingly sophisticated In sot ootttxt., The 'dominentfactor, however, Is tho oontInu -
"mapping' the social systees they ere trying to ous in-person Interaction of TAG's with olleots ovor extend -
change; (5) carefully plan entry and relaticoshipi. od per oda of time.
building aspects of their work; (6) blend structured
experiences ,like workshops, over -the -ehoulder as-

sistance, modeling of desirable practice*, and the
use of brief well-prepared materials In their es-

.

sistance fforts; (7) constantly encourage indepen-
*

dent Initiative by clients. and (6) cdnscrously work , '

for the Incorporation of tfie changes they espouse 11
Into the basic social fabric of locol school commun-
ities.

.

1
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opportunities to clarify and update their reports in light

of further analyses br insights.

Casuld,StnemarlSttulthesesandGeneratizations
The evidence from the studies included in this syn-

thesis indicates that large-scale directed educa.pional

change (i.e., efforts reaching into many schools and dis-

tricts) is possible, and that such change occurs in an

orderly and reasonably predictable (if noi yet widely under-

stood) Tanner. Each study focused on somewhat dlfferent

change goals and.programe for attaining these goals, yet all

were keyed to the study of processes and events which might

relate to differences in goal attainment. Accordingly,

these studies dhow not only the ektent to which intended

change is likely to occur, but, more importantly, many of

tpe key conditions and factors which influence it', occur-

rence.

The study of the Pilot State Dissemination Program

(PSDP) shows that school staff can and will make use of ex-

ternal sources of knowledge and information and that they

perceive such use ai leading to improvements in educational

practice. The study of Federal Programs Supporting Educe- A

tional Change (FPSEC) shows that seed money programs do

occasionally stimulate major progrem improvement, but that

the process is complex, costly, and by no meant. certain.

The study of the Project Information Packages (PIP) field

test shows thit school personnel can in fact create opera-
}

tional replications of effective educational projects on the

basis of desAiptive materials alone, but that structural

replication will not necessarily render the new project ef-

fective,. The National Diffusion Network (NDA) study demon-
1

stritetNthe enormous power a network of inncvation develop-

ers and regional facilitators have in stiqu%ating and ef-

fecting large-scale adoption and implementation of programs

developed in school systems. Finally, the study of the six

Technical AssistanCe Groups,(TAG's) has identified a number
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of basic properties that characterize successful change

agent operational irrespective of their specific chrge

goals.

With the possible exception of the TAG study,* 011

the studies reviewed here,ad eased the general issue of

%Whether and how a given feder 1 intervention strategy (prp-
\

gram) stimulated improvement-oriented change.** All are \

based on the implicit assumption that external intervention\

of some sort (the,provision of slactresources targeted for

particular prhrammatic developments; the support of re-

gional intermediaries to serve as extension agents; the

support of various categories of dissemination, demonstra-

tion,siraining, and cn-site assistance activities, etc.)

is needed to accelerate and/or direct the change process.

Analysis of the findings across these five'studies

suggest i nUmber of generalizations regarding the nature of

the-dissemination/utilization process as it affects improve-

ment-oriented change in schools. These generalizations are

presented below.

1. Meaningful change occurs as a_proceas, not as an

event.

Perhaps the most valuable contribution of the five

studies-is their combined focus on the processes involved

in school change. Taken together the studies suggest that

there are two,septarate but parallel dimensions to this

change prncessNa personal dimension which involves the

change vocess occurring within individuals (cognitive,

*The six TAG's included in the study varied in their

change goals, strategies, and type of opera,ional support.

Thus, the TAG seudy did nbt investigate a federal interven-

tion program per se, but six independent, relatively suc-

cessful change advocacy programs.

**Improvement-oriented change is defined a,s modifica-

tionsse'organizational structure, curriculum, efaching'

practices, etc.; undertaken with the ultimate intent of en-

hancing educational productivity.
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behavioral, and affective) as they acquire and make use of

new knowledge, and a systemic dimension, which involves the

concomitant changes occurring in the user environment (or-

ganizational, social, political). These separate but paral-

lel processes appear to unfold through a serieA ofthree

major stages, which have been labelled as initiation, imple- ,

*.mentation, and assimilation or institutionalization. Tt is

upon the natural characteristics, and determinants of these

parallel dimenaons of the change process that we feel the

highest research priorities should be placed.

2. Directed personal intervention is by far the most

potent technical support resource, and may be a necessary

condition for many forms of utilization.

Clearly, personal involvement of intermediaries helps

to secure broad-scale utilization of new educational knowl-

edge and practices. Appropriate utilization occurs haphaz-

ardly in the absence of'intermediaries to stimulate and

guide-it. Beyond.this generalization the evidence is less..

clear although several propositionR appear tenable, each

of which needs further study, clarification, and validation.

Specifically, we hypothesize that.

a. Direct personal intervention serves to Atiate the
utilization process, to link users to title most appro-
priate new knowledge and products, and to guide bnd
reassure users at key points in the utilization pro-

cess.

b. Direct intervention should be distributed over a
considerable period of time (two or more years),

with more frequent contact- during the initial

stages. Contacts should focus on key administrative
and instructional opinion leaders (possibly including
community representatives and l'oard members).

c. On-site assistance invariably ilvolves more than

communicating the technical and proceduFirdetails
regarding the use of new knowledge and practices.
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3. a_Continuoperstin
staff is needed to firml root and sustain the utilize-

tion.

Cofitinuity of,participation by utilizing staff

throughout the utilization process is essential. It is not

sufficient for a program change to be adopted by one group

and implemented by f second; rather, the available piderce'

suggests that %he implementing staff must also, in some

fashion, progress through an iritiation stage in which they

become aware of and interested in the change. As this pro-

cess unfolda, use and commitment decisions are made, imple%.

mentation commences, adaptations and refinements occur, and

eventual assiMilation becomes possible. The vital point is

that these decisions and commitments ultimately must be

made by the implementing staff.

4. Aatoccialroleirdministtlatl'ortinpg______&

the utilization process.

Administrators occupy a crucial rol'e in establishing

change orientation, in creating incentives for participa-

tion, and in supporting implementation efforts by appropri-

ate staff. For most school-level (1'dnge,,the building

principal is key, yet higher levels.of support are generally

needed as well. fterall, utilization occurs most effective-

ly when involved staff perceive such utilization to be in

their own interests as well as in the interests of relevant

leadership and authority figures. Utilization does not tend

to occur in the presence of administration opposition.

5. comprehensive materiels resources at 'a "how to"

level appear necelarlforts
iatalyin organizational or instructional change.

When dissemination materials are sorted into three

categc;r4es--descriptive, instructional, and supportsome

of the iti.parent conflict over the importance of mate-ials

can be reconciled. Descriptive materials seem to be essen-
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overdesigned instructional materials (viz., "program-

med instruction") can be detrimental, support mateeials are

usually adjunct ahd are often beneficial at later stages of

utilizatiod.

Some Implications for Inslrvice Teacher Education

It was the feeling of the sponsors of this conference

that a number of research findings from recent studies of

edukational dissemination and change might have some reason-

ably dirtct implications for the setting of future research

agenda and priorities for teacher education. Ouite often the

world of the-teachee education researcher does not corres-

pond well to the world of the practitioner. Programs devel-

oped nutside the classroom seldom seem geared to the real-

ities, contingencies, and constraints which operate within

educational settings. Consequently, it is not difficult to

find teachers who claim there was little if anything in

their preservice experience which prepared them realistical-

ly for what Or faced once they arrived at the firing line.

Furthermore, most of the teaehing skills they have attained

almost invariably wert developed "on tlic job"--usually

through some trial and error proceNs, and often by sheer

luck (good or bad). Similarl.!, one finds a consensus of

opinion among practitioners that most formal "inservicing"

is of,little practical value or. relevance.

The,emerging literature regarding effective change

agent technique's and procedures may .have a lot to offer in

terms of guiding future,research on teacher education.

This literature eiamines a variety of efforts to introduce

specific change.into school settings; it includes studies

of the adolition of educational innovations as well as, the

implementation of mandatedprograms or procedures. Findings

from five such studies were reviewed in previous sections

of th's paper. 'These studies were selected for the synthe-'

sis in part because the effort5e they examined had as their

goal the production of actual utilization and chatipe at the
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practitioner level--not merely the "spread" vf information.

,We are still only beginning to comprehend the true

nature and complexity of the change process in school,. The

work of Gene Hall and his colleagues has improved oUr under-

standing of how the change process operates at the level of

the individual practitioner and has given us a methogology

for documenting the process. The congruence of fifidings

from the CBAM research, which has focused on change from

the practitioner's perspective,' to what has been learned

through studies of directed change,'which has focused-on

change from the interventionist's perspective, is striking.

Still needed, however, is research attention to or-
,

ganizational concomitants of practitioner change. This is -

a particularly relevant issue for Oservice programs. We

do not have a body ofpnormative information on.changes in

organizational structure within schotolir that.may be required

to support, enablee or predispose practitioner-level chew.

Maynard Rdynold's analysis of implementation problems asso-

ciated with PL 94-142 is an excellent example of the need

for this kind of research information. Similarly, we see

study after study identifying administrators as crucial, to

the change process. Why,.then,. more'studies being

launched to clarify and exploit this finding? How well, for

example, do our institutions of higher education provide

preservice training for school and district administrators?

What accounts for the metamorphosis that takes Rlace when a

classroo; teacher becomes a building principal? What insee-.

vicing is provided (or should be provided) to the building

principal?, What training or assistance is provided (or

should be provided) to enhance the principal's role as

' Instructional leader of the school? Should we attempt to

restruc:ture the role/image of the principal? ,

A related resevrch need regards the formation and

function of collaboratife structures and mechanisms whereby

school staff can participate in decision, making and priority

setting, eventually carrying uut their own problem solving,
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!:taff development, and program improvemeot activities. What

little research evidence iN currently available on this

topic suggests th4e these structores may be renuisite to the

effyctiveness of inservice programs, as well As to the or-

ganizational health of the school. Clearly. much more re-

search is needed on this issue.

Another-area examined in thu change literature with

implications'for teacher education involveutA4acterist.ics

oF effective teaching and tearhers. We have only scratched

the surfaoe of the complex interrelationship between traits

and trainable skills that make foreffective instruction.

When we study effortr by others to introduce change into

schools, we see that successful change agents seek out ex-

emplary starf--whO, coincidentally, also tend to be the

opinion leaders--to initiate the adoption-implementation

process. Gradually. as thes, key laaff gain in experience

with the innovation, ,the scopo is expanded to include in-

creas/ne.proportions of the total staff.

Clearly these change avents make use of some system

of cues lor differentiating these examplary staff. We need

:to learn more about fhese cues. :.'oreover, we need to learn

more about the characteristics of these staff that make them

exemplary. One interpretation of the available research

suggests that inte-Tersonal style may well frame the domi-

nnt "teacher-effectivenc.s" characteristics. This certain-

is in line with our observations of traits that change

a"gents aprear tuned into when they select staff for initial

impl-rientatioo activities. Obviously the problem more

.
complex than this; however, the above observAtion may be

,useful as a poteitial guide for future .studie.' .

In summary, there is a :iteadily growing body of re-

sear-h evidence supportiny the proposition that sehools in

general, and the practitioner!: in parti!ullar, art/ much more

ameniblu to directed chanc!,e chaa thp pepular press might

have us la-lieve. This ,Ame evidence, however, furthet

meawneful -hange may be A painfully 6dow pro-

3
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cess, the rate of which ia likely deter dned by very funda-.

mental psychological and social properties of the human

organisq. Studies of attempts to influence or expedite

this change process (i.e., to direct or aCcelerate change

toward specific program objectives) suggest that chanRe ef-

forts fail when they do not'attend to contextual as wiAlras

individual variables at the practitioner level.

The time is right and ample opportunities are avail-

able to build upon these findings from the change literatur

in developing future teacher-education research agenda.

Three such agenda have been suggested in this paper: re-

search on the normative nature and organizational concomi-

tants of practitioner change (particularly the role of the

principal); research on the social dynamics of schools

(particularly the function of collahOrative strurpres in

effecting directed change); and research on the distinctive

features of exemplary practitioners who usually constitute

the lynchpins in change efforts. surely many additional

agenda can be derived from the change research literature.

But the essential point is that schools are made up of, and

operated by, people. To change the school isto change the

people making up and operatirr the sabol. Those change

agents who appear successful in influencing school change

all exhibit highly refined "people" orientations. We argue,

therefore, that to be most useful, agenda for research on

teacher education should adopt a social systems perspective,

focusing on the dynamics of interactions between the indi-

vidual practitioner and the context within which the indi-

vidual operates.
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NETWAKS OF TEACHER EDUCATORS:

AHPAPPROACH TO PU9.IC LAW 94-142

Maynar.d C. Reynolde

University of Minnesota.

"It's like peeling an onion," say 'ID* political

analysts sometimes on the PBS_program, "Washington Week in .

Review," to indtcate the complexity of a new governmental

policy. Under an apparently sm)oth surface may be folded

layer after layer of unexpected relations and contingencies.

Public-Law 94-142* presents such a smooth surface of impli-

cations for teacher educktion. But, as you peel back thii

outer skin, you find underneath several layers with surpri-

singly complex and fundamental significance.

Although the provisions of P.L. 94-142 do not speak

directly to teacher educators or to the institutions

offering teacher training, they reach into every such pro-

gram. How can personngl in the public schools carry out

the mandates of the law if teacher education programs do

not prepare them to do so? I and a number ofreducators

have been working at individual teacher education institu-

tions and in a networking capacity to try to make teacher

education more responsive to the important new policies,

regarding the education of handicapped stuAents. We' are

finding that the problems affect more than the content of

a course or two; indeed, they.reverberate against our basic

concepts of teacher education itself. Let.me star't with

theobvious.

* P,L. 94-124 is the Education for all Handicapped Children
Act passed by the U.S7-7-iingress in-NMand made effective'
In-Fallf 1977.
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Current Discrepancies Retween TeaCher

Education and Practice 'e

P.L. 94-142 renuires, aMong other things, that indi-

vidualized educational pons '(IEPs) be written by teams.of

teachers, 'other school staff members, and parents for every

identified handicapPed child in the nation. In the Fall of

1978, nearly four million IEPs were prepared.. The activity

became so pervasive that in.one ,city, bumper stickers

appered on automobiles. reading, !Tow is Vour IEP?" Need-
.

less to say, teachers and other school personnel were not

well prepared to formulatv the IEPs.

The so-called "mainstreaming" movement for handi-.

cappp0 pUpils which started in the early 1970s crystallized

in the "least restrictive environment" placement nroyisions

of P.L. 94-142. Teachers are expected to.accomodate

increasing numhers of children with complex educational

problems in theti.r classrooms aneto narticipate in writing

IEPs for each such child. Nore impoitant, Perhaps, is

parental involvement,in this process because it means that

the teachers are functioning in puhlic. Nicholas Ubbs

'(Vanderbilt University Psychologist) has remarked that the

teachers rediscovery of parents may be something like

rediscovering Niagara falls. The teachers have had to

negotiate the IEPs--one bv one--with parents and'to observe

due process guidelines. To pa-raphrase a recent statement

of Dean Robert Howsam (University of Houston), We have been

laying bare the teacher education =;ituation before the

public ;!s never before, and what 71f., reveal ',is a great deal

,of incompetency; people are being asked to carry out func-

tions for which they were not nrepared.

The teachers Tacitly, these important and unaccustomed

tasks usually have received iirtle help from their

superiors. lesc;ons on "the five essential elements"

of the ITP ha..,e been provided in most school distri(ts. *11

that numn i uNchers have heen tauphr how to stay out

4 4 :6,
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of jail, that is, how to fill out the IEP forms and to get
4

the parents' signaturea on them. But little fundamental

assistance has been provided.

Despite what is essentially a cover-up in these
t

activities, a number of people haye perceived and fpcused on

.some of thkfundamental aspects of the'sitUation. If we'

peel the onion one layer, for example, we expose some

issues like the following:

The IEP procedure makes it n cessary to write
specific,educational goals and objectives and to
apply measurement systems 0 individual students.

Competbnce in consultation is necessarAcause
teachers can no longer refer "difficult" children
out of.their classes until after they have studied
them--upually with a psychologast and/or other
specialists-,,and developed indilVidual plans.

Diffieult consultation and negotiation problems with
some parents require preparation for these new roles.

Much more could be listed but these are some of the

fundamental topics for teacher educatiorf'which,have emerged

with clarity,as school personnel have tried to apply the

/(--1
.

principles embodied in P.L. 94-142. It is worth noting that

none of the preceding topics (writing objectiveE, individual
, NIP

measurements, professional conaultation, working witH

parents) is unique to special education nor relevant only

'to handicapped pupils. .

. 4

Let us proceed, perhaps teariully, to the next deeper

layer ofeur metaphorical onion. At this 1vel, one becomea

aware tgatthere are no adequate, arrangtiWns for the

necessary time, resources, or illcentfVes for the teacher

education job that isrequired. Somehow, we have never

,negotiated successfully for the essential life space and

esources to conduct lither.the.preservice or inservice

\14i2

7'

cation of teachers. Furthermore, the coll e professors

who.might be called upon tp alp in the trar ng usually

are not competent in these( emerging areas. ftbw....ganyAeacher

eduCaturs are expert in hew measurements systems for

teaching individuals, in constultation practice, or in parent

if It
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counseling? Because legal imperatives were dkrected to the

schools and because the colleges were not eApined directly,

the stirrings on college campuses are about iwo years behind

the problems and the turmoil ia the pubLik. schocils. Oh, a

few genuflections can be seen on the campus to the new ideas

but there are not many whole-hearted converts--except in a

few places. We must face the possibility that public

school...leaders may become discouraged with the unresponsive-

nesi of collefie faculties and will create their own

training cadreA as they join the rising chorus of criticism

of institutions of higher education.

A deeper layer of concerns wilich should be examined

deals with such difficult problems as Tunding systems.

Often they run counter to emerging school policies or

require'human classification systems for accountability

purposes alich are inconsistent with humane services'to the

individual. Categorical special education funding systems

very often create a kind of "bounty hunt" mentaliq that

leads to more and more simplistic labeling of larger

numbers of children, separating them from normal school and

home life. The labels used may vary from state to state and

time to time, (.epending upon political forces, bUt we often

proceed as if the classifications or labeling.systems do

indeed "carve nature at its joints." These and similar

problems need to be addressed carefully through conceptual

and policy analysis, enlisting. the best help possible from

a variety of scholars and with.as much attention as possible

from politicians.

So fac, my focus has been on one busy part of the ,-

teac.her education scene, one in whicklhe basic renegotia-

tion of roles and school structures is occurrinv,. It is

a'domain of importance, a domin in which the pressures

are building up and demands upon school personnel arc

running rapidly and far ahead of changes in teacher educa-

Ntion. The problems that one di!;covers below the surface

are multi-facuted; they the ficld high intere!,t,
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challenge, and poteney: A great deal on the ,teacher educa-

tion "plate" these days emanates from P.L. 94-142 and, as an

economist staed recently, we had 24tter "do it right."

When I used the on,ion-peeling metaphor recently in a

discussion with some teachers, one quipped, "If you peel

just one more layer, u'll find you have nothing." I have

thought more about hi comment rtcently and. I feel it may be

true. As we peel the onion toward the fundamental:layers

. of our.nroblet.s, we seem to expect that we will corWto a

harder, surer core for the:reconstruction 'of programs,.

Univeisities, as they face retrenchment, seem to be stldugh-
,

ing all the applied programs that connfTt ,them to the,

commUnity and making monastic strotvholds of the disciplines.

TWs approach appears to be safest for the long pull.

Unfortunately, however, in the case of.teacher education,

as we remove each layer of the onion, our linkagealLto the

academic disciplines seem to thin out in substance and,in

every other way. In the terms of Karl Weick (1976), the
k

coupling between teacher education and the presumably rele-

vant disciplines may be baed on sUch weak variables that

there is virtually no couplinglat all. Or, in the Havelock

sense of linkage, the teacher educator--whether turned

toward the scholarly side to the disciplines or toward the

applied side to the schools--seems to 1)e in an increasingly -

weak pOsition. Neither the scholarly dis!;eminations trom

the dis plines nor the needs transmissions from the sehools
,

are worC:ng out right (Havelock, 1969).

The Deans' Grants Projects

. -

About four years atio, the Bureau of Educat for tIle

'HandicaPped (BEH),Orthe .S. Office of Education began

funding a set of's6=-611 d Deans' Grants Projects.

Currently, thereiare six y-four sucil proJects into04y,a;

tionl over the foli, four year period about 125 1 JjectS. have
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.
been funded. They tend to be small grants, a-eraging about

$45,000 per year, and are centered directly in the offices

f deans of education for the support of developmental

activities, to redesign preRaration proAams.in relation to

mainstreaming the handicapped Ior regular teachers and other

school personnel. A report of 1 of the projects, with

summary chapters on change process, training.objectives, and

evaluation procedures, can be found in Grosenick and

Reynolds (1973).

In connection/with ihese projets, I have been'

ing what is callud a Naxional Support System Project

to provide'technical assiitance to the deans'

s. This assistance is somewhat in the form of

ip Training Institutes launched under the Education'

nu Develotient Act by Ron Davies a dcfcade ago

1974). We also have much in common with the

linking" and "networking" as they frave been rep-

n some of Jle JAterature (e.g., Havelock, 1969
/ 0

We make Field vis.its to projects, hold topical

erences and an annual national meeting, publish

and tvrn out many other products to assist in

ant to help disseminate out mes of projects

gets. We have provided bop1sleny,th treatments

as domain-referenced testing; consultation

bservational methods of assessment; deem-

ig cit: special educa0on progr; mlnor- t:

n and mainstreaming; new approaches tA

and emerging structures of, special educa-

co support changes,in training programs.- ,

indful of dissemination problems. A

grr,up of deans of education sellre

_regional activities and as a(Fisors to

direy,

(NSSF)

project

Leadersh

Proiesui

(Reynolds

ideas Of "

resented d.

Shaw, n.d.)

regional co

_a newsletter,

project work

to broader tar

on such topics

with teachers; o

6ralizati.on of b

ity group childre

mschool psychology-

tion--all designed

We are especially'm

small but vtry abl-

part-time leOlers Of

the NSSP at Ninnesota

* Currently and recentl
Corrigan, Bub Woods, ha
Klopf, Lorrin Kcnnamer,

I.

y includint,Deans Robert Howsam, Dean
rold Vercy Bates, Gordon
and Bert Sharp.
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Let me summari7a some observatlons that grow out of

this work of trying to build a network for communication

among and support of the leans' Grants Projects.

1. Although collages at firs; tend to be somewhat compe-

titive with one another, this attitude.begins to break

dor-quickly; genuine trust and sharing behaviors

emerge in an advocacy-oriented, non-threatening way.'

The initial competilpiveness is not helved by the

\

ition

fact that the projects have had to cOmpete for fed-

eral grants (quite understandably, compee

produces a kind'of retentiveness about one's best

ideas) or that a kind of "monitoring" attitude

develops between universities and the USOE. But

these hurdles can be overcome.

. 2. deans of education--most of them--tend to become dis-

connected from professional leadership in their own

colleges; small "developMent" grants often help to

establish connections and leadership that reaches to

deligrtments and programa. It is not uncommon, unfor-

tunately, for deans of education to become so eon-
1

sumed in necedsary managerial tasks that they let

iheir leadership in professional matters shin to a

tertiary position. It is a surprise to faculties

when deans meet with them and ask for a thoroughly

professional discussion of emerging issues and for a

confrontation with new expectancieC This lack of

leadership: too, is nbt, beyond repair.

3. The existing professional bureaucracies are remark-

ably ikactable and slow to respond to forces for'

change: Ha/ever, good thj.ngs'often begin to happen

as unexpected "extra" resources are provided,(with

precision) to help energize activities along various

lines.

4. Most loCal projects abort on their documentation-

dissemination-diffusion productio goals
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,
somewhere short of about the 90% completion point;

theyAwiLl Aettle for "local use only' products un-

less'they are goaded and adkisted in finishing those

tasks It fs.in this role that an outsiderwho is

aware of what is happening locally can be very useful.

Theretis a serious lack of incentives for most

eacher educators to finish off high-quality reports

on teacher education projects. The faltire 'seems to

be related to the lack of highly credible, top-

quality jurying and publication systems for the pro-
,

ductU of curricular projects.

6. Teacher educators tend to deal with the problems of

institutionalization and of dissemination-diffusion-

adopt,ion of projects as if they were largely rational .

Processes. To put it differently, they seem to badly

negleCt the political aspects of these processes.

Networks of teacher education projects tend to show

rhe following several patterns of development:

(a) With time, increasing attent(on is given tO the

more-basia aspects kf prOtlems.- ThK, for example,

theprobleA between teacher education and school

practice discusse:d earlier in this paper are being

discovered ,44-tasolved in the Deans' Grants Pro-

jects. (b) With time, projeqts begin.to be much

more,systenatic about attending to change processes.

(c) ith time, increasing awareness'is shown of the

importance of undergirding disciplines and, found-

ation components of teacher educaion and to units .

'outside of the usual professiOnal studies in teacher

education.

8. Teacher educators tend to be greatly appreciative of

and responsive to positive attention from position-

comparable colle4gues in other universities; that is

tu say. the "networking" ideas scum to pay off in the

motivation of teacher educators. There is excitement
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in knowing that valued, remote, colleagiles are

paying attention to what one is doing.

911 Teacher educators seem often to be paralyzed by re-

source problems. Yet, even small *amounts ot new

money, when they are used with precision to help

facilitate exposure to new ideas (e.g., site visits,

time for study, or support for a small conference,

particularly when'they are linked into broader plans,

for change) seem to be very helpful.

1U.. Many topics of importance for teacher education are

almost untouched in existing preparation programs,

even though the knowledge 'blase for them may be

reasonably well established. For examrle, the

topics of professional consultation, parent confer-

encing, and cooperative heterogeneous grouping are

all very imponrant in the "mainstreaming" movement

but almost untouched in teacher education. Existing

systems do not scan for bli.nd spots, nor do they make

good provisions to analyze needs and knowledge bases

so that appropriate updating of linkages is accom-

. plished to meet emergipg problems.

11. ° As we face new problems we need a new literature, and

it needs to be shared in new ways. For example,.in

recent yeal.s special educators have badly needed a

shared literature with measurements specialists on

biased testing,'with linguists.on language develop-

ment problems, with the clinical professions pn con-

sultation techniques, and with social psychologists

on problems of heterogeneity in groups. We have

tended not to develop the new structures for sharinr

.across disciplines and professional groupings to

create the needed literature Alanges. Here is where

temporary'support systems can help (e.F,., ToSi

Carroll, 1976).
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Some Areasfor Research and Development

, In this final section, I should like to speculate on

areas for research anti development that may be fruitful.

My orientation is practical, that is, I shall try to reflect

the very real problems and possibilities that have grown out

of the work with a number of teacher education institutions

in the context of change.

Relationship with Federal Offices

The presence of the federal government is felt

strongly in many high-priority fields these days.. In gen-

eral, government agencies tend to mal4 themselves felt in

new areas in I very sti.ong regulatory or compliance mode.

That is certainly true in the field of special education in

which school personnel are up to their ears in compliance

activity. In the name of "due process," we sometimes.get

more process than is due Also, the competition created by

,federal funding pracAces creates retentiveness rather than

the desired rapid, uffective sharing of.ideas and products.

Generally, the federal government is slow to make

provision for technical assistance and puiCk tv charge non-

$01.mpliance. At this moment, for example, most of our large

cities are out of compliance with new laws for and covrt

directives abont handicapped students. Aside frOm the fact

that this noncompliance may be judged simply to be resis-

tance to .or disregard for federal laws and may lead to

penalties, an accumulation of noncompliaince cases 'can

have the perverse effect of destroying public confidence in

the intent of the relevant law.

In general, federal-officers tend, I believe, to over-

estimate their capacity to play the dual roles of monitor

and technical advisor-/leaderH. This is to say nothing of

their limited time, unpredictable travel budgets, and like

matters.

I sugg(st, therefore, that a profitable area for



research and development may well be a concern with the_

development and use of temporary systeMs to suppozt change

processes (a) that institutions start voluntaril; (b) that

are "soft" or temporary, at least in the'sense that they are

invested in a given field for only a limited period of time;

(o) that are supported in the client base or, if funded by

the federal or state government, have a high degree of inde-

pendence; (d) that operate constantly to strengthen the

capacity of the stinding structures of the field while con-

ducting themselves as strictly time-limited resources.

More Realistic Approaches to Change ,

There is good cause for much concern when one dis-

covers that the solutions to.the problems of teacher educia-

tion require reach and power in domains in which teacher

educators have few handles and little power. For example,

there are compelling needs for more time and resources at

all stages of teacher education to meet new training

challenges. However, our linkages to some parts of the

knowledge base (e.g., professions and disciplines outside

of education) and to public policy and politi,cal structures

are too weak to serve us well. This situation suggests

the need for emphasis in such areas as the following:

1. Providing more training of teacher education lealers/

administrators in areas of broad policy .!evelopment

and management syetems in which political as well as

technical contingencies and resources are explicitly

considered.

2. Opening up boundaries within universities so that

collaborative projects across relevant disciplines

and professions become more common. At the moment,

there is great need for special educators to inter-

act, for example, with lawyers (on legal problems of
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special education'), philosophers (on approaches to

classification, efhical consideratiOns in decision

processes, etc.), and sociologists (problems of

dealing with heterogeneous groups), yet connections

are often weak. '

3. There is need for,a tiroalA address to teacher train-

ing problems by scholars of many backgrounds in the

tough, unstable context of,change in the schools.

Pcssibilities for colleapieship among philoeophers,

evaluators, and trainers have never been greater,

yet so often each professional entrepreneur goes hts

own way, negotiating a small piece of the a,tion with

no real structural support for fundamental work or

change. How can we better manage these linkages

between colleges and the changing school scene of

change?

4. Hou can we connect college'faculties more closely

with external force6, for change so.that mote energy

is available to guide and direct change? It ispro-

bably true that special educatovs, more than mosm

other people in college environments, know many par-

ticipants in vigorous groups of parents and other

advocates for handicapped children. I'assume that

such contacts are, ih the wain, a good tbing and

much needed generally in teacher education.

Better Pacterus uf Publication

More kncvledge and better systems are needed to deal

with such questions or problew; in the area of publications

as t[le following:

1. How can we create stronger incentives for pro-
ject developers/teaCher educators to finish ,df
their projects with high quality, usable
reports?
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2. How can professional merit be increaSed for pub-
lications and other products in the field of
teacher education?

3. How can we develop more flexibility-in dislemin-
ation pa terns so that as new linkages acro';s
disciplines and professions become important, a
shared literature is developed.

Conclusions

It has been said that ideiv3 ate tested at.their

margins. This concept, I think, applies especially to edu-

cation and teacher education. How well does teacher educa-
.

tion prepare students for dealing with children who are

handicapped, disturbe(!, or unresponsive? How seriously has

teacher education managed the construction pf linkages to

the relevant sources of our knowledge base and tO profes-

sionals in prai:tice? Does our literature reflect accurately

the task of the day?

At this moment, the field of special eduration is

seeking to renegotiate its relations with regular education

and regular teacher education. We are coming from the

margins and seekiag to be.tncluded in more unified strec-

tures.of the schools and the.colleges. lpat, in the pro-

(leases of renegotiation one discovers mqhy problems.

Indeed, teacher education looks nearly rhoribund at a time

when it ought to be a moving, vigorous force for change. It

is time.to take seriously some of the lopg-standing problems

of the field. I believe that the.field of special education

can play a vital role in stimulating ti.e serious re=exatina-

tion and developm-nt of teacher preparation that is so

sorely needed.

A.
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CHANGE/DISSEMINATION COMPONENT/SESSION
,e

SPECIAL DIScUSSANT COMMENTS

Ruben p. Olivirez

Tearher Corps

The Univerlity of Texas at Austin

, First of all, 1 would likd to say that I .enjoyed

reading ihe papers and was most impressed with their
.

content. I am especially supportive of the setting for'

research that Ann Lieberman propotes. Tlie need for col-

laboration between universities, school dittricts and

\ teacher associations is a pressing reality that should

no longer be ignored. If we are to realize meaningful

yesearch endeavors in'teacher education, the "possession

of turf" attitude must he positively altered. , It would .

be unfair not to mentie-n that the type oi institutional

collaboration needed is far down the road unless a sig-

nificant precedence ip established in the neat future.

I am afraid, howev.er, that such precedence will come

sooner as a result of palitical force with legi lilted
.

maNdates rather than from any procedural changes result-

ing from the desires and efforts of the teacher education

community. The curtent period of retrenchment in which

universities'find themselves is proving to show a with-

drawal from such notions of collaboration, with the ex-

ception,of tRose few institutions which are temporarily

engaged in federally funded projects which require it.

I concur fully with yynard Reynolds as we in Teach-

er Corps continue to deal with many of the issues and implk-

cations of.P.L. 94-142. Needless ta say, the direction

,- that Teacher Corps is ti*ing in this area is being hlghly
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influenced bY individual. liPe l'avnard. Eis reference to

teacher education networlv ts timely. The concept of net-

working.is an intriguing one. How to design and operation-

aliie teacher education networks which have as their main

purnose imprdved teacher education practices through a

:Aare and exchange process is the task that Teacher Corps

has been dealiwwith for a few years now. Although we are
,

just now beginning to realize.the significant benefits of

networks, there Is an orpent need for an information base .

that will help us carry out this,task more efficiently and

effectively.

I an suggesting the following general is;Ales and

quistions for consideration. Many of these have been'

addressed by the presenters throughout the three days and

some, I'm sure, have surfaced in the discussion groups

Issue 1 - Promotion and Tenure

Most cylleges of education are structurally fixed

in uriversitie§,in smch,a way that the direction for change

that has been paved by action and scientific research con-

flicts with the university reward system.

Ouestion How can performance standards of uni-
)y,

ver_qty p(rsonnel in teacher education programs

b2 c'hanod to appropriately reflect the role of

a teacher educator as implied hy research fin,'-

ings, and in response y) the wpectations of the

conrunity, ,,chool.districts, .and teachers'them-

selves?

Ouestion 1.'hat alternative ort.anizational -

tures c;n coMer.,c1f edectItion consider in the

charwe prvces':



Issue 2 - Certification Reguirements, Credit Hours, and

114111,bcreditation Standards

Because th,: name of the game is "survidVal and

credit hours" the nature and quality of teacher educa-

tion programs will continue to be dictated, for the

most part, by teacher certification guidelines. In the

area of accreditation, -scandarda are so broadly stated

that the result is an "everything cunts" standard re-

view pr,ocess.

Question: What are the key political, economic,

and social variables that collectively form the

basis for improved teacher education programs,

and how can these variables be articulated and

manipulated by educational researchers and prac-

titioners to attain needed changes':

, Issue 1 Inservice Education and the Tired Teacher

There are many demands being made of teachers re-

garding'their need to update their teaching skills to

comply with mfindated changes such as P.L. 94-142, bilin-
-

gual education, and a host of other areas of Aucational

concerns. Part of the limiting'factors relating to staff

.development of teachers has to do with the competition

within the school district organization for teacher time.

We all knN that the number of days allowed for inservice

is not enough Innovative teacher education programs

such as Teacher Corps and Teacher Centers have to settle

for the teacher's time,after school and on week-ends.

Theni isa e;pd for a research base that willdemonstrate

and aupportAhe long-range educational benefits of teacher

relelse tlme for professional development. Whatever

systemis devised for augmenting the amount of time

available for training, the basis for the training should

rest on soli,d research about effective strategies for

al] iearners

"
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The need for information that. will assist in

developing means for isolating from an array of objec-

tives those which will have the greatest impact in terms

of instructional improvement should be of utmost impor-

tance to educational researchers lind practiticiners. It

is essential in developing a comprehensive plart for

staff development that the plan itself rert on an ade-

quate data base which locates basic causes, not super-

ficial evidences of need.

1

Issue 4 - Inservice Education and the School Administrator

r
We have known for a long t e that the role of $

1the principal is key to the succe s of well intended inno=

vaAve practices. That is now documented in the research
0.,

cited by Ann Lieberman. The challenge for change is

looking at us from two fronts: 1) the practicing school

administrator and the arena wherein he/she works and
,

2). the university's educat al administration prepare-.

tion program and those respon ible for it.

eQuestion: What.are the constiaining factors that

prevent or preclude a cl ser relationship between

those.responsible for preparation of teachers

and those responsible for the preparation of

educational adMinistrators? How can these con-

straints be overcome?

Question: 48 we rethink the role of the princi-

pal, what are the new attributes of the role and

what are the training implications?

Issue 5 - The Changing Role of the Teacher Educato..-

Since the purpose of this conference i/fi to generate

new issues and questions for .research in4LeaCher education

and since we all agree thet the current Ideliverygsystem

- has been for years outdat.ed; should not the lens of
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4.

research 1:4;44kroadened tp include in its focus the content,
4

process, and context of the teathers' education program?

In other words, let us observe and describe the teachtr

educatq along with the teacher.

0
question: What 4s faculty development? How is

it planned? Who is responsible for planningi

iow.does one determine the nature and content

facutty development?

I do nOt Ehink that any real, significantchange

in teacher education will come about as a result.of

researchers whose findings continue to be shared and

discussed only among university teacher educators.

Although there are many in the field who recognize the

need for change and enthusiastically acknowledge and

verify research findings and their inplications for

Achange, the fact still remains that there is very little

that can be done for any real significant change to

occur. Unless researchers develop effective ways tor

communicating the specific maladies of programs ard

specific recommended changes to educational policy makers

such as school administrators, local school boards,

state boards of education and their coordinating bodies

for addressing teacher certificatior and accreditation

programs, state and federal education legislatil)e com-

mittees, and significant others, Cho current state will

prevail. Bob Bush describes it as': "We knm% how to

train teachers. Why don't>we?"
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CHANGE/DISSEMINATION DISCUSSANT REMARKS

Richard R. Brickley

Research and Information Services for Education

As one who is not a teacher educator or a researcher

in teacher education, my experiences here at the conference

have left me slightly bewildered. I have been continuously

confronted with a set of concerns:

. . Why does a conference which purports to explore

an agenda for research on educatinp teachers

1%%

appear to be so p occupied with research about

teaching in basic ( -12) education?

Is the descriptive knowledg. base concerning the

practice of teacher educati(n in this country

(content, context, etc.) rrilly as abysmally

meager as sw,gested by th.: various papers?

Is the gap between teacher educators and practi-

tioners as wide as suggested and art there any

feasible incentives presently available to bridge
-

the gap?
) c

iIn retrospect, I confirm that even the last sess on, which

../ 1 here discuss, failed to eradicate these concerns. Per-

haps a rereading of the proceedings will help.

Ann Lieberman's overview paper underscored the

thinker-actor, theory-prsctice dichotomy, bu_ more impor-

,
tantly /evelled the complexity of transforminR field-based

reserch into change impetus for teacher educatAon. If her
.,,
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call is for more immerson of prospective and even inser-

vice teachers in the exploration and eXplanation of the

social organization of the ;chool, I heartily concur. What

might be the positive effects of exposing teachers to the

real world of the school through ethnographic studies and

even direct involvement in field studies to describe con- ,

text? Perhaps a few courses in "psyching'out the school

scene, or, how to survive induction and keep your integrity"

could result from research into the vulnerability of

"improvers" in a modern school.bureaucracy. If only

Dr. Lieberman could have expanded on her ideas of how the

world of the school might shed light on the world of the

teacher educator. Do "improvers and describers" populate

both domains?

John Emrick's remarks provided a number of expan-

sions n the text of his prepared paper. His synthe'sis of

findings from five recent research studies of the dissemi-

nation (diffusion) process in education suggest that re-

search or change in schools may be a bit ahead of research

on change in teacher education., Schools have as their

.clients children and young adults. Teacher education pro-
.

grams essentially deal with adults. Are the emerging no-

tions about bringing about change in teach2rs applicable to

bringing about change in teacher educators? More. important-

ly, what are the parallel and distinctions between the

schoola as organizations and teacher education establish-

ments as organizations vis-a-vis the findings revealed in

the change studies cited by fmrick? What kind of internal/

external support mechanisms might be necessary to support

change in teacher educition?

Despite B. O. Smith's protestation to the contrary,

the knowledge base of teacher education is ill-defined. As

research (formal and practice-hased) produces knowledge,

the knowledge ought to be judiciously applied--both to prac-

tice in scheoh and to teacher education. Couldn't the

process of getting re'icarch into practie be equated with



teacher education? In a simple example, one of the feder-

ally validated exemplary programs in the National Diffusion

Network utilizes college-based teacher educators as their

field trainers in school districts adopting their program.

Although not involved in the original dwelopment of the

exemplary program, tb2surrogate trainers do an excellent

technical job of training. Other nationally validated pro-
.

jects only use their own staff, arguing that peer to peer

(teacher to teacher) advantages offset the technical defi-

ciencies in training skills of the teachers. Could a re-

search effort produce a means to synthesize the best aspectl

of both tactics?

Maynard Reynolds' paper especially convinces me that

teacher education in the future can continue to make sig-

nificant contributions to the improvement of schools. The

exciting; though incremental efforts of the Dean's Grantd

Projects promise a pathway to explore' incentive systems and

resource allocation systems which can respond to the future

needs of teachers and schools, eveyhough the impetus is

one of decisive legal mandate (P.L. 94-142) rather than .

professional foresight and planninp. It is in the enplu;sis

on capacity building and the, interim use of temporary sup-

port structures for change in the prectice,of teacher edu-

cstion that I found the most promising agenda items for the

future. Of courl:e, nore such structures must be developed

before they can be the objects of research. However, here

I depart from standard federal strategies; siMply, create

the structures first, then study them from inception to

institutionalization or demise.

Concomitant with'this strategy, it is obvious that

we must get better maps of the way teacher education is

"out there." This is desperately needed, if for no other

reason than to project the magnitude of the change/dissemi-

nation efort. What do we know about, teacher educators as

the objects of change efforts or ag users of external re.

sources? What do they read? Whom do they trust as advi
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sors to their
t
'proPessional bekv.ior.?

Permit me a personal digression. Since I direct a

statewide dissemination eenter,.w'hich in addition to tech.%

nical assistance services provides sophiAticated literature

searches and other information services, I dUtifully ran a

computer search on teacher educators as users'of external'

resburces. I used terms like "teacher educators" and

"instructional innovation." I was after documents which

describe how teacher educators act as receiveis o{ external

influences. I found almost nothing--only two dociments.

One that particularly intelested me listed the ctaracteris-

tics that teacher edUcator:J cite as being the criteria they

use to select products for uae in their own work of teacbr

ing teachers. Factors positively correlated with produCt

utilization included accessibility, depree of experience or
4

familiarity with using that product, and.ease of use. The

characteristics in information regarded as importane to

these teacher educators as they made judgments about using

products included: rele,,ance to the problem at hand; th2

speed of acquisition (how quick can I get my hands on it--

I need it for tomorrow, of course); currentness; ease in

identifying; authenticity, comprehensiveness;. and cost of

acquisition. What was interesting to me was that we have

a very similar list of criteria that are used by classroom

teachers in selection of external resources or inputs as

they face problems and make decisions. 1.1e need research

that helps us capitalize on such congruence and helps us

better optimize both individual and organizational informa-

tion styles. Incidentally, there was one finding that was

a bit troubling; it indicated th;ft for teacher educators,

technical quality of a product was negatively correlated

with utilization. My search suggysts that here isn't much

in the literature abOut how teacher educators operate in

terms of responding tc: influe, 'es which seek changes in

their behavior. I d imow that before we can begin to

apply the findinw; of the rqsoarch on change strat6gics



iuggested by Emrick's work, we need to know a lot more

about how teacher educators operate as users of information,

as users of research.

We are great devotees of the emerging "linker" no-.

tion in change and dissemination. In Havelock's model

(1969),, linkers,become a boundary spanner between a re-

source system and a user community. Think for a moments

about teacher educators as the user community--who does the

linking and to what do they link? Where or who are the

National Diffusion Network (NDN), the principals', the facil-

itators, the fiatekeepers of teagher education? Well, I

surmise that one'Of the things they link to is the findings

chat evolve from research on teacher ,ducation. Other

speakers at this conference hit on the notion that there are

some burning questions about what kind of teacher eAucation

makes.what effects and, further, 'that the teaching-learning

process has to be fully researched before we can productive-

ly change the teacher education experience. However, while

we are waiting for the truth, I suspect that it might be

useful to decide what we might do with the truth when we

get it. How will we share it among teacher educators? Can

we effectively borrow the linkage model which seems to be

having some utility both at the organizational level and

the personal level in the basic educationel arena? More

importantly, how do we determine what kind of support

structores, what kind of incentives, and for that matter,

what kind of leadership if going to be necessary to help

teacher educators to access what might be useful to them in

carrying out their critical function? We must concentrate

on getting ready so when the truth does came, we have a way ,

to disseminate it and can change to improve, ut :Just

change, teacher education.
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Research Methodology

Overviewer

Virginia Koehler

Paper Presenters

Walter Doyle

H. Del Schalock

James Cooper .

Discussants

N. L. Gage

Freda Holley

The issue of research methodology requires
concerted introspection if the power needed to
respond to the questions posed in teacher edhca-
tion research is to be found. Rerent advances
in methodological concepts and tools such as
multivariate techniques and computer technology
open new research ,possibilities. The emerging
emphasis on qualitative techniques is noteworthy.
Hypothesis-generating researcri should be sup:.
ported by experimental studies.. Yet there are
real limits on the potential of teacher education
research and evaluation. The emphasis on individ-
uality and privacy in combination with tconomic,
logistical, and conceNtual limitations mean that
teacher education research can only do so much so
fast. What are reasonable expectations for teach-
er education research? Mat can teacher education
research tell,us tn the near future and what is
not possible? What methods should be used in
teacher education research to provide the best
chance of developing new insightp and research
based knowledge?

Virginia Koehler, Branch Chief, Teaching Program on

, Teaching Skills Task Force at the National Institute of

Education and Conference Overview Presenter was asked to

develop a broad review of the different approachea (e.g.,

quantitative, qualitative) to the design of resoarch, par-
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ticularly those that are applicable to education and t9'''

spueulate about what types of Questions it is unable to

provide answers to in the near future, 'The paper and re-

marks were to Teflect recent classroom research and learned

thought in which she and others have been engaged. (An ex-

haustive literature search was not an anticipated product.)

Implications f4r teacher education research, and the many

issues that are still to'be addressed, was to culminate.the

presentation.

Del Schalock, who is Director of, Teacher,Education

Programs for the Teaching-Research DiVision at Oregon State

System of Higher Education, 'qas a Specialist Presenter. He

was asked to focus his presentation on what he had learned

from reearch and evaluation, of teacher education programs

fiwith a special,e4h sis on otiantitative measures and proce-

dnres. He waa to t en relate these procedures to the issues

and gwotions raise for future teacher education research.

!'alter Doyle, Associate Profrsor in th. College of

Education at North Texas State University, was to develop

his Specialist PresenLation on the basis of what he had

learned from his oualitative research and ecological analy-

sis of the classroom environment. Conference planners were

especially intervsted in a focus on the induction period of

teachrr eduction. The implieat ons of qualitative meth;)dol-

'.ogy to the issues and auestions raise(1 for future teacher

education -research were to oe emphasiir:ed also.

Cooper, Professor in the Department of Curriculum

and instruction and Chairoerson of Teacher Education at the

Uniaersioy of Honston, was to address a third facet of re-

search methodology. Pe was asked ta report on the works of

the.dOveloping network of institutions and individuals oho

have been doing reacher edocatian program evaluation and

followup studies. Also, the paper was to point out methodo-

logical Approlchw; and ssues related to conducting these

studies.

The to di,:11ant:; were :e.ked to re!;pood'to the



i!;sues raised by the paper presentations. Both have exten-

sive experience in research aod evaluation in education.

N. L. Gage, a Scholar at the Center for Educational Re-

search, Stanford University, has published widely in the

areas of research methodology and classroom research. Freda

Holley, Director of the Office of Research and Evaluation

for the ekustin, Texas, Independent School District, i!;'a

national leader in school-based evaluation and influential

with .-t to directions taken by applied evaluation.
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METHOLODOCY FOR RESEARCH

ON TEACHER PRAINZM-

Virginia Koehler

'Teaching an4 Learning Program

National-Institute of Fthication

I. Introducti6n

Recent diacussions of classroom research

methodologies have,tended to :ocus on the ouantitative vs.

qualitative issue (e.,g., the complete issue of the Anthrol

pology and Education Ouarterlv, VII, ii, 1977). The dis-

tinction bemeen quttntitative and qualitative approaches,

while it'has beem helpful in prom&ing a me of research

which has been largely neglected in research about the

classroom and school, eventually breaks down When actua !

cases are closely examined. .Vbile there are pore examules,

of each, there are also, increasingly, "mixed" cases where

it is difficult to determine where quAlirative erds and

quantita4ve begins (or vice versa). A nossibly more use-

ful approach to analysds of methoCologies may be to view

conceptlons of research--purposes, types of muestions

asked, intellectual interests, etc.-'-and to determine how

methodologies are related to various elements of these

conceptions. Methodologies arc very closely tied to pur-

poses; therefore, an underttarding of methodologies may be

enhanced by knowletlge of the ways in which methodologies

grow out of conceptions of resew.ell.

The -u,pose of this paper, then, is to discuss two

ve7: different conceptions of research, and their relation-

3 to thett methodologies, The implications of this

di,Aioction for re'rearch on teacher will th,m

discussed. The categories are neither all inclusive nor

4/9
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mutually exclus!ve. The examples of the two 1 'pea are, in

large part, drawn from classroom studies. Whilc he dis-

,tinction appears to make seritt for research on tea,. Air

training, it is also clear that research en teacher

training has its own set.of unique dimensions and may

require somewhat different conceptions mid methodologies.

The two conceptions of,research arc that of "des-

cripti've" and "imProvement "* The primary, difference

between tiese two conceptions .lies in the type of questions

being asked. With reSpect to the organization of instruc-

tion of basic skills, for example, the describer wou141

ask: "How are b ic skills programs organized?" The

improver would ask: "'hat are effective classroom organi-

zation strategies for eachink the basic skills?", This

distinction is tied t differences in the degree of expli-

cation of the criter f effectiveness or good.practice,

and-to the degree of interest in variance in processes.

The research methodologies are ve,y .lifferent, and must be

evaluated in relation to the purposes' ,f the reserch.

I . lipprovement Researeb

The purpose of improvement research is to produce

findings which will )c! of direct usu to educators who ire

attempting to Improve educational practice. lt is expecied

that information from improvement resuarch will provide

gu4dance lyr changes iu such processes as teacher b"ehaviors,

allocat:eni.ofliaisour:es, pleysieol struccure.of the school,

,curriculum Materialt;, or to provide euidance to decision

These ta4o terms were first used 1./ (aee (1966). lhe terms
may scum' si.,&,ilar to sopw definitions of basic: and applied
research. Howevei, "descriptive" and "improvement" seem
more descriptive of research Gn classroom processes.
furthor, use of 'hasics" ant "rippliud" would plact the pAper
in the ;piddle of A controversy which is distant from !he
purposes eP the pare/.
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makers regarding the'funding of nrograms or !he selection

of personnel. Ideally, then, there is a direct relation-

ship between the results or imnrovem2k research and

prescriptions.for change.. The variablc.s which are chosen

are those de,med amenable to change. The crJteria of

etTectiveness or success must be explicitly stated and

operationalized, And judgments regarding effecrive or less

effective processes are related to the criteria.

Two types of improvement research will be briefly
A

descrIbe'd here: proceSs/product and evaluation research.
.

Process/product studies aredesigne71 t:o delineate causal

re1ationship0 between classroom processes, such as teacher

behaviors, and outcomes. The purpose of these studies is

to provide information on effective teaching skills,
, IA.

behaviors.and/or coMpetencies to he used in teacher

train!-0, licensing anel selection. The model assumes a

one-way ,aus,a1 relationship between teaeher behaviors or

other classroom processes and .student behaviors, although
. .

clusal direction cannot, in faC-,.be deteratir'.ed with the

correlational designs which are used most prevalently in t

process/product studies.

Process/product correlational studies (i.e.,

/ J:Mac)onald , lias, 1976; Stallinps & Vaskowits, 1976, Soar,

1971; Broph*4 Evertson, 1974) require a rela ively large
.,..

'sample of cla'Nsrooms in order to guarantee variance in both
wk.

process and o tcome; aid to permit statAstical analyses--

generally sigiduicance tests of telationships--t6 be perr

formd on the data. A number of context variables such as

subject ruILLesr, gtade level and socioeconomic status of the

classroo must he controlled since these-factors

have been :our! to imedi:ie between pic,ccsges an0 outcomes.

In additt T since vlri 'us statistical analyses are used to

relat ocesses and outcomes, the variables sel, led twist

he quantifiable. Therefore, t.be olvservation measures which

have been devOloped allow thv oh!ierver to record iot-ancs

of c2rtain Apes of helviLo7,; folch that these jnqtJncv!-; can
0
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ved"

be 'added up ro indi.cate the number of times a teacher

ibited the behavior.

rocess/product experimental studies, which attempt

to cha ge teacher behaviors in ways suggested by correla-
,

tional studi to determine if thesechanges affect student

learning ( .e., Gage & Crawiord, 1978; (ood, Ebmeier &

Beckman, 19; Anderson, Evertson & Brophy, 1978; Stallings,

Cory, Fairweather & Needels, 1978), renuire smaller

samples. However, they also require carefully selected

'experimental and control grouns to take into account the

' context variables which have been showr to be'important.
k

In experimental stuOiew, classroom processes as well as

eoutcome are recorded since two questions are being asked:

--Did the teacher beha ior change in the exne t d directions,

dnd did these chang s produce changes in stu t achieve-

ment?

Evaluation studies attempt to determine what the

effects are of a specific treatment such as a new
t

curriculum or a new "nrogram" such as a Follow Through

program. There are many different ways of conducting

evaluations"methods which have been enumerated many times

(e.g., Borich, 1978, on evaluating teacher training

programs; or tbe.Joint Dis3emination Review Panel guide-

lines). t basically, che questions being asked.are:

Does the tr.at.ment do what the develop'ers stated it was

Osupposed to o; and, sometimes, ir not, what rise does it

do? Recently, a Tneral concern with the degree of imp-le-

mentation of t atments has led to the development caf
,

evaluation desi, s which 'resemble process/nroduct studies

(i.e., Cooley.& , hnes, 1976.; LeInhardt, 1977). In such

cases, the tradit onal questinn concernInF,. "a treatment"

becomes extremely -omplex, since the treatment, if

implemented, is .ct sidered a!-; only one element of the nro-

ces:;. it then becomes extrem()v difficurt to say anything

at al l about the vf fect s or t he ti'ea r PIVT1f , particularly

if olher proccwi ,ari;Jhle:;'nrove more pot'2nt in alfectitw

4



the outcomes of interest.

Following Oamphell and Stanley (1968), a good evalu-

ation t'esign requires a sample of from five to ten in each

treatment and control cell, and, hopefully, random assign-

ment to the treatment and control groups. It also requires

pre and post measures for the outcome variables, and for ,

4 process variables, shotild they b assessed (as in the case

of certain teacher training evaluations).

86th process/product and evaluation research have

generated a set of methodological issues which keep statis-

ticfans and analysts busy. These i';sues are related to the

purposes of tne research. Since the research li to speak

directly to practice, the goal is to state in probabilistic

terms the relationship hetween inputs and/or a set of'

processes, and an outcome. Therefore, the "cannons of

scientific. inquiry" are applied .p.o research designs and

data analyses. Laeorat6ry resgirch.i! frowned upon since

context is considered to 1.c an Important mediating factor

in instruction and learning, Butt research in the "real"

world of education leads to problems. Education is a com-

plex social process witn continually shifting goal:!, atti-

tudes, processes, philsophies, and content. It is hard to

hold it firm long enough to obtain knowledge whi.h will be

o; use to educators lu tne future. There ife furtllet

complicating factors which provide gri!a for the mothodo-

foist's mill. Tne ua ur problem svemf-; to be hat the

as:;timptions behind the stitistical models caluttit. be met in

the real world.

Even simple :;ignificance tests such .1s tl-c Chi

Squari as:-:ume a random sample. Only witn very general

' This is particularly a probleT with longitudio;,t. research.
The problems which seem impo,Lant today and require longi-
tudinal research to ati!;wr may not is important at the
point that the data fina*ly c0)1ec.ted.
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surveys can we ever hope to apnroach "randomness- and even

then we generally have to deal with a larpe non-Tesponse

problem. For et'aical and practical reasons, teachers and

parents of students must agree and/or volunteer to he

researched and treated. This makes random assivnment

difficult, and creates other uroblems such as non-equiva-

lent control and experi,ental groups. The unit of analysis

issue--Does one use the class mean as the outcome measure,

or work with the studer- as the unit of analvsis?--has Yet

to be resolved. The problems with each t/ne of analysis

design are so severe that the common "solution" advocatql

today is that multiple analyses he performed on the sane

data hase (e.p., Fred MacDonald performed multinle analyses

on the Beginning Teacher Evaluation Study data; MacDonald

& Elias, 1976). Vowever, a maior problem then becomes one

of interpreting multinle results. Other methodological

problems have heen catalogued and described elsewhere

(e.g., Koehler, l971).

There are further problems related to the lack of

adequate statistical models to handle more comnlex concep-

tions of classroom processes. For example, t'le process/

product paradigm assumes a onct-wav causal rOlationshin

between teacher behavior and student behavior. 4-lotrever, we

have the intuitive sen..e that this model is inforill(te.

Student behaviors affect both teacher behaviors and each

otfiers' as well. In other words, thcre is a "clasi;roem

effect,- find a true inreract4ve oroce which cmin,it he

captured by existing quantitative models. This factor is

felt to relate to the differences in results in using the

student rather than Oe class as tIle unit of analysis as

well s of ,Ailitv in An individual teacher's

off cts t'rom year to Year. 'iwoiltAnvoli,; equations h've

been proposed. hur Ow assumptions (such as the indepen-

dence of the independent w!riah1v0 ;ire divergent from

In sum, t
c:':lc ni cw;earch



which will be of direct use to educators and nolicy

makers--many of which only become apparent after the data

has been collectedhar led to more and more complex and

sophisticated measurement and analysis designs which makes

interpreting the results extremely difficult. Perhaps, as

Lutz and Ramsey (1974) have eloquently overstated, these "

designs are much tro sophisticated for the rather weak con-.

ceptual bases which guide the research:

Variables are operationalized because there is
some available printed test with some kind of
statistical reliability and validity measure,
and after data are collected it can be submitted
to a computer for an analysis usually much too
esoteric and powerful for the nature of the hypo-
thesis. In such a case, the hypothesis is not
grounded, the variables may not be recurring,or
important, the operational measures may have little
relationship to operational reality, and the
statistic used to test this ill-conceived hypo-
thesis and the number in the sample make the test
of it much more powerful than the hyPothesis is
compelling.

Recently, there have been-a number of attempts to

improve the concentual baes by using qualitative descrin-

tive research to augment the quantitative data collection

and analysis. For example, the evaluation of the rural

Experimental Schools program included the descriptions of

. ethnographers -.oho lived for several years in the Experi-

mental Schools communities. But incorporatinF the ethno-

graphic.accounts into the more quantitative designs has

been a problem. Berliner and Tikunoff (1976) solved that

lyrticular problem in the Beginning Teacher Evaluation

Study by categorizing the dimensions which ethnographers

used to describe the classrooms of effective and less

effective teachers. (The ethnographers dil not know which

teachers were effective and which less effective.) They

then counted instances of the dimensions in the protocols,

and found 61 dimensions which differentiated between the

more and less 2ffer(ive teaehei4 of grade two and grAde

five, reading or math. This tudy represents a rAre
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attempt to incorporate ethnogranhic research withtn an

improvement design.

One solution to the many methodologica4 nroblems

which beset improvement research would be the develonment

of more adequate constructs of the teachine/learning

process. gonceptual clarity would help to logically link

outcomes of interest to instructional Processes, thereby

reducing the nuMber of variables being measured. Concep-

tual clarity would aid in measurement development and hope-

fully reduce the time-consuming process of data reduction.

We will now move to a type of research which may be useful

in providing that conceptual clarity.

III. Descriptive Research

The purpose of a desCriptive study is to make sense

of (understand) or produce knowledge about a phenomenon.

The phenomenon can be a snecific learning process

teachers decision-making processes, the organization of a

school, the attitudes of the Public toward the effective-

ness of schooling, etc. Descriptive studies range from

large-scale attitude surveys to ethnographic studies of the

J,427;Ing/teaching process within a .!lassroom, to linguis,

',Ale studies of one child acquiring language skills. In a

descriptive study, there.is no explicit statement of

criteria of effective, successful or good nrocespes. The

aim is theory development to be used in understanding what

is happening, and/or how or why things hanpen the way they

do. There is no direct or lopical relationship between the

results of a des*Wve study and prescriptions for change;

nor, in most cases, i there meant to he. 'It is the

process which is of immediate interest, not the effective

.orocess. Comparative work is conducted in order to

describe either differences in the ways individuals react

to different contexts, or the ways in whie; different indi-

viduals react to the same context. There is still no

judgment as to which is the "heF,t" context, vecently,

4 7t,
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qualitative designs have been associated with descriptive

classroom process research. However, there is lone

histo,y of luantitative desigls in survey and i iformatinn

procesqing rese'arch'related to the teaching an learning

processes.

Several types of currently popular descriptive

research will he mentioned and briefly described:

1. Ethnographic/Ethnomethodological/Ecolopical

Research. Numerous definition: of this class of research

exists. My nouveau understanding of the area has been

enhanced by Erickson (1977, 197R), Oghu (1.371. (: personal

correspondence), Doyl (l9M1,.a f b), Mehan (1978), Apple

(1978), Tikunoff & Ward (1977Y, and others. All three

topes of research oxe conducted naturalistically,.and use

quali1ative data collection techniques. Ethnographic

classroom or School research attempts.to explain Classroom

processes and the. ways in which the participants make se-rise

of their experiences on the basis of cultural or socio-

logical factors such as cwmnunity norms and attitudte:

toward schooling. Extensive field notes or protocols of

processes are kept. The ethnomethedol.ogical approach

attempts to describe the ways in which social structures

are created ht interactive behaviors (Mehan, 197H). The

' ethnomethodologist le;c:: video and audio tapes to capture

the interactiA and utilixes linguistiT andr,r sociological'

constructs to describe the procetses. In other words,

as Apple (1978) pointed out, ethnographers exnlain why and '

c'ethnomethcdologists explain how participants view their

experiences and behave as they do.

The classroom, o,.ologist pursues similar goals as the

ethnographer, but ett:empt!, to explain.participanW

behaviors On the hasis of school or classrowt :oruetures.

While the ethnographer and ethhomethodolchjst vigorously

4



pursue the "participants' perspective," the ecologist is

more concerned with developing constructs which make sense

to the observer. The ethnogropher approaches classroom

observation with a set of construct which are borrowed

from anthropology. The ecologist expects that a set of

constructs, which are indigenous to the classroom and the

school, will emerge from intensive observation (Doyle, 1978a).

2. Desekiptive Evaluation Research. Recently,,many,

traditional evaluation designs (i.e., pre-post measures;

control and experimental groups) have been augmented by

descriptive research. The descriptivc,evaluatmr

processes after a treatment has been introduced (seldom

is it a pre-post design). In most.cases, the work is not

comparative, and the relationship between the research and

prescription for change is ambrguous.

An example of descript:ve eValuarion research is

Wolcott's Teachers Vs. Technocrats (1Y77). Wolcott was

asked to .bserve and descriL,!, from an anthropological

viewpoint, what happened when an innovation was introduced

at a school. Wolcott developed a structural model to

explain the development, implementation and de-implementa-

tion phases of a new accOuntability system. The book,

describes, it does uot prescribe. une paragraph in the

last chapter rhetorically askf, what would happen if the

various subgroups were to act less competitively (p. 243);

but, in general, rho lefifion,: to hv )(4rnod AI(' thm;e2 which

t)) f t / (rvow u ( empl(.x and

diffitAth proce:o;.

Thv participant' perptctivo etnic

(.1477) !ttrst a To,',H. d vltidation which

i r iude,, bay ng t he par t c apt!! V i t nt v apr..-; ;old

cr.; t itiuv t ht rest_ Ircher,, on rho

SI. nc.cessary
1.(1

pat, t ,
oncv..t hen i Hf)7.

propvrl:: "th oit,)1 tL I rt.i pint

comw-c-iiend.; I h r it con-.¶. t "



Another tvne of descrintion evaluat_on study is that

which describes change nro8esses when an innovation is

introduced. Gene Hall's research (1978), for examnle

describes what happens to sdhool Personnel when an innova-

tion is introduced. Pall has used quantitative and cuali-

tative /esearch to test his descrintive model, and has

developed a number of measures to assess personnels' stages

of concern ;Ind the degree of iinplementation of the innova-

tion. This research addresses nractice in a similar manner

to all descriptive stage theories: teachers at each stage

of concern behave very differently. This has imnlications
. . - .

,for the wair in which an innovation will be adopted, and for

teacher traihing programs. The model, hOwever, does not

Pres ribe the nature of the intervention process which

wou d move a teacher from one stage to another.

3. Descriptive Experimental Studies. Descriptive

experimental studies of teachers and students aim at the,

developmunt of models or theories of basic cognitiv

processes suqh as 'teachers' decision-making and planning

processes, and studentl' information processing, learning

and problem solving st,-ategies. The interest can be in the

lerner or the instructor, and the researcher utilizes An

e/derimeotal (or simulation) approach to control for con-

text, stimulus or task. Examples of such research are

Yinger's (1977) study of teacher planning using Othnoranhic

and information processing me!:hod, (the larter method being

experimental), and Richard Silavelsen's series of studies Of

. teachers' decision-making nrocesses as exemplified in Borko

(1978), and Russo (197F). In these studies, the tasks

which the teachers were asked to nerform were simulated.

Michael Cole (1977) is conductine, a comparative study of

children's learning on similar tasks in two different con-
0 . .

tekts (the classroom, and a piay group touter which Cole

runs..)

A major difference hetween experiftental descriptive

and improvement research is that.. Ill. imrovement research
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tequires a control group, hnd assesses the impact of a

treatment. The.describer controls contexts and tasks to

more clearly understand and deScribe a basic cognitive

process which, it is expected: takes place in the classroom

but which would be difficult to assess there. The experi-

mental context and tasks are not .considered as "treatments."

The rost prevalent methodological criticism of

descriptive research is related to its lack of generaliza-

bility. Ethnographic research often exnlores only one

site, be it A classroom, school.or community. Descriptive

evaluation research uses a small sample. Experimental

desCriptive researchers may pay somewhat more attention to

sample size, but certainly not to representativeness. The

reason generally presented for small samnle size is cost::

since indepth extensive observation is required, a large ;

sample aize would be prohibitive. jut, in fact, generali-

zability is viewed very differently by tle describer than

by the improver, and unlimited funds wouldonrobably not

increase the sample size by very much. Since the intent

of the describer is to develon and describe a way of

thinking about a phenomenon, sample size is not of concern.

One site is as useful as another with similar contextual

features and additional sites would not necessarily add to

our understanding. In experimental descriptive research,

since basic cognitive processes are beinp desctihed, ren-

resentw_iveness is also not an issue. A small sample of any

group of teachers should indicate the ways in Which

'teachers' make instructional decisions. David Hamilton

(1978) recently described a way of thinkinp about generali-

zability for case studips which would, he feels,-be more

useful than statistical generalizability. Ceneraligability,

he suggests, is in the eye of the reader: if the :;itua-

tions, contexts, hehaviors and understandings al.rived at and

described bv the researcher are understood -and .elpful to

thi, reader, the research i,; generalie.able. Hami ton'A

distinction between f:tatiqtical and cognitive gucieraYiza-
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bilit is,similar to the distinction between statistical

. ... and educational significance. 1

A more valid methodological criticism ot.qualitative
,

descriptive research'is related to the brocesses of'data

reduction and analysis. Massive amounts of data are .

6

collected, infl the processes of reddction and analysis

difficult, The analySislprocedures are often not discussed

dn the final report'and appear quite.magical to fhe reader..

Newcomers to the field of qualitative defcriptive research.

often expreds dismay at/ the great-quantities of data and

the-paucity of extant analysis Procedures. Rut as Hymes

,(1.977) has'pointed out, ethnographic'research can and .

. should be as.f.rigorous as quantitafive research. EricksOn

(1977), for example, has developed a cOmplex and svstmafic.
, .

- ,procedure for data reduction whisch involves participation .

. of the observed teachers. PerhaPs the availability of

protocols anil videotapes for secondary analysis is 89
1.

im#ortant in descriptive research as ft -is in improvement °
,

research.

Probably the most difficult issue with resrlect to

t . descriptive rnsearch is related to predict4ng, at,the

propOsal stage, its relationshin to the improvement Of

: practice. Every phenomenon is of interest to 4hmeone, and

each deacriOtive study,begets additional questions:which

will fascinate one.or another researcher. ,But education Is ftfi'
. .. .

an applied-field; and criteria for funding and judging

quality of final prod.uct must go bevond4fascinatidn to some. '.

.concept of potential vse. 'In that deecript!.ve research 1.9.,-#

noz logiCally related to..the improvement of ,,ractice, sue; °

A'judgments are difficult to mice. And research which

focuses on tkeLlearner is even further removpd 'from educe-
t,

tional practice improvement ehan thet which focuses on the

N teaching/learning.Processp This is not to seq that descrip-,
60.

tive research is of no use to the practitionei.1' It.can be: 1

Becter understanding of one's Own situation, l'Imawledge ,/

(
.

of learning processes can imisrove curricula nd instruotional

X 491 ..
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procedures; but the direction of the ctiange itseif.is not

prescribed by'the research. . .

There is, however, another.andience for deecriptive

reseerch besides the practitioner: the improxiement

researcheL Desqriptive research, by describing how

,context interacts with Vrocesses -end behaviors can provide.

, important ti*theses for improvement researChers to test..

It can point to variables which have been neglected in

improvelent research, and can torovideflugelestions ai to.why

an intervention did or did pot work. ,In short,Aescriptive

rq,search ean provide conceptual clarity which should lead

to beaer measures of more relevant variables, and to more

parsimonious research designs requiring less complex metho.:

ddlogical devices. This- should enable improvement ,

researchers to address, less ambiguously, the improvement

of practice.'

The various accountability movements, including

state-Wide competency testing programs, and new demands

such as eouity in education have 'placed great burdens on

educational systems which are also under severe budgetary

constraints. As schools have been astred to do more for

less, the concern for effective tuacher training has

increase4r School districts ask for EfPective inservice

teachertraining Programs. Schools of education are being.

' asked /o prepare new teachers for such challepges as

bilingual education. Aneresearch agencies are being asked

to supply all of the answers related to effectiveifteacher
t,

tfatning.

As we enter a new phase of interest in-and funding

for research on teacher training, it is .clear that the

decisions concerning the types of research to stiOnort will

e sipificantly affect the research.fteld, and, eventually,

practice. The inittal conceptualization'phase will
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Probably be the, most crucial. Our concepts of what.teEAert

training aland can be, our understandingyof its

'tions,,artd out crXterii of effectiveness all require hard

work at thiR time, and differdnt types of research can

hring more or less clarity ta ".these concepts.

'There are majordifferences'between research on

tepching and research on teacher training. Research pp',

teaching defines and describes effective teaching, tind

therefore the content of teacher training, Teacher

training reseerch is concerned with the change dnd.develop-

ment processes. Nonetheless, the conceptions of research,

desciibed in the previous settipn may be useful in

ththking about nesearch on teacher training.

The.descriptive teacher tTaintrig researcherruld be

interested In the phenomena of teacher'chNge (a.focus on

the learner) and/or the processes of teacher training and

selection (foeus, (41 instruction). The kinds pf quedtioris

that.the describer would ask are related to thelehat's,

why's and how's'of the change and selection processes.

Who becomes a teacher? Why? What ate.the selection .

processes? Why are these particular selection prdicesses

used? How do teachers change their practices? Whir do they

change? What are the various.ch?Inge and maintenance

. activities? How do these activities differ in relation to

theix goals? 'Why have these and not other Imigrams been

.developed and used? Whilt do the teachers.actually learn'in

'.theie programs?. Do they use this learniRp in the Class--

foom? If hot, why not/i

4.
IThe improvement researcher is concerned with effec-

tivenes practices, A CriteriOn for effectiveness is

chosen, and evaluative or process/Product research is con:-

ducted. Evaluation research would tiltempt to determine

whether a teacher training prdgram achieved its goais.

Process/product research would attempt to determine which

practices are most effective in athieving a criterion. .

While a substantiar numberof teacher training
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., evaluation atudies'have been conducted, they hale.no4 been

. Will received. Veil few protesa/pioduct studies have been

conçlucted, Ths reason is.probably related to the at-.
h

'ficultiea in choosilg the criteria of effectineness (Lanier

. & F loden; 1977). The bottom line Pbr teacher training is

studint achievement; But just as there are numei-ous

intervening processes and mediating variables between

teacheybehaviors and student achievemene, there aie even

more between teacher training and qudent achievement.

Descrip tive and improvement research are not necep-

-eerily linearly, related. Descriptcw work can feed into
,

improviment.research to improve variables and measures. '

Improvement research has an integrity of its own and can .

be'conducted at the pame time as descriptive research and

pan inform descriptive research.* However, since research

oWteacher trainingAruires extensive conceptUalization,

descriptive research ought to be emphasized initially.

Descriptive reaearch can provide us with an understanding

of the contexts of various types of teacher training

programs, on the forces which causlypeachers to change-7

some of which may not be related to teacher.training but

to, for exaftple., adult developmental phases; and infOrma-

tion op What teachers actually learn from teacher training

4.

programs. Zile latter will be extremely important for

criteri,a setting and measurement, as well as program

improvement. Improvement research must continue, however.

School boards .and state legialators are requirivg..Avalua-

t'ions of inservice programs; and are demanding to know

which Programs are effective in improvinieducation.

.A number of meatodologicel lessor/4 can be learned

from research-on effective teaching which are appropriate

to research on teachei training.. The first concerns both e.

./

.
* An example df this would be a descriptive,study of the
phenomenon called "teacher'efficacy,",e variable which has

emerged in several process/product studies pf school level'

chagge mid achievement."
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descripeive and ,improyemsent research; the
.

fically, process/prbduct, valuation, apd-
.respectively. %

1) doliabWitive lase bh. There

, .

last three speci-

detcriptive,research

has been great.

emphasis, 'recently, .4.m.the day, pment of models of

A-esearch which involve'practitio tre4at every stage; ,For
. example; the /rtitute ia-Research on Teachinvinvolves

piacticlng teethers in all ()tits project, ind Ti

kt
off,

Ward aid Griffin (i979) are evaivati mopg a del .mbi. .brings

teachers, teachirLtrainers and researchers togethes,to
, eonduct,mearch. While receiving milch:attenti6, such A

approaches have,not, except for the Tikunoff/Ward/Griffin

project, received much descriptive dr evaluative attention.

Nonetheless, verbal comments from both researchers ..-ind
.

pric"titioners give some indication that collaborative
%-

research increases the potenkial'of-useful findings. While
, all plearch'does not call forPcollaboration,. such models

-Ought to be carefu317 explored and considered for both
.

.1descriptive and improvement reseirchlon'teachin,g Itraining:

. .- 2). Proless Fro Ot '1,Atervenin. Processes. A major.

breakthrough inie r effectiveness research was the intro-
,: ,

chiction of student tehavior variables in the process/product

modekk,..of-instruction. In developing models of effecEive

teach4r training, intervening variables should be carefull);

considerfd, concepaualiztd, and measured. This will require

extensive Conceptualization since suct intervening processes

muSt_th logicqdly related to instructional processes.and

out5omes;.however, without them,\process/product research

in'atacher training %Lill probably fa- duce the same types

of inconplusiv-findings which.were roduced in the early

yeafs of-teacher effectiveness resea h.

3)- EvaltniliOn Refearch Impe entation. Evalua-

tive research which ignoies process, either in terms of the

dusLue a implementatiton of the PT-pm:mint or the degree to

wi.C.ch other processes intstect with the treatment,to produce
.

vartance in results, will not produce particularly useful
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resul!s. Therefore, teacher.training evaluation researchers

photad..adapt and deyeloR models of research which take into

accatid6"oth the implementation of treatment; ahd other

instruchibnal proceases. .

41, 12tecitetly.t.Reelarative. While it is

true that a theori can-*be developedon ihe basis'of incen-

sive observation of one example of a pheyomenon, such a -

theory may be based op certain anomaliee Even'this would

lie lccepcaple ss long as tfie-theory included a discussion .

of thekspecific contribution'of the Anomalies. This could

'not, ill fact, Ve possible witkan n of one. Therefore,

Comparative desigfiaIouldbe useful. If one wished to '

understand t e leffe4 of a context o the behavierof par-

ticf0ants, it would be desirablet. observe.hehavibr of the

same individuals in several winte ts_., 'if one were to

ahalyze the effects otthelatrodoction of an innovaiion on

a school, it wquid be.teiiiabSp to observe a,schoOl where

no innovation is being I:straw:ed. While it is true that

'every reseaich question doeo ncif require a comparktiVe

'approacH, much descrtii1e resaIrch would benefit from

somewhat ex#anded and & miarative framework.

Rese rch on teach r training hasoits'onn'unique
,

problems, 4uch as the criteria issue and the longitudinal

nature of ihe.effecta of training. Nonetheless; lessons

can be learned-frdmilresearch in other suletaniive areas,

the MOst important of which is that reseitrch wheh leads to -

conceptualjzation aNthe'initial stages Is essential to the.

.
conduct of effective,improvenient research, and 6o.the

improvement of practice.
0

s
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.RISEAICH ON TEACHING'

IN CLASSROOM RNViRONMENTS'

'Falter Doyle

North Texas State University )

41

4

*We,are. . »impressed by the fact'that most novicee
do manage to maintain.disciplini in their classes,
and that critical attentien.is usually directed

»only, to the consOicuolfs failures of discirini,
but that few schokars ask how the stunt is per-
formed-(1ax & Wax,11971 p. 11).

Language usage--i:e., whet is said on i particular
occacfon, how it is phrased, and how it is coordi-
natedwith nonverbal signs--cannot simply be a
matter of free individual choice It must itself
be affected by subconsciously internalized con-
straints aimilarto grammatical constraints -

((hMperz & Hymes, 1972, p. vi).

This paper conteini a summary of a etudy of tge

induction of ittident teachers into the classroom environ-

ment and a statement of possible research questionethat

flow from investigations of this naturor. In the context

of research onteacher educAion, ,the induction erudy was

distinctive in three respects. First, kt was a study Of

.how teachers learned to teach in classrooms rather than

'how -they were taught to teach by deliberate, planned

interventio4s. Such a fqcus nlaced special emphasis on

the natural processes of becoming i teacher. Second. the_.

study was based on a naturalistic or qualitabive metho-

ap approach that hip attracted cbnsiderable a,tten-

eion in recent years. Finally!ethe inquiry was directed ,

to explicating the event structure nf classrooms and to

building a general conceptual scheme for int reting
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classrooi phenomena. Work along th6se 4inesApromises to

supply a much-needed theoretical foundation for researchr t

on teacher education.

The Induction $t,a4x 0

,

What followelis f brief-stusmaTy of the induction

atudy with particular attention to how the-atudy was con-
.

ducted and what Oas learned: For more details, the reader .

is.referied to,an'article appearing in the Noveinber-

pee-ember, 1977, issue of the Journal of Teacher Education

(D9Yle, 077,A) aild to a chapter in.the 1979 Yearbook of

.the National Society for the. Study pf Education (46y1e, 079)4

M00°4
The indtiation,studY consisted of an attempt"to map,

over a thre4 year period,"the way in which'58 student

. teachers learned to cope with the demands of the clatorocnt

environment. The 58 'cases represented.a variety of subject

areas and a fulr range of pupil socioeconomic and ability

levels. Records Of observations consisted of descriptiOns

of activities and sequences of events within activities

(e.g., tiacher goes over list of characteristics of narra-

tive poetry listed on chalkboard; teacher-student,interic-

tion is limited primarily to north-west area ot classroom

in front of teacher; wort, involvement estimated at 30%1

ete.). Between observations, the recorts were analyzed for

the general pattern of events--the 'trajectory' of induc-

tion--and for recurring incidents that'seemed to account

for nie pattern.

. . Although I do not constder myself an ethnogFapher,

the method used in this 'study resembled in some respects

the ethnographic and constructivist approaches described in

.the recent literature (see, for example, Geertz, 1973;

Aymes, 1977; Lutz & Ramsey, 1974; ?lagoon, 1977; Overholt &
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Stallings, 1976; Wilson, 1977).. 'Parallels occurred.in at

least three'areas. First,'6e emphasfs was on long-term

observations using narratfve descriptions rather ihan pre-

establishedicitegors, Sedond, an effort was made to

asbign meaning to events by reTerence to-the intrinsic

properties of classoom settings rather than to theories o f

aarning dr-organizatiohal bihavior. The purpose *as to

tulia a descriPtive theory oi classrOonm rather than map

classroom observations'on to.existing conce4aons derived 1:

'frolg psychology or socie;ogy. 'tinkly, the analysis was

- conducted with a disi6terefited frame of ;rind an

emphasis on descriptio5 railtev than imprdVeMent) 'awl in

/ eXpectation of s4rpriep.; Specia l attention was given to

anomaXies--events that departed from pre-concePtidns of how

assrooffis should be--aa windows to uhe structure f the

environMent and the tacit understandings/teachers have of

cldssFoom grocesses.,
.

. .

\The analytical perspective for this study was based-

, obkanecological framewori developed fro% the works of

Kdunin (l940), Gump '(1969), and Willems'(1973). According

. to this vi.ew, behavior, inclieing thought, ii analyzed as a

functional response to,the demands of a sbecific bounded .

environm entJ The analysis of observational records was

accompanied by fal,rly extensive reviews of research on

human information processing and quantitative'and qualita-

tive studies of clarsroom behavior,(Doyle,4,),97fc,.,1978d)..
.% .

;

findings

With the methodology used in this study, it was not-.

possible tO assign precise numerical values to variables or

to test speqfic hypotheses in a rigorous manner. It was

possible, however, to map the natural rhythms of the induc-

.. tion process, trace the order and recdrrence dUevents,

.and faihion grounded explanation to accOunt for patterns of.

behavior in classrpm environments. The 'major findings,

therefbre. tend-%po be in the formiof a :11nera1'internretive
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NOM. irom which an integrattd set of hysutheles can be'

: gonekatel.

'i - At a general level, tht induCtion.atudy revealed' ,

that te,ching in'clasirooms is.a chalienglug 'task that

.requires.specialtzed knowledge and.skills tunedto the k

,rarticular depends of the setting in.which teachers work.

The study also hthted.ai an eyeri rdtger domain of1cogtit1ve.\
. o0erationw and overt actiOlkskpences that 'mist be:Mastered,

, for teachers to manage'classroom envipohments and implement

adtivities. MUch of this domain. reMains'unexpldked.

'Moreover, this speciallied comOonent of teccber competente

has.belp only partialli represenfedln des:riotions.of.

.taachilermapods aratiti summa4es.of the resulfs of

_lesser& on teachirii-Irrfectiveness. TheiiinduaCon,study

'appeaTs to have opened up al.rich and exciting arena for

inkuiryr:in teacher educatioh.

Whit fol1O4s is an attempt.tosket,cniu:broad stroke's

whiF has been learned so'Sar aboucthe character of the

classroom environment-and the skills necessary to,mtpt

these demands.

Evironmental Demands. Ttichers are assigned to

'meet with group of students for des(Anated.perinds:of tine

ind to conduet activities that inv,O).ve all ii.tpdente 4ad

hays some educative justification. At a.proxfmate

the teacher's task engendered by .this arfangement 1.11.4to

. securi the cooperation of students in classrooMaccivitie
,

(see Yoylei 1979). AoMplicatione in gaini4 cooperatign
,1

arise from the fact 'that students vbfy in their abilities

to accomplish academic tasks aud in their inclinations to

participate in classroom activities. These complications

ail intensified because classroom groups convene regutarly

.tor several months and are thus affected by periodic

'absences of individuals, the introduCtion of new members,

and.competicion from other events in the school and the

communIty.

Theie realities give Tise to at least five distinc-

.°4
0
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ti.10 and persistent features of the classroom environment.

These features have bean labeled: multidimensionalitt

simultaneity, iinsediacy, unecedictabilityi and historv

Thk tems axe designed to sugibst that classrooms ere.

crowded with people, activities, and interruptionsi'many

events t lace at the.same time; and thare is little
--1.time avail x a teacher to reflect befbre actfng or

even to anticipate the direction of events. In addition,

because classioom groups meet for an extended period, rules\

that evolvor the behavior of participants and decisions

atve point have consequences for subsequent actions. It
. i

would also seem that these are inopenouJ featuAlbs of

classrooms: if teachers met students one at 4 time and at

(OA studentek initiative, the setting for teaching would
4

contain few of these elements. :'

/

Teacherdecision making,and actidn. The induction

Audy suggested ihat tihe complexitv of demands iri a para-
..

'cular classroom and, hence, the Probability of securing

'cooPeration,.were influenced in,part by'two'considerations:

" (1) : the character of the activity being implemented: and '

. (2) the actions of the teacher during implementation

Activities involving complex and interdependent arrange-

ments of students (e.g., multiple grouPs 4orking on

cooperative projects) intensified multidimensionality,

simultanlity, and unpredictability." Teacher-actions thad*-.

vnarrodkd the teac r's view of the'clas;Obom or localiged(

It;
the-teacher's con ct with students (e.g., standing elope

to a small group of students or working intensivaly with-

une student) testricted thl teacher's ability to monitor

the group and respond to the immediacy of events (see

Doyle, 1977b): Timing was an especially important dimen-

sion of teacher behavior. Delays in becoming aware of

incidents or6in intervening to stop Potential disruptions,

excessive slowing down of ciassroom activity, and iniippro-.

priate scheduling of attentionsto students were associated

wink lowillevels of student cooperation (see also Kounin,
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It became ver41clear diving the inducpion study that

.,there was.a strong cognitive component to ehe skills

necessary tlopanage cfassroom activities. iuccessful

managers 14eFeable to select activitV,s that had eltigh

14probability of attracting4cooperation alga particular group

of.students. In,otker Words, they used Olanniiig to reduce

complexity (see Yinger, 1977): There were also'dble to

anticipate consequences A adjust tile timing of aciivities

to puit immediate circuthltances by allocating conscious ,

atterlio'n to key Aspects of'he environment.. They were

able, for instence, to notice early signs of potential

problems or disruptions. Seldcting.IpprOpriaee activities

and monitoring events were, in turn, dependent on an under-

standing of possibiIities and consequences in classrooms

Successful managèment, in other Wor;s, was rooted in,cliass-

room knowledgr.

a

IrnplicaUon

/he results of the induction study have more tc0(de

with how to think about teacher edlcationYhan how ro

%conduct research in thiOirea. In explopng specific

research proiiosals, therefore; it is useful to relatft the

ptudy to some general issues in teacher education.

Although the stoudy focusecr.on,induction sequences,'impli-

cations of the results would seem to radiate across the

preservice arld inservice continuum.

. .

The Enas of Teachirig °

In most discUsslons, teaching is closely associated

wi.thlearning!: Thus, the 'actions of teachers are usually

'evaluated as appronriate orfinappropriate attempts to maxi-

mize the'achievement of indfidual seudents. This\v4ew has

certainly cir&scribed common perceptions of the content

sot
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/
t of teacher.edltation by placing particular emphasis on

.

.
learning 13sychofOgy (i.e.,:how. leaning takes nlace). )

aubject-matter knowledge (i.e., what is to be learneAY, and

,teaching methods (i:e., how%to maxikze leaning outcomes).

VI(Much of this knowledge is best see as "schdma" innwledge
.,

(Anderson, 1977), 'that is, nowledge that aomethii,a is the

case. The emphasi,s, in other words, is on propositional
. -, ,

knowledge about concepts and their interrelationships

within a sematic network. Moreover; the tusks embedded in .

A I
'Most academic and4teaciher education courses require

' _students tofprocess information in a "schema" fashion, that

is,%to define the characteristics of varilous compOinenta ot

a knowledge
^
eystem. / -

. .

4.11esearch'on teaching in classtoom environments r

suggbsts a need co modify this Picture of the ends of
_ _ . .

teaehil ahd, accordingly, the content of teacher educatton._

From an environmental -peropeceive;--the -teacher' s task in

classrooms,is to plan activities and secure the cooperation :.

of students in these activities. To ampmplish blis .

classroom task, teachers need "script"'knowledge (Ichank &
4 Abelson; 1977), that is, knoceedge of nrocedures or how

events occur in a particular setting. .lndeed, one of the

i
major challenges of learning tn teach is to tritnsliite know-,

%
ledge of subject matter.(scheme) into activities, (sCripts)

, r

that tan be implemented in a particular claseroom: ljnless
.

this translatid can be accottpliehed; muFh of ehe knowtledge
4

gained in courses cannot be'used. 4
.

;

At the present timehsTost of t*e script.Noowledge

about teaching in clussroomeqt.i.e., 'theories of cooPera-

( tion--iu kdown only tacitly by skilled practitdoners!''It

ls very difficult to communicate this knowledge to ,
,

beginning teachers si ce feW practitioners have, or even

1
need, an analytical.0 derstanding of yhat they do in

,
classrooms. °There is, in other mord , little,need to talk

about teaching end/thus few teachers have a language for

deecftbing what they do. In the absence of declarative
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knowledge, preservice teachers are vequirea to iearn

teaching scripts exclugively from dfrect experfence with

the demands of the classeoom environments. Reliance on

thii method,is often costly for beginning teachers, pupils,
.

and t eacher education.

' ^
The Ideolopeof Teaches Eaucation

The'approach being outlined here suggests need to

reasses the personalistic and'individualistic ideologies
,,,

that pe te the intellectual foundations of teacher

OucatIon. In most discussions, the observed behavip: of

teachers is typically seen to result from4erersonal "
I

tence or motivation. Teachers, it is,often argued, teach

the way they de, because they want to. 'Such a vie. ighqres

s-subtle-interdependentt-bttWeen environment and

behavior i1j 'classrooms. Patterns of teacher behavior 1re,,

the.'cumulative results of &continuous process qf adaptalp

to thaochrands of a complex environment. To understand this

behavAri it is4ne4essary to understand Oe setting-in *hich

it occur:'

Teacher,education students also are admonisfied'to

atte40 pgimarilyito Elle individual pupil, A!spite the fieCt

that teaching most often bccurs.tegroups. 'This'indivi-
4

/.1;dualism4is certainly.reinfqrced,by learning models &rivedt

0 from laboratory psychology and discipline techniques derived

' from cUnical.and counseling psychology. As a result, the

classroOm Woften missing from discourse on teaching

methods4and discipline (see Doyie, I978a). It is not,sur-'

rising that teachers often find their ptreparation trrele-

nt to the tasks of teaching inclassrooms'.

c In a related manner, it ivs ofttn maintained that

teacher education should be a path to innovadon in

019oling. Neophytes, uncontaminated by.experience with

shopworn methods that fail to match our.vision of the ideal

'. school expaxience, can presumably acquire readily the

i- ability to teach in innovative ways. This emphasis'o
/ ,

innovation through teacher education means that preset ice

.,f 508
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teachers are often taught behaviors and methods that occur

with.low frequency
,

in most classropms. An environmental

pe7spective on teaching calls attention to,the possibility

that low frequen4-thethods may be very difficult to use in

classrooms snd that successful.implementation of such methods

. may well require classroom skills that few beginning teachers

have acquired. It is likely, therefore, that preservice

training in innovative mgcedures will kave,little dura-
t

bility. Moreelm attempts to implement.such methods may

have disastrous consequences for beginuing teachers,and

their pupils. A more reasOnable approach would be to focus

on helping beginning teachers master the classroom and then

work towar4 extending. teaching sktlls toward the use of

more comigex activity structures.

'

ThiScssidStrala/Training
Discussions Of the core content of profeBsional pre-

paration usually focus on the need for training Lin specific

skills or competencies Researcn.pn teaching in classroom

-environments can inhan4 deliberation in this area in ihree'

ways. First, results of this research indicate a need to

supplement tht existing content of training wit% skills

related speoptcally t4 managing environmental demands 4nd

using teaching methods in classvoms. Second, environmental

retiarch has underscored the strong cognitive component in

teaching competence. Beginning teachers need to acquire

classroom knowledge, that is, an understanding of nossibi-
.

,

lities and consequences in classrooms, if they are to cope

successfully with the dewed of the enVironment an4 be

able to use te.4ch1ng methods.... Finally', naturalistic

studieo have emphasized the need to help beginning teachers

learn to think about teaching in terms of aCtivities ratner

than isolated bits of behavior such as feedback, questions,

# or lectures (Yinger, 1977),. Such behaviors occur in clads-

rooms as components of complex activity structures and-inot

as independent variables.
fir
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There is lieui evidence that available nreservice.

'training methods provide adequate preparation tor.teachiAng

in classrooms. Much of.the work relatecito micateachinp,

)1as focused on acquisition of teiching skills. In a cbries

of carefully planned itqdies, Copeland (1975, 1978) efound,

hqwever, that skills learned in microteaching were used

.only if conAtions in the clussrocawere favorable, that

is, when-pupils were disposed to cooperate becauie of

previous expeiience with the.teacher behikrinrs in-a parti-

cular setting. These studies, once again, call.atteplOn

to the need to study classroom effects on teacher'6ehavior.

MacLeod and lic'Intyre 0.977) have argued that diciloteaching

has significant effectp or cognktion,rather than only.overt

performance. This cognitive effect may'werl tie t1e case.

but there is little reason to expect that classrocim knOw-
.

ledge can lie geined-from expertence in a microtealhing

environmecit. In some cases, training experiences may,

engender ways of, think/pg.-Mat art.inappropriate for -

learning to teach. in classrooms. The wide.ly trommended

practice of tutoring,.although consistent with' the indivi-

dualistic ideology of.teaCher education, can shape a mbde

of thinking about teaching in ways that are.incongruent

with the demands of teaching in classrooms. The same can

be said for many of the phildsophical and psychological

models oPteaching that are taught as part of the course

work in teacher preparation.

Inservice-Interventions

Finally, research on teadiing in classroom enviren-

.ments has implications for inaervice education. Two examples

are given to illustrate this Point. First, feedback to

teachers is often given in the form of discrete behaviors

isolated from activity structures and with little uttention''

to classroom .deminds. kithough teachers are often able to

codform to the explicit'6r imnlicit wtshes of observers,

there is reason to question the value and the long-term



conseRuences of such feedback. It is also possible that

many of the recommended changes in. classroom behavior,

recommendations that are often based on external models of

.adequIVe teaching, can disrupt the delical balance among

elementi in the aetivity structures of a particular class-
.

room. A teacher s location, for instance, may play a key 4

role in maintaining cooperation in activities. Changing.

tilt's, location can interfere with teaching success. Second,

efforts to chang*curriculum must be seen from the perspec-,

tive of the classroom. At an operational level, a change

in curriculum means a change in activities. Since many'

innovations are not &signed on t.he basis of classroom knaw-

ledge, many'of the.ectivities.aspociated with innovations

111 may be "difficult to use. Teacher resistance to change may

often be realistic (Doyle & Ponder, 1977-78).

Areas of Needed. Research

Several research questions have been ;11113RO-4nthe

preceding neview of implications of research on teach$mg,

in classroom environments. Many of these questions can be

Organized into two main categories of needed inquiry:

(1) research on classroom knowledge; and (2) research on

ways of teaeing classroom understandings to beginning

teachers. In the following paragraphs, these arias are

discussed.briefly and suggeitions are made about how this'

research thight be conducted.
.

Research on Classroom Knowledge

Although a beginning has been made (Doyle, 1977a, 1979),

.substantial effort needs to be focused'on explicating the

script knowledge necessary to teach in clasirdoms. Research

might be directed, for example, to describing'the.large

number,of.important scripts that operate in establishing

cl.Issroom structures at the beginning of the school year

.111
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(Evertson & Anderson, 1978; Anderson & Everlsoh, 1978).

Specific attention might be given to the delayed-action

script and its consequeRces, a phenomenon that was especi-

ally evident in the induction study described in thia,papee

Finally, naturalistic studies of,teacher planning (Yinger,

1977) can provide insight into the script knowledge of

experienced.teachers and hovIrthey use this knowledge in

sAlecting.clessroom activities.

A eesearch problem of this%nature lends itself to

process studies of the'classroom environment. Given our

present state of knowledge about classroom scripts, initial

stUdies will probably require long-term naturalistic obser-

vations using narrative descriptions. Such stu/ dies must be
.

interpreted with a view to the natural rhythms of the school

year'. As a bFoad understanding of the classroom emerges,

studies an become progredsively" more focused. It will be

.eventually possible, in other words, to ask very specific

questions about a particular script and demdse systematic

observatienal procedures and carefully controlled studies

to refine knowledge about the way the script operateejn

classrooms. '(For a methodological perspective that combines

lonj-term naturaliitic observation with controlled laboratory

studies, see Tinbergen, 1972.)

It is important to emphastze that empirical studies

of classroom knowledge must 'e accompanied bf rigohuse

cOncepeual analysia and theory construction.% Ifttegetted

conceptual frameworks do nor emerge automatically from

piles of data. Without an understandirig based on conceptual

ana1ysis,401e information geited from research on'teaching

in classroom environments wilDbe of little use in asking

research questions,, planning teacher education experiences,

(T

or teaching in classrooms

Research on eaching Classroom Understandings

e As declarative knowledge about classrooms is

' increased, it is necessary to devise ways of translating
I
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this'knowledge into content\for teacher education. The

preseure.rfor legitimacy in colleges ahd universit4es

requires that knowledge in teacKer education exist in con-

ventional schOlarly modes such as books and articles.

Sinee mostdassroom knowledge ig now acquired hy acci46

duri9g student tdeching, this codifieUversion shouldbe of

soft help. There is a danger,'however, that classroom know;

ledge gained'from textlOoks will become solely ltructural,

ratherthen procedural, that is, knowledge that ratherthan

. knowledge how. Techniques need to be developed therefore,

r foftteaching an understanding of.cla6soroot;s, that la, a

4 generative systewwhieh beginning teachers can use to inter-

\ pret unencountered_instanees of classroom Otripts. Thire

isjivider;ce Wb-suggest that teaching for understanding'is

not easily accomplished in schools (Doyle, 1978b). This

,aree will require careful and imaginative planning. .

Products in thie aria could take the form of visual

displays of various clasaioOm scripts to illustrate verbal.

ediacriptions and conceptual, frameworks. Procedures could

alsq,be;developed to have students'learn to identify seripts

in recorded and live situations. liagner (1973) has already

'demonstrated the effectiveness of discrimination training

to help preservice teachers recognize instances of a

teaching skill. It'iO also possible to devise laborarry

exercises designed7not to testch specifieskills but to have

students:experience the demands.of the classtodd environment.

Exercises involving divided attention, itmade relevint to

classroom phenomena, might te uaeful in helping teachers

learn the cognitive operaeiOns'necessary for overlap

(Schumm, 1971). In my own work, I have, for.the peat

several years, required Oreservice teachers to teach a .

brief lesson.during which their behavtor Is restricted to

questions only. Alti:ough a formal evaluation of the effects

of this procedure has not been conducted, it would seem to

give teachers 42 experience with the multiplicity, simul-

taneity, immediacy, and'unpredictability of the classroem
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environment.

. In thst final analysis, classroom knowledge can only

e. 4eined by ,ex0erl.ence as,e teacher in the claseroOm

en rcinMent. 'Research is needed, therefore, on the.complex

precessecof learning to be a. teacher in the classroom. My
r mon exiierienci in studying induction suggests that the feed-

back beginning thacherc ceiVe is very important in helping

them acnuire.classtoom kn ledge. Such feedback needs,po be
. 0

toyed.to the demands of e classreoul environmenti. That is,

feedback must be based on classroom knowledge. Imaddition,
"there is a clear, potsibility of developmental processes

involved in learning to be a teacher. Teaching.is in &dult

re;e'in society,and the transition to adulr sterns is often'

too,abtiupt for mahy undergyaduates. Sucll candidates are

eapecially vulnerable to the pressures pupils Create for

teachefra and have a diffieult tlte learning the classroom

environment.

4

Some may 'argue that the emphasis on classrooms in

this ess'ay is reactionary and miiiguided. I cannot agree.

Classrooms have bean with.us for many decada and persist

as a form of organizing instruction despi4regular con-

demnstions and a flood of flternative schemes. A more

fruitful approach woul4 be to.work toward understanding

classrooms so they can be used humanely and efiectively.
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EATING HUMBLi PIE: NOTES ON HETHOD,OGY

IN TEACHER EDUCATION RESEARCH.,

H. D. Schalock .)

Teaching Research Division

Or:egan.State System of'Higher Education

R2search on teacheraduut49n should be a diverse and.
.

many-fsdeted enterprite. It shourdichart the characteris-

tics of thosi who enter teadher preparation programs, and

des* who survive to enter teaching; it should the

relationship between characteristics at peint.of ry to

i

.

a program, or point qUesit, efid.subsequent success of prac-

tice; it shoulti focus on the interaction of program entry

oharecteristics, de nature of preparation programs, and

subs4uent success impractice; it should he searching much

more than it has for the relationship between know,ledge or

skal mastery and Put(seouent success,in practice; it should

be,searching for early indicators of competence as a teach-

- gar, and studying the extent'to,which these are effective as

predictors of.succems in first, thiid or fifth year teach-

ing:: it should be investigating the relation9hip between the

naturp of 4eld placemepts in preparation programs, subse-

. i'quent job pleveménts, and subsequent performance in those

glob placements: It should even,be investigating the matter

Of costs and benefits associated with alternative prepare-

tion programs.

A basic assumption of which the present paper is

based is that if research in teacher education is to be

this AAverse and many-faceted, the'methodology needed for

its suhott must be equally diverse and many;faceted.

For purposes Of the conference, I war% to argue the

position that reseatch on teachereducation.has not been
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thls farlangine, and that at present, we do not have the

methodology that enables ft ,to be so. After completing a

review oethe research literatu?e pertaining to teacher

selection (Schalock, 1979), I am of the opinion that we know

very little about any of the items mentioned above, and what

is more, we do not even have good hypotheses about them. We

clearly do not llave."up and running" research designs or

Oasurement sygtems needed toget good information about'

them.. A case in point is the.essential absence of tested

methodology Oat can be ised by teacher education institu-'

tions'in responding to the NCATE requirement for evaluative

'e)wup studies of graduates of'teacher preparation pro-

grams.

I have come to the opinion that we have a very lim-

ited knowledge base about teacher education per se, and

that we are essentially without tradition when it comes to

teacher education research. I read that Peck and Tucker

(1973), and thosIle,Who have reviewed the literature before

them (for example, CAhert & Spaigts (1964); Dinemark &

MacDonald (1967)1, hold a similar view.

This is not ta say that teacher edu-cation is *ithout

a researce base. In far, it draws upon a,number of re-
.

search bases, but theselistorically !lamp come from the

Aisciplines of biology, psychology, and anthropology. With-
.

in recent years, educational researchers have bNun to

'establish a knowledfo base that pertains directly to teach-

ing. but as yet ver)? little information that informs dici-

cisions b), teacher edUcators about teacher education has

come from research on teacher'education. 'It is my hope

that this conference will lead to steps that in time will

change this indefensible state of affrArs.

In order for such steps to occur, agreement must be

reached on the:substantive issues in teacher education that

need to be addressed through research. A large share or the\

conference is devoted io this purnose. Once a focus of

inquiry has been establ1.thed,'hol4-2ver, questions of metho-

:
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4 dolddcorhs into play. (In practices of course, the-re

verse is often true;.that is, the availabiltty of 4 metho o-

logysoften shapes the repearch Auestions asked.) The intept

of my remarks.is to sensitize conference participan/Cto

"major issues of methodology that need to be,a4dressed in

planning research in the area of tedcher edteation and to

.

1".

./7provide some "conceptual handled" for dealing with theM.

My-remarks are based on the assuMption that the

edonethodological issues facing researcherdin teather educa-

.

tion are infinitely more complex than was oncet imagined,

and.that,at present we do not have tither the concepts or

the methods needed to implement a full-scale programiof re-

search in all areas mentioned.in the tpenini paragraph. If

this assumption is yam, research on stiblantive issuqp

need to be paralleled by research on mepodblogy.,

Distinguishing Between Research on Teacher'

Education and R searchon Teacher Effectiveness

,
Just as research on learning is not research on,:,d,

- Scaching,.cesearch on teaching is not-research on teacga-

-education. Research on teaching crributei importantly to
4

the substance or.content of teacher education,.but it does

not deal with the prediction of teacher effectiveness

(teacher selectio10; it does not deal wi,A1 program effec-

.tiveness; it does(not deal with the interaction of program

characteristics and theiCharacteristics of students prepar-

ing to become teschers;Vvd it poes not deal with the prag-

matic and increasingly liticat matter of costs and bene-
. ...

fits associated with a ernative preparation programs.'
.,

To some, research on teacher education may not be as '

glamorów or exciting as research on teaching and learni4,

but it is research that.is no less importanek Enormous

sums of public and private funds are directed to Lhe edu-.

cation of teachers each yeamili, and reminiscent of the circum-

(
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stance the teaching'profeb6ion'Zaced a decade or so ago

(USOE, 1970), teacher educators' at this point would be hard

!,pressed to bui,ld a convincing case that teacher educatip

prograts "make a diffe'rence."' More importantly,teaCher

,education programs are thifilters through which persons '

enter the schOop a, "achers,,,and the social obligation

that, accompanies retommendation for cliication demands

that those who ace recommending be sure of.thdir recomMenda-

tion. I doubt.that many'teacher educrrs pow bplieve 'they

are able to accurately'pregict at pdtnt of exit from a

,teacher preparaiiop progrqm whoits goint, to be effative as

a teacher and Oho is not--let alon.e why that will be so.

; Rebearch on teaching is impdrtant to teacher educa-

tion, t'Ut research on teacher education is important to the

public trust. It also is important to thildren and you0s,

for what we know about the' preparation and selection & F .

teachers in.tahe long run affects the oualtty of education

that studene receive.

.
Alternative Foci for,Teacher Education Research

In.a 'recent volumd.of the NatiRpal Society for the
,

Study of Education, Richard Turner (1975) proposed a Trame-'

work for organizing vesearch otk teacher education that

pears to have considerable utility. The fraMework is"organ-
..

ized around stages in the Professional life of 4 teacher
0

and calls for ceSearch to be done on the mortsition between

, stages" The four stages he deals with'Oe selection, train-

ing, placement, and job performance, with worx success in

job performance being the important criteridn. Turner used

the following schematic to depict the"foci for research

that are highlighted by the fraatework. The brackets ex-

tended across the bottom of the schematic, have.beenJviserted

to depict the moderating or interaction effects betwb*,14-the

first three sets of variables and'work snows.

522 4
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Selection Training . Placement. Work Success

/4

I

4 I I I L

Turner's framework,has to be viewed in light'of his

A

underlying assumption that wrhe aim of research in teacher

4e educe ion is to optimize that portion,of teacher work suc-

cess ributable to Deacher preparation" (p. 87). In.

j'genejal I concur, with this assumption, though"I woUld add

the pofitical reality ,of having to rrsue this aim wit4n

the framework of coat-benefit considerations.

Turner doefrinot ;hue Oat all of the rekationshiPs

identified in the schemdic fait equally imporont'as fo'ci

foi research, fhough all are 'possible and all are important.

.He also reCognizes that one of ihe greateet handicaps to

strong programs of research in teacher eftnition is the

problem of defensible criteria of work success, but this is

an isaue that haehad to belaced in reseauh on teacher .

effectiveness so it is not,uniqUe. Turner was abl,e to find ."

studiee(done largoky by doctoral students) that perlined

.to each of the research foci suggested by his framework, blit

in keeping Nith the view being advanced here he concluded,

.his'revip by

In spite of reCent, improviments in research in the
field, the amount of dependable information
able compared to the.amount nueded to formulate
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A .

more effettive policies alitd prat. Ces of teacher,
education is miniscule. (p. 107)

AA !

, I

So far as I can determine, nothing has janged in the four

years since the publication of Turner's chapter to alter

this conclusion, including the completion of the Beginning

'reacher Evaluation Study (Fisher, 6bey, Marliave, Cahen,

Dishaw, Moore & Berlindev 1978).that was designed expreasly

to inform policies and practices in teacher education'

0'

.The Interaction Between FDrus and Method

..,:..

It.is stating thetibvious to say that the focus'Gi a

research study determines t8 a lar oaxtent the +time of:

the design and methodology to be 4poyed -in carrying put
,

the study, but when prep1ring.5 paper on methodology, the

strength of this connectioq needs to be fully underitood.

. Using Turner's frabework as.a point! A reference, riaearch
4
% focu g on the relationship between.charactaristics of

studente ering a teacher preparation program and their

subsequent e e nese as teachers will take a very difr

ferent form ind ni.li olve,different sets of variables

than will research /Fusing

training and job placement.

between focus and-method is

irasting rebearch on the cd

I.

on the relationship between .

The strength of the connection

evenisore notable when_con-

ts and benefits associated with %

alternative preparation pro ram! with the focf eiggested in /

Turneee scheme.

The not-so--obvious point that needs to be made about

the connectedness between focue old method is the point made

in the introduction to the paper: we do not now have,well

estiblished methodology to support much of the research that

needs to be done in teachir educatiot his,is especially

the cave with respect to measurement pyatema and the conctsp-

tual frameworks on which they
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not altogether without method, so re earch of one form or
. another prollaply car take pla4e aroxnd'fany of the foci that

have been mentioned. The point that zeds to be understoqd,

howtver, is that.from a meehodological point of view, much

of this reeearch will. he relattveliF primitive, ahras a

' consequence we should not expec: too muph'by 4ay of results

from it too soon. For the imilediAe future, research in

.1 teacher educatiin probably should be as much concerned with

th# development of pod constructs and methodology as It is

14'th establishing e4irically verified-.relationsgips (for an

0.
I.

.

4 eiterution of this argument, see Schalodk, 1975, p. 18-22).

The Effect of Contaxt and Time
1

'

;One of the most lmpottant contributions of research
1.

'on teacher"offectiveness to research on teacher education

is the Consistent findinerthat the effectiveness of a teach-4

er'id always time-dependent and context-specific. Learning

'4 on the part of students is clearly related to time allocated

to learning (Bloom, 1976; Block & Burns, 1976;- Rosenshine &

Berliner, 1978; Fisher, gt al.., 1974) and the behavior of t

teathers that facilitate learning clearly varies from grade_

level to grade level and from subject to subject within

grade level (Brophy & Evertson, 1976; Medley, 19724; Fisher,

et al,, 1978). Having these data as a base on which to

build teacher education research, especially teacher educe-

tion research involving criteria of-work succecss, doetn't

make such research easier, but it does protect against as-
,

sumptions, about the nature of teachingeffectiveness that

are too sikplistic and, thua, dgainst the use of methods or

designs that are inappropriate to research involving mea-

sures of teacher effectiveness.

Context and time enter research on teacher education

in a number of other important ways. Both need to be con-

sidered, for example, in investigating the relationship

525 , 1 ,
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4ween selection variables and training ffects, or any re-
t

search involving placement effects. im also meds to

enter tfie picture in research on program effectiveness, or

ic in the study of costs and benefits associatedWith alterna-
. v

tive program deslIns. It may well be,.. for example, that

program effects are short-lived; thht is,.they are reflected
. )

in he performance of first year teachers but not third or

ifi h year teachers. On the other hand, it may be that

C program effects are cumulative; that is, they not only are

, reflected in'the performance o? first year teachers but pro-

ject a pattern of excellence or mediocrity that becomes more

n pronounced with time. ,
.

These are impotikant confidetations and ca4 for di- -

mensions of context and time to be treated as critical

variables in teacher education'rerearch. A recent Paper

by Doyle (1978) and work underway at the Far Nest Laboratory ;

in the development of instructional theory from an "ecolo-

gicol" point of view (Tikunoff 6, Ward, 1978) point the way

toward understanding why dimensions of context.and time need

to be incorporated into research on teacher education, as

well as howthis migherbe done. 010

The Dominance of Interaction Ffrects and(

the Likeliho2d of Curvilineal Relationships

In designing research studies in teacher education, "

and especially in analyzing datecoming from thesa studieq,

allowance must be made ebrestrong interaction effecia and

the likelihood of curvilifiear relationships allong the vari-
A
abler studied. Selection variables interact Oith trRining

variables; both probably'interact with placement variables;.

and all three interact with measures of work suceess.

over, different measures taken at each of thesej4cal points

are likely tOkhave patterns of relationship that,are.ifon-

sistent and anyt6ing but linear. For exam.le, While a-cur-T
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vilinear relationship.appears.to exist between measures of

academic ability dhd measures of teaching effectiveness, the

curve looks aomewhat different for elementary and secondary

teachers. InteractiOn effects can also be expected between

the socioeconomic background of teachers (or teacher prefer-

, ence as to grade leveratiwhich.to teach)%, job placement ,

characteristics and success in teaching. Still another

interaction that is likely to confound research on teacher

education that involves measures of work success in the in-

teraction that Ilccurs between various measures of work suc-

cesh, for example, a supervisor's judgment of adequacy as

to,jab performance, measures of.student time oni.task, and

medsures\of learning gain. There is no assurance of any

relationship between the first and the lqtter two,measures,

and when data are taken on individual students in 'classrooms

thedrelationship between the latter twollbeasures tends to.be

weak (Fisher, et al., 1978).

-Again, while theterealities.do not prevent research

in teacher educatiori from rogressing, they do not makeit

easier.' ,As in the casee the effect of context and time,

they do protect teacher education Yesearchers from.pro-

grassing on assumptions that are too simple and from usinA
designs and methodology t4at do not aecommodate the com-'

plexities with Which teacher education research must deal.

Turner (1975) recognizedithe impact of these realities when

he spoke to the role of "moderator variabled" in keacher

education research generally.

1n ali probability, teacher education is a field
in which many-variables are moderators. Because
unidentified moderators twist, weaken,'or oblit-
erate linear relationships between variables,
and ince the dominant research methods antitipate
linear relationships, research progress in the
field might 11 anticipated to proceed slowly un-
til the major moderating variables are 'identified.
(p. 89)
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tions fot. Methodolon

!
il4gn&ing that methodological Considevi4ionm.re

tied always p. the focus Ate:particular research study, it

is hard to generklitelebmitluthoOlogy, but the Previous'

conmients help pu6n.perspeetiv'e a growing uneasiness op,
_

. `.; the part of those whO are doink.research on teaching, or'Nk

% the effects of schoolinkgenerally, with the research p

. digms tbat haVe been use for the past several decades

in(ShulmAh & Lanier, 77; Fislyor & Berliner, 1977; Berliner,

'1 10B). 'ihtre is a'gromindawareness,of the limitations

inherent in large maple, cress-sectiional studies that

aggregateCiffetts.to,plass.or schoollmans. Thereialso is

a grOwinrawarenees of the 14mitatiots of looking for treat-
, . .

ment efacts of angle vari les wilpin the school settingp,

even whan Oese 'N.rariabXesq are conTeived as broadly as

tJacher or durriculum effects. Theta also is growing .

I

awareness of ehe limitationxinherent in looking'at single (

outcome or dependent measures, especially when the focus of

a research study is on stomething as coMplex -the Cense-.

quenles of clastroom indttliCtion or fAooling on children's

attitudes and aChievement
.

.

Finally, there is A growing awareness shat looking

only at teacher and)student behavit6 in studies of teach$P8

and teacher aducation is not enoughL. Attention also needs

to be focused on the intentions of teachers and students

prenstermacher,'1978), the decision mdking of teachers and -

,--,
itudents '(Shulma6 4 Elstein, 1975; Shavelson, 1976) and

// ithe context in Zhich behavior, intentions and decisions .

. .
.

occur (Dreebin, 1978).

Collectively, these factors are pointink to re!earcht

designs and methodologies in future stu4ies of teachiv and

school effects, and I presume future studies of teacher ed-
. .

ucation, that are very different from those of the past.

Projections of any kind are.filled with risk, and stand to

mislead as well as inform, but I foresee research in teacher
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, education needing to reflecterhe followingl'characteristics "

if it is to advance our understanding appreciably.
...

Desip. Increasing use of longitudinal designs,

coupled with a "case history" or "extreme Case" or Pelfili-

cal" or mXthnographic"rprientation to data collection and

analyets. Single subjict designs (KratochwilI, 197,0 may

come inteplay, but if they do I would expect them to be

supplemented by design and analvtis considerations that

strive towards generalizability of findings. Since research

in teacher education at this point in time needs to be as

much concerned'with construct develppment and delineation as

it is the verification of empirical relationships, I would .

4
expect descriptive or hypothesis gener

2

ing designs to'pre.

dominate over hypothesis testing des s in thd immediate

future.. Experimentitl designs will still be needed and aml...

ployed, but only after constructs are reasonably well de-

lineated and'hypotheses reasonably well formulated. What-

ever purpose a design is td:serve, it will need to allow

for the influence of context and time, and the intarinction

of variables that both imply.
l'

M4asurement. MullItiple medsures of any constLuCt

under investidition will be the order of the day, but par-

ticuleirli sot'with constructs serving as dependent variables.

This'is.in keeping Iota the Campbell and Fiske plea nearly

twenty yeare ago (19i9) for the "triangulation" of measures

of construCts that are not yet well .defined. Table 1 il-

lustrates variables that are likely to figure most promi-

nently in research on teacher education. .

Analysis. Strategies of data analysis are more dif-

ficult to project, fortthey depend heavily on design deci- '

alone. To the extent that ktudics employ large sample,

cross-sectional designs, analysekare likely to take the

form of those employed in the Beginning Tsacher Evaluation

Study or in the experimental study by Anderson, Evert n

and Brophy (197) of effective teaching in first gra

reading groups. Generally speaking, these researche s
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..TABLE 1

Variables Doing Censidered by Crigon Tescher Preparafitm one
as Essential In Research on Teacher Selection and Teacher Effecti ess

AIMIMMIKM.111.0..1411111111111MIMMIO

014141011014 Of Xesiher Effectiveness to 00 besotted

The ibIlity to perform the functions required of the job hold

leederehlp responsibilities *Bused In the school eed district

Studentil perception .of a teecher's classroom es a context in which to learn

The 41vilitp of a tseoherle classroom ee a context In which to learn

The engagement of students In learnIlig activities

Student attainment of academic outcomes

Student etteineent of °then outcoses Judged to be Important by a commonly

Student attainment of independence as a learner

$otting OhOrepterlgtiOf ?Win Of Assumed to Relate to the Effectiveness of Teechir

The oontent,end orgewlzation c4 curriculum

The instructional model used and instructionaLmeterials vaiiebls

The cherecteriktics of students being taught

The physic& facilities Within which instruction occurs

lluifooft services available to a teacher

The cherecterietics of the neighborhood/community smrved by the school

'The teachers' percepticm of the school end community 411 a context In which to tesch

.

I ti me to Relate to it* Effectiveness of a Tsçbar

The ability to commencete In writHig

The ability to.ocseunlosto orally

The ability to relate Interpersonally

Knoeisde, of

W
t to be tayght r

Knowledge of t ng principles, methods, end ill,

11

Moyle*, of how developemmt end group dynamics

Gonersi eciedemic ability

Adaptability

Predicted success Se a Meeker et the end of student teaching

Preference cf iade level at which to teach

ori ti

Inf

History of contect with childrei

History 0 socia4-1hvolvement,en4 tbe sosumptionoof lesdorshIp responsibilities

The grade level end nature of the coMtext in which student teaching occurred

The satyr, of a teacher's own schooling experience, including the sIze of the school
end the nature cf the community it served

t interect with Gther Factors

cher Effect vsblfll

5.rs

I&
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ehployedfliclepr regresisiofftmOdels, wfth entering differences

in learners 44jated through cd.:varia4e procedures, coupled

with tests 4ot the curvilineaiity of relationships found.

If longitudinil designs are employed, even more complex

anflyses apparentAy will have.to /be used (Borich, 1972), °.

but thest'are so far beyond iy level of understanding that'

I cep only report of them.
'

Perhaps the greatest change that is likely to come.in

the analysis of data is'in the use of what has coee to be

rsolled exploratory data analysis. According to Berliner

(1978) and others-have shown then/

. it is perfect/y approprtate to work with
t sets of data throwing out some cases, keeping
' others, and doing things that the classical statis-

ticith'never digamed possible. Data analysis cen
be exploratory, nbt confirmatory, and the analyse
need not have pre-conceiveO notions about the date
sttuctures. In, this kind of explorallory analysis 0

you are urged to massage complex &ate such that 1

anew-inaights about the phenomena emerge. (p. 21)

This approach to statistical manipulation would sinker to

be very ulkich in keeping with the exploratory, descriptive,

"hipothesis generating" approach referred to atom and

wodd appear 6 make eminently.good aense in light of the

size and complexity of the data beset) that emerge as a con-

sequence of such An ipproach to research in education.

Case stiitlies, clinical reports, single subject research,

and ethnographic research have reasonab1y,y4111 established

rules for reporting data, thougtbY.-andelarge these vre'

not as restrictive as the rules governing the reporiing of

data derived through inferential statistics.

o4

,

SignallifatnShift

.

. It is still unclear whether developments ofi4441 kind

that have been !tscribed signal a genuine shift in th'e
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'paradigmOVerning research in education (Kuhn, 1970), or 14

whether ihey represent simply a maturing of awereness as to

, the 41implegity of the field witt which we are dealing or a

growing sense of independence from the designs and methodol-

ogies%of. the parent disciplinep that have held sway for so .

1 long. They may also be simply a,respense to the frustra-

tion of not being able to establish pbwerful, conclusive .

and generalizable findings on anything that has to do with

iesching.(and, I would muspect,,the preparation of teach-

.ers). payle's (1978) recent paper on altefnative paradigms

for asearch on teaching effectiveness, however, along with

the "teaching as decision makine' thrust of the new Insti-

tute for Research on Teaching (jhulman,61 Lanier, 1977) and

$ Berliner's (197)r-'call for clinical)itud..es of classroom. 4 i

teaching and learning would suggest that'a genuine shift

In paradigm may be'forthcoming.

Whatever it is that is iccounting foetilie shift in

the way people are thinking about research in.edicati.on, 4 .

it is likely thit we will pot continue for long the kind of

studies that were the halltark,of ihe last decade.. Just as

"process-product" studies of teaCher effectivenese.emerged

- in response to a growing awareness oc the,fimits of:educa-

tional regearch carcied out in the 1940's and 1950's, a ne4

way of conducting educational research appears to be on the

horizon.. tis we debate an pgenda fbr research in teacher

education, we need to be aware of this fundamental shift in

thinking about methodology, respond to the needs it creates:.

and take advantage of it to the extent possible.

Teacher education reseaich has not had a strom his-
%

tory, and during the past decadeit has been essentially .

ovevhadowed by research On teacher effectiveness. 'While

much can.And should be taken from the teacher effectiveness
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nesearch when planning research on teacher education, bcth

in substance and methodology, teacher education resear-th

has its own unique set of research qUestions and,methodolo-
..

gical dilemmas. It has been argued that these ate as im-
.

portan% to:,the public good as are questions revolving

around teaching effectivenesasand-school learning, for they

pertain directly to who enters Ehe teaching profession and

the likelihood of their effectiveness.once there.

In planning an agenda for teacher education, research,

close attention needs to be 'paid to what appears to be a

fundemental shift in how people are beginning to think

about educational research, and how it should be conducted.

Some of these emerging views,have been described in the

previous pages. In addition to what has been said, however,

I would argue that for teacher .education research to make

an appreciable difference in'the manner in which teachers

are selected and prepared in institutiods across the na-

tfon, multiple sites must be engaged in both hypothesis

4.-ormulating and hypothesis testing studies. I would also

argue that in order to make a difference, these utudies will

need.to be longitudinal in nature, reflect a high degree of

external validity (Schulman, 1970), and be subject to num-

erous replications. As Ga0 (1977) has pointed out "Far

more than the statistical significance of.any single study,

confirmation by indapendent studies is relied upon by be-

havioral ocientists before they begin to take'a finding

seriously . . .
what we want in most fields of tésearch be-

fore we become truly impressed, is replication" (p. 1-2).

For this to he feasible, ways must be found to carry out

research on'teacher education at low cost.

I doulfl argue. s I have previously (Schalock: 1975;

Schalock, Kersh & Garrison, 1976), That the only context

tl'at has a chance of meeting such requirements is that of

ongoing teicher preparation programs: A number of condi- r

lions mus be met for teacher preparation programs to become

viable, 1,,w-cost contexts for research (for one listing of
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such characteristics, see Schaloclei Ketsh & Garrison,

p. 68-711), butlkhese amt not impossible conditions to meet.

The program df reseaich at Statford University is"well-
..

kAown in Xhis regard, but MbrilimpIrtantly emerging programs f

ofresearch at Houston, Toledo, West Otorgia; and Oregon

,Gollege of tducation attest to thelect that_institutions

that resemble 'most other teacher prepara;ion"institutions

in the nation can become contexts for research.

As the conference progresses, I would urge partici.-

pantsato spend time with this proposition, and'isee whether

our teacher prepatation programs might not in fact become

the counterpart of the laboratories that oU'r colleagues ir

the parent disciplines so long have had aeotheix,disposal,

\and through-which they have contributed so much.,
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IMTROVING TEACHER bUCATION

.*TROGRAM EVALUATION

James M. Cooper

University of Houston

Introduction

% A

On April 26-28, 1978, a colloquium was convened in

Austin,. Texas, by the Research and Devel'opment °enter for

Teacher Education, under the sponsorship of the National

Institute of Mucation, concerned with teacher education

program follos;up studies. The colloquium brought together,

a group of educators who have been cbnducting evaluations

of the teacher education programs at their or institutions.

Participants.from eight different 4Astitutionsewere present

at the meeting <Ohio State University, Oregon College of

ElducatioS4ennessee.Technological University, University

Of Houston, Weber State University, Western Kentucky Uni-

versity, and the University of Texas at AustinY. 'In look-

ing at the program evaluation and follOwup studies iziscrib-

ed at the confere.nce and in the reseurch

hecomes apparent that each institution has approachveits

evaluation efforts uite differently, even though there are

oa number of simil Ities. The ?urpose of this paper is to

report briefly on ths,strb ofthe scene in eeacher educa-

tion prdgraai evet ation, including followup studies4as.

exemplified by the efforts of these eight instibAons, and

-to outline conceptual and research steps ;Flee are°41##ded to

improvetteevaluationofteachereducationprograms

ad.



Summaty_of Instittvional efforts

4

' This sectipn of the paper will sUmmarize efforts

of the eight participating institutions attendini,Ahe Austin

Colloquium to7cantrt tesiotter education program,evaluation,

4.1* followup s4udies. Reasons for conducting the

- studies, types of data gatherea% and methodologiee used
s__

will be described.

,

Purposes for Condticting Teacher Ed4eition Program Evaluation
...."

The major reason for.conductxng teacher education:P '

program evaluation studies is to collect,.anaiyzel and dis-P

seminate information that is useful r decision-making

;1?purposes. Most of the evaluation re orts'from the'eight

institutions expressed the desire to use the information

gathered to improve cheir teacher education programs. Data

that are useful for internal program decision making art not

necessarily useful for researchipurposes; for example,,they

may have been gathered without much concern for issues such

as establishing validity and reliability estimates krr in-

struments used to gdther dail.. This i%s not universally

trueohowever, since some of the evaluation effotti (e.g.,

Westerh Kentucky University, Tennessee Technological Uni-

. versity, and The University of Texad R&D Center) tdok great

care to use instruments whose estimates of validity and re-

liabiti were known.)y 4
4

Another reason mentioned for conducting teacher edu-

cation program evaluation efforts was"to meet National Coun-
,
cil for the Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE) stan-

i

dards. 1 suspect that this reason is the major one for
e many institutions whose evaluation efforts seem to be)lim-

ited to those years preceding a NCATE visit. The eight in-.

stitutions repreientild at the colloquium, howeNTr, we e not

simply meeting the "letter of the law." Their lonittcinal
.

efforts reflect a genuiun concern for pr8gram improvement.
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44 Types of Data Collected

The types of data collected by the eight institu-

tions.can be grouped/into'at least six different categories:

(1) tJacher characteristics and dehographic data; (2) &ach-
..

er'Wfectivene ; (3) program effectiveness; (4) program

characteristics; (5) contextual variables; and C6)ppupil

outcomes.
,

Teachei Characteristics and demographic data. Most

of the insiitutions collect data on teacher trainee charac-
,

teri4tics and attitudes. Instruments such as the MTAI, Na-

tional Teacher Exams, Career Base Line Data Questionnaire,

Califorlia F-Scale, Rokeach Dogmatism Scale, Teacher Con-

cerni Checklist, Adjective Self-fiescription, Bown Self=

Report Inventory, and One-Mord Sentence Completion are ad-

miniatered at various phases of,,the teacher education pro-

grams. Often demographic data such as age, sex, marital

status, adademic performance, and ethnicity are collected.

Individual teachers' specific learning needs have been

assessed with the Profile of Learning Priorities.

Teachef effectiveness. Data on program graduates'

effectiveness as teachers are collected fromAprincipals,

supervisors, teaching peers, pupils, self assessments and '

.'observers. Questionnaires, rating scales,'personal inter-
.

,views, aud observation instruments are the principle means

of collecting these data. Some sample instruments intlude

the Ryans Classroom Observation Record, Tuckman Teacher

\ Feedback Formy Fuller Affective Interaction Record, Studeril

Evaluation, of Teaching, 'Principal's Ouestionnaire, Teacher

Evaluation by Supervisor Form, modified Flanders Interaction

Amaysis Category SyStem, Language of the Classroom system,

Hall's Instrument for Analysis of Science Teaching, informal

opservation instruments, and institutionally developed in-
.

struments.

Pregryi effectiveness. Perceptual data on the teach-

er edueation program's effectiveness are collecteilfrom pro-

gram graduates, student teadhers, currently enrolled stu-

5391
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dents, supervising teachers, and principals. Question-

naires, ratititscales, and personal interviews are the pri-

mary means of collecting tihese data; examples inclUde the

Professional Plan and Affiliation Questionnaire and.the Exit

Interview Questionnaire. In most instances, non-standard-

Oed instruments are,developed 0 reflect the characteris-
e. :

tics and objectives of each progri6.,

. ?roam airs tgristics. A few programs (e.g., Uni-

versit'v of Houston and Weber state).collect data bass:Id on

in analysis ofIcurrfbulum materials used,in the program.

Tea0 df faculty members analyse instru4ional modules Used

in,t* programs to see if they conform to certain pre-

specified characteriseice that are deemed desirable.

Conpminil, variables. In order to interpret teacher

ffectiveness data better, some programs-(e.g., The Ohio

Stilbe University and Oregon College of Education) hays col-

lectid contextual data on the communities, schools, and .

classrooms whereystudent teachers and.program graduatea are

ieaching.

. Pupil outcoma. While several progrpmreinclude'in

thAr evaluation designs the collection of pupil outcome

data, few data have actuilly been collected.

Data Anaiyses
y

Each institution has a differenb set of problems and

(motion's that its erzaluators attempt to.solve and answer.'

Western'Kentucky Une6rsity, for eximple, collects data on

over 200!variables, many of which have repeated measures

available for study. _The evaluators at that institytion

conduct their analysesnto answer specific questions relevant

to bhe progrim, rather than using a "shotAun" approach to

data analyses. Examples of such questions include: (1) e

What dte.fectors related to perceived problems of first year

teachersr (2) Can any,probable factors be identifipd re-

-lated to teacbers' entry into teaching and retentidA after

three years of teaching? and (3) Does teacher behavior
4
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change with experience?
. . .

The Teaching-Learning Interaction Piogram at The

University of Texas Research and Development Center, for
.

instance, has created a statistical system for multivartate

'analysis of change which can trac'e the effects of teacher

charactertstics, context variables, and training variables

on teaching behsvior--and on affective and cognitive pupil

outcomes, if desired.

Those programs that have been conducting evaluation

efforts for seveM years are aCcumulating a data base w th

a significant number of' msubjects. , For ea ingful analy es

l4to occur, it appears absolely essential t at data be col-

lected on a regular, ongoing basis. One-shot eValuatIon
-.

efforta every five or seven years will not yield very use-

ful data; neither for program decision making nor,for re-

seatch f4ndings.

Problems and Issues Raised'at Colloquium

In addition to sharing information about one anoth-

er's evaluation efforts, another purpose of the Austin

colloquium was to discuss common problems and to shhre

ideas about, how to improve evaluation priircedures. Some of

the major items discuised included the following:

I

1. What paradigMs exist relevant to teacher education

program evalUption? Which seem most promising? Do

any need to be developed? What are the parameters

regarding what teacher edueation prtgram evaluation

entails? What are the variables? What measures can

be used9

2. Tn what ways are evaluetion efforts for preservice

education similar po and different from graluation

issues for inservice education?
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3. Are teacher education program evaluation eftorts

.
really research, or lust data collecting for deci-

,0- sion making at indtvidual institutions? What can

1

be done to enhmnce the quality of the data collected?

4. Are any institutions interested in collaborating in

evaluation design and use of instruments if order to

produce same staneardization and synergistic effect?

5. How%can data managenent be facilitated to ensure

accuracy and fast turn-lrounti?

6.. What are the majoremearch questions with which

teacher education program evaluation efforts should

be concerned?

7. Is there power in compar.ing teacher education proL

grams on similar variables as one means of evaluating

pregrams?

8. Is it realistic to expect to evaluate teacher educa-

tion program effectiveness by trying to relate vari-

ous variables with pupil (elamentary and secondary) ,

outcomes?

9. In light of pinched budgets, is it realistic to ex-

pect teacher education program to conduct costly

studies, such as process-product ones, as part of

their evaluation efforts?

101. Are program faculty members,really intirested in

evaluation data? What use do they make of them?

ftow can the faculty's use of the data be enhaNed?

11. What can be done to help institutions improve their

teacher education program evaluation efforts?
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As a result of the Austin colloquium, representatives

of the eight institutions decided to continue the dialogue.

An informal network for evaluation of teacher education was

begun by the representatives of the eight institutions who

attended the Austin convoquium. Working groups wereesta-

blished and plans for future mtetings werlexplored. One of

these working groups has developed a plan-to develop a model

for evaluating' teacher deucation programs. 'Because this

plait addresses some of the major problems and issues'that

were identified at the Austin colloquium, a des ription'of

.the project seems in order.

A_MgalsEStalliating Teacher

EcgatIonmsKirrE

As has already-been mentittned,'participants at the

Austin colloquium identified as a major need the definition

and establishment of parameters regarding what teacher edu-

cation program evaluation entails. That is, what questions

can legitimately be asked regarding program evaluation,

what variables'are involved, what methodologies can be used

to gather data, and what specific instrumentation is avail-

able to measure the different variables?. d

1.
The objectives of the METE plan are to:.

1. tWalop a comprehensive Model for Evaluating Teacher

Education that institutions can Use, in whole or in

part, to guide the design of evaluation plans for

preservice and inservice teacher education progrAssi

2. '.developl'an impleMentation manual to accompany thc

Model f.r Evaluating Teacher Education,that will pro-

vide usera with essential information necessary to

adapt the nodel to their specific purposes and needs;
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3. develop a catalog of research/evaluatioi, instruments.

- with ccompanying infortlation regarding availability,

validi reliability estimives; and cost estimates,

to assist users in identifying ad procuring instru.

ments for 114 in evaluation,their teacher education

programs;

4. disseminate information regarding the Model for

Evaluating Teacher Education implementetion manual

and catalog of research/evaluation instruments to

teacher siucation institutions throughout the United

States; and

5. facilitate the development of a Network for Evalua-

tion of Teacher Education (NETE) lich would promote

co;laborative Nanning and. Tcution of research,

data sharing, and linking of evaluatio%

7
forts.

The model-building aspect of qie project aims at; /

1. a comprehensive framework that identifies a variepy

of kinds and sizes of teacher education.programs,

from beginning to end of Ole teaching life cycle;

1

2. a comprehensive list of variables Which current

knowledge indicates are relevknt context variables,;

instructor or teacher ("student") inputs, 'attributes

of a training process, or desired outcomes of each

pr ogram;

3. a comprehensive (though still a starter) list of

instruments currently available, or logic lly adapt-

able, to assess each variable; and

4. a description of diverse analytic models (sampling

designs, measurement stiptegies, statistical proce-
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1

dures) which are maximarly powerful shd appropri te.

1. to the size and nature of timp evaluation questi,n to

. be answeredvin a given study.
, / _.

Dissemination .

Very little of what is known about evaluatio models

andlasseisment procedures has been applied to teac r educa-

tion programa. The methodologies for researching reacher

education programs *re not well developed. Indee , there

,!Neems to be onli a small, number of perspris who hafre knowl-

edge and active interest inthis area of researc . These

facts, coupled with the press to conduct resear h on teacher

education progrems, have plSced institutions c cerned with

the education oeteachers in a real dilemma. e conse-

quence of this bind may weil be'f.mvstration A 4 poorly done

research. sit is anticipated that the produc s of this pro-

ject can ameliorate both these conditions. ythus, effective

dissemination of the weducts is critical.

Since NETE iniAtutions will be inv lved in the de-
L

velopment of the products, there is an exp ctation that they

'.t will actively participate in the use and lamentation.

Other institutions will also be invited ipv ParticiiSate in

the development and use of theproducts./

A concerted effort will be made, o disseminate the

products to the largest possible numbe of users. This will

be done through pr6entation at profea41onal meetings

'(AACTE, AERA, and ATE), through professional publications,

and through the continuing agency of/the gRIc Clearinghouse

for Teacher Education. 1

/
/

Kentucky Council on Higher Aducation Project

Another.attempt to create/a network of institutions

concerned with the evaluation oftescher education programs

is that being devel9ped by the lientucky C.Aincil on Higher

545/
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EducatIon'. Eight teaciler education institutions in

Kentucky, working with the Kentucky Board of Education and

the Council on Higher Education, propose to develop an oper-

. ational plan for evaluating unclergraduate teacher prepara-

tion, stopping at the end of the senior year. Since at

leapt part of their plan appears to overlap the vroposed

,aCtivities of the METE group, close coordination/and cqllab-,

oration between the two groups will st likelyoccur.

47
Summary

Most teacher education faculty have had little exper-
.

ience conceptualizing how one evaluates a teacher education
;

s kogrim, what variables are involved, whit? data to gather,

, what instruments to use to collect the data, and how eval-

uation etforts may best bebused to guide program improve-

ment. Furthermore, financial support for actual researcil

work has'been extremely sdarce. If teacher education pro-

grams are to do a better job of evaluating their efforts,

work needs to be done in both conceptualizinNind iiplement-

ing evalUation plans.'

What steps are necessary to improve teachef pducation

program evaluation and produce good research on the pro-
.

ceases of teacher education? While many steps are rlIquired,
.14

the following ones appeai to be criticai. 11

1. Both conceptual and,operational models for evaluating

teacher education progrcms are needed. These models

must identify what questions can legitimately be

rasked regarding irogram evaluation, what variables

are involved, what methodologies can be used to

. gather data, ani what.specific inetrumentation is

available to measure the different variables.

2. Research questions must be identifind that evaluation
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data from operating tea ducaiion programs can

help to answer. All teac r education programs are

aqua y worth studying, nor are they equally

capab conducting the needed type of evaluation

efforts: Seectect institutions, along with'-identi-

fied specialists in evaluation And research on teach-

er education, need to be identified and fulkledeto

conduct research studies.

3. Evaluation and msearch efforts are likely to have

much greater payoff if some &coordination and collabo-:

NN4ration occurs among the institutions conducting

studies. A Iletwork of instftutions needs to be en-

couraged.

t

4 Inservice teacher eduCation must be included in

these evaluation and research efforts. A much

broader understanding of teacher education processes

can occur if inservice teacher education is con-

scioualy included. e

.5 M.I.6 always the case, funds need to be made avail-

-able to carry'out the research and development ef-

Forta described in this pai.er.

VI.
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REMARKS it% DISCUSSANT -

'RESEARCH METHODOLOGY SESSION /

N. L. Gage

Stanford University

ciP .

Dr. Koehler had Atsed to good advantage her cen461--

positiOn in the field of research on teaching. She works

at fhe intersection of a wile variety ot proposals, pro-

jects, and programs--unlike those of us who wear the

blinders of our oWn research and development predilections'

and commktments. Accordingly, her distinctions and illus-

trations in characterizing the improltment, and descriptive

approaches are more richly elaborated than any we have

had previously. .

For the sake of historical perspective, let me note

that, during the period 1963-72 when the Office ofEduca-

tion bad jurisdiction over laboratories, centers, and educe-

tional_research and development generally, improvement

research almost exclusively was ,acceptable, and an orien-11

tation to practitioners was predominant. Since 1972, the

descriptive orientation has become more acceptable, because

the National Institute of Education is at least a bit more

eemoved from the practitioner's iiressure for quickluseful-

ness. Thus, descriptive research on teaching has a sditie-

what shorter history, even though it was done before the

19708 by such workers as B.O. Smith, Arno Bellack, Philip

Jackson, and Louis Smith.

I find Oarticularly useful Dr. Koehlees formulation,

after Hamilton, of subjective generalizability. Murray .

Sidmn in his Tactics of Scientific Research in 1960,

expressed similar ways of supplementing our quantitative

estimates of statistical sfgnificance and effect size.
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Conceptual work is emerging out of the taSk of

making sense of the findings of improvement researchL. As

examples, I would mention ihe work of Brophy and Evertson

on classuosnagement (1974), which seems to me to be under-

standable in the light qf the work by Berliner and his

associates on academic learning time (1976).

As for the problems bf randomness, which Dr. Koehler

mentioned, I suggest thin much of it can be handled by

restricting conclusions to ttle volunteer population,.except

in those ca;es where teacher edutation programs need not

depend upon the teachers: volunteering.

.It,mighf -make sense to add further dimensions on

which descriPtive and improvement research can be distin-

guished. (a) First, they can be distinguished on the

basis of high and low risk. Can the research go wrong in

the sense of yielding nonsignificant results, or mere

ilures to disprove the null hypothesis? Itprovers do

high-risk,research;descrihers are low-rink renearrhern

from the National Institute of Education's standpoint, as

well as that of the researchers. Yet, of courie, in the

long run, descriptive research must pay off. New insights

must come forth. It is harder to tell: however, when des-

criptis.ve research does not pay off in this way.

(b) Second, they can be distinguished on the basis of k

cumulatability. .Improvement researchers seem to.learn more

from one another than the describers do. It is eqsier to

spot replications and confirmations or failures to confirm

in improvement than in descriptive research.

Finally, I think it is worthwhile to raise the

question: Can all deecriptive research be made more useful

by the easy and relatively inexpensive addition of student

adlievemept and attitude measures? Because the cost ratio

in most research on teaching is, say, 957. for observation

and 5% for testing, the potential increase.in the payoff of

descriptive research through adding product mezsures is

great. This kind of supplementation of their data-
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1 gathering might require a little reorientation of the .,

' descriptive researchers, but i'm sue that the National

Ins

1

itute of Education could eff9ctive1y bring about that.

ori ntation,if it wished 6 do so. <--
o

Dr. Doyle, as man4of you know, has brought xo

research on teaching a wholly new level and bretith of

scholarship. He has introduced ideas from'learn g psycho-1
logy, ecological psychology, inf9rmation-procassi g theory,

and cogiltilie psychology. His reflent long chapter on pare-

digms for research on teacher effectiveness in the Review

of Research in Education (1978) has already begun to
,

influence thinking and research, so that more enlightened

attention is bei g given to the cues provided by teachers .

and to the behavior exhibited by 6upils in the ftaanoom.

Thus, it was. trithspecial Interest.that I looked toward .

. Doyle'a oWri empirical research. What new methods, concep-.

Itt' 4-tions, apd findings will he give us in his attempts to

generke and inierpret his olln data?
*#

st confess to disappointment. This reaction isJ, ,
ha die assumption that the value of qualitative

research shouldt be judged t ly bois sulLjective
. .

no on
.

generalizability but also by the freshness or novelty of ,

what it yie1.p. And, in my ,opinion, his present resort
')

qontains,lit le that.is new. Much of it has already been

reported by uch describers as Philip Jackson (1968) and

by such analytic philleophers as Gilbert Ryle (1949) and

\in

Jane.Roland (1961). -Many of the findings seemed obyi us

when Jackson reported them in his Life in Classrooms
0...,,

1968, and they are no more starLling when Doyle presents

them in. 1978.v
4

That is y reaction to such statements'as."class-

roosis are croc:aed with peoyle, activities,,ed interac-

tions; many events take piece at the saa)e time; and ther

is little time available for a teacher 86 reflect before %

acting . . ." (p. 5). Remember.ehat, in 1968, Jackson said
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. . the classrrom is a busy place ! . . (-..

the teacher engages in as many as 1000
interpersonal exchanges each day . . .

MOPC classrooma are like the proverbial ,4-- 1

beehive a activity. (p. 11)

1 could quote many additional similarities between what

Jackson reported id 1968 and what Doyle is reporting 41

1979. For anyont who has read Jackson, the substance and

flavor of Doyle's findings are reminiscSnt rather than

refreshing. The same is. true of the distOction schema and

script knowledge for anyone familiar with Ryle's distinc-

k
tion between "knowledge that" and "knowledge how" (1949).

The main point, however, is the implication of these

ftndings for the method th'At produced them. If a method '

should be judged by its yield, Doyle's particular brand of

4. nonquantitative method seems unpromising. At the least,

we need a better accourit of how the findings were obtained,

that is, how they can be linked to the method rather than f

to private thinking and reading.
, Dr. Cooger outlined a broad and extremely ambitious

approach to the improvemew: of research,on teacher educa-

tion th.ough an inter-in titutional colla4orative network.

I can only applaud the a piration arid daring. I could alsoi

pour cold water on the notion by pointing to potential dif-

ficulties and pitfalls, but I do not think that is what is

needed at the beginning of anything as audacious and neces-

,.. sary as what Cooper has proposed. Rather, I say "more

power to them" and wish them well. I hope they can get the

money that will glue their team together, power pleir

effort, and smooth their way. May they also mArshall the

methodological expertise ihat will give their.mork the

sophisticatIon and finesse their problems deserve. I hope

that we have here an instance in which ambition will not
t

o'erleap itself and fall on t'other side.

Dr.1Schalock makeialtogether good sense, hut I

thiG he speaks much too negatively of w has been yielded,

by previous research on teacher education. More careful

541")
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reviewing,.including the use of meta-analysis, will, I

think, show that much useful.knowledge. has resullted from

research on teacher education. What the fieldlyeeds even

more than methodology, concepts,.and auestions is money

and commitment. For example, wehave a fairly good start

on the roblems of selection. The attitudes,., interests,

values, and kinds of temperament that make a toscher more

highly regarded by principals and pupile werrwell indi-

cated by the'work of Ryan in 1960, by Cook, Leeds, and.

Callis in.,1951/ and by other projects since then. The

same is tra..Iff many other problems in.teacher trainin,

including knoiledge about what kind of training still shows

effects for as much as three years after the training is

over.
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DISCUSSION: RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Freda Holley

Austin Independent School Di:strict
41.

y
s %

Being the last discussant of one of the lest sessions

of the codferenc I take the previlege of considering the

proifems of research mfithodology in the broader context.

The central dilemmas of research in education can. I

think, be sorted rather neatly into about three categories:
,

,

Row to Ask GoocNuestions about Education

. Pow to Get Nod Answers to Thote Questions

. How to Use the Answers We det

" one of the features of our higher educatioh profess

as I have observed and experienced it is that it is Mull:

bett-elLat teaching ui hOw4o,ask questions than it is at

how ti5 seek answers. One of my rather strong memories of

graduate school is of being told by one instructot that the

only important-thing was learaing to question.

Thus, I think we are following tradthon in this

conference, since I belieVe thai much of the past two and

a half days.has been devoted to the problem of asking gOod

questions about teacher education. We have give only

this half of one afternoon to the consideration of research

methodology or "how to pet good answqrs." This fate also

befalls the topiC of utilriation which is perhaps the most

difficult of all olir research dilemmas.-

If time has thellimportance in the nverall.educational

.schrma thatl0e.hsve been heariAg, perhaps this is an ,rien-

tation we might want go think about.in'our education if
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educators. ,

!

Anothr thing tgit impresses me, not only in ttie

papers of Otis, session, but alao in the conference through-

outlItis the impossibility of separating'the problems of

tl
,teacher educ on research from thos3 of other research

ireas. Al h gls there i$ some uniqueness, there are far

more commonalities'than differences. Nowhere is this more

4trud than in the area of research methodology.

Having categorized.the problems of educational re-
,

search, f'd li e now Ito'summarite those thftt fall within

he area of re earch meihodology or "how Ito get answers,"

either as I'v, heard them.voiced in'the

/

papers of this

session or as I Ibelieve them to exist. Fortunetely, I

think we can'also speak'of promising s lutions to some kf

these problems, again either from the apers or other

recent deVelopments.

.

Resource Scarcity

Since teacheeedcation'research, as,well as(all.
N

other forms of research, .opeicetes from a yery thin reihu

base, this becomes a prthle Ablem for all areab. We ne,d

to make sure that we make our resources go just as far as

.we possiigy can. Two avenues Favvwailable, communication

14nd collaboration. Since problems are shlyed across fie10 ,

we need to assure good 'communication. James Cooper dis-'

ctieses efforts to establish the Network for4Evaluation of
t

Teacher Education. Such networks are sure to be helpful.

Confer'inces with varied representation (such as this one)

are also of help. ERIC has been of great benefit. In the

ar4aof collaboration, we need to discover resources already

available. To give an exaMple I am familiar with, Webster

and Stufflebeam (1977) reported that 35 large school dis-

tricts spent about $34 million on research and evaluation

durinA the 1977-78 school year. As a member of one of those

districts, I'can tell you that this represents one huge d ta

base on teacbers, students, and cladtrooms. Yet, I know of
A.
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no teacher education evaluation .t taps this resource.

Isn't there bomeway to do this that'we can avoid collect-

ing additional data (always a nuisance to us in the

schools)? Another thinp we should do in collaborating is to

identify which group can most efficiently collect which

kinds ot data or do which kinds ot resArch. For example,

Resyarch and ['valuation offices in public schools can col-

lect ethnographic or descriptive data about naturally occur-

ring phenomena in schools with ease and do a great deal of

it. What we are almost totally incapable of doing, given

our cottext, are rigorous experimeneal studida which result

in varied resources to ticho4s, teachers, or students.

IdentifyIng the best agenti to rely on for which research

methodology might lead to greater efficiency.

Extending and Maintaining Methodological Skills

To conduct good research, we need good skills. I

once heard a debate about whether doctoral stud/pilots in a

given teachfr.eaucation area shoyld be reeuired4o complete

a statistics course (A or a 5/depree--one course, mind 1;ail 44k

Although the scheduli problems that lead to stiti a debate

can be appreciated, we have to be appalled nonetheless to

recognize that these students are our teacher education re-,

searchers of the future. On another front, our meohanisms

for keeping practitioners up on new research methodology

.
are not very good: a few American Educational Research

Association presessions and one or two summer programs.

Yet, our data analysis skills are the most difficult to come

by and are the most likely to become rusty of all, those we

need.

1. .

Data Aggregution

Replication is something we must depend on i(th.i.tv-

ioral research of all kinds, but we have not had good meth-

ods for assimilating results from multiple studies. Thus,

Gene.Glass's (1976) work on meta-analys0; is one of the
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most hopeful things I've jen olhe horizon for a long

time.

It Complex Data Analysis Techniques

All three papers presented comment on the fact that

research methodolOgy to deal With. complex events are re-

quired, and Schalock has covered quite well the increasing

uee we, are seeing of more complex techniciues in current re-

search studies. lbe work done in secondary analysis seems

to me really to advance our understanding of these techni.-

ques in practice as well as theory. In general, I feel much

more comfortable about the advances we are makfng in im-

proving our techniques than I d; about the extent to which

they are getting used by the vast majority of researchers;

I speak here, however, from the requirement of my position

to reth requests to do research in our school system,

from m or national studies.

Measuremen't

The problems here range all the way from differences

in approach such as qualitative versus quantitative' or des-
',

criptive veksus improvement, to defining what it is we

should be measuring. Walter Doyle's paper deals with the

latter types of problem to some extent, and Virginia

Koehler's paper addresses the forner type directly.

The current debates over latent trait thrlory, the

Reach model, and such recent developments in measueempt

theory can all be taken as tokens of our progress. I look

to them hopefully for solutions to the Rinds of problems we

face in research.

You can see what I mean about these problems not

being unique to teacher education research. However, these

certainly represent groups of problems in rese4rch methodol-

ogy that teacher education researchers Will have to nice

along with all the rest of us in the field of research and
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evaluation. We have a long way to po in solving most of

these problems, but we clearly have glimmers of progress.
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Concluding Comments

On the basis of conference presentaions and collab-

orative activities, a, number of researchable issues were

ultimat(ly generated, synthesized.and prioritized. The

resultant recommendations, which are summariAed below, rep...

resent a collective sense of the appropriate directions fpr

research and development in teacher education for the next

three to fiye years.*

One basic perspective which encompasses thE recommen-

dations is: The setting of research priorities and.the

operationalization of those priorities into res'earch activ-

ities should'be planned and implemented from a multi-dimen-

'sionll perspective Fore specifically, the ftollowing para-

meters were identified:

J1
(1) Teacher education research should be carried out

across.the continuum--from preservice, lo early.
Anservice (induction), and throughout the inser-
vice career.

(2) The existing knowledge base should be formally',
anal5iiiTiynthesizad, and eocumented as a
starting point for any future work.

(3) A heavier emphasis shoul(l be placed on descrip- ,
tive research (to understand a phenomencTEI as a
complement to improvement reearch (designed
with intended impact on practice) in order to
provide a sufficient base for conceptual and
theoretical work.

*The document "A National Agenda for Research and
Development on Teacher Education, 1979-1984" describes rhe
development of .t!.e national agen0a and prewents the recom-
mendations in detail. This document is available :rom:
Communication Services, PO Center for Teacher Education,
The'University of Texas, Austin, TX 78712 (Puhkieation
#7002).
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(4).5tudies will need to vary in length and design
in recognigon of the multivariate nature of
phenomena being studied. Studies should utilize
knowledge (substance and procedures) from other
discipl'nes and employ diverse methodologies,
both quantitative and qualitative.

(sy Research should stress interaction using a Col-
laborative teaming approach, and practitioner
teacher educators (school-based, higher edmca-
tion, and other) should be involved in all
phases.,

(6) Before,research is undertaken, costs and bene-
fits epi .the process and for the implementation
of findings should be weighed; i.e., some type
.of cost-benefit analysis should be done in rela-
tion to potential for useful, practical pay-off.

.y
The recommendations described above serve a$ the-

backdrop against which the following priority research

issues were delineated by the collective constituent repre-
,

sentatives:

1. Rgsearch on teacher educators as practitioners
should be undertaken. Specific study Ioi might
he: clearer identification of the target
(characterittics, training received versus that
needad, skills developed versus those needed);
clearer conceptualization of the role (how and
what training is carried out by the teacher edu-'

cator and what roles accrue to them); study of
effects (on students, on sex or racial biases,
and in differen/ contexts).

2 Research about the teaching/learning process
should be extended and the already existent
knowledge base about it should be considereein
terms of its implications for teabher education

practice. More specific f)ci might include:
effects on the process by di:ferent teacher edu-
cati,m programs or component variables, relation-
ship to teacher characteristics, test of current
concepts with new target populations, and use of

a wider set of criterion variables about what
entails'"good" practice,

3. A more accurate descriptive normItive data base
about what constitutes the content of teachel
educatsliould be developed, along with

5 r
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tic appraisals of what it might or should be:
i.e., criteria determined for selection and or-
ganization of content.

4. The current process or teacher education should
be explicated and integrated, alternative models
developed, and factors moderating effectiveness
identified.

.5. Theoretical and conceptual work must be done to
promote an understanding of the influence of
various contexts of teacher education (social,
cui-71-1-7-1ra, political, economic) through descrip-
tive research. Important variables in both the
training and work setting should be identified,
and teacher preparation process developed that
takes into account contextual factors in the work
place.

6. Attention to basic descriptive and theoretical
work examininvprofessionals as adult leartera
is needed. This would include syntheses of ex-
isting wnrk as well as extensions and further
exploratory effects. ,That knowledge shOuld pro-
vide one base for the design and delivery of .

training for teachers and teacher educators.

7. Description and theory generation about collabo-
rative models which are presently in practice
ihould be undertaken. Conditions whi0 facili-

, tate or hinder collaborative efforts, and factoes
which maximtze its uaefulness, should be identi-1
fied. .

8. The change process within educational institu-
tions should be studied, and formal mechanisms
for the dissemination of information and for the
application of research knowledge to teacher edu-
catrOn pracace should be developed.
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